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When I was first invited to write this foreword, I hesitated. As I explained to the editors, I no longer consider myself well informed about youth justice even in my home country of Scotland, let alone elsewhere in these islands. About 15 years ago, I realised I couldn’t keep pace with developments in youth justice and in (adult) criminal justice simultaneously, particularly while trying to become more international in my outlook. Since I felt much more confident in my knowledge about (adult) probation, prisons and parole, that is where I decided to place my focus.

That said, there was a second and more important reason why I hesitated. I felt uneasy about the conjunction that forms the book’s title: Desistance and Children. Does it make sense to talk about those two things together, or is desistance properly thought of as an adult affair? Would it not make more sense to talk about the development and wellbeing of children and to see any involvements with offending and desistance as very much secondary to those issues? What might be the risks of talking about and focusing on children’s desistance?

Of course, once I started reading the manuscript, I realised both that ‘desistance’ had become a hot topic in youth justice in England and Wales and that the editors and contributors to this volume wanted to explore precisely these kinds of questions. The responses provided in this collection are as fascinating as they are diverse; and it has been intriguing for me, as someone who has written a lot about desistance and how we might best support it, to see how critical debates about desistance and youth justice have matured in the years since I stopped paying close attention.

But before reviewing those contemporary debates, it is worth recalling the policy and practice contexts in which desistance research and theory emerged at the start of this century. At that time, critical voices were bemoaning both an increasing punitiveness and a creeping ‘correctionalism’ in youth and adult justice systems (Goldson, 2001, 2002). The ‘correctionalism’ was associated both with the popularisation of ‘what works?’ research findings and with increasingly prescriptive and managerialised modes of practice.

Against that backdrop, desistance scholars added their voices to the call for a more expansive and considered conception of ‘evidence-based’ policy and practice, one that looked beyond evaluation evidence and engaged seriously with the emerging evidence about – and theories of – how and why people moved away from offending – especially persistent
offending. Like several contributors to this volume, some desistance scholars also criticised research and practice that centred too narrowly on risk and that misconceived and misconstrued risk as an attribute of individuals.

Desistance researchers argued that it was crucial not just to understand ‘what works?’ but also to understand the processes of personal and human development involved in or associated with desistance. Notably, and perhaps in contrast to the preponderance of studies about desistance today, some of the first desistance studies that I read were, in fact, studies of children’s and young people’s experiences. Writing this foreword offers me a welcome opportunity to acknowledge that it was Janet Jamieson (then at the University of Stirling) who first introduced me to the term and who encouraged me to speak with Stephen Farrall. As well as Jamieson and colleagues’ (1999) study of young people and desistance in Scotland, they both directed me to Graham and Bowling’s (1995) influential study of young people and offending in England and Wales.

In most of what I read about desistance in those early days, whether focused on children, young people or adults, I found scholars repeatedly stressing the importance of attending to the socio-structural contexts within which these processes occurred. Looking back on my own (quite limited and early career) work on desistance and youth justice (McNeill and Batchelor, 2002; Batchelor and McNeill, 2005; McNeill, 2006; Barry and McNeill, 2009), I used the evidence I had found to insist that social ‘contexts and relationships matter’ (McNeill, 2006, p 125 [in the chapter title]) at least as much as the more psychological and intra-personal aspects of human development. The stress on relationships drew attention both to the significance of social relations in desistance and to the central importance of professional relationships in trying to support the process. Obviously, the twin stresses on contexts and relationships were very much intended and articulated as a corrective to the reductive conceptions of individual responsibility – and of individual change – associated then with ‘what works?’, with programmes, with risk technologies and with managerialised practices.

What I underestimated, of course, was the capacity of systems to absorb seemingly new and challenging concepts and ideas and to use them to repackage and re-legitimate existing practices. It is through these processes of absorption that, for example, ‘supporting desistance’ has sometimes been falsely reduced to a synonym of ‘preventing offending’. Similar sleight of hand (or thought) also seems to allow some to hear the message ‘contexts and relationships matter’ not as a challenge first to change social contexts by pursuing social justice and second to invest in the relationships that matter to children and which provide developmental opportunities, but merely as a reason to train children to manage their pre-existing contexts.
and relationships differently. Both for policy makers unwilling to address structural injustices, and for practitioners who felt powerless to do anything about them, reverting to a focus on individual change and with it individual responsibilisation had (and has) an obvious attraction.

Of course, there were and are themes within desistance scholarship that have been more or less vulnerable to co-optation of this sort. The example that always irks me is Maruna’s (2001) outstanding work which, in many ways, led the development of our appreciation of the importance of identity in desistance. Of course, for a while his work was quite hotly contested within the desistance field: some questioned the relevance and/or necessity of identity change to desistance, preferring to lay the stress on ‘structural turning points’ (Laub and Sampson, 2003). The debate cooled, I think, when it became widely recognised that the importance of identity probably depended on the degree to which labelling had done its worst in terms of affecting people’s sense of themselves and their life prospects (as the Edinburgh Study also made abundantly clear: see McAra and McVie, 2005). That said, it should perhaps have been obvious from the outset that since Maruna’s account reflected an interactionist perspective, it was less about identity as it was experienced in the head of the persister or desister (as it were) and more about how the social dynamics of identity affected both personal narratives and social relations.

But again, these subtleties were, to some extent, lost in the translation from theory to practice. If policy makers weren’t minded to address the harms of criminalisation, and if youth justice practitioners couldn’t influence policing practices and/or community reactions to young people, then it is hardly a surprise that their focus narrowed to trying to address how young people see themselves and narrate their lives.

To be sure, researchers who seek to influence policy and practice have a responsibility to try to anticipate how their work is read and used and to attend to what it might legitimate and what it might marginalise. With this in mind, my own view is that the most potent critique of desistance research in this book is neither the mistaken claim that it neglects the social, nor that it focuses too much on identity (especially in the case of the still-forming identities of children). Rather, it is the argument that we should never have accepted the centring of ‘offending’ that desistance – even as a concept – continues to permit, least of all when discussing the development, treatment and support of children.

But perhaps that critique relies on the luxury of distance or the wisdom of hindsight. Looking back at it now, I can see in some of my own writing a pragmatic acceptance that youth justice policy makers (at least in the era of New Labour, anti-social behaviour orders [ASBOs] and parenting orders) were never going to be persuaded to displace offending from the centre of their agenda. Better then, I reasoned, to at least draw them away from narrow
correctionalism and towards an awareness of the developmental processes involved in desistance, whether that meant the ‘natural’ desistance of the vast majority of children and young people (since some degree of offending is normative [see Chapter 1]) or the ‘assisted’ desistance of those whose behaviour was more persistent and problematic and who had (most likely) already been criminalised. If policy makers back then couldn’t be persuaded to do the right things (avoiding criminalisation, supporting development, advocating for opportunities, for example) for the right reasons, like prioritising children’s rights and taking ‘Child First’ approaches, then at least we could try to give them some instrumental reasons for doing some of the right things.

Reading this volume, it is heartening to see that the contributors are rightly determined to push us all further – towards doing the right things for the right reasons. In assembling these arguments, and articulating their basis in both evidence and principle, I think that this collection offers us a very rich repository of experience, research, ideas and proposals. I only hope that we can persuade those involved in children’s services and youth justice at all levels to draw on the well provided here. If they do, they’ll find refreshment I’m sure, and perhaps we’ll all find hope that our policies, systems and practices might themselves grow up a bit in terms of how we respond to children at risk of criminalisation.
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Rationale for the book

Since the late 1990s, ‘desistance’ – understanding how people move away from offending – has become a significant research focus and ‘increasingly ubiquitous’ in central policy (Maruna and Mann, 2019). Since 2014, with the introduction by the Youth Justice Board of a new assessment framework, desistance thinking has been progressively transplanted to youth justice in England and Wales from the adult justice system. Given that the desistance evidence base is primarily rooted in the experiences of adults who have a history of criminal behaviour, one might have expected this development to have been accompanied by some debate. Yet, discussion or examination of the relevance of desistance thinking to children in the justice system remains scarce, comprising a significant and important gap in scholarship.

While there is a limited, albeit developing, international knowledge base about the desistance pathways of children, these studies have typically focused only on children defined as ‘serious’ or ‘persistent’ ‘offenders’. With desistance thinking increasingly applied across the spectrum of youth justice sanctions in England and Wales, it has become necessary to understand, and question, the relevance of desistance thinking with a much broader group of children. This is particularly pressing in light of the growing proportion of out-of-court disposals within youth justice caseloads, which comprise nearly half of supervision cases in some areas. And even among children on court-ordered community sentences, nearly 80 per cent now either have no or a minimal history of recorded offending (Youth Justice Board/MoJ, 2023). How might desistance theories apply given that most children’s offending ‘careers’ are limited to adolescence (Moffitt, 1993) and, thus, desistance is largely normative?

Our starting point is that children’s distinct needs, by virtue of their young age and ongoing development, together with their typically normative offending, raise important questions about the relevance and meaning of
desistance thinking to their pathways away from crime. In light of this, our core guiding questions are:

- What helps children to move away from offending, and in what ways, if at all, does this vary by ethnicity, class and gender?
- To what extent is the concept and theorisation of desistance helpful when applied to children or does it, alternatively problematise rather than normalise children’s behaviour?
- How is desistance thinking currently understood and implemented in youth justice policy and practice?
- What are the implications of the answers to these questions for youth justice theory, research, policy and practice?

The collection has been initiated by the National Association for Youth Justice (NAYJ), the only individual charity which campaigns exclusively for the rights of, and justice for, children in trouble with the law. The NAYJ believes that children who come to the attention of criminal justice agencies should be viewed individually according to their stage of development and treated as a child first and foremost (National Association for Youth Justice, 2019). The editors of this collection are all members of the NAYJ’s Board of Trustees. Given that the charity is based in England and Wales, we have not attempted to give the book an international focus. However, it is likely that many of the chapters will be of international interest given that the role of desistance theory within youth justice is not restricted to a single jurisdiction.

Given the focus of the NAYJ’s work, our philosophical position that children should be treated as distinct from adults, and the relative dearth of literature specific to desistance and children, the book deliberately, and unapologetically, restricts itself to discussion of individuals in conflict with the law who are under 18. In line with the ethos of the NAYJ, and international standards of children’s rights, we refer throughout to these individuals as children, and the terms ‘youth’, ‘juvenile’ and ‘young offender’ are deliberately eschewed.

Aims of the collection

The volume aims to bring together a broad range of voices from research and practice to reflect critically on the relevance and application of desistance thinking with children. It has been a deliberate editorial decision to include a diversity of perspectives in this regard to reflect the fact that debate and evidence generation is at an early stage. As a consequence, contributors encompass both those who argue that desistance does not and should not apply to children, and those who contend that it does but critique its implementation and development insofar as children are concerned.
The collection is the first to explore the relevance and application of desistance theories with children. It explores the topic from multiple vantage points and through a range of highly pertinent themes. Youth justice in England and Wales lies at a pivotal stage as it attempts to employ desistance thinking in policy and practice with children. This publication aims to address the significant gap in scholarship as to how desistance should be conceptualised and is being experienced in youth justice. It seeks to advance the theorisation of desistance with children, to inform emergent desistance policy and provide a much-needed resource for youth justice practitioners.

The remainder of this opening chapter provides an overview of the existing evidence base on children and desistance through a review of the literature before describing the policy context within which desistance thinking has become central to youth justice in England and Wales. The chapter concludes by detailing the book’s structure and the nature of the various contributions.

What is desistance?

‘Desistance’ has become so integral to the criminal justice lexicon during the current century that it may appear to require no introduction. But partly for that reason, and because the relevance of the concept for children is underexplored, references to desistance are frequently imprecise and act as shorthand for a number of explanatory models with variable implications for practice. ‘Desistance’ typically refers to the process by which people abstain from crime, in particular those who have an established pattern of criminal behaviour. It is widely understood as a journey rather than an event, characterised by wrong turns and false starts. For this reason, it is not easily defined or measured. For example, is it desistance if someone stops offending for a year, or shifts from serious offending to committing infrequent low-level crime? And from what point should desistance be measured? Furthermore, as Maruna (2001) has pointed out, the permanent cessation of offending can only be conclusively known posthumously (for a comprehensive discussion of such debates, see Maruna, 2001; Weaver, 2016). These are just some of the sticky questions and issues that arise in this field.

Maruna and Farrall (2004) contend that there are distinct phases to the desistance journey: primary, defined as a lull in offending; and secondary, understood as the assumption of a non-offender identity or role. This suggests a somewhat sequential process of change. More recently, McNeill (2014) has added the concept of tertiary desistance, which refers to recognition of one’s change by others and accordingly integration into society. Nugent and Schinkel (2016) conceptualise these stages differently as ‘act’, ‘identity’ and ‘relational’ desistance. In line with this updating, Johnson and Maruna (2020, p 117) have noted that primary and secondary desistance ‘likely develop together’ rather than one preceding the other. Other studies have
suggested that identity transformation is not necessary for cessation (Laub and Sampson, 2003, p 279; Godwin, 2022).

However, with some notable exceptions (for instance, Nugent and Schinkel, 2016), these widely used conceptualisations are largely based on research with adults. While it seems likely that there are similarities in the processes of change for children, there will inevitably be important differences too. These are explored in the course of this chapter.

Desistance and children: the evidence base

The genesis and development of desistance theories

The roots of desistance thinking can be traced back to American studies beginning in the 1940s, which sought to gather evidence on the causes of offending. These typically involved collecting data on large samples of children and continuing to do so over their life course (for instance, Gluecks and Gluecks’ [1974] study of 1,000 boys). It was not until the 1980s, when some of these studies had been running for 30 years, that it was recognised that many of the study participants had significantly reduced or stopped their offending, and that considerable data had been amassed that could shed light on that phenomenon (Shapland et al, 2016, p 2). Thereafter, desistance research has become a growing area of interest, and understanding of the processes involved has developed significantly.

Early conceptualisations of desistance understood it as a natural activity correlated with ageing (Gottfredson and Hirschi, 1990) and associated physiological and psychological development (see, for example, Glueck and Glueck, 1974). This derived from evidence that offending typically begins during the teenage years, peaks between the late teens and early 20s and then rapidly decreases, a process known as the ‘age–crime curve’ (Graham and Bowling, 1995; McAra and McVie, 2017). Other explanations highlighted the role of agency, viewing crime and its cessation as the consequence of rational choices by those who broke the law (Cornish and Clarke, 1985). Later research focused instead on the relevance of social context to pathways away from offending. Such studies highlighted the importance of employment and family formation and consequent shifts in wider societal expectations associated with changing roles (Sampson and Laub, 1992; Laub and Sampson, 2003).

From the late 1990s, drawing on earlier social interaction theory, research began highlighting the importance of identity or cognitive change to desistance, emphasising the behavioural implications of how individuals see themselves (Maruna, 1997, 2001). A range of views have been advanced about the nature of identity change and the process by which it comes about. Maruna’s (2001, p 87) research with adult ex-prisoners emphasises ‘more self-reconstruction than amputation’ of one’s offending past: desisters exhibited ‘redemption scripts’, seeing themselves as essentially good persons,
empowered to realise their true self, usually ‘with the help of some outside force, someone who “believed in” them. Desisters were also optimistic of their ability to control their destiny. Paternoster and Bushway (2009) propose that desistance requires that one’s old identity is ‘cast off’. By their account, desistance is motivated by ‘a crystallisation of discontent’ with offending, a desire to avoid a ‘feared self’, and an envisioned positive self (2009, p 1133).

Grounded in adult women’s narratives of desistance, Giordano et al’s research (2002; see also Giordano, 2016) sees desistance as growing out of a cycle of cognitive changes – which interact with the individual’s social context. These include a shift towards openness to change; exposure to ‘hooks for change’, which have subjective meaning for the individual; the creation of a conventional ‘replacement self’; and a changed (unfavourable) perspective of offending (Giordano et al, 2002, p 1001).

Latterly, research has also drawn attention to the situational and spatial aspects of desistance, noting that stopping offending involves people spending time in different places from those in which they engaged in crime. The environmental fabric, in turn, both reflects and shapes how individuals view themselves and who they want to be (Farrall et al, 2014). While the specific emphasis on these issues has shifted over time desistance is now typically understood as interactional, such that cessation of offending in adults flows from a combination of maturation, cognitive and identity change, agency, relationships and social bonds.

Despite this evolution, there are aspects of desistance that remain underdeveloped. Most research in the field has been conducted with high-frequency offending White adult men, often post-custody, or with participants for whom an intentional resolve to change may be particularly pertinent (such as with those who have significant addiction; see, for example, Giordano, 2016). The period from the turn of the century has rightly seen growing attention, from a low baseline, to the desistance experiences of women and minoritised communities (Graham and McNeill, 2020). Desistance research with children is also underdeveloped. Interestingly, where children are the focus (see, for instance, Graham and Bowling, 1995; McIvor et al, 2004; Mulvey and Schubert, 2016; Droppelmann, 2017; McAra and McVie, 2022), there often appears to be less awareness, and citation, of the research, even within youth justice circles; findings from adult-focused research remain centre stage.

Such tendencies are perhaps understandable: lawbreaking and desistance is normative for adolescents, the vast majority of whom commit relatively minor offences and grow out of crime rapidly and without intervention (Rutherford, 1992). The study of children’s desistance has therefore been seen as of questionable theoretical and policy relevance (Laub and Sampson, 2003; Kazemian, 2007). Farrall and Shapland’s (2022) analysis of longitudinal data on 89 adult desisters of different ages, for instance, contended that ‘there was almost no difference’ in explanations for desistance by age or related factors
such as length of criminal career, implying that there may be little value in exploring whether desistance is different for under 18s. Some scholars reject the application of the concept of desistance to children altogether (Case and Haines, 2020), arguing that ‘desistance’ is premised on a shift from an adult ‘offender’ identity and a long-term offending career and is thus irrelevant to children who are still, by nature, developing.

Conversely, as youth justice policy in England and Wales, and other jurisdictions (for example, Chile; Aldunate, 2022), increasingly embraces desistance thinking, it might be argued that understanding the relevance to children assumes added importance. As the NAYJ (2019, p 1) argues:

Children are distinct from adults in important ways. Their cognitive and emotional functioning is less well developed, and they lack the fund of experience available to adults. … Because children are continuing to develop, there is greater potential for criminal justice interventions to impair future prospects and adversely affect their identity.

Research on desistance and children

It should be acknowledged that some desistance research has focused on children or included under 18-year-olds within the sample, including several medium- to large-scale studies in England and Wales (Graham and Bowling, 1995), Scotland (Mclvor et al, 2004; McAra and McVie, 2022), the United States (Mulvey and Schubert, 2016) and Chile (Droppelmann, 2017). A growing body of smaller-scale research has also provided rich insights into children’s perceptions, and experiences, of desistance (Haigh, 2009; Murray, 2009; Panuccio et al, 2012; Bugnon, 2015; Nugent, 2015; Nugent and Schinkel, 2016; Johns et al, 2017; McMahon and Jump, 2018). Valuable evidence comes too from studies with young adult participants, including those undertaken by Barry (2006, 2010, 2017, 2019), Sharpe (2015), Nugent (2015) and Bottoms and Shapland (2016).

But the valuable insights this evidence provides have limitations which must be acknowledged if we are to improve understanding of children’s pathways away from crime – and the relevance of desistance thinking to them. Much of the research relates to the Western world, particularly the UK and the United States, but studies which have been conducted in emerging economies (for example Bugnon, 2015; Droppelmann, 2017) suggest that children’s desistance may be context dependent. Bugnon (2015), for instance, in a small-scale study of desistance among ‘poverty stricken’ children living in the favelas of Brazil, notes that criminality is frequently a professional activity woven into the fabric of their lives from an early age, motivated by material gain, in which they are deeply enmeshed and participate often on a daily basis. The context for children’s desistance, and the implications
which flow from it, is accordingly not universal but determined by factors such as socio-economic environment, cultural expectations, state provision for children and responses to crime.

The state of justice involvement is also significant (Wigzell and Bateman, 2024 forthcoming), an important consideration given that most research has focused on cohorts leaving custody or deemed ‘serious or persistent offenders’. Such children are not representative of the youth justice population in England and Wales (Bateman and Wigzell, 2019). In the year ending March 2023, for instance, 54 per cent of children receiving a caution or conviction had no previous formal sanctions recorded against them (Youth Justice Board/Ministry of Justice, 2023).

Some of the qualitative studies involve small samples. This is not a criticism of such research, which often provides rich and detailed insights, but acknowledgement that this may limit the transferability of the findings to youth justice-involved children more generally. Participants are predominantly male, reflecting higher representation of boys in the youth justice system, with rare focus on the experiences of female children (for exceptions, see McIvor et al, 2004; Sharpe, 2012, 2015; Bateman et al, 2013). And there has been no consideration of ethnicity and desistance among children. Furthermore, most studies of desistance among children involve only retrospective accounts of their journeys away from offending and rarely involve follow-up as to whether desistance was sustained (with several exceptions: Mulvey and Schubert, 2016; Droppelmann, 2017; McAra and McVie, 2022).

**Potential differences between adults and children and areas of uncertainty**

**Maturation**

As noted earlier in the chapter, early desistance accounts focused on age- or maturation-based explanations for the cessation of offending. However, this vein of thought came under fire for describing the relationship between age and crime, rather than explaining the mechanisms by which age and maturation shape desistance (Maruna, 1997). As Sampson and Laub (1992, p 81) have argued, ‘such theories fail to unpack the meaning of age’. In particular, the Gluecks’ maturational reform theory was heavily criticised at the time for being tautological or circular insofar as it rests on the argument that maturation results in desistance and desistance is evidence of maturity (Bottoms and Shapland, 2016).

Research on the role of maturation in desistance has subsequently been long neglected. However, there has been renewed interest in the explanatory value of the concept with growing evidence demonstrating its significance. A consistent finding of empirical research with children and young adults is that they very often describe their shift towards desistance
in terms of maturation (Graham and Bowling, 1995; McIvor et al, 2004; Beyond Youth Custody, 2017; McMahon and Jump, 2018), suggesting that children’s understandings of desistance are associated with what they believe maturity to be. Mulvey and Schubert’s (2016, p 135) longitudinal US study of 1,354 serious adolescent ‘offenders’ in two metropolitan areas in the United States provides evidence that such perceptions may have an objective foundation, since children who desisted from antisocial activity during adolescence showed significantly greater psycho-social maturity than those who did not, leading the authors to conclude that ‘maturity (especially self-regulation) is an important developmental feature that accompanies the cessation of serious crime’. Farrall and Shapland (2022) have argued that ‘social maturation’, which they see as associated with mental and physiological functioning, may be a key variable. The transition from adolescence to adulthood status is for most children – at least in the Western world – associated with the most profound shifts in social context that they will experience in their lives. Empirically, therefore, it may be difficult to tease out differences between personal maturation and changes associated with social context.

Studies with young adults have provided valuable further insights into the dimensions of maturation. Bottoms and Shapland’s (2016) Sheffield-based study with 113 young adult ‘would-be desisters’ found that maturation was a prominent feature in the narratives of participants, characterised by increased responsibility and improved self-control. However, they argue that it should be conceptualised as ‘active maturation’ to reflect that it is ‘not simply an internal psychological matter [but] … continually shaped, prompted and/or inhibited by relationships with significant others’ (2016, p 108). Coyle’s research with 20 young adults (2019) observed that active maturation was critical to desistance journeys, but that desistance also involved a process of ‘retrospective self-infantilisation’ as a narrative tool that highlighted later maturity. This aligns with Maruna’s suggestion that avoiding identification of bad behaviour with character traits or personality defaults is an important mechanism for maintaining a self-view of ‘bad behaviours, but not bad selves’ (2001, p 136) that guards against the internalisation of a criminal identity. Maturation is thus both an internal psychological and a relational process, with these two strands closely interlinked. This accords with evidence that children’s experiences of relationships critically shape their emotional development and identity (Sroufe, 2005; Holmes and Slade, 2018; Brierley, 2021).

**Socio-structural maturation**

A long-standing focus of desistance research has been the role of the conventional social bonds associated with the transition to, and realisation
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of, adulthood. This includes movement away from ‘delinquent’ peers, family formation and employment (Sampson and Laub, 2003), or what might be termed ‘socio-structural maturation’ (Bateman, 2020). The evidence base paints a mixed picture. While some traditional socio-structural factors have been identified as important to desistance among this age group, these may apply differently to young men and women. The literature also suggests, perhaps unsurprisingly, that different types of socio-structural changes are likely to be associated with children’s (and young adults’) desistance, as distinct from older adults.

Graham and Bowling’s (1995) research is the largest, and perhaps best-known, empirical study on desistance and children in England and Wales. It involved a survey of 1,721 randomly sampled 14–25-year-olds (and an additional ‘booster’ sample of 808 young people from minoritised communities) and life history interviews with 21 ‘desisters’ aged 16–27 years (ten males and 11 females). The survey found that social factors reflective of the transition to adulthood – such as leaving school and home and having children – were strongly associated with desistance for young women but not for young men. Conversely, factors that were associated with young men’s desistance were continuing to live at home into early adulthood, doing well at school and avoiding contact with offending peers, heavy drinking and illegal drug use. While this might suggest that desistance is more straightforward for young women, Sharpe’s (2015) work with 19 young mothers aged 20–27 years has highlighted gendered barriers to desistance. She centres on the enduring stigma and intensified surveillance the young women experienced as not only former ‘offenders’ but also young mothers (Sharpe, 2015).

Notably, Graham and Bowling (1995) did not identify gaining employment – another characteristic of the transition to adulthood – as a significant influence on desistance for either young women or men. As the authors observe, these findings likely reflect the increasing remoteness – most clearly for young men – of meaningful opportunities to achieve adult status at the end of childhood, particularly starting work. This issue has likely only become more pronounced in the interim period. At the same time, interviews with 21 desisters suggested that where children and young adults do move away from offending, they often attribute this to meaningful activity, such as employment and voluntary work, that provides a ‘sense of direction’. McMahon and Jump’s (2018) study with 21 persisting and desisting children with histories of ‘persistent and serious’ offending, aged 13–17, echoes this finding. They reported that positive structural changes, such as education, employment and training (EET) and reparation of family relationships, play a dominant role in children’s desistance (see also Paterson-Young et al, 2019, 2022). The authors also suggest that access to opportunities for positive socio-structural change may be especially
important for adolescent desistance given that age and status may render teenagers less capable of exercising agency.

Both studies draw attention to the significance for children’s desistance of repaired or positive relationships with parents and other family members, a finding shared by other research (Bottoms and Shapland, 2016). While supportive family relationships are widely recognised as a key mediator of desistance among adults, they may be especially central for adolescents transitioning to adulthood who are unlikely to be living independently. Conversely, the absence of such relationships might be thought relevant to explaining the over-representation of care-experienced children within custody (Day et al, 2020).

In this regard, it should be recognised that the adverse effects of de-industrialisation, and wider socio-structural inequalities, preclude opportunities to transition to adulthood (for example finding work) for some children, particularly those from deprived and minority ethnic backgrounds (Nugent and McNeill, 2016). Several scholars have argued that addressing such inequalities and structural barriers is fundamental to supporting desistance. Of particular note is Barry’s (2016) empirical research with a sample of 60 justice-experienced young adults in Scotland. She argues that children offend due to a lack of ‘recognition’ consequent to emotional and physical neglect, abuse and societal marginalisation, including age-based and material inequalities. Barry (2016) further contends that enduring societal ‘misrecognition’ – that is, labelling and stigmatisation as ‘offenders’ (for example by potential employers) – is a key barrier to desistance as it compounds disempowerment, exclusion and marginalisation. The solution, accordingly, lies in ‘transformative remedies’ (Barry, 2016 p 103) that address structural barriers, marginalisation and misrepresentation.

Questions remain about how this can be achieved. Gray (2019) observes that despite the benefits of the ‘Child First’ approach evident in some youth justice services, practice continues to be hampered by a focus on individuals and families rather than alleviating socio-economic disadvantage. One potential solution lies in focusing on meeting children’s entitlements – a concept used by the Welsh government to denote children’s access to ten universal resources, including: education, training and employment, sport, health and housing, and consultation about decisions affecting them – to promote equality of opportunity and outcome (Williams and Daniel, 2021), but Gray (2019) questions whether youth justice services can work in more socially just ways when they are subject to offender management-oriented inspection and oversight frameworks. Perhaps the key message here is that desistance is not only a personal endeavour but a process wherein responsibility is shared with social agencies and society. Desistance does not just involve children making a conscious effort to change but requires that ‘the society into which they wish to integrate also makes a conscious effort
to welcome them. Desistance is a two-way process and must be recognised as such’ (Barry, 2019, p 8).

**Relationships**

A consistent thread is the crucial importance of positive professional relationships in supporting children’s hope and self-belief in their ability to desist from offending (Haigh, 2009; Panuccio et al, 2012; Bateman et al, 2013; Gray, 2013; Bugnon, 2015; Nugent, 2015; Beyond Youth Custody, 2017; Johns et al, 2017). In their paper on 12 ‘prolifically’ offending adolescents in Wales, Johns et al (2017, p 18) found that a trusting supervisory relationship was perceived by children as the central factor in their movement away from crime, although intimate relationships and having a family were the ‘biggest motivator’. Interview-based research with justice-involved children and young adults in the UK has found that having a worker who is felt to genuinely ‘care’ is a key determinant of engagement (Phoenix and Kelly, 2013) and desistance (Bateman et al, 2013; Nugent, 2015). A key theme of these latter studies is the critical role of such relationships in facilitating a sense of agency and optimism — through consistent and persistent emotional and practical support and a belief in the person’s capacity to change — which in turn increases the likelihood of desistance. Fitzpatrick et al’s (2015, p 179) UK-based study of personal goal aspirations among 14 boys under youth justice supervision found that prior experiences of powerlessness and victimisation resulted in significant uncertainty about the future, highlighting the ‘crucial’ importance of professionals in fostering agency and hope.

The relevance of professional relationships to desistance features in findings across jurisdictions. For example, Barry’s (2017, 2019) comparative research with 85 children and adults aged 16–37 years in Scotland and Japan established the centrality to desistance of a respectful relationship with their supervisor for both groups. However, Japanese participants tended to emphasise social relational reasons for desistance, such as leading ‘normal’ lives and wanting to be accepted in social networks of family and friends, whereas Scottish participants focused on personal relations, including new partners and the responsibilities of parenthood (2017, p 11). Such findings accord with those of probation research studies, which have shown that the supervisory relationship is perceived by supervisees as the ‘pivotal factor’ in determining whether or not probation helps them to desist (Leibrich 1994; Rex, 1999; Healy, 2012). In this context, children’s age-based vulnerability and marginalisation — notwithstanding the significance of their agency — combined with their formative stage of development, may mean that professional relationships are especially important for desistance in this age group. This may be particularly true for disadvantaged children who have fewer sources of relational support on which to draw (Day et al, 2020).
Professional relationships will not however deliver desistance in isolation. Although practitioners can motivate, and support, efforts to desist, children determine whether or not they give up offending. Moreover, social networks play just as an important, or greater, role (Farrall, 2002; McNeill, 2006; McNeill, 2009). Professional relationships do not moreover act ‘as a substitute for addressing structural inequalities in society’ (Burnett and McNeill, 2005, p 234) but instead underpin helping criminal justice intervention (McNeill et al, 2005).

Identity

There is a broad spectrum of views about the place and importance of identity shifts in desistance for under 18s (Haigh, 2009; Murray, 2009; Bugnon, 2015; Nugent, 2015; Beyond Youth Custody, 2017; Droppelmann, 2017; Johns et al, 2017; McMahon and Jump, 2018). Some studies have placed significant emphasis on the importance of identity shifts in the desistance process. As a case in point, McMahon and Jump (2018, p 9) reported that desisters ‘explicitly discussed shedding “offending identities” and developing new, prosocial non-criminal identities’. Further, desisters had more hopeful narratives and underlined the role of agency in change, although, the authors note, the constraints of their life stage may render children less able to exercise it. The sample of desisters was however small (six children), and by focusing on children with significant offending backgrounds, and categorising them as either desisters or persisters, the study may have missed those who fall in-between (Maruna, 2001); those who desist without professional supervision, as frequently occurs (McNeill and Graham, 2020); or those with limited criminal justice involvement (Farrall and Shapland, 2022). Children with ambiguous or fragile identities, or who do not have entrenched offending identities (and thus move away from crime without support), are overlooked and little understood.

Another English study, involving interviews with around 100 young custody-leavers aged between 14 and 25, found that some described a ‘very clear’ shift to a ‘new sense of self’. Yet, many were ‘resistant’ to the idea of ‘shifts in identity’, and others focused on the positive impact of significant relationships (Beyond Youth Custody, 2017, pp 18–23). However, participants often described the importance of maturation, discontent with criminal justice involvement and ‘imagined future selves’ (Paternoster and Bushway, 2009) in the desistance process, indicating that cognitive change played some part (Beyond Youth Custody, 2017, pp 18–23). Similarly, Haigh’s (2009, p 308) Australian study of desistance among 25 young people (aged 14–24 years) found that ‘subtle shifts in their interpretation’ of their lives underlay all participants’ attempts to desist such that external challenges to ‘doing crime’ and opportunities to change became ‘relevant’.
In contrast, other research has suggested a more complex picture of the role of identity shifts in children’s desistance pathways. Most recent is Droppelmann’s (2017) short longitudinal study in Chile, which involved surveying a sample of 334 late adolescent ‘offenders’ aged 16–20 years at the beginning and end of a one-year period (waves 1 and 2) and interviews with a sub-sample of 35 young people at wave 2. A key finding of the research was that the participants did not adhere to the binary categories of persister or desister; instead, many ‘oscillated’ between crime and conformity. Forty per cent of those who were desisters in wave 1 were offending again at wave 2, while 31 per cent of those offending at wave 1 were desisting at wave 2. She further noted that desisters were often ambivalent about giving up crime, while persisters often demonstrated conformist values and aspirations (although slightly less so than desisters): ‘[F]or several desisters crime can always remain (or at least for extended periods of time) a possible alternative and for some persisters crime can co-exist with internal dispositions towards conformity’ (Droppelmann, 2017). This was reflected in issues of identity: 50 per cent of persisters did not see themselves as ‘delinquents’, and 74 per cent did not see themselves as ‘offenders’ in the long term. Rather, they tended to construct a self that aligned with their future aspirational self, even if it was out of kilter with their current behaviour to ‘maintain a current self that made sense for inconsistent forms of being at the present, in order to align themselves with their future conformist aspirations’.

Droppelmann’s (2017) findings highlight the complex relationship between identity and behaviour, indicating that children can simultaneously be significantly involved in offending and not see themselves as ‘offenders’ or regard this as only a partial aspect of their identity. There are notable commonalities here with the findings of Bottoms and Shapland’s (2011) study with 113 repeat offending young adult males in Sheffield. The majority did not perceive themselves as an offender, but importantly many acknowledged this was how they were regarded by others, for which they often felt shame and regret. The authors nonetheless observed that young men’s efforts to live in line with conformist values entailed agency and cognitive transformation, indicating that desistance may not presuppose an offender identity, but cognitive change – and no longer being regarded by others as an offender – remains of particular relevance.

Cathy Murray’s (2009) research with adolescents in Scotland offers some valuable insights and reflections on the practical implications in this regard. She sought to understand how both ‘resisters’ and ‘desisters’ maintained their avoidance of offending. Her research involved secondary analysis of interviews with 112 young people (62 resisters and 50 desisters) and primary research comprising peer-led focus groups with 52 resisters (aged 14–18, involving 28 girls and 24 boys). Of particular relevance to the discussion here, she identified three types of desister: the ‘reformed’ (who tell ‘desistance
tales’ to explain their move away from offending), ‘quasi-resisters’ (who reject an offender identity) and ‘desisters on the margins’ (who are ambivalent about desisting and have paused rather than ceased) (Murray, 2009). Murray contends that for the latter two desister types, identity transformation does not apply. There are arguably also questions about the first group of reformer desisters because their offending may have been too short-lived or low level for an ‘offending identity’ to have been formed. However, identity remains a relevant consideration when working with such children: she interprets the quasi-resisters’ denial or minimisation of their offending as a form of ‘identity work’ that enables them to retain an identity as a ‘non offender’. She argues that interventions aimed at making children take responsibility for their offending are potentially counter-productive and advises that interventions may be best focused on their futures rather than getting them to acknowledge past crimes.

There are further links with the findings of Bugnon’s (2015) life history interviews with 12 desisting young people aged 16–20 in two Brazilian cities. She identifies three different desistance pathways among the sample, which are related to their experience of offending and the system. These are the ‘survivors’, who have little social and human capital but whose desistance grows out of a strong emotional bond with their probation officer; the ‘exemplary youths’, so labelled by the system because they maximise the rehabilitative opportunities offered to them, in reflection of their pre-existing social and human capital, and desist through transferring their skills to conventional activities; and those who experience the system as labelling and desist despite its negative influences. Notably, identity transformation is only evident in the desistance narratives of the ‘survivors’, whose ‘special relations’ with their probation officer result in powerful identification with the system’s values. However, identity work is likely to be relevant to the desistance pathways of the third group too, who somehow manage to sidestep the labels which others seek to attribute. Nevertheless, Bugnon contends that desistance in the ‘survivor’ form is likely to be ‘much more infrequent and risky than desistance by skill transfer’, noting that the future of young people in this ‘group’ remained ‘extremely uncertain’ because of the very limited resources available to them outside of the system.

Taken together, the research suggests that identity change may play a differing role in children’s desistance pathways. It is worth noting that this finding is not limited to children and young adults but has been reported in some longitudinal studies with adult probationers (Farrall et al, 2014) including women (Godwin, 2022). Farrall and Shapland (2022, p 534) found that although explanations for desistance appeared to be age-invariant, individuals with limited criminal careers were an exception to this since they were much more likely to explain their offending as a ‘one-off’ or a ‘phase’ and ‘did not see themselves as having a continuing identity as an
offender’. Godwin (2022) has subsequently questioned whether the centrality of identity change in desistance has perhaps been overstated by the focus on high-frequency adult male desisters. Such findings suggest the importance of undertaking desistance research with diverse samples, in terms of age, gender, ethnicity, as well as by criminal justice involvement and offending profile. They also raise questions about the benefits of a practice focus on ‘identity’ and might indicate instead the value of nurturing the child’s healthy long-term development (of which identity is just one part) and offering them the opportunities and support to realise it rather than trying to affect a shift (Wigzell and Bateman, 2024 forthcoming).

Resilience and desistance

The notion of desistance, as applied to children, is sometimes criticised on the basis of its negative ambition in the form of the cessation of offending. This focus tends to reinforce perceptions that the principal objective of youth justice intervention should be the reduction of recidivism – as is indeed implied by the statutory aim for the youth justice system, introduced by the Crime and Disorder Act 1998, of preventing offending rather than the long-term wellbeing and healthy development of children in conflict with the law (Bateman, 2020). Yet a genuinely Child First perspective (Case and Hazel, 2023), as currently espoused by the Youth Justice Board (YJB) and embedded in the latest iteration of national standards (Ministry of Justice/Youth Justice Board, 2019), would entail a prioritisation of such wider outcomes. (The adoption of a Child First vision receives more attention later in this chapter.) In this context, a number of commentators have pointed to the merits of resilience as an alternative, or an adjunct, to that of desistance (see, for instance, Fitzpatrick, 2011; Robinson, 2016).

Fitzpatrick (2011, p 221) argues that while the two concepts have tended to develop separately, ‘within different disciplinary contexts’, there is considerable overlap, and there are some similarities in the strategies which they imply for working with children in conflict with the law. Resilience research has developed as part of academic debates in social work circles, and childcare in particular, and is now firmly embedded in practitioner narratives in those fields as an evidence base that attempts to understand why some children raised in adverse circumstances appear to have much better outcomes than others. A feature which the resilience literature shares with desistance is that there is considerable debate about how it should be defined, with one author terming it ‘a slippery concept’ (Houston, 2010, p 358). Early researchers tended to associate resilience with a set of qualities residing in the individual child that enabled them to counter risk (Gilligan, 2001). More recently, however, the focus has shifted to understanding resilience as a process ‘encompassing positive adaptation within the context
of significant adversity’ (Luthar et al., 2000, p 544). Although the contours of the resilience process are delineated differently according to understandings of what constitutes positive adaptation in various contexts (Robinson, 2016), the potential parallels with, and the relevance for, the process of desistance are readily apparent.

Both resilience and desistance mark a shift away from a concentration on risk and, in this sense, both are future oriented (Fitzpatrick, 2011). Conversely, there is a sense in which resilience is conceptually related to risk, since it is defined in terms of better outcomes than might be expected given the levels of adversity which children have experienced (Rutter, 2012), whereas the relationship between offending and vulnerability, while commonly present, is empirical; it is not part of what desistance means. Children’s agency, and perceptions of self, central to discussions of desistance, are increasingly recognised as features of resilience, as understanding of the latter has evolved from a focus on children’s inherent qualities as protective factors to acknowledging the dynamic nature of pathways to healthy development (Patterson and Kelleher, 2005). Trusting relationships have also been identified as contributing to desistance and resilience (Taylor, 2006).

The notion of tertiary desistance equally has a counterpart in resilience theory, which, in some elaborations, places considerable emphasis on social context and the ability or willingness of wider society to provide resources that facilitate positive longer-term outcomes for children surviving adversity (Ungar et al., 2008, cited in Fitzpatrick, 2011).

These similarities should however not be thought to imply that the concepts are interchangeable. Desistance is measured in terms of behavioural change since it logically implies a reduction in offending; resilience on the other hand is manifested through children doing better than might be anticipated, whether or not their behaviour changes (Fitzpatrick, 2011). Nonetheless, the commonalities might be sufficient to suggest that both resilience and desistance rely on the identification of similar mechanisms to achieving the respective desired ends. In the context of discussion of the application of desistance theory to children, and misgivings in some quarters about the continued focus on children’s offending which this involves, resilience might accordingly be thought to widen the aims of legitimate youth justice practice to promote children’s healthy development, which might reduce criminal behaviour as a by-product of that endeavour.

The youth justice turn to desistance

As noted earlier in this chapter, much of the evidence base for desistance derives from research with adults, but this has not precluded an increased orientation on desistance principles to inform youth justice practice from at least 2014 onwards (Wigzell, 2021). This shift represented a radical departure
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from reliance on what is frequently referred to as the ‘risk’ paradigm, a set of theoretical assumptions whose precepts had dominated youth justice discourse in England and Wales from the mid-1990s onwards. The paradigm sought to identify the risk factors that underpinned the child’s offending and ‘implement prevention methods designed to counteract them’ (Farrington, 2007, p 606). Its centrality to youth justice practice was assured by the YJB through, among other mechanisms, the roll out of a mandatory assessment framework from April 2000, in the form of ASSET, which purported to operationalise risk theory (Baker, 2005); a series of Key Elements of Effective Practice (KEEP), standardised performance measures designed, it has been suggested, to ‘circumvent the threat of the excessive discretion’ associated with more welfare-inclined practice (Haines and Case, 2015, p 132); and the ‘Scaled Approach’, introduced in 2009, which prescribed that the nature and intensity of intervention should be linked to the assessed risk of reoffending (Bateman, 2011).

Although protective factors were theoretically part of the risk equation, their role was clearly subsidiary. The KEEP for ‘Assessment, planning interventions and supervision’, for instance, mentioned ‘risk’ 66 times but contained just nine references to protective factors (see Hampson, 2023, p 204). ASSET required practitioners to ascribe a numeric score to an array of 12 dynamic risk factors to generate an overall measure of risk of reoffending; protective factors were confined to a single ‘evidence’ box and attracted no quantitative value (Youth Justice Board, nd). Protective factors similarly played no part in determining the intensity of intervention under the Scaled Approach, the guidance for which contained no mention of such factors (Youth Justice Board, 2010).

To ensure consistent implementation, the YJB developed a range of dedicated training programmes including a Youth Justice Professional Certificate in Effective Practice and a Youth Justice Foundation Degree. These were designed to embed risk thinking into the youth justice workforce in a manner which, it has been argued, amounted to ‘a hard schooling in risk’ for practitioners (Hampson, 2023, p 304).

Over time, the risk paradigm was subjected to a sustained, and largely cogent, academic critique for a variety of shortcomings, which also served to highlight some of the advantages of the desistance literature by comparison. Conceptualising risk as a quantifiable factor reduces ‘complex and multi-faceted’ aspects of children’s lives to a single statistic that fails to acknowledge children’s individual experiences of, negotiations with and resistance to their environment (Case, 2023, p 59). It thereby treats children as ‘crash test dummies’ whose fate is largely determined by the risks they embody rather than as active individuals with a capacity to make choices, albeit that their options may be constrained by their socio-economic position. In reality, ‘the active human agent may be a crucial determinant of any
risk factor … outcome’ (Case and Haines, 2009, p 20). Moreover, the reductionist conceptualisation of children’s realities entails that assessments of risk are frequently poor predictors of further offending (Armstrong, 2004; Bateman, 2011).

Risk-led interventions prioritise professional assessments over children’s understanding of their own circumstances and the meanings they attach to them. As a consequence, the content of supervision is imposed on children with little consideration of their wishes or aspirations and without regard to how interventions will be subjectively received. In so doing, they undermine the potential for establishing meaningful engagement between children and professionals, despite long-standing evidence that relationships are pivotal to successful outcomes of youth justice intervention (Trotter, 2020). A focus on risk, moreover, directs practitioners’ attention to correcting supposed, historical or current pathologies in the child rather than to the provision of future-oriented support and promoting strengths (Haines and Case, 2015). At the same time, because the risk paradigm targets the posited deficiencies of individual children rather than understanding their lawbreaking as a normalised response to the environment within which they grow up (Johns et al, 2017), it inevitably reinforces negative perceptions of children in trouble (Case, 2023) and locates ‘the responsibility (blame) … with the young person and their inability to resist risk factors, rather than examining broader issues such as … social class, poverty, unemployment, social deprivation, neighbourhood disorganisation, ethnicity’ (Haines and Case, 2015, p 103).

In the process, it side-lines aspects of tertiary desistance highlighted earlier in the chapter and excuses authorities who have neglected to provide the necessary commitment, and resources, to tackle social inequality; ‘responsibilisation’ of children accordingly absolves agencies who have failed to provide requisite levels of support to those most at risk of criminal justice involvement (Bateman, 2020).

Criticism from academia was given additional impetus by practitioner concerns that ASSET was unwieldy and formulaic, and in 2010 the YJB announced a review of the assessment framework with the endorsement of the newly elected Coalition government. According to a recent insider account, by a previous Chief Executive of the YJB, the latter favoured a ‘much less prescriptive approach to assessment’, while senior figures at the YJB, increasingly influenced by desistance theory, were persuaded of the merits of strengths-based responses to children in conflict with the law (Drew, 2023, p 155). AssetPlus, which was rolled out on a phased basis to replace ASSET from 2014, aimed to incorporate desistance thinking into youth justice assessments. The YJB’s rationale for the change made reference to the importance of identifying children’s strengths and involving children and their families in the assessment process, although identification of risk was retained as an element that could not be ‘completely ignored’, albeit that
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it should ‘be balanced alongside consideration of a young person’s needs, goals and strengths’ (Baker, 2014, p 5).

In 2016, HM Inspectorate of Probation (HMIP, 2016), which hitherto had been wedded to the risk paradigm, undertook a thematic inspection of desistance practice within youth offending teams (YOTs), a clear organisational acknowledgement of the adoption of desistance thinking among youth justice policy makers. The inspection explored the extent to which youth justice services were effective across eight different domains identified by the Inspectorate as being important in supporting children’s desistance (HMIP, 2016):

• effective relationships and evidence of genuine collaborative working;
• engagement with wider social contexts, including family, peers and educational settings;
• management of ‘diversity needs’;
• effectiveness in addressing structural barriers;
• creation of opportunities for change and community integration;
• motivating children;
• addressing children’s sense of identity and self-worth; and
• constructive use of restorative approaches.

The recognition of the importance of desistance to youth justice practice has subsequently been incorporated into the framework for youth justice inspections, although the influence of risk thinking has not, from this perspective at least, been excised. Indeed, in the latest inspection standards, effective from July 2021, references to risk continue to outnumber those to desistance (HMIP, 2021). Perhaps more significantly, within the rules and guidance documentation to assist inspectors to make judgements in relation to those standards, risk is mentioned more than three times as frequently as desistance, suggesting continued ambivalence on the part of the Inspectorate as to the extent to which the latter has supplanted the former rather than being appended to it (HMIP, 2022).

Child First and desistance

More recently, the youth justice policy landscape has shifted dramatically through the adoption by the YJB of ‘Child First’, ‘a guiding principle and strategy for understanding children who offend and for shaping youth justice responses to this offending’ (Case and Hazel, 2023, p 1). The principle that children in conflict with the law should be viewed as children first and offenders second had appeared in the All Wales Youth Offending Strategy as early as 2004 (Case and Hazel, 2023), but it did not extend to England until a government-commissioned review of youth justice by Charlie Taylor,
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published in 2016. This called for ‘a shift in the way society, including central and local government, thinks about youth justice so that we see the child first and the offender second’ (Taylor, 2016, p 3). The government’s response acknowledged the need for reform to ‘punish crime’ but failed to endorse the review’s philosophical position (Ministry of Justice, 2016, p 3). However, Taylor was appointed as chair of the YJB the following year, and while he was in that role, the Board committed itself to a ‘Child First’ model, first articulated in its Strategic Plan, published in 2018 (Youth Justice Board, 2018), a far cry from its original objectives which included the aspiration that children who offend should be ‘identified and dealt with without delay, with punishment proportionate to the seriousness and frequency of offending’ (Youth Justice Board, 2002, p 36).

To support the new framework, revised national standards were published in 2019 (Ministry of Justice/Youth Justice Board, 2019), followed by updated case management guidance in 2022. The former document set out four tenets of the Child First vision, subsequently expanded, as follows:

1. Prioritise the best interests of children recognising their particular needs, capacities, rights and potential. All work is child-focused, developmentally informed, acknowledges structural barriers and meets responsibilities towards children.
2. Promote children’s individual strengths and capacities to develop their pro-social identity for sustainable desistance, leading to safer communities and fewer victims. All work is constructive and future-focused, built on supportive relationships that empower children to fulfil their potential and make positive contributions to society.
3. Encourage children’s active participation, engagement and wider social inclusion. All work is a meaningful collaboration with children and their carers.
4. Promote a childhood removed from the justice system, using pre-emptive prevention, diversion and minimal intervention. All work minimises criminogenic stigma from contact with the system. (Youth Justice Board, 2021, pp 10–11)

There is explicit reference to desistance, and elements of desistance thinking are evident through the emphasis on strengths-based and future-focused intervention, supportive relationships and the promotion of pro-social identity, empowerment, engagement and participation. But it might equally be contended that Child First goes beyond desistance in important respects by prioritising the best interests of children, requiring that the work is child-focused, meets responsibilities towards children and enables them to fulfil their potential. Most commentators appear to assume that Child First implies, and is to some extent coterminous with, desistance (see, for
instance, the contributors to Case and Hazel’s (2023) recent collection on Child First). However, Stephen Case and Kevin Haines (2020, p 12), two of the most influential proponents of the Child First model, eschew the notion of desistance, contending that the concept cannot be applied to children and that Child First does not rely on it, since children are ‘still growing, physically, mentally, emotionally for the first time so they cannot desist, they can only “become”’. Gray and Smith (2019) argue, in a slightly different vein, that desistance falls short of a genuinely Child First approach because, like the risk factor paradigm before it, it tends to prescribe individualised responses, such as promoting shifts in identity, to what are predominantly structural problems and imputes responsibility to children that is inconsistent with their age and social position. Wigzell (2021, p 14), on the other hand, suggests that a ‘Child First desistance’ may be possible.

Faltering desistance practice

Given that desistance within youth justice settings is in its infancy, relatively little is known about the extent to which it has been embedded in practice or the manner of its implementation. For the same reason, one would anticipate that some early teething problems would be encountered given the radical nature of the shift from one paradigm to another. The roll out of desistance will inevitably be in tension with, and have to overcome, what Williams (1997, p 121) calls ‘residual’ culture: assumptions, working practices and traditions associated with the risk paradigm that have become deeply embedded over time. The emerging evidence base suggests there is still some way to go before youth justice practice could be described as fully informed by desistance theory, let alone consistent with a Child First ethos (Wigzell, 2021).

HMIP’s (2016) thematic review of desistance concluded that while there were pockets of effective youth justice desistance practice, the findings overall were disappointing. There was some evidence that children were being supported to address structural obstacles to desistance and there was a recognition, on the part of professionals and children alike, of the importance of trusting relationships to the desistance process. But children also reported that interventions frequently did not meet their needs and were critical of formal offending behaviour programmes, which, in general, they found unhelpful. Relationships with case managers were not always of the desired quality, and children complained of frequent changes of supervisor. Although self-assessment tools were completed in the majority of cases, evidence that these accurately reflected children’s views was lacking, and children were not routinely involved in supervision planning.

While practitioners were for the most part aware of the concept of desistance, many had received little training on the topic and manifested a
limited understanding of the theoretical underpinnings and implications for practice. Indeed, many case managers appeared to equate desistance practice with offence-focused work, suggesting that cultural hangovers from the risk paradigm were influential in determining the nature of intervention. This was, in some instances, reinforced through pressure from management to deliver such programmes, frequently at the expense of developing high-quality relationships (HMIP, 2016).

Hampson’s research with youth justice practitioners in Wales confirms the general tenor of these findings. Her analysis of assessments, following the introduction of the revised AssetPlus framework, suggested that while plenty of positives and strengths were mentioned in passing … (198 identified by the researcher across all cases, constituting a mean average of over 14 each), these were not adequately reflected in ‘factors for desistance’ (mean average of under 3 per case, but with a median of 2 and a mode of 1; range 0–7). (Hampson, 2018, p 27)

Where positives were recorded, they were frequently tempered by obstacles to desistance. Almost twice as many negative factors were identified as strengths; moreover, they were frequently repeated in different sections of the assessment. As a consequence, positives were lost, and assessments were overwhelmingly deficit-focused. The ‘Foundations for change’ section, which invites comment on the opportunities within the community to support the child towards desistance, was frequently left empty or simply listed local agencies with no analysis of what support could be provided or how it would promote desistance. Feedback from practitioners acknowledged the difficulties of working in accord with desistance given that youth justice practice was deeply imbued with risk thinking. Ironically, given the criticism emerging from HMIP’s thematic inspection, Hampson (2018, p 30) notes that subsequent inspections ‘appeared to virtually ignore desistance as a pertinent methodology to be encouraged in YOTs’. Only two of 20 which had been published in the intervening period made any reference to desistance at all; an ongoing focus on risk reduction and the delivery of offence-focused work continued to dominate inspectors’ judgements of effectiveness. Hampson suggests that such difficulties are exacerbated by the inspection framework and AssetPlus highlighting different aspects of desistance practice: the latter emphasises personal goals but does not invite reflection on trusting supervisory relationships; conversely, the Inspectorate stressed the importance of relationships but did not consider the significance of personal goals. In later writing, Hampson (2023) notes the continued centrality of risk thinking to the inspection process, which attempts to balance risk- and strengths-based modes of delivery. The ‘blended approach’, she argues, in fact leads to incongruity,
undermining attempts to introduce a Child First ethos into service delivery given the importance attached to securing positive inspection ratings (Hampson, 2023, p 310).

Day’s (2023) research also highlights a tension between HMIP’s focus on risk and the YJB’s Child First vision, a tension which continues to be reflected in front-line practice. Her analysis of practitioner perspectives confirms the ongoing influence of a risk adverse culture and the perceived benefits of offending behaviour work, even though this tended to be framed as ‘negative stuff’ that could be done early in the intervention to ‘get it out of the way’ (Day, 2023, p 66). While practitioners were aware that the introduction of AssetPlus was intended to stimulate a paradigm shift towards the adoption of a desistance approach, there was a consensus that changing paperwork was, in isolation, insufficient to address long-standing working practices and assumptions that tended to see, and assess, children in conflict with the law through a risk lens.

A recent analysis of local youth justice plans reveals a range of ‘complex and sometimes contradictory’ responses to the increased localised discretion available to youth justice services and the competing demands of different models of delivery. The authors discern evidence of a more child welfare-oriented focus than allowed by New Labour’s ‘tough on crime’ philosophy but acknowledge that the language of “risk” is still alive and well in plans organised around principles of “targeting” interventions, based on assessments of the future likelihood of offending by identified young people’ (Smith and Gray, 2019, p 566). While the analysis does not purport to ascertain the extent to which desistance principles infuse youth justice provision, the authors note that cessation of offending is a priority even for services that align themselves with a Child First ethos. The extent to which this priority involves adherence to the lessons derived from the desistance literature is unclear.

Where next for desistance and children? Concluding thoughts

A number of related themes emerge from this discussion. Desistance thinking has become increasingly important in narratives around how youth crime should be understood and how appropriate mechanisms for responding to it should be framed. Indeed, the centrality of the concept of desistance to youth justice, at least in England and Wales, is widely accepted, and, with few exceptions, the adoption of desistance as a functional replacement to the risk paradigm has gone largely unchallenged. At the same time, given that desistance theory encompasses a range of different – albeit overlapping – perspectives, each generating divergent implications for policy and practice, this paradigm shift, while it has often been described, has attracted remarkably little critical analysis.
It is of course early days. It may be too soon to assess the longer-term impact of the introduction of AssetPlus and the associated endorsement of youth justice practice formulated around desistance principles. A number of things are however clear. The finer nuances of applying desistance thinking to children have not been fully debated or thought through. The consequent lack of clarity is manifested in a lack of consistency in messaging emanating from the YJB and HMIP. Policy is accordingly not necessarily aligned to expectations of inspection, leading to a lack of coherence at best and confusion at worst. The relationship between desistance and Child First has yet to be fully articulated, leading in many quarters to an assumption that the two are interchangeable. Knowledge of desistance thinking among youth justice practitioners is uneven, and youth justice practice has yet to abandon all the trappings of risk-focused assumptions. Yet there has been limited consideration of whether, and in what ways, these two radically different approaches might be reconciled.

In our view, these conclusions highlight the relevance of the current book and the importance of stimulating increased understanding among the youth justice community of the complexities of introducing desistance models to working with children. We do not pretend that the collection provides answers to all of the questions posed in this introductory chapter, but we hope that it will help to begin the process of identifying where critical engagement is required to elicit those answers by exposing, and delineating the nature of, the (potentially) contested terrain.

**Structure of the book**

This edited collection is divided into three distinct but overlapping parts, with Part I containing chapters that consider and critique the relevance of desistance to children from a theoretical and conceptual perspective; Part II containing chapters that examine the socio-structural dimensions of desistance; and Part III containing chapters on the application of desistance thinking with children.

**Part I: Theoretical and conceptual perspectives on desistance and children**

Part I contains chapters that consider and critique the relevance of desistance to children from a theoretical and conceptual perspective. The opening chapter in Part I, Chapter 2, offers a critical analysis of the interplay between Child First and desistance by examining the potential and utility of the developing pro-social identity for positive child outcomes tenet as a ‘theory of change’ for Child First more generally and for its pursuit of desistance outcomes specifically. It examines the concepts of identity ‘shift’ and identity ‘development’ within Child First and whether tractional notions of desistance
are applicable for children. **Chapter 3** argues understanding child and youth temporalities allows for the development of appropriate responses to children in conflict with the law. Drawing on Bronfenbrenner’s social ecological *chronosystem* and Moten’s notion of *fugitivity*, this chapter explores desistance from the perspective that desistance is experience beyond and outside of the child’s experience. It concludes that desistance frameworks have the potential to problematise children, which can limit growth and becoming. **Chapter 4** offers a critique of desistance thinking in accordance with theory and practice with children in the criminal justice system. This critique is levelled at desistance as a theory and to the application of desistance thinking in practice with children subject to the criminal justice system. It covers individualism in desistance thinking, the role of social and environmental factors, retrospection in desistance thinking, absence of evidence and, more broadly, whether desistance theory is actually a theory.

**Part II: The socio-structural dimensions of desistance**

Part II contains chapters that directly and/or indirectly examine the socio-structural dimensions of desistance. The opening chapter in Part II explores the stigmatisation of working-class young women with a criminalised past. It argues that welfare retrenchment and conditionality, criminal records disclosure requirements and degrading cultural stereotypes create a harsh climate for girls and young women. This creates challenges for girls and young women who experience extra-legal judgement across state, welfare and health institutions, which, in turn, impedes opportunities and engagement with social and educational support. The chapter concludes by discussing the policy implications of this harsh climate, with recommendations for improving support. Further examining the experiences of girls and young women in the criminal justice system, **Chapter 6** explores the roles of desistance in supporting care-experienced girls, including an exploration of the reasons care-experienced girls may be at risk of involvement in criminal activity and professionals’ views on the obstacles facing care-experienced girls. It considers the impact of wider social responses to girls’ experience, including the role of discrimination, stigmatisation and experiences of harm and victimisation in influencing behaviour. It concludes that supporting children in care with desistance is the responsibility of all relevant agencies.

**Chapter 7** examines the experiences of Black and mixed-heritage boys in the community and criminal justice system. It explores the issues facing Black and mixed-heritage boys, including an exploration of the alternative types of provisions available for Black and mixed-heritage boys who are excluded from school. This leads to recommendations for developing strategies and approaches to investment in social, educational and psycho-social capital to provide attainable and sustainable support.
Chapter 8 examines the spiritual dimension of the whole person and recognises the innate power and potential of faith in the process of giving up crime. It acknowledges the role of the maturation process in helping children transition to adulthood, drawing on interactionist and situational theories. It also makes some recommendations to both policy makers and practitioners about ways to manage the unique challenges of considering faith with children and young people compared to adults, how to better engage with faith issues as a legitimate and positive desistance factor, the need to effectively link with faith communities as sources of support and the need for greater faith literacy and training to overcome potential biases, misperceptions and misunderstandings.

Part III: The application of desistance thinking to children

Part III contains chapters that directly and/or indirectly focus on the application of desistance thinking with children. The opening chapter in Part III, Chapter 9, examines desistance in terms of the conceptualisation, barriers and enablers. It examines the role of the YJB desistance model in creating clarity, or confusion, for the YOTs delivering services. It draws on the analysis of feedback from YOT practitioners following the delivery of specific training to inform recommendations for how the youth justice sector could adapt to conceptualise and operationalise desistance in youth justice. Chapter 10 offers further insight into relationship-based practice, with emphasis on the application of arts-based interventions with children in the youth justice system. It utilises a new theoretical model to explain how arts-based participatory projects can help children develop skills that promote agency. The development and application of desistance thinking and practice with children is not simply reliant on the development of adequate interventions but requires an understanding of the relationship dynamics between children and professionals in the youth justice system.

Chapter 11 examines the application of participatory approaches in youth justice, with emphasis on empirical evidence. It builds on limited research and theory on peer-led practices in youth justice including how and why peer-led practices can empower children and accumulate social bonds. Chapter 12 offers a reflection on relationship-based working with children in conflict with the law. It draws on empirical research and professional experience to examine the meaning of desistance in youth justice, with a focus on the relationships between children and adult professionals. Through the application of a reflective lens, this chapter concludes by considering how theories of trauma, dependency and professional approaches translate into practice. Chapter 13 offers a reflection on desistance from a youth justice worker. It considers the role of court orders on children’s self-perception and the perception of youth
justice practitioners as ‘agents of social control’. It examines the youth justice practitioners’ role in helping children navigate their identities, with emphasis on building relationships, reframing identities and promoting desistance. Building relationships and relationship-based working has a pivotal role in supporting children in conflict with the law, an area explored in the preceding chapter.

Finally, Chapter 14 explores the notion that adolescent desistance can be supported through psychological strategies to strengthen morality and associated emotions, including empathy, guilt and shame. It draws on a detailed literature review of moral emotions interventions and provides an in-depth description of one such intervention – The Compass Project, a novel morality-strengthening programme – which was piloted and subject to a Randomised Controlled Trial (RCT) with a sample of 11-17-year-olds in Cambridge. While analyses of the RCT data could not be undertaken at the time of writing, the chapter argues that such programmes offer clear potential to support morality and emotional development, and in turn desistance. Related to this, it offers the opinion that labelling children and pathologising their offending behaviour is not beneficial in achieving desistance.
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PART I

Theoretical and conceptual perspectives on desistance and children
Introduction: there's 'desistance' and there's 'desistance'

Neoliberalist jurisdictions globally have fixated on directly addressing offending children’s behaviour and bringing about ‘desistance’ from that offending. In England and Wales, for instance, the principal aim of the youth justice system (YJS) is ‘preventing offending’. Introduced in the Crime and Disorder Act 1998 (Section 37), it is the statutory duty for all people and agencies working within the system to have regard to preventing offending. Having this aim for a YJS is, of course, a specific political choice and not inevitable. Nor is it universal around the world. For instance, an established principal aim in other jurisdictions is for the system to act in whatever is the best interests of the child (Hazel, 2008), reflecting a primary principle in the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child (UNCRC) (Article 3). That aim is similar to the ‘consideration’ also present in England and Wales that courts ‘shall have regard to the welfare of the child’ (Children and Young Persons Act 1933, Section 44).

Nevertheless, the focus of the system’s principal aim of preventing offending is clearly on crime reduction. There is no sense that there is any political will or intention to change this in the foreseeable future. While we may argue its shortcomings, this is the context within which policy and practice bodies in the system, and academics and other commentators outside of it, must try to drive improvement. For children who have not been in the criminal justice system, ‘preventing offending’ means ensuring policies and practice support children to not start offending. For those children who have already offended, it means ensuring policies and practice that stop the offending behaviour and any recidivism. The latter is ‘desistance’ in its broadest criminological sense.

In the 21st century, the dominant approach to pursuing desistance from offending by children has been the neo-correctionalist targeting of the ‘risk factors’ allegedly predictive of youth offending. However, this dominant ‘risk management’ approach is fundamentally flawed, lacks a theory of change and has negative consequences, including stigma in defining and treating the child as ‘risky’. The criminogenic effect of stigma has long been recognised since
early ‘labelling theory’ in youth delinquency research (Becker, 1963), but we also recognise it running contrary to more recent messages from adult-focused ‘desistance theory’ (see Chapter 1) around the need to allow progress from an ‘offender’ status. Accordingly, a broad consensus has developed among contemporary youth justice academics around the need for non-stigmatising youth justice that sees children as ‘children first and offenders second’ (Haines and Drakeford, 1998). Key messages from contemporary research advocate for youth justice that fundamentally emphasises the importance of promoting positive child outcomes, for example the Positive Youth Justice (PYJ) model (Haines and Case, 2015). However, we recognise in this chapter that this evidence-based model has similarly lacked a ‘theory of change’ in linking positive outcomes with the broad sense of desistance, which has limited its policy and practice traction. We argue that an appropriate theory of change can be recognised in research on the resettlement of children from custody, translated into the Constructive Working (CW) practice framework (Hazel et al, 2020), which recognises the central importance of facilitating children’s ‘pro-social identity’. Although derived from empirical research with younger people, this theory of change again reflects a central aspect of adult ‘desistance’ theory, that sustainable desistance requires an individual to ‘shift’ to a pro-social identity. To be appropriate across the YJS, however, it is necessary to recognise that the development of a pro-social identity does not need to assume the existence of an embedded pro-offending identity from which to shift.

The problems of pursuing desistance through risk management

The statutory duty of having ‘regard to’ desistance has, in effect, been interpreted as practitioners being able and expected to change children’s behaviour directly. At the very least, youth justice agencies are expected to impact on children’s attitudes and circumstances that are considered to determine their offending behaviour. As such, policy makers’ and practitioners’ attention has been on factors that are specifically understood to directly lower the ‘risk’ of reoffending as a vehicle for pursuing the primary aim of preventing negative outcomes (offending and reoffending, for example), as evidenced by desistance. This dominant risk management approach is fundamentally flawed, as is the research and its interpretation that has determined the ‘factors’ on which interventions have been based.

Risk management and its underpinning evidence base derived from the ‘Risk Factor Prevention Paradigm’ (RFPP) foster individualised and responsibilising explanations of offending by framing risk factors as personal ‘deficits’ (flaws, weaknesses) in psycho-social domains of children’s lives (psychological, family, education, peer group, neighbourhood) that children somehow fail or refuse to resist or negotiate (Case and Haines, 2009). The
RFPP rests on an evidence-based central preventative premise to ‘identify the risk factors for offending and implement prevention methods designed to counteract them’ (Farrington, 2007, p 606). The evidence base has proven very attractive to youth justice stakeholders, who have readily and uncritically accepted the deterministic and decontextualised explanations of reductionism when seeking to prevent offending directly (Case, 2021). Explaining children’s criminality on the basis of risk and the alleged deterministic, criminogenic influence of risk factors also treats children as objects whose fate is largely determined by the risks they embody, rather than regarding them as active individuals with a capacity to make choices, albeit that their options may be constrained by their socio-economic position (Case and Haines, 2009, p 20). Interventions in the United States have been criticised precisely because they ignore personal agency and individuals’ interpretation of the immediate context (see Barton, 2006). To compound matters, the research and ‘evidence-based’ risk assessment tools erroneously reconstruct macro-level influences such as socio-economic deprivation and social marginalisation as individualised risk factors (see Harcourt, 2007; Tonry, 2019).

In England and Wales particularly, a neo-correctionalist punitiveness mobilised by risk-based crime-prevention (risk management) priorities has come to dominate policy and practice, mirroring the new penology in adult criminal justice (Feeley and Simon, 1992). It seeks to correct the perceived deficits of children who offend and to punish non-compliance and non-engagement with ameliorative, controlling interventions focused primarily on managing the risk of offending (see Hazel, 2008; Dunkel, 2014; Smith and Gray, 2019). Following the Crime and Disorder Act 1998, the newly created Youth Justice Board (YJB) commissioned academics to produce a series of Key Elements of Effective Practice (KEEP) based on systematic reviews that were inherently reductionist due to their elevation of quasi-experimental methodologies (Randomised Controlled Trials, for example) as a gold standard, which privileged studies that focused directly on RFPP studies of ‘what works’ to address offending and bring desistance directly. This predominance of quasi-experimental, risk-based studies focusing on desistance outcomes (themselves privileged by the ‘what works’ evaluation framework – Case et al, 2022) directly rendered ‘certain research questions … “unaskable” because they cannot be addressed using experimental methods’ (Prior and Mason, 2010, p 219), typically omitting theory of change questions of ‘how’ interventions may work, ‘with whom’ they work best and ‘why’ they may work with some children in some situations but not others.

The KEEP documents underpinned the use of ‘Asset’ as a standardised assessment framework for use across the YJS. Asset generated an evidence base through practice that was overwhelmingly populated by the ‘risk factors associated with offending behaviour’ (YJB, 2003, p 27) that had been widely replicated in artefactual RFPP and which were all situated within or
interpreted as psycho-social risk categories/domains (living arrangements, family and personal relationships, education/training/employment, neighbourhood, lifestyle, substance use, physical health, emotional/mental health, perception of self and others, thinking and behaviour, attitudes to offending, motivation to change). Associated planning, judgements and decisions were framed almost entirely and inevitably by risk evidence and associated explanations. Practitioners were instructed to assess exposure to risk factors as a binary measure (yes/no) and to quantify their perceptions of the extent to which exposure to risks aggregated across each domain were associated with ‘the likelihood of further offending’: from 0 (no association) to 4 (very strong, clear, direct association). These were then added together to produce an overall one- or two-digit score for how ‘risky’ the child is for future offending. Quantitative judgements were supplemented with qualitative, narrative explanations in a small, summative ‘evidence box’ at the end of each section (Case and Haines, 2009).

Asset therefore embodied a staged process of reductionism when trying to bring about desistance directly that has rendered risk a decontextualised and dehumanised artefact and hindered the possibility of understanding children’s individual lived realities and how these might be influenced (O’Mahony, 2009; Phoenix, 2009; Cox, 2020). Application of RFPP peaked in November 2009 with the inception of the ‘Scaled Approach’ assessment and intervention framework, which dictated that formal youth justice intervention must be proportionate to the child’s assessed risk of offending (YJB, 2010; see Sutherland, 2009), formally extending processes of risk-based reductionism and invalidity into the sphere of intervention but justified by an under-theorised, partial and inconsistent evidence base for the ‘effectiveness’ of risk assessment and risk-based interventions (Case et al, 2022).

The fatal explanatory flaw with risk management for desistance: no theory of change

Risk management approaches deliberately eschew articulating a theory of change, even though this could provide an overarching understanding of the process within which individual strands of activity might cohere to achieve desistance (Hazel et al, 2017). The absence of an explicit ‘theory of change’ within the risk paradigm is a limitation that its proponents have nevertheless attempted to construct as a benefit: ‘[R]isk factors and interventions are based on empirical research rather than theories. The paradigm avoids difficult theoretical questions about which risk factors have causal effects’ (Farrington, 2000, p 7). However, without a cogent theory of change, it is difficult to see how critical, reflective practice can be employed in order to rationalise, evaluate, improve and even replace contemporary (risk-based) youth justice interventions to benefit children. Research examining custody
and re-entry, for example, has found that the decontextualised nature of the risk-focused practice messages has hindered practice (Hazel and Bateman, 2021). Any possible theory of change that could be discerned from the risk paradigm evidence base would inevitably reflect the reductionist nature of the model, constructing children who offend as laden with deficits (risk factors) that they cannot negotiate without the support of adult practitioners and enforced intervention.

Moreover, in focusing interventions directly on the offending behaviour and desistance from it, risk-based youth justice brings ‘negative’, punitive features. These include the (inadvertent) labelling and stigmatisation of children, excessive intervention, ‘net-widening’, doing justice ‘to’, not with children, and over-emphasising the prevention of negative outcomes (exposure to risk factors, reoffending, for example) (Case and Haines, 2009). This negative consequence of RFPP research and practice is now recognised by the YJB: ‘Since the YJB was created, our understanding of how to prevent offending, has moved beyond a focus on managing the risk posed by children who offend. We now understand the criminogenic effects of children’s involvement in the justice system and the damage that this can cause’ (YJB, 2019, p 7). Such a concern is founded in long-established recognition of the criminogenic effects of ‘labelling’ through children’s participation in the criminal justice system, where the deeper the contact (controlling for other factors) the more likely is further serious offending (see, for example, Huizinga et al, 2003; Petrosino et al, 2010; McAra and McVie, 2015; Smith, 2017). However, it would be amiss not to recognise that these arguments also relate to concepts and evidence in ‘desistance theory’ in the adult-based literature, which recognises the need to move on from criminogenic labels (Maruna, 2001). This is a more specific criminological understanding of what prevents offending in adults, which, among other principles, emphasises the need for those who offend to be allowed and facilitated to move beyond that status (see, for example, Maruna and Roy, 2007). In order to facilitate that, we contend that youth justice needs a paradigm shift and a new conceptual framework to understand its role in relation to the broad criminological understanding of desistance (preventing reoffending), informed by a cogent theory of change. In particular, this would need to counter the persistent weaknesses identified above in RFPP, by reconceptualising youth justice and desistance in a way that allows a strengths-based approach that is relevant to the child and integrated with the rest of their support towards positive outcomes, such as desistance and reduced recidivism.

Positive Youth Justice: a consensus of contemporary research understanding

Building on the academic understanding that these aims are best achieved when the system sees and treats children as ‘children first and offenders second’
(Haines and Drakeford, 1998), this chapter’s second author has summarised the principles that have emerged in this consensus in a model termed Positive Youth Justice (PYJ) (Haines and Case, 2015; Case, 2023; also Butts, 2014). Through this model, all youth justice practice should be child-friendly, child-appropriate and focused on the whole child, examining the full complexity of their lives, experiences, perspectives, needs, wishes and multi-faceted, context-specific interactions. Its adoption reasserts the position of the whole child, rather than an offending risk factor, as the primary focus of concern and intervention. The primary aim of PYJ is to promote positive behaviours and outcomes rather than prioritising the prevention or risk management of negative outcomes (which occur as by-products of poor child outcomes – Haines and Case, 2015). It is an engaging and positive child-friendly approach that radically re-orientates traditional offence/offender-focused and deficit-facing youth justice by emphasising that all provision should prioritise the central principle of ‘children first, offenders second’. PYJ conceives of offending as only one element of the child’s broader social status (see Drakeford, 2010) rather than as their defining master status. Positive Youth Justice practice should ensure that work with children at all stages of the YJS is developmentally appropriate and acknowledges their inherent ‘child’ status and capacity rather than ‘adulterising’ children (treating them like they were adults) in relation to their offending behaviour and desistance.

Fundamentally, we argue that this model points to the need for the YJS to focus primarily on achieving positive child outcomes. The aim of ‘desistance’ is best considered as a secondary outcome, which reduces the negative consequences of it being a direct focus. Professionals working within juvenile justice systems should prioritise the promotion of positive behaviours/outcomes: focusing prospectively on facilitating positive behaviours (engagement in pro-social activities, for example) and positive outcomes (such as educational attainment, employment) rather than primarily focusing retrospectively on the prevention of negative behaviours (such as offending) and outcomes (exposure to risk, for example) (Haines and Case, 2015; see also Case and Haines, 2018).

Youth justice should prioritise the facilitation of children’s meaningful engagement (belief in, commitment to) across youth justice processes and decision-making that affects them rather than doing justice ‘to’ them in ‘adult-centric’ and non-inclusive ways. Crucially, youth justice practice should be perceived as legitimate (Tyler, 2011, 2007), enabling children in the YJS to feel that their treatment by official agencies is ‘legitimate’ in the sense of fair, moral and just (rather than unfair, unjust, punitive), which can increase the likelihood of their engagement and of intervention success, as well as children building positive relationships with the police and youth justice agencies. Finally, juvenile justice systems must focus more on responsibilising adult professionals, holding them primarily responsible for
enabling children who offend to achieve their full potential and to gain access to support services, guidance and opportunities, rather than holding the relatively powerless and immature child primarily responsible (after Haines and Case, 2015).

Accordingly, a Child First conceptual framework that draws on the Positive Youth Justice model would prioritise the following overarching principles in relation to desistance in the broad criminological sense of preventing offending:

• **Positive primary foci**: practitioners should be diverted from the deficit-focused primary concern with desistance towards a positive, child-appropriate approach in which children are rewarded for their achievements, encouraged to maximise their strengths and provided with structural support that helps achieve positive child outcomes. Desistance is the secondary outcome but not the direct focus.

• **Children as part of the solution**: practitioners and policy makers should work in partnership with children to hold their interests, needs, rights and views as paramount throughout the youth justice process. The child is in a unique position to inform and engage with solutions that are relevant to their own strengths, aspirations and outcomes, which will then inform desistance.

• **Child-focused adults**: adult professionals must view themselves as working for the children rather than as representatives of other (often adult-focused) interest groups (for example the YJS, community, victims). The starting point for planning and delivery is the individual aims, motivations and lived context of the child (Brazier et al, 2010). The broader concerns with a crime-reductionist framework will be met in consequence of positive child outcomes.

• **Children’s rights**: the priority for adult youth justice professionals must be to facilitate the expression of the child’s views on issues that affect them (see UNCRC Article 12), enable equitable participation in decision-making regarding their crime-free futures (Taylor, 2016) and promote access to universal entitlements as set out in progressive policy statements and international conventions.

• **Engagement-based relationship building**: youth justice should emphasise positive and trusting relationships through which constructive interactions can be facilitated, rather than formal interventions per se. Positive relationships have been recognised as key in managing behaviour (Elwick et al, 2013) and role modelling (Knight, 2014) and are also vital for fostering engagement (Taylor, 2016). Engagement is conceptualised here not just as participation but as feeling a commitment based on the child’s perceived relevance of that participation to their lives and positive futures (Bateman and Hazel, 2013).
Constructive Working: ‘developing pro-social identity’ as the theory of change for youth justice

Akin to the RFPP that it challenges, however, PYJ has also lacked an explicit ‘theory of change’ to understand how working with children in line with its constituent principles can facilitate its primary goal of promoting positive outcomes and its secondary goal of preventing offending (evidenced by desistance, for example). The rationale has been that youth justice specialist organisations or professionals are not needed to support development as children (Haines and Case, 2015). However, the consequent lack of a narrative, that is, a theory of change, to explain how interventions targeting positive child outcomes lead to desistance inevitably restricts the defensible decision-making of agents operating within a system with a crime-reductionist aim. Similarly, without such a theory of change, it is difficult for policy makers and governance agencies to justify progressive policy reform within the deficit-focused crime-reductionist political discourse, which has limited its policy and practice traction.

Therefore, we contend that the relationship between Positive Youth Justice, positive child outcomes and desistance is best understood through a theory of change developed from research on the resettlement (also known as re-entry) of children and young adults after periods in custody (Hazel et al, 2017; Hazel and Bateman, 2021). The ‘Beyond Youth Custody’ (BYC) research programme concluded that successful re-entry of children after custody can be understood as a personal journey involving a shift in identity (Hazel et al, 2017). Where the resettlement process is successful, it involved children being enabled to change the way they see themselves and their place in the world from one that is pro-offending to one that is pro-social. This theme dominated narratives, although it was sometimes uncomfortable for some children who were specifically involved with resettlement projects (BYC, 2017) to reconcile their own comments about a change from ‘the old me’ with a sense of continuous agency. As such, resettlement should not be seen as a single transition point from custody to community, nor even as following a sentence path, but as a desistance journey from an identity conducive to offending to one that promotes a crime-free life and social inclusion:

‘I’d always had intelligence and vocabulary to talk to people in a different way and portray myself in a different way, but before, I was “street” and using slang. But it doesn’t get me far in life. … If you conduct yourself in a good way … and portray myself in a good way, people will warm to me more. … Everybody I know says I seem like a man now – I can’t go round talking like a child in a hoody.’ (23-year-old ex-offender, now construction worker; cited in Hazel et al, 2017, p 8)
As the journey in the quotation suggests, this understanding of identity is social and interactional (Jenkins, 2008), seeing the more positive narrative as fostered and reinforced through involvement in constructive activities and interactions and in the adoption of roles that promote it (Bateman and Hazel, 2013). This is a social interactionist view of identity (Jenkins, 2008), understanding that a sense of self and place in the world is co-constructed through relations with sociocultural contexts and others (Cote, 2006; Roeser et al., 2006). It becomes apparent that such facilitation is not primarily about intervening to address identified risks – or facilitate desistance – in a linear fashion but consists of providing support to the child to become agents of their own development towards positive outcomes and desistance.

This research has been translated into a practice model called Constructive Working (CW) (see, for example, YJB, 2018; Hazel et al., 2020). Fundamentally, the theory of change recognised in the research was that children and young adults who successfully resettled and desisted experienced a ‘shift’ to a more pro-social identity. Consequently, support should be reconceptualised not as addressing decontextualised risk factors solely as a means of reducing negative outcomes but as facilitating the child’s pro-social identity development to encourage the promotion of positive outcomes (Hazel and Bateman, 2021). Within the proposed model, such constructive activities can be reframed as offering opportunities for children to enjoy positive interactions with others, develop skills for the future and provide them with confidence and an opportunity to take up roles that can help develop a pro-social identity. The model argues that youth justice practitioners are responsible for presenting children with the fresh ‘AIR’ of activities, interactions and roles that are the building blocks for exploring and developing pro-social identity for children in trouble (Hazel et al., 2020). It is, in other words, not a question of trying to manage the risk – or ensure desistance from offending – directly but of providing future-oriented structural support that can assist the child to achieve a pro-social identity. Within the crime-reductionist discourse, this leads to both prevention of, and desistance from, offending within the sense of the system’s statutory principal aim.

Although a child’s identity is deeply personal, and so requires their engagement, this does not mean that the development of a pro-social identity is the responsibility of the child. Nor does it mean that the solutions to facilitating identity development towards desistance are not structurally based. However, it does mean that forms of structural support (such as education and training) are not just ‘ends in themselves’ (HMIP, 2015, p 22). The maximum benefits from constructive activities are, however, only likely to be derived where they are clearly designed in the context of, and contribute to, the child’s identified route in developing a pro-social identity. The evidence points to two distinct but reciprocal forms that are fundamental
to enhancing the prospects that children will make the necessary shift: (1) personal support to guide their identity shift, and (2) structural support to enable it (Hazel et al, 2017).

The BYC/CW model highlighted five principles for support (the 5Cs) that were found by reinterpreting messages from existing research in light of contemporary understanding of the importance of identity development (Hazel et al, 2017; Hazel and Bateman, 2021):

1. **Constructive**: provision centred on a pro-social identity must necessarily be future-focused, strengths-based, empowering and motivating. Interventions that replay the negativity of past behaviour can be counterproductive (Bateman and Hazel, 2014).

2. **Co-created**: identity development is a personal journey taken by the child themselves, dependent on their agency, so their being and feeling engaged is a prerequisite of effective work (Bateman and Hazel, 2013; Bateman et al, 2013; Wright et al, 2015).

3. **Customised**: each child’s identity, and route for developing pro-social identity, is unique, so the package of support – personal and structural – will need to be unique. In developing tailored interventions, particular attention should be paid to issues of diversity which are fundamentally relevant to identity and the framing of future aspirations. Children from particularly disadvantaged groups or those facing discrimination, girls and those from minority ethnic backgrounds may face additional obstacles in exercising agency, which, in turn, may require higher levels of support that takes explicit account of those barriers (Bateman and Hazel, 2014; Wright et al, 2015).

4. **Consistent**: the focus on developing a pro-social identity needs to be maintained throughout contact with the system and beyond (Hazel et al, 2012). Stable relationships and positive, consistent messages from practitioners should facilitate, rather than undermine, the child’s identity development.

5. **Co-ordinated**: brokering support from a range of different agencies (Hazel et al, 2012) is needed to enable the child’s route to pro-social identity. A coordinated response can build a network of trusted supporters, both formal and informal (Hazel et al, 2016), to ensure that the child is supported through any period of relapse, discrimination or labelling that challenges their identity development (Wright et al, 2015).

While grounded and developed empirically from research with children and young adults, it is recognised that this theory of change both mirrors and elaborates key conclusions within the adult-based ‘desistance theory’ literature. Criminologically, this is a more specific understanding of ‘desistance’, or what brings it about (discussed in more detail in this book’s
opening chapter). In particular, a shift to pro-social identity in adult offenders is considered within the literature to be central to sustained or ‘secondary desistance’ (see Maruna and Farrall, 2004).

We argue that fundamentally, CW’s emphasis on pro-social identity development is also the converse of the dangers recognised in criminogenic stigma, which reflects our understanding of labelling theory, established largely with children and young adults (see, for example, Becker, 1963) and still very evident in youth justice research today (see, for example, Deakin et al, 2020; Day et al, 2023). In addition, the BYC study is certainly not isolated in pointing to the importance of children’s changing identities in relation to their behaviour and status. It can be positioned within an established and growing literature that places the guiding and enabling of the child’s development of their sense of self within youth justice and wider practice contexts, generally ‘upstream’ from custody. For example, empirical studies have pointed to the importance of allowing children in the YJS to ‘reconceptualise’ themselves and to ‘re-imagine their own capabilities’ (Drake et al, 2014, p 33). Others have highlighted the importance of a sense of ‘self-development’ and ‘self-hope’ in the construction of a positive future identity (see, for example, Wainwright and Nee, 2013). Others have noted the importance of children’s changing narratives about their situation in the world to their desistance from crime (Haigh, 2009). Other empirical research with children more explicitly uses adult-derived desistance theory discourse to point to the need for children to find a ‘hook for change’ to increase the chances of ‘identity change’ and ‘confidence’ in desistance (McMahon and Jump, 2018). Accordingly, the BYC research and CW model articulate a vital theory of change for how PYJ can influence children’s behaviour and development, simultaneously addressing the restricted evidence base regarding the nature of the relationship between positive outcomes for children and desistance (Hazel and Bateman, 2021).

However, it should be noted that in order to ensure that this ‘theory of change’ is understandable and applicable beyond the context of resettlement to all youth justice, it is necessary to recognise a development in our interpretation of its central conceptual messaging. Although the central importance of pro-social identity for desistance clearly remains, we should be careful not to imply that children have an embedded ‘pro-offending identity’ from which to ‘shift’ (Hazel and Williams, 2023). We instead advocate for an emphasis on pro-social identity development. This emphasis is also a clear distinction from a dominance of ‘redemption’ within the adult-based ‘desistance theory’ literature (although it is sometimes noted that there may not always be evidence of ‘an established criminal identity’ in adults [McNeill and Weaver, 2010, p 3]). We acknowledge children’s relative lack of development and maturity compared to adults – physically, cognitively, emotionally and in terms of social status and power. Likewise, children’s
identities are evolving, and adolescence has long been conceptualised as a key period of flux or development for identity – starting to ‘find oneself’ as an adult (since Erickson, 1968). We also recognise that children upstream in the YJS are less likely to have their identity tarnished by pro-offending stigma. Also, having transitory elements of an identity that are conducive to offending may not be uncommon or ‘abnormal’ for children (fighting as a schoolchild, for example). Furthermore, a child may have a pro-social identity generally but offend in response to its disruption (temporary or longer term) from an interruption to their status, roles or constructive relationships (for example, from being taken into care) (Hazel et al, 2020; Day et al, 2023). For these reasons, we advocate for the role of agencies in building positive child outcomes to be understood as encouraging and enabling the positive development of resilient pro-social identity, irrespective of the child’s starting point.

Child First: an evidence-informed principle with accompanying theory of change

The central features of the PYJ model and CW have been amalgamated into ‘Child First’ – a four-tenet framework that acts as a decision making guide for evidence-based youth justice policy and practice. An operationalised version of this framework was first presented in a YJB information paper (YJB, 2018), in a development led by this chapter’s first author, with an accompanying evidence report later developed by the second author (Case and Browning, 2021). Child First as the guiding principle for and animator of youth justice practice in England was first officially articulated in the ‘Standards for children in the justice system’ document (MoJ/YJB, 2019), which provided a ‘framework for youth justice practice’ and the ‘minimum expectations for all agencies’ to ensure that positive outcomes for children align with the new Child First principle (YJB, 2019, p 4). These revised ‘national standards’ for practitioners were, therefore, ‘indicative of a clear distinction between the philosophy now espoused by the YJB [Child First] and that which informed the previous iteration of the standards [risk management]’ (Bateman, 2020, p 4).

Revised somewhat in the YJB’s 2021 Strategic Plan, the operationalised Child First read as four interrelated ’tenets’ (YJB, 2021, pp 10–11):

1. Prioritise the best interests of children, recognising their particular needs, capacities, rights and potential. All work is child-focused, developmentally informed, acknowledges structural barriers and meets responsibilities towards children.

2. Promote children’s individual strengths and capacities to develop their pro-social identity for sustainable desistance, leading to safer communities
and fewer victims. All work is constructive and future-focused, built on supportive relationships that empower children to fulfil their potential and make positive contributions to society.

3. Encourage children’s active participation, engagement and wider social inclusion. All work is a meaningful collaboration with children and their carers.

4. Promote a childhood removed from the justice system, using pre-emptive prevention, diversion and minimal intervention. All work minimises criminogenic stigma from contact with the system.

It is in the second tenet that the theory of change for youth justice is most clearly stated. It presents the development of pro-social identity as the conduit by which working with children in the system in a strengths-based way will result in ‘sustainable desistance’. Reflecting the interactionist definition developed in the BYC research, ‘identity’ has been defined in the policy and practice literature as ‘how a child sees themselves and their place in the world’ (YJB, 2022: Definitions). Pro-social identity specifically is defined as:

Children see themselves as someone who will benefit other people or society as a whole and are less likely to get involved in negative or criminal activity. … If a child has a pro-social identity then they feel empowered to make the right choices in their behaviour and with wider life decisions, including relationships. (YJB, 2022: Definitions)

No longer is it expected that practitioners will work in a decontextualised way, addressing a ‘risk factor’ that is assumed will result in desistance, regardless of individual circumstances or relevance. Indeed, no work should be undertaken like that – ‘all work is constructive … and positive’, with that wording deliberately chosen here and in related documents to reference PYJ and the CW models (Hazel and Williamson, 2023). Relatedly, it is notable that this tenet, which focuses on what work should be done with children, omits any mention of sending them to any formal ‘addressing offending’ programmes, like ‘knife crime awareness’ courses (see, for example, MOPAC, 2021). In fact, by not including it in ‘all work’, this was intended as a signal to the sector that ideas of ‘what works’ had changed, and sending children to programmes underlining their offences was no longer seen as good practice (Hazel and Williamson, 2023).

Perhaps more importantly, the presence of this conduit of developing pro-social identity as the theory of change means that it is not expected that those working in the system should be focused on achieving a child’s desistance directly. Unlike the RFPP, or indeed much of the adult ‘desistance theory’ literature, preventing offending does not need to be the primary goal – that will be a consequence of the goal of having helped the child to develop
their pro-social identity. This shift in primary goal, and to see prevention of offending as the consequential or longer-term goal, is made even more explicit in the YJB’s ‘Vision’ statement for how it sees a ‘Child First’ YJS: ‘A youth justice system that sees children as children, treats them fairly and helps them to build on their strengths so they can make a constructive contribution to society. This will prevent offending, and create safer communities with fewer victims’ (YJB, 2021). In this vision, the primary and secondary goals are delimitated even more, into separate sentences. In a Child First YJS, the sector is responsible for achieving the ‘constructive’ process of building positive child outcomes through treating them fairly and appropriate to their age, and by engaging them in positive ‘activities, interactions and roles’ (the fresh AIR) in society. Here, it is presented as not being within the gift (or perhaps role) of the YJS to directly prevent offending. However, desistance ‘will’ happen as a separate secondary consequence of working on the whole child and achieving positive child outcomes, in turn ensuring the safer communities and fewer victims that are the concern of a crime-reductionist political discourse.

Again, we understand the criticism from progressive academics that a Child First framework should see children’s positive outcomes as a goal in itself, rather than leading to desistance and less offending (see Wigzell, 2021). However, the current context for Child First to be implemented is within a YJS that has an overall statutory aim of ‘preventing offending’ (Crime and Disorder Act 1998) under the overall governance of a justice ministry. To omit the positive effect of this way of working on reducing offending would clearly have been to turn a strength of Child First into a weakness and render it irrelevant to ministerial and civil service constituencies and their concerns. Nevertheless, both the second tenet and the mission statement, in quite a revolutionary move within the justice system, present the child’s positive inclusion in society as the fulfilment of their potential as children as the primary goal.

**Conclusion: promoting children first within a crime reduction discourse**

In this chapter, we have argued that the neoliberal focus on crime reduction has meant that youth justice systems, in seeing ‘desistance’ in its broadest criminological sense as their primary goal, have tried to address children’s offending behaviour too directly and literally. This has promoted a reductionist, negative-facing and flawed ‘evidence-based’ approach that has been partial (biased and incomplete) in its privileging of RFPP evidence, understandings of how interventions work (lacking theory of change), its chosen, static outcome measures (preventing negative outcomes) and its limited operationalisation of desistance. This has fostered youth justice
Interventions that are decontextualised, without a ‘theory of change’ to understand how they might work, and dangerous in their stigmatising deficit-focus, always treating children as risky potential offenders.

Partly in response to recognition of these flaws, a broad consensus in contemporary research in youth justice has emerged that emphasises the importance of promoting positive child outcomes, collated into a model of Positive Youth Justice. However, we recognise that lacking a coherent and explicit theory of change explaining how the promotion of positive child outcomes prevents offending has limited its traction in policy and practice within a crime-reductionist political discourse. An appropriate theory of change was drawn from the BYC/Constructive Working framework, which developed a set of practice principles that highlighted the central importance of facilitating children’s ‘pro-social identity’ for effective resettlement after custody (and found to be useful more broadly in youth justice). Although developed from empirical research with children, and positioned here within a growing body of research highlighting the importance of how children see themselves to their outcomes within and beyond youth justice, it is recognised that this theory of change mirrors the concept of ‘secondary desistance’, through shifting from a criminal identity to a pro-social one, that has emerged in the adult ‘desistance theory’ literature. To be appropriate across the YJS, however, it is necessary not to assume that the child has an established criminal or pro-offending identity from which to shift but instead to emphasise the role for all agencies in ‘developing’ each child’s pro-social identity. Crucially, the approach advocated here is more expansionist and holistic than the RFPP/risk-based desistance approach that it challenges – drawing on a broader (child-friendly) evidence base, an explicit (theory of change) understanding about how interventions may work, dynamic, process-led positive outcome measures and, thus, a more child-centric and appropriate operationalisation of desistance in a youth justice context.

The thrust of our arguments is illustrated by the amalgamation of two evidenced-based models to form the four-tenet principle of Child First, which has been adopted as the guiding principle for the YJS in England and Wales. In Child First, prevention of offending is recognised as a secondary consequence of developing pro-social identity; this allows practitioners to move away from the stigmatising deficit-focus of treating desistance from crime as a primary goal that they could directly achieve. This reframing enables policy and practice to focus on the whole child and on achieving positive child outcomes while also being compatible with the aims of a crime-reductionist discourse (but without the criminogenic stigma).

Indeed, the Child First guiding principle has already shown that it has benefitted from the theory of change to gain acceptance in policy and practice in England and Wales, and specifically in navigating the concerns of stakeholders with clear crime-reductionist mandates and priorities. For
example, the Youth Custody Service has Child First underpinning its new policies (such as early and late release), and has adopted the development of children’s pro-social identity as its theory of change (Hazel and Case, 2023). Similarly, the current HM Chief Inspector of Probation, while having some concerns about the fourth tenet around diversion, has publicly supported Child First, “believing that there should be a focus on developing each child’s strengths and pro-social identity” (HMIP, 2022, p 5). Notably, more recently, HM Inspectorate of Probation praised as ‘Outstanding’ a youth offending team that has introduced an operating model that explicitly focuses on identity development, which ‘ensures a Child First approach to desistance and positive outcomes for children’ (HMIP, 2023, p 7). This is a reassuring message and model for practitioners who have been concerned about how to navigate perceived tensions between Child First and inspection criteria that have been felt to be based on the narrow RFPP rather than the broader evidence base incorporated into the principle’s four tenets (Day, 2022).

In conclusion, while arguing that the integration of a theory of change for desistance has allowed traction for progressive, evidence-informed, youth justice practice within the present political discourse, we further contend that it also provides a guiding principle that will inevitably raise challenging questions about assumptions within that discourse (Hazel and Case, 2023). Ultimately, this may lead policy makers to question whether a ‘justice’ system with a principal aim of preventing children’s (re)offending is the most conducive environment to achieve that desistance.

Note
1 In referencing inspection criteria, however, we are conscious that it is imperative that Child First’s move from a deficit-based model to one that is focused on positive child outcomes requires an accompanying change in performance indicators by which the system can measure success (Case and Browning, 2021). Crucially, given its place as a theory of change, there is no current child-focused measure of pro-social identity in practice use (although a new scale has recently been found to be reliable in tests [Hazel and Birkbeck, forthcoming]).
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Introduction

Criminologies of youth and childhood are remarkably adult-focused. There is a mountain of research evidence about young people’s offending, and the reasons for it, yet criminology is largely bereft of child-focused perspectives. Where is the child’s voice? Where are the viewpoints of children? Perhaps this lacuna is unsurprising given the focus of criminology on crime, which is an adult construct, and the way its social constructedness is frequently forgotten, ignored or belied by an emphasis on statistical data that tend to generate their own ‘objective’ reality. When we gather statistics about who is arrested, who appears before courts, who is imprisoned, for instance, we can easily slide into assumptions about these data having a self-evident existence. But these data do not exist in isolation. Rather, they are very often manifestations of policing practices and everyday decision-making that are inevitably infused with colonial histories, power relations and prejudices. Take the concept of over-representation, for example, which makes us think that it is the ‘over-represented’ themselves who are the problem rather than the deeply racialised systems and processes through which Black and Brown children are policed and criminalised. The way racialised children’s lives can be both ‘masked’ and ‘marked’ by youth justice risk assessments (Cunneen, 2020) suggests that over-criminalisation is a more accurate term. Such blind spots in criminology explain, in part, how adult concepts and scales come to dominate responses to children who ‘offend’. Desistance is one such concept: an adult notion increasingly applied uncritically, undifferentiated and unmodified, to non-adults.

In this chapter, I examine this problem through the lens of time. My rationale is that children and adults experience time differently. In The Revolution of Everyday Life, Vaneigem (2001 [1968], p 97) hints at this when he writes: ‘The child’s days escape adult time; their time is swollen by subjectivity, passion, dreams haunted by reality. Outside, the educators look on, waiting, watch in hand, till the child joins and fits the cycle of the hours. It’s they who have time.’ In describing how the child’s days escape adult time,
Vaneigem introduces threads and imagery that can help us think about the differences between child time and adult time, and how these temporalities coexist, coincide, coalesce, diverge and collide. Youth and childhood are transitional stages of human development, inherently fleeting, marked by suppleness, malleability and growth. When we impose adult concepts on children’s lives and experiences, however, we act as if this is not the case. Rarely factored in is the child’s perspective. Least of all, children’s experience of time. In this chapter, therefore, using Bronfenbrenner’s social ecological chronosystem as a starting point, and the notion of fugitivity, I explore different conceptions of time – and how it is experienced by children – to show how desistance is always oriented beyond the child, outside the child’s time. I argue that a deeper understanding and acknowledgement of child and youth temporalities is important for shaping – indeed limiting – youth justice intervention in children’s lives. As McAra and McVie (2007) insist, after all, the key to reducing children’s harmful behaviours is a minimal intervention, maximum diversion approach.

Desistance is a temporal concept, yet its temporality is largely taken for granted. Indeed, despite change over time being inherent to the idea of offending cessation, the conceptualisation of time is underdeveloped in desistance theory, youth justice scholarship and criminology more broadly. Desistance theory brings together theories of narrative and identity, social bonds and maturation and the life course (Maruna, 2001). Arguably, in the context of childhood, the most influential of these is the developmental life-course perspective. Developmental life-course criminology (see, for example, Farrington et al, 2019) conceives adolescent development in biopsychosocial terms, focusing on cognitive, behavioural and environmental risk factors for so-called ‘delinquency’. Developmental discourse thus tends to cast ‘abnormal’ child or adolescent behaviour in terms of pathology, risk and deficit. The problem, as others in this volume have made clear, is that children’s ongoing neurodevelopment and normal adolescent rebellion, boundary-testing and risk-taking become risk factors (or areas of criminogenic need) to be addressed in youth justice intervention rather than reasons to rethink that intervention entirely. The harmful impacts of institutional involvement are scarcely considered, despite evidence that youth justice contact is associated with ‘inhibited’ desistance from offending’ (McAra and McVie, 2007, p 319), and relationships with adults are shown to be critical in shaping children’s outcomes, both positive and negative (Smith, 2006; Gopnik, 2022).

Desistance as a framework for working with children (as with adults) similarly risks casting them as the problem, by focusing on children’s ‘offending’ behaviour as the starting point rather than the relationships and contexts within which children’s experiences are embedded. Of course, desistance-based practice can be entirely contextual and relationship-oriented.
However, when desistance thinking falls into this risk-thinking trap – failing to problematise the processes through which children are criminalised and instead problematising children in ways that can limit their flourishing, growth and becoming – I would argue, it needs rethinking.

From this perspective, the desistance problem is not one of bringing children’s ‘bad’ behaviour to an end. The problem rests with adults: as the architects, engineers and agents of the so-called justice system, it is beholden upon adults to uphold the principles the system is supposed to enshrine – that is, to do no harm and act justly. Criminalising children causes harm and rarely leads to just outcomes. A desistance framework thus not only applies an adult concept with little relevance to young people’s lives (as Barry [2010] suggests) but risks reproducing and thus perpetuating that harm. Before delving into the temporal complexities of children’s lives, I briefly consider the rights of the child to be treated as a child.

**Child rights**

International human rights agreements have sought to recognise and enshrine children’s rights to childhood. The widely ratified United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child (UNCRC, 1989), for instance, opens with the Universal Declaration of Human Rights’ assertion that ‘childhood is entitled to special care and assistance’ (UNCRC preamble, p 3). In this spirit, the UNCRC emphasises *listening* to children, granting every child ‘the right to express [their] views freely in all matters affecting [them], the views of the child being given due weight in accordance with the age and maturity of the child’ (Article 12). Children are promised, specifically, ‘the opportunity to be heard in any judicial and administrative proceedings affecting [them]’ (Article 12). The UNCRC (Article 37) further guarantees that, in signatory states:

a. No child shall be subjected to … cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment …

b. … detention or imprisonment of a child shall be in conformity with the law and shall be used only as a measure of last resort and for the shortest appropriate period of time;

c. Every child deprived of liberty shall be treated with humanity and respect for the inherent dignity of the human person, and in a manner which takes into account the needs of persons of his or her age. (UNCRC, Article 37, emphasis added)

Laudable ideals and cherished values, undeniably. However, rights talk has limitations in that, first, it is ‘thin’ (Blattberg, 2009, p 45). Secondly, it tends to normalise a binary view of humans (adult/child, offenders/non-offenders)
that can reduce complexity in unhelpful ways. The notion of ‘offences committed by persons below eighteen years of age’ (Article 37[a]), for instance, rests on the assumption that children can commit offences, as a natural ‘fact’, and ignores the fact that ‘offences’ are a construct, a product of social norms and legal definition. The ‘child as offender’ is abstracted, stripped of meaning, decontextualised through the process of abstraction. As Blattberg (2009, p 45) notes, ‘the root of “abstraction” denotes a “drawing away from” … [whereas] the root of its opposite, “contextual,” means “woven together”’. The danger is that in accepting a thin, one-dimensional rendering of the rights-bearing child ‘offender’, we focus on separateness rather than interrelatedness; we distance ourselves from real-life children and our obligations to attend to the thick, messy context of their lives. We may even responsibilise individual children for their actions, instead of taking collective responsibility for their circumstances. Abstraction, therefore, is dangerous – ‘it detracts from a value’s ability to motivate people to uphold it. This happens because … the move from thick to thin language makes things less of a concern to us’ (Blattberg, 2009, p 46); we care less.

Similarly, the child/adult binary blinds us to its conceptual instability: if childhood means being—not-yet—adult, and adulthood is being—no—longer—child, then the categories blur into each other, they are not fixed. Growing up is a process: fuzzy, complex, characterised by in-betweenness, emergence and transformation. Adolescent development exceeds adult rates of change yet is constrained within adult-imposed and adult-structured timeframes, implying the coexistence of multiple temporalities.

Temporal ecologies

Understanding how young people become involved in ‘offending’, how they negotiate criminalising processes and how they can be best supported towards positive change requires deep acknowledgement of and engagement with such complexities. Bronfenbrenner’s bioecological framework (1995; Bronfenbrenner and Morris, 1998, 2006) affords a view of complexity, of how children’s lives proceed simultaneously ‘in the moment’ (Haines et al, 2021) and across time. It provides a window into interrelatedness, multiplicity and contingency in ways that loosen and complicate binary constructs such as child/offender, good/bad. And though a social ecological framework is familiar to many, it is often misused (Tudge et al, 2009) or used in limited ways that tend to reinforce rather than dislodge simplistic conceptions. This is a problem when it limits our view of children’s lives in terms of their possibilities and potential for growth, learning and change.

Bronfenbrenner sees human development as unfolding within five nested ecologies: the microsystem, mesosystem, exosystem, macrosystem and the chronosystem. In many ways, given youth and childhood are transitional
stages that are time-bound and temporary, the *chrono*system is most relevant—*chronos* representing the early Greek personification of time—it yet it is the least considered in practice, perhaps because some systems—those that are more easily identifiable—provide a practical map for relational work with children and families. For example, the *micro*system describes the individual child in their immediate context; the *meso*- and *exo*systems refer to ever-expanding circles of relationship between kin networks, friendship, school, work and neighbourhood settings. And the *macro*system, which describes larger sociocultural, economic, political and structural conditions and circumstances, can be useful for locating sites of advocacy and intervention at a policy level. The *chrono*system, however, is less tangible, more abstract and therefore harder to know *what to do with* in practice. For this reason—or perhaps because Bronfenbrenner (1979) initially described four nested systems and added the chronosystem later (1986a, 1986b)—Bronfenbrenner’s approach is often narrowly conceived as a two-dimensional schema used to model social relationships in a way that simplifies complexity (Tudge et al, 2009). Often the *chrono*system, and the critical element of *time*, is left out.

Time is central to Bronfenbrenner’s understanding of human development. As his (1995) Process–Person–Context–Time model suggests, time is an intrinsic and ‘defining property of the bioecological paradigm’ (Bronfenbrenner and Morris, 2006, p 820). The model centres the importance of progressively more complex reciprocal social interactions, or *proximal processes*, which occur over time. And time is implied in his definition of development as ‘continuity and change in the biopsychological characteristics of human beings, both as individuals and as groups. The phenomenon extends over the life course, across successive generations, and through historical time, both past and future’ (Bronfenbrenner and Morris, 2006, p 793).

The chronosystem thus accounts for time at different scales. The chronosystem of children’s lives encompasses wide-ranging and overlapping timescales: moment-to-moment feelings, everyday experiences, rhythms and routines; periods of hecticness and stability; annual events, seasonal rituals, life-course markers, milestones and turning-points; human eras, historical periods and cultural movements (such as #BlackLivesMatter). A chronosystemic perspective thus highlights how everyday experiences sit inside and are shaped by larger timescales and temporalities, and how ‘historical events can alter the course of human development, in either direction, not only for individuals, but for large segments of the population’ (Bronfenbrenner, 1995, p 643). Stern et al (2022), for example, have adapted Bronfenbrenner’s bioecological model to focus on Black youth development and attachment processes in context. By showing the interrelatedness of ‘systemic racism in its multiple forms (including environmental and medical racism), colorism, and historical trauma’ (Stern et al, 2022, p 403), they
illustrate how histories seep into families and communities, filter through generations, shaping children’s lives in invisible yet material ways. In settler colonies, like Australia, this ecological context includes the ongoing impacts of colonisation.

Taking a *chronosystemic* perspective can thus help deepen our understanding of child and youth temporalities and how they sit inside, alongside *and* outside adult time; how children experience both ‘the “ordinary magic” of cultural strengths, joy, and family resilience’ (Stern et al, 2022, p 393) and the invisible currents of historical pain or shame. A deep embodied understanding of these complexities requires thick context rather than thin accounts drained of life by abstraction. One way to thicken and complexify the abstract gaze is through storytelling, as story awakens imagination. This matters because, in the first instance, supporting criminalised children to transcend a criminalised identity requires imagining them differently. Imagination offers ‘both the possibility of history and of a tomorrow’ (Andrews, 2014, p 3), and through narrative imagination we become time travellers: listening in the present yet propelled into the ‘not yet’ of possible futures (Andrews, 2014, pp 2–5).

Time travel is a useful metaphor for engaging with children, who tend to live and act ‘in the moment’ (Haines et al, 2021), as it invites us to engage with the scale and nonlinearity of child time. The quote at the beginning of this chapter – *The child’s days escape adult time; their time is swollen by subjectivity, passion, dreams haunted by reality* – gives a glimpse into this temporality. How moments penetrate each other, projecting the past into the future, where nostalgia, yearning and remembering are intertwined and time is fragmented, punctuated by sensation and memory. Adult time is imposed over and encircles child time: ‘Outside, the educators look on, waiting, watch in hand, till the child joins and fits the cycle of the hours. It’s they who *have time*’ (Vaneigem, 2001 [1968], p 97). These words are brought into sharp relief by a personal story about a bright 13-year-old I know. One day, he is called to the school principal’s office with his mother (who shared the story with me), following repeated incidents of behaviour contravening school policy. The principal wants to convey the seriousness of the situation:

School Principal: I’ve been here a long time …
13-year-old: I’ve been here my whole life!

In this brief exchange, temporal worlds collide. For the child, ‘my whole life’ consists of his living memory; for the adult, this lifetime is merely a fragment of their own. It raises the question: *What is the meaning of a concept such as ‘desistance’ for a child whose ‘whole life’ fits into a fragment of an adult’s career?*

Desistance projects a past into a future beyond the scale of a child’s life. It assumes an ability to look back and forward, *from an adult perspective*, through a different temporality, beyond the horizon of the child’s experience. This is
an example of how adult concepts are frequently applied to children without thinking critically about that concept from a child’s perspective. Our ‘whole life’ comprises the range of our experiences, everything we’ve ever done and everything that has happened to us. From a child’s perspective, if desistance means a process of cessation over a timeframe that exceeds the extent of their ‘whole life’, what meaning can that possibly hold for them? Some argue, as Maruna et al (2015) point out, that tertiary or long-term desistance can only be measured at the end of life, in death. Desistance in the context of childhood, therefore, becomes empty, irrelevant, meaningless; bereft of life before it’s even been conceived. My point here, to reiterate, is that desistance is an adult concept. My argument is that adults working within a desistance framework need to think critically about the history, the genealogy, the lines of descent of such concepts and to be aware of the assumptions built into them.

Time, for instance, is taken for granted. Yet how might we think differently if we think in terms of a teenager’s temporality, where the gaps between things are as important as the events themselves? The paradox of ‘the gap’ (Johns et al, 2018) is highlighted by ‘Elis’ (not his real name), a young adult reflecting on his years of ‘prolific offending’ as a teenager, about what adults need to do to help young people move away from offending: “That’s what they need to do, they need to give you a gap, to see if you’re gonna do crime, or otherwise how are they gonna know if it’s working or not?” For him, these gaps were critical: every opportunity to ‘slip up’ became an opportunity for progress and potential ‘success’. Elis talked about this in terms of ‘pushing the gaps’:

‘The first time I went to jail I went for four months, but there was like a gap of say eleven months, then I went back to jail for like eight months, then there’d be another gap for like a year, so every time I was making progress, even though I was going back to jail, and I was getting longer sentences … the gaps was pushing.’ (‘Elis’ in Johns et al, 2018, p 99)

To avoid the trap of seeing children as miniature adults, we need to be attuned to children’s temporalities, to allow memory of what it means to be a child to surface. Rather than focusing on not offending, or desistance, perhaps concentrating on ‘pushing’ or stretching the gaps in between is more meaningful to a child. This involves turning towards the child, and their experiences, rather than orienting the child towards adult time. I explore these ideas in the following section.

**Fugitivity**

Paradoxically, while childhood and youth are short-lived – all too brief in retrospect – they are frequently experienced in the moment as a sense of
immortality, invincibility, ongoingness. The notion of *fugitivity* captures this paradox, illuminating not only the ephemerality of youth and childhood but also the impetuosity and spontaneity that teenagers typically embody, recalling how *the child's days escape adult time*. Tracing the poetics and rhythms of fugitivity, Macharia (2013) muses:

Fugitivity is time-distorting, multiplying and erasing, making legion and invisible: the time of growing and harvesting, the time of gathering and watching, the time of rescue and hibernation. . . . Breaking temporal bounds with out-of-season memories and stories, the precise way to collect wild herbs. And the smell of ready . . . the feeling of jump.

Macharia’s lyrical language and opaque imagery is useful for thinking about fugitivity as *hard to pin down* – as a concept and a way of being young (including its sensory aspects – ‘the smell of ready . . . the feeling of jump’) – how it might feel, for instance, to be a child: ‘To sneak in and around, about and away, to crevice and burrow: to jump under fences (the world-making of fugitivity: this-then-that-this)’ (Macharia, 2013).

Giroux (1996, pp 10–11) describes youth cultures as *fugitive cultures*, ‘not because they are inherently oppositional . . . but because they often do not conform to the imperatives of adults and mainstream culture’. Adult and mainstream cultural imperatives tend to emphasise conformity and compliance with norms that reflect histories and traditions about what is *right* and *proper*, whereas fugitivity means ‘breaking from propriety, on the run from ownership’ in Moten’s terms (2018, p 130), as he elaborates: ‘Fugitivity . . . is a desire for and a spirit of escape and transgression of the proper and the proposed. It’s a desire for the outside, for a playing or being outside, an outlaw edge . . . it moves outside . . . adherence to the law and to propriety’ (Moten, 2018, p 131).

Youth itself is the escapee, perpetually policed, chased, on the run. This can mean being trapped in adult categories, ‘ontologically incarcerated’ (Akomolafe, 2021; Du Cann and Akomolafe, 2021), by Moten’s ‘the proper and the proposed’. One way of fleeing this captivity is by producing ‘fugitive knowledge . . . forms that often exist either outside of the mainstream curriculum or are seen as unworthy of serious attention’ (Giroux, 1996, pp 19–20). Thus, the fugitivity of youth, as Virno (2004, p 70) observes, is not passive but active, creative, adaptive, unruly: ‘Nothing is less passive than the act of fleeing, of exiting. . . . [And] exit consists of unrestrained invention which alters the rules of the game and throws the adversary completely off balance . . . exit hinges on a latent kind of wealth, on an exuberance of possibilities.’

This knowledge, these stories, this ‘exuberance of possibilities’ is what we (adults) must pay attention to – listen to – in our efforts to understand young people’s experiences of and perspectives on the world. Rather than
being criminalised or punished, children need time to gather, in ‘the bent school or marginal church … to be in the name of being otherwise’ (Moten, 2018, p 160, emphasis added). Children and young people need time to grow and learn in places of safety, time for what Akomolafe (Du Cann & Akomolafe, 2021) calls “making sanctuary”, which means “gathering those who have been disarticulated by cracks in the environment to work with those cracks, rather than patching them up and returning to normal” (p 7).

Making sanctuary, working with cracks, takes time. It’s adults who have time.

Escaping adult time

We might think of child time as kairological time, as opposed to the chronological time of adults and institutions and machines that reflect the prevailing linear way of understanding time. From the Greek, chronos is quantitative time – ‘time as measure, the quantity of duration, the length of periodicity, the age of an object or artifact and the rate of acceleration of bodies’ – whereas kairos may be understood as qualitative time – the ‘right time’ – the times of moments, tides, seasons, callings, events, the time to act (Smith, 1986, p 4). These different conceptualisations reflect differences within Western traditions (for example see Canales, 2016), and between Indigenous and non-Indigenous ways of being (for example see Iparraguirre, 2015), which are important for showing how time is not singular or linear but multiple and operating at different scales simultaneously. Vaneigem (2001 [1968], p 100), for instance, distinguishes different experiences of time. Subjective time is ‘the space–time of moments, of creativity, pleasure and orgasm … subjective life concentrated in the space of a point. … It is lived experience without dead time’. On the other hand, objective time is time that flows away, in linear time, the time of things … negative time … dead time … the time of the role, the time within life itself which encourages it to lose its character and renounce authentically lived space, to hold back and prefer appearances and the spectacular function. (1968, p 100)

By way of a story to illustrate these different space–time experiences, in her book Bad Boys, Ann Ferguson (2020) reflects on her ‘exhausting journey through space and time’ with a 12-year-old boy, Horace, on the afternoon she ‘crossed over, if ever so briefly’ (p 27) into his temporality. Horace had a reputation as ‘a boy who was difficult and out of control’ (p 14) – ‘volatile’ and ‘insubordinate’ – ‘he tested, resisted, and defied the authority of certain adults’ (p 15). She describes a field trip with Horace when he ‘dragged me by the hand into his world one Saturday afternoon at the movies’:
I was never aware of the exact moment when I stopped being an adult. But somewhere between *My Girl* and *Hook*, I began to have a good time. … That was when the whole experience began to be transformed from the planned linear motion from beginning to end to a kaleidoscopic back-and-forth of sights, sounds, and tastes. (Ferguson, 2020, pp 26–7)

Through spending time with Horace, Ferguson learnt ‘to see kids not as humans-in-the-making but as resourceful social actors who took an active role in shaping their daily experiences … within structures of power’ (2020, p 15). This story opens a window into the child’s world, time-travelling and fugitivity, and how the child’s days escape adult time.

**Multiple, complex temporalities**

For the Yolngu of north-east Arnhem Land, Australia, as for other Indigenous peoples, time is spiral, nonlinear, affective and plural. Past/present/future are not static, singular states that exist in a linear sense; rather they are circular, multiple, collective. From this perspective, a person ‘does not simply exist as a lone individual, acting in a single time’ (Bawaka Country et al, 2020, p 297). Time is multiple, abundant, swollen, full of possibility:

> Human perception cannot even start to comprehend many of the complex temporalities at work here. … This is the seasonal time of clouds gathering. It is also the time of hydrological cycles, of water moving through aquifers for thousands of years, of transpiration and growth. And short spirals, of the flash of lightning, claps of thunder, of traveling sound and light. There is neither a single weather, nor a single time, nor an inherent difference between time and matter and embodied experience. (Bawaka Country et al, 2020, p 300)

From this perspective, we might consider ‘the past, present and future as nested and folded together, encircling linear goal-centred dissected “clock” time through rhythmic, cyclical, spiral sensing’ (Paradies, 2020, p 2). Moreton (2006) similarly differentiates Indigenous understandings of time – ‘in this moment, the ever-present now’ (p 318) – from Western time, characterised by *deferred* – ‘temporality that is future bound rather than in this moment, the ever-present now’ (p 318) – ‘the present is suspended, and the temporal deferment displaces the moment’ (p 200). This fits with emerging understandings in Western science, distinguishing ‘time’s arrow and time’s cycle’ (Gould, 1987), for instance, or things from events:

> The difference between things and events is that things persist over time; events have a limited duration. A stone is a prototypical ‘thing’: we
can ask ourselves where it will be tomorrow. Conversely, a kiss is an ‘event’. It makes no sense to ask where the kiss will be tomorrow. *The world is made up of networks of kisses, not stones.* (Rovelli, 2018, p 98, emphasis added)

Thinking about the multiple temporalities of childhood, we might distinguish moments, events and experiences that each have their own timeframe and duration, unbounded and inestimable. Moments of *discovery*, for example, unfold over a series of moments threaded together by curiosity and wonder: seeing, for example, a silver coin reflected in a puddle of water as an object to be picked up, grasped in the fingers; discovering in that moment both the possibility and impossibility of holding the moon in the palm of your hand. *Play* likewise has its own duration, rhythm and *now-ness* that does not fit within linear time (think of Ferguson’s day with Horace at the movies). Kisses of *joy* – the moments we live for and live by – are equally effervescent and fleeting. Other aspects of childhood have different tempos: how long it takes to build trust, for instance; the fluctuating, undulating, unpredictable rate of physical growth and development; the time it takes for traumatic events or experiences to percolate, settle or surface. These processes can work at geological scales.

**Killing time**

Why does any of this matter? What are the implications of thinking with the temporalities and fugitivity of youth and childhood? First, it is agreed that childhood is a special state of being, different from adulthood: ‘[C]hildhood is entitled to special care and assistance’ (UNCRC preamble). But as adults we steal time – we kill children’s time – ‘siphoning off’ life in ways that are unjustifiable from a rights perspective, which values children’s voices and experiences and their *inherent dignity*. Secondly, childhood is limited, short-lived. By taking time from a child – starving them of embodied, emotional, psychological, cultural, spiritual life – we are killing time and thereby killing the future. Time is used to regulate, order, control, punish, contain children’s lives and behaviour every day: ‘time out’ – whether a chair in the corner of a room, an after-school detention or a custodial sentence – is time-theft used for punishment and control. Time is stolen from children whenever we impose adult time.

Youth justice intervention is always based on adult time, institutional time. Some consequences are benign; others may be irreparable, even fatal. Consider the period a child may spend remanded to custody: *one* day in a child’s life is significant; weeks or months cause deep psychological and physical harm (Gooch, 2016). There may be serious and multiple harms, such as secure schools causing spirit murder (Love, 2016), a form of racial violence that steals and kills the spirits and humanity of people of colour (Williams, 1987).
Education scholar Bettina Love defines spirit murdering as the ‘denial of inclusion, protection, safety, nurturance, and acceptance’ (2016, p 2); it is ‘a slow death, a death of the spirit, a death that is built on racism intended to reduce, humble and destroy people of colour’ (Love, 2019, np). In Australia, for example, where children can be criminalised at the age of ten, where hundreds of children are incarcerated on an average day, mostly unsentenced, where more than half of all imprisoned young people are Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander (despite First Nations children comprising only 5.8 per cent of Australian ten- to 17-year-olds) (AIHW, 2022, p 20), justice intervention harms children. From a human perspective, this is unsustainable.

Justice demands care and caring. We, adults, have time to care. We must spend time, listening. … If we listen, we will understand that children live and act in the moment and that ‘the long-term consequences of their behaviour (i.e. anything subsequent to the act itself) are strangers to children’ (Haines et al, 2020, p 2). What happens in the distant future is unfamiliar territory, an unknown land to children, when they have no prior experience within which to frame their current experiences. How can a person foresee or make sense of what they are yet to experience? And if they cannot make sense of it – cannot imagine its weight, depth or length – if it is beyond the scale of their life, what’s the point of it? This notion of scale becomes critical when we are thinking about children and how they are different from adults. As Rodriguez (1997, p 19) writes: ‘When lawmakers say a child is “unredeemable” at age 16 or 13 or even 10, they are setting in concrete the mental and emotional state of a person that is, in reality, always in flux.’ They are imposing an adult temporal scale over a child’s days – by nature short, ephemeral, yet experienced as long, slow, never-ending.

Child time is fugitive. It flees, but only through the lens of adulthood. Only when we look back, down, through our past experiences, including those lodged in memory and those lost in forgotten time. Child time is slow-moving (think of summers that last forever, school hours that drag). Adult time, in contrast, speeds up. It thickens, becomes denser, full of memory and experience. Like stew, it reduces the longer it simmers. We sense we are running out of time as death nears.

Conclusion

Fugitive time, swollen time, stolen time: ‘The child’s days escape adult time; their time is swollen by subjectivity, passion.’ Adults intervene in children’s lives every day in ways that isolate, humiliate, exclude, responsibilise, criminalise and punish. Youth justice intervention, instance by instance, by imposing adult time over the child’s days, steals time from children’s lives. By criminalising children, we siphon off life, we starve childhood of embodied, emotional, psychological, cultural and spiritual life. By stealing time, we smother hope,
stifle subjectivity, dowse passions, and snuff out dreams … ‘dreams haunted by reality’. We build realities that box in, puncture, corrode and confine time swollen with possibility and potential. We bring death to the future. Thinking in this way pushes us to reckon with our ideas and practices of so-called *justice*; to consider that children’s rights to childhood are not rescinded when they make mistakes; to admit that, as adults, we relinquish the right to claim we are acting ‘justly’ when stealing time from a child; to acknowledge that stealing a child’s time is stealing life. We must desist. Desistance means the cessation of offending, the act of not acting, *doing no harm*.

Desistance is a negation, a non-action (recalling Mc Ara and McVie’s [2007] insistence on *minimal intervention*, maximum diversion, which implies less offending-focused work and more time spent in positive, life-giving activities with children). From this perspective, we might think of *doing less* in terms of how we apply adult concepts, timeframes, definitions and categories to children’s lives. We might do more in terms of spending time with children, inhabiting children’s worlds, according to children’s timeframes. Taking Ferguson’s (2020) lead, we might cross over into children’s temporalities and thereby learn ‘to see kids not as humans-in-the-making but as resourceful social actors’ (p 15). And we might recall the words of Vaneigem: ‘Outside, the educators look on, waiting, watch in hand. … It’s they who *have time*.’ We adults, educators, parents, professionals, rule-makers, rule-enforcers – with our watches in hand – we *have time* to spare, to spend, to invest in every child.

**Notes**

1. For the purposes of this discussion, a ‘just’ outcome is one that addresses the harm caused by someone’s action/s and meets the needs of those harmed to feel safe and reassured that the harm will not recur. This is a restorative, reintegrative understanding of doing ‘justice’ that sees retributive approaches as too often adding harm to the original offence and thereby increasing the quantum of harm overall.

2. Including the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (1948); the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR, 1966a); and the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR, 1966b).

3. I acknowledge the collaborative thinking of colleagues Professors Steve Case, Tim Goddard and Kevin Haines, with whom I have been engaging critically with the process of *decontextualisation* of youth justice and youth offending.

4. See Johns et al. (2017) for further explanation of Bronfenbrenner’s five nested systems.

5. That is, a social identity imposed on a child by virtue of their criminalisation, notwithstanding that children may not themselves develop a criminalised self-identity, as others note in this volume.

6. As Du Cann (Du Cann and Akomolafe 2021) describes, ‘Bayo [Akomolafe] works in intense metaphor, using metaphysical infrastructure to enable us to perceive how we are kept trapped by civilisation and how we might liberate ourselves from its invisible manacles. The building blocks of his lexicon include the *slave ship* (with three decks of colonisers, slaves, and Earth resources); the *plantation*, where we are set to work; and the *fugitive* who escapes the capture of both’.
Kelly Hayes used the expression ‘siphoning off’ life in her conversation with Ruth Wilson Gilmore on Abolition, the Climate Crisis and What Must Be Done, Movement Memos podcast, 14 April 2022.

Chicano poet, novelist, children’s book author and journalist Luis J. Rodriguez tells the story of his childhood as a gang member in his book Always Running: La Vida Loca; Gang Days in LA.
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Should desistance thinking be applied to children in the criminal justice system?

Ross Little and Kevin Haines

Introduction

This chapter advances debate about key theoretical and methodological issues associated with research that claims to be affiliated with ‘desistance thinking’, the ‘desistance paradigm’ or ‘desistance theory’. We question how meaningful or helpful it is to use such terms when discussing the behaviour and lives of children. Over the past century or so, the focus of the big criminological questions – predominantly focused on adults – has evolved, shifting over time from those asking why people commit crime to why people do not commit crime, through to how people move away from engaging in criminal behaviour or criminal lifestyles (Canton, 2016). The concept of desistance, which focuses on the latter, has emerged in recent decades to apparently challenge the Risk Factor Prevention Paradigm (RFPP) as a dominant way of understanding the journeys of adults through the criminal justice system.

This is an opportunity for pause to ask pertinent questions about the extent to which desistance should be adopted from the adult system and applied, without much evidence, to the youth justice system. The chapter is organised around three key questions, which we address in turn. First, what is desistance, and is it a theory? Secondly, does desistance theory sustain the weight of explanatory power that has been vested in it? Thirdly, what are the benefits for children?

The responses to these questions inform our concluding argument that, at best, it is too early to adopt desistance thinking when engaging with children who have committed an offence, or even multiple offences. Despite the transplanting of desistance thinking into youth justice policy, inspection and practice in recent years, Wigzell (2021) points out that there are good reasons to question its relevance and applicability to children. We endorse Wigzell’s analysis and seek here to extend her questioning, first considering its theoretical underpinnings.
What is desistance, and is it a theory?

Desistance is a contested term that broadly considers ‘the process of abstaining from crime by those with a previous pattern of offending’ (HMIP, 2022, emphasis added). Weaver and McNeill (2010, p 37) note that ‘there is no agreed theoretical or operational definition of desistance’, and thus care needs to be taken when interpreting research findings. As a process, therefore, for example, Phillips (2017) has argued for a ‘rhizomatic’, less linear, understanding of ‘the desistance journey’ than hitherto, emphasising that it may take considerable time with many wrong-turns and dead-ends. This is consistent with empirical research with young adults (Johns et al, 2017), which finds that positive relationships with adult workers, akin to youth work relationships, founded on trustworthy and consistent relationships built over time, can help young people navigate developments in their lives. Whereas desistance focuses on offending/non-offending, “a social-ecological perspective decentres the young person as the source of the offending problem, seeing them in terms of the relationships, interactions and processes that define and influence their everyday lives and experience” (2017, p 7).

Desistance is often presented as if it were a theory, with ‘desistance theory’ in common parlance across the criminal justice sector among practitioners, policy makers and academics. However, we question whether desistance theory is actually a theory. Instead, it is rather descriptive of a process that might in principle look to a range of different theories. Use of the terms ‘process’ and ‘journey’, common within the mainstream desistance literature, coupled with repeated counter-predicted events (that is, reoffending), all point towards the conclusion that desistance refers to a mechanism used for convenience purposes to rescue probation from the vicissitudes of risk. Looking deeper, we can see that a desistance process requires both the agency of the person committing offences and appropriate social support to allow and maintain desistance (Weaver and McNeill, 2010; Bottoms and Shapland, 2011; Carlsson, 2016; Shapland, 2022). A basic premise of desistance thinking, and practice, is that an individual has developed a self-identity based on that of ‘an offender’, and that the change process involves that individual changing their identity and desisting from crime (see, for example, Maruna, 2001). This pre-condition, of an established self-identity as an offender, is what, to a considerable extent, explains why desistance theory and research has focused on adults and why so little desistance research has been conducted with children. As a theoretical standpoint, however, it does not hold water as a universal approach to promoting positive lifestyle choices – rather it would apply only to those who had developed, and who could convincingly be shown to have developed, an offending identity (whatever that is).
Wigzell (2021) too cautions against assumptions that all children in the youth justice system have pro-criminal identities that need to be changed, since they risk doing more harm than good: they are deficit-focused and stigmatising. Such approaches make an implicit concession to risk-based thinking and assume that a child’s offending is indicative of ‘pro-criminal’ thinking or attitudes. There is no evidence to support this. A danger is that supervision – and wider criminal justice contact – may even destabilise children’s self-identity or reinforce doubts about self-worth, particularly given evidence that adolescence is a period of malleability (Nugent and McNeill, 2017), and they may accordingly be more susceptible to the potential labelling effects of the criminal justice system (McAra and McVie, 2007; Robinson, 2016). This is particularly true when such labels are applied uncritically and unthinkingly.

There is precedent for such behaviour. The RFPP has been rightly criticised for unfairly placing the responsibility for criminal behaviour more heavily on the individual child in a way that does not match children’s lived realities, particularly in those neighbourhoods with access to the fewest resources (Johns et al, 2017). Applying such an apparently ‘neutral’ term as ‘risk’ without recognising the context and manner in which it is deployed is at best naïve and at worst ensures the perverse outcome that those children with access to the fewest resources are more likely to become subject to the criminal gaze of the state (Haines and Case, 2008). However, it is not particularly clear how the ‘desistance paradigm’ is different, as the focus remains on the individual child and their (re)offending.

Indeed, desistance discourse tends to quickly veer back to ‘risks’ presented by children (Wigzell, 2021). One of the problems here is how the vulnerabilities of children have been re-cast as risks to the rest of society (Phoenix, 2013). What these mean in the lives of children can change considerably over time and across different contexts: they are dynamic – if they exist at all for the vast majority of children who come to the attention of police and youth offending teams. When the system intervenes, or fails to intervene, it can be to exacerbate children’s pre-existing vulnerabilities to harm, such as in the case of ‘Child C’ and their move from one local authority area to another, which became the subject of a Serious Case Review following his subsequent death (Bernard and Harris, 2019; Waltham Forest, 2020; Bernard, 2020). This recognises that state agencies play a considerable part in determining the extent to which an individual is deemed to be on a ‘desistance pathway’, relative to an ‘offending pathway’.

For desistance theory to be considered a theory, it has to stand alone and have distinctive qualities. It is our position that desistance theory fails the theory test on this ground. We suggested earlier that desistance has been adopted by some criminologists and the probation service as a more humane alternative to the RFPP that infused probation practice in the 2000s. We
further suggest that desistance theory is an extension of the risk paradigm and does not represent a clear break from it. Which brings us to the question of whether it sustains the weight of explanatory power vested in it.

**Does desistance thinking sustain the weight of explanatory power that has been vested in it?**

In this section, we consider three good reasons to question the weight afforded to desistance-related explanations, particularly in relation to children. First, the requirement for a pre-formed ‘offender’ identity, mentioned earlier. Secondly, the way in which children are individualised and made responsible for decisions often outside their control, assuming adult-like agency; and thirdly, the possibility for desistance owes at least as much to decisions and processes within the agencies of the (youth) justice system as it does to decisions made by individual children.

**The requirement of a pre-formed offender identity**

Desistance-related research has typically not focused on children. In fact, for quite some time, research only considered children to the extent to which becoming a parent constituted part of the ‘desistance journey’ (Giordano et al, 2002; Blokland and Nieuwbeerta, 2005; Houchin, 2005; Kreager et al, 2010; Healy, 2012; Monsbakken et al, 2013; Craig, 2015; Robison and Hughes-Miller, 2016; Abell, 2018). Wigzell (2021) identifies three types of desistance-related research. First, research focusing on desistance at the individual level (maturational theories focusing on the process of ageing, and rational choice theories); second, research on the ‘structural’ level, correlated with life-course events such as changes in family roles, relationships and employment; and, third, and more recently, research which emphasises the importance of a *dynamic interaction* between an individual’s social context and their beliefs, values and attitudes in relation to offending (King, 2014). Types of desistance have been identified at the primary (individuals ceasing offending), secondary (adopting a non-offending identity) (Maruna, 2012) and tertiary levels (others recognising the non-offending identity [McNeill, 2015]).

Primary-level desistance would then involve an individual child making a conscious decision to ‘give-up’ offending. As noted earlier, however, it is unclear whether they have, or are likely to have, an imagination of themselves as ‘an offender’ in the way pre-supposed. In fact, prior research on this issue tends to suggest that children and young people do not tend to define themselves as ‘offenders’ in this way (Matza, 1964). Even children found to be committing high numbers of offences are not committing them constantly but drift in and out of periods of offending depending on their
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Desistance research and its interpretation in both policy and practice remain individualistic in focus—often disconnected from specific analyses of the cultural and structural contexts in which forms of offending and desistance take place (Weaver, 2019). There is a problem in using research with adults to guide criminal justice theory, policy and practice with children. As Johns et al’s (2017) research with young adults in a Welsh town reflecting back on the exploits of their mid-teens highlights, there are typically a number of socio-economic and cultural constraints that limit the life choices and modes of expression available to children convicted of high numbers of offences.

In emphasising the role of agency and individual choices, there is a risk that desistance thinking makes children responsible for decisions influenced by factors well beyond their control. They are thus unfairly made responsible for changing their own lives without access to the means or support to realistically do this (Phoenix and Kelly, 2013). Significant interest has been paid to ‘turning points’ in desistance-related literature, building on Sampson and Laub’s (2003) description of marriage, employment and entering military service as developments that could provide the impetus for desistance, also recognising that such changes do not affect everyone the same way. Relatedly, Rocque and Posick (2021) report that perhaps the most consistent research finding is that for adults who have been engaged in criminal acts, a strong marriage or access to gainful employment can facilitate desistance, options that are far less available to children. Therefore, given that desistance research has focused to a large extent on adults, many of the findings will not be applicable to children unless they continue to offend into adulthood. Options available to adults that have been shown to be associated with reduced offending, such as getting a job or accessing benefits, are not open to children.

In recognising children’s constrained agency, Haines and Case (2015, pp 76–9) argue that the responsibility rests with adults and the organisations they represent, not children. If children are not given the full social responsibilities of adulthood, it is wrong to invoke this responsibility when and if they come into conflict with the law and the youth justice system (2015, p 76). We note here the current disconnect between the minimum age of criminal responsibility (ten years in England and Wales) and the arrival of other civic social ecological contexts (Matza, 1964; Johns et al, 2017). Making an early step on the desistance journey the shedding of an identity that may not exist is, at the very least, problematic. This is before one questions the extent to which some children understand their behaviour to be unlawful, let alone appreciating its legal consequences.
entitlements and responsibilities, which typically emerge between the ages of 16 and 18 years (Bateman, 2012a).

The work of Johns et al (2017) found that the multiple structural obstacles faced by children in the youth justice system also present challenges for its practitioners. It suggests that the primary responsibility for ‘supporting desistance’ should be shared between wider society and agencies of the state. More fundamentally, these actors, who have the resources and hold decision-making power, should be held responsible for ensuring that every child has access to ‘somewhere to go, something to do and someone to talk to’, previously recognised as a fundamentally important governmental aspiration for children and young people (DFES, 2005). The ‘Child First’ paradigm in theory and practice is based on the premise that children are not simply mini-adults: childhood constitutes a distinct phase in human development and, consequently, children should be understood and treated differently from adults.

**Desistance is at least as much determined by the behaviour of decision-makers within the youth justice system as the individual**

Often overlooked is that individuals being recognised as being on ‘a desistance journey’ is contingent upon action, or inaction, by the agencies comprising the youth justice system. For example, in the decade between March 2008 and March 2018, the number of proven offences recorded for children decreased by a remarkable 72 per cent from 277,986 to 77,349 (Bateman, 2020a). While there is good evidence to suggest that levels of criminal offending have generally decreased across all offence types (but particularly less serious offences) in England and Wales over the first two decades of the 21st century (Bateman, 2020a), these figures are more considerably a product of changing system responses, not children’s behaviour. Therefore, a child aged 16 in 2008 was more likely to be arrested and processed as part of the criminal justice system than a child of the same age 12 or so years later. The former was much more likely to be (re)arrested and much less likely to be able to evince a desistance narrative.

Likewise, the use of stop and search by police in England and Wales under the Police and Criminal Evidence Act 1984, and associated legislation, has fluctuated considerably over the previous 20 years (Home Office, 2022). So, desistance describes the process of moving away from crime or a criminal identity. Importantly, it may also describe moving away from the criminal justice system; this is much more difficult during periods of increased police enforcement activity. If police numbers increase, street policing activity intensifies or forms of public surveillance increase, it is likely that children would experience the consequences more acutely. A central government target, introduced in 2002, for the police to bring more detected offences
through the criminal justice system resulted in a far higher increase in children entering the justice system for the first time between 2003 and 2007 (22 per cent), relative to adults (1 per cent) (Bateman, 2020b).

Distancing oneself from crime, and from the criminal justice system, may superficially appear to be the same thing, but they are not, and this pragmatic point has implications for one’s likelihood for being recognised as ‘rehabilitated’ or a ‘desister’. Indeed, we need only be aware of the consequences of court closures and backlogs in recent years (Harris and Goodfellow, 2021) to consider how unfinished court decisions and processes impact on children involved in them. A two- or three-year delay to proceedings has a disproportionate impact on the life of a child compared with a more mature adult with many more years’ experience behind them. Since involvement with the criminal justice system is contingent on wider societal factors but impacts considerably on how children are perceived and how they see themselves, this poses a problem for desistance-oriented perspectives.

**Desistance and ‘rehabilitation’**

The points in the preceding paragraph are pragmatic, but they also have implications for theoretical and policy-oriented discussions. For with desistance there is little agreement about when it has been achieved (Shapland, 2022), if at all. It thus remains a somewhat subjective decision as to when it might have occurred and whom the desistance narrative is available to. In such ambiguous terrain, the power to decide on such matters does not sit with a child but rests on the judgement of adult professionals. Desistance is thus an indeterminate project, with little shared understanding about when it has taken place. Research may inform such decisions but is quite some way from resolving this fundamental issue. For example, studies of recidivism typically use a one-year follow-up period of reconviction. Others have suggested much longer periods, decades, before desistance can be considered to have been achieved (see Shapland, 2022). There is a further issue here: recent research has brought attention to the harms associated with indeterminate custodial sentences (Straub and Annison, 2020). Here, we have a situation that we might understand as something of its community-based equivalent: the indeterminate community sentence.

The indeterminacy of desistance and the uncertainty around whether it can be seen to have been attained or achieved is one of its associated ‘pains’ (Nugent and Schinkel, 2016). There is an inherent assumption here too that a child shares similar understandings with adults in relation to certain behaviours, the extent to which they are criminal(ised) and the (legal) consequences of engaging in such behaviour. There has been convincing questioning of such an assumption, both as a matter of principle (Bateman,
2012a) and practice, for example in relation to ‘joint enterprise’ legislation (Just for Kids Law, 2015, 2016). One of the fundamental principles of joint enterprise is that an individual foresaw that an associate of theirs was likely to commit an offence (Crewe et al, 2015). In 2015, Just for Kids Law intervened in the Supreme Court case R v Jogee, successfully arguing that children and adolescents do not have the same ability to predict events or understand the consequences of theirs and other people’s actions in the way that an adult would. Research by Hulley and Young (2022) highlights the role of the law, and its agents, in generating silence among young suspects, whose primary concern is the legal risks of talking. These young people face a precarious trap, as their silence is interpreted as guilt by the police, propelling them towards charge. They conclude that to avoid over-charging and to encourage young people with knowledge of serious violence to talk, structural systemic change is needed.

Reconviction is a commonly used, yet blunt, indicator of what some might call ‘failed desistance’ or desistance that has yet to begin. In this space, desistance risks becoming confounded with the language of rehabilitation. It thus potentially becomes a new proxy indicator for rehabilitation, or the lack of rehabilitation. In the absence of alternative markers and milestones, it becomes the dominant indicator of a child’s progress in relation to the criminal justice system. In such a process, observations and knowledge about desistance can become twisted to become compulsory elements of the performance of rehabilitation. Indeed, the way the criminal justice system discusses desistance is rather different from the more nuanced academic accounts. Desistance is now something to be performed on the pathway to ‘rehabilitation’. Being seen to be ‘rehabilitated’ is more accessible to some people than others, particularly Black men serving long sentences (Warr, 2022), some of which will have begun in childhood.

Associating cessation, or reduction, of offending with rehabilitation (whatever that means) assumes too much, for our understandings of offending behaviour are changing as society evolves, together with how we understand the harms associated with certain crimes. The nature of expanding drugs markets and associated ‘county lines’ operations is changing what it means to be understood as a victim or offender, particularly as a child (Stone, 2018). Emerging understandings of the complexity and impact of child criminal exploitation in contemporary society (Robinson et al, 2019) also impact on how the limits of children’s agency are understood and appreciated.

To some extent, a desistance theorist might seek to swerve criticisms by pointing out how some methodologies (such as narrative) focus on the whole person and listen to their stories as a way of mitigating the role of ‘risk thinking’ associated with RFPP (see, for example, Graebsch and Maruna, 2022). However, there is a lack of clarity about whether such research is focusing on how people move away from criminal behaviour – playing into
the normative assumptions of ‘administrative criminologists’ – or how they move away from the criminal justice system. And how these transitions are substantially similar or different. This seems to be at the heart of a criticism by German critical criminologists that find their work incompatible with desistance research (Peters, 20228). McNeill (2017), in responding to critiques of desistance as too individualistic, acknowledges that desistance thinking, especially as understood and practised by criminal justice agencies in the UK, is guilty of making ‘the offence’ the main issue, when the consequences of social inequalities, abuse and trauma are the matters that really need greater collective focus. Criminologists, he argues, should be contributing to imagining the “architecture of a just social order” (2017). Indeed, this is particularly necessary when considering the treatment of children in our society. We also agree that there is merit in focusing greater attention on how some of the country’s largest and most powerful organisations might cease criminal, or at least harmful, behaviour. But this is not the focus of desistance research to date. Desistance research has focused on how individual adults move away from criminal behaviour, and we argue there is little merit in repeating the exercise for children: it is largely meaningless and inevitably focuses on the worst things they have done, encouraging further contact with a criminogenic system (McAra and McVie, 2010). Governmental interpretations of desistance have adopted crude quantitative shortcuts which further ensure a focus on recorded criminal offences in an apparent, and paradoxical, effort to ‘reduce reoffending’.

**Desistance and reducing reoffending**

As noted, the approach to desistance as adopted by government continues to privilege and prioritise ‘reducing reoffending’ and recorded offence data associated with it. Short-term reconviction rates are the measure of success (Bateman and Wigzell, 2020). This runs counter to ‘Child First’ theory and practice: it is also emblematic of a Ministry of Justice approach fixated with offending and has little to offer society, the individual or, indeed, the probation service as a set of ambitions worthy of motivation. The absence of something does not automatically mean it has been replaced by something positive, and there is little interest in understanding this.

Re-offending data are privileged by government administrators because they are relatively simple to collect and measure. By contrast, children’s lives, and the support needed to help them make the best of them, are more complex and time-consuming. Information and data on the harm done to others may be legitimate but is selective in understanding underlying causes (it’s essentially uninterested in causes). Instead, we need to understand what is important in children’s lives, not simply the easiest thing to measure. As Warner has argued in relation to adult education, a key guiding principle
is to “make that which is important measurable, rather than that which is measurable important” (Warner, 2018, p 34). The reverse has happened during decades of managerialist influences (Feeley and Simon, 1992). In considering teaching practice in an age of accountability, Mockler and Stacey (2021) have argued for ‘intelligent accountability’ over ‘performative accountability’, and there may be something transferable here in relation to agents of youth justice.

Privileging offending data skews the assessment of children’s circumstances. These assessments are retrospective, looking backwards, but not necessarily at the causes or the things that really matter. Youth justice assessments frame the intensity, depth and frequency of intervention. And yet children’s lives are not static; they are dynamic. This can be contrasted with the information privileged by an ‘ecological youth justice’ approach, or a ‘contextual safeguarding approach’ (Firmin et al, 2019; Firmin, 2020) which seeks to understand the context for a child and how they experience the different layers of the social world around them. Qualitative accounts depict a more complex picture of relationships and social connections, particularly for young adults (Johns et al, 2017). Even if some children stop, or decrease, offending as they age, this does not mean it can be explained by desistance theory, as implied by proponents. Indeed, this becomes a circular argument. Here, because ‘desistance’ is a description of the process, there is an absence of evidence as to its effect. It provokes a question about the impacts on practice with children, and what’s in it for them anyway?

What are the benefits for children?

In this section, we develop our discussion thus far and consider the implications of applying ‘desistance’-related thinking with practitioners who work with children. Most importantly, we ask what the benefits for children are. What does it mean to work in a desistance-oriented way? Do agencies, such as HM Inspectorate of Probation (HMIP), for example (a proponent of desistance thinking), take a Child First, or child-friendly approach? Are desistance narratives available equally to all?

What does it mean to work in a desistance-oriented manner?

The prior discussion provokes the question of what it means for practitioners to work in a desistance-oriented manner. As Maruna and Mann (2019, p 4) have observed, desistance has become ‘a near ubiquitous buzzword’ in criminal justice policy and practice. Organisations refer to their work as being ‘desistance-focused’, and inspectorates proclaim support for desistance in practice. And yet, how would we really know if practice is ‘desistance informed’, and what would this mean?
The distance between the lives of salaried professionals and the lives of vulnerable children with little control over their lives creates questions about the implications for youth justice supervisory practices (Bernard, 2020). The ‘cultural blindness’ of supervisory practice to some extent echoes that of research practices. For example, only very recently has the significance of “trap life” for children and young adults, discussed subsequently, been recognised in academic literature (Reid, 2023). How well is this understood in policy-making circles and among those working in supervisory roles? This is difficult to answer, but the available evidence strongly suggests that this is, at least, a work in progress (Bernard, 2020).

**A role for inspection?**

HMIP have championed the application of desistance thinking to desistance practice (HMIP, 2016), although they have not hitherto taken a Child First approach to their work. While there have been more references to desistance in recent inspection reports, ‘risk’ remains the watchword, outnumbering ‘desistance’ by an average of two to one (Wigzell, 2021, p 13). However, desistance often appears to be used as a synonym for ‘reducing offending’ (a typical phrase being ‘the implementation and delivery of services to support desistance were done well’). Notably this was a criticism HMIP made of practitioners in its thematic inspection (2016, p 37). What youth offending teams (YOTs) are actually doing to support desistance is anyone’s guess; we are just supposed to trust they are doing it. Moreover, there continue to be relatively few references to desistance-inspired approaches. For example, both ‘relationships’ with young people and ‘strengths’ are mentioned an average of just six times in recent inspection reports. As Hampson (2018, p 30) asks: ‘[H]ow can they pursue a desistance-based agenda if the criteria upon which they will be judged by the inspectorate is still (for general inspections) firmly risk-focused?’ This is a good question. Furthermore, we ask what this means, and why should they focus on a desistance-based agenda if it merely replaces ‘reducing re-offending’, and the risk-laden assumptions that accompany it.

Day’s (2022) research considers how youth justice practitioners navigate risk in a Child First world. She notes that there is indeed an absence of information and evidence about implementation in practice, despite official bodies such as HMIP stating that it is ‘happening’. Day notes that, like us, these should be primarily considered to be children, not offenders. Rather, there is frequently evidence they have been victims of poverty, abuse and trauma in early life. Desistance thinking asks how children move away from criminal behaviour and seems less concerned with considering how they move away from the criminal justice system. This is particularly relevant for the children caught up in the Metropolitan Police’s ‘gangs matrix’, for example (Amnesty International, 2018).
Indeed, as Day notes, the principles for desistance focused practice (McNeill et al, 2012) are a long way from the practical reality. What does it mean for children to be engaged in relationships that matter, that build their social capital and support them to form ‘healthy’ identities? As recent research has shown, context makes a considerable difference to how children make sense of their environment, the options available to them and the extent to which others perceive they are moving away, or desisting from, crime. In relation to child sexual exploitation, Brown argues that in order to respond effectively we need to move beyond discussion of ‘risk factors’ and denial of agency towards an understanding of ‘intersectional inequalities, social marginality, “critical moments” and how these shape the investments and actions of vulnerable young people’ (2019, p 622). The idea of desistance is notable for its absence. This also connects with a question about what it would take for a child to be able to achieve ‘tertiary desistance’, to effectively ‘perform’ a desistance narrative to the satisfaction of adult supervisors making decisions about such things. Is such a status available to children? Is it available to all children equally regardless of background?

Are desistance narratives equally available to all children?

Despite continued awareness of discrimination and disproportionality in the criminal justice system, there are significant knowledge gaps, most notably on young Black men’s experiences with court processes and associated with prison and probation services processes and practices (Robertson and Wainwright, 2020). As Brown (2019) notes, limited typographies of abuse and victimhood have also created service blindness to children who do not ‘fit’ our expectations of victimhood because of their gender, race, (dis)ability or social class. Indeed, there is evidence that Black young people are over-identified as perpetrators of harm and under-represented as victims (Berelowitz et al, 2013), and others have spoken to the ‘adultification’ (Davis and Marsh, 2020) of Black children that accelerates such disproportional treatment. This is not a new phenomenon, nor is it confined to the criminal justice system. For example, exclusion from mainstream schooling has been recognised as a problem disproportionally affecting African Caribbean boys (Joseph Rowntree Foundation, 2005).

However, there has been a ‘strategic silence’ on the issue of race, ‘gangs’ and the treatment of Black boys and men by the criminal justice system and partner agencies, where data are not recorded or analysed, and racial disproportionality is minimised and left unquestioned (Williams and Clarke, 2016). A greater consideration of how routine policies and practices in multi-agency systems, and the national context they operate within, might create this over-representation is thus long overdue. McAra and McVie’s (2010) research on youth transitions and the criminogenic nature of (criminal
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justice) systems suggests the criminalisation of children leads to further harm. Relying on concepts such as ‘desistance’ distracts from the real issues that matter for children and the people that work closely with them. It contributes to the skewing of questions, such that they become focused on ‘what is it about Black boys that means they are over-represented in multi-agency “county lines” cohorts?’ rather than ‘what is it about multi-agency “county lines” processes that result in a disproportionate representation of young Black people?’ (Wroe, 2021, p 48). Pertinent here is what it means for children caught in the ‘trap life’ of the drug economy and the associated struggles of growing up poor, with family trauma and limited educational and employment opportunities. Wider than the ‘gang’ concept, Reid (2023) explains that the trap contextualises criminal motivation within material struggle and emotional pain. Overlooked by mainstream criminology until very recently, life for these children can be consumed by daily struggles experienced away from the traditions, certainties and safety fostered by legitimate activities and institutions. Reid argues convincingly that trap life is experienced as a psycho-social crisis, usually experienced during adolescence. Importantly, the consequences of trap life for children have not yet been considered in relation to the process of desistance. Indeed, further understanding of urban engagement in violence and criminality that accounts for social structures and individual psyche is needed before this would be possible or helpful.

Reid’s ethnographic research on a London housing estate generated a typology of three different ‘trapper’ types (the Glutton, the Predatory and the Humble). Space does not permit a detailed consideration here, but we note that the first two trapper identities in particular are formed partly in childhood. Criminal behaviour of glutton trappers was heavily informed by “harrowing feelings of contempt at the poverty and abuse they experienced in their formative years and these memories of impoverishment and powerlessness weighed heavily” (Reid, 2023, p 174). Later, as men, they were prone to take their stress out by way of acting out their core wounds, for example feeling unwanted, weak and helpless. Reid notes that the process of becoming a glutton trapper is not pre-determined and is thus a complex one, influenced and/or moulded also by a wider sociocultural environment which equates self-worth with one’s ability to demonstrate publicly and, at least within the peer group, that you can defend yourself and meet the expectations of ‘road masculinity’.

Predatory trappers in the research tended to ‘exhibit unaddressed toxic shame acquired in and/or left over from childhood’ (Reid, 2023, p 177). They were significantly more likely than other trappers to recall incidents from their childhoods that provoked feelings of shame (for example, having to beg for food, being embarrassed by a parent’s criminal lifestyle, being teased about their appearance and thus being assigned the label of ‘tramp’),
which became imprinted in their memories, strongly influencing their lives as adults, and especially their commitment to trap life. Motivations for predatory trappers to attack and rob ‘lower-status’, humble, trappers seemed ‘expressive of their emotional fragility and their childhood shame colliding with their current anxieties’ (Reid, 2023, p 177). Their emotional and volatile behaviour left them ill-equipped to participate effectively in a socio-economic life that demands the performance of social niceties. With the number of children estimated to live in poverty increasing to almost 4 million (Joseph Rowntree Foundation, 2023), the unwanted effects of it are likely to continue for such children, and wider society, for some time to come. It is not clear how a pre-occupation with ‘desisting’ from a fickle criminal justice system is particularly helpful here. Periods of more heavily resourced criminal justice infrastructure will simply see more of these children criminalised. Individual trajectories are complex and do not fit with binary measures of criminal behaviour.

Conclusion

On one level, it is not difficult to see the attraction of desistance-oriented thinking. Except that directing policy and practice in this way, without appreciating the complexities of some children’s lives, is partial, misleading and unhelpful. Research with children on desistance is thin, and there is little justification for focusing on this term as things stand.

This chapter has considered three interrelated questions associated with desistance. In relation to the first, What is desistance, and is it a theory?, we argue that desistance theory is not a theory but rather a mechanism used for convenience purposes to rescue probation from the vicissitudes of risk. The basic premise of desistance theory, and practice, is that an individual has developed a self-identity based on that of ‘an offender’, and that the change process involves that individual changing their identity and thus desisting from crime. This pre-condition, of an established self-identity as an offender, is what, to a considerable extent, explains why desistance theory and research has been focused on adults and why so little desistance research has been conducted with children. As a theoretical standpoint, however, it does not hold water as a universal approach to promoting positive lifestyle choices – rather it would apply only to those who had developed and who could convincingly be shown to have developed an offending identity (whatever that is).

In response to the second question, about whether desistance thinking sustains the weight of explanatory power that has been vested in it, we consider three good reasons to question the weight afforded to desistance-related explanations, particularly in relation to children. First, the requirement for a pre-formed ‘offender’ identity, mentioned earlier. Secondly, the way in which children are individualised and made responsible for decisions often
outside their control, assuming adult-like agency; and thirdly, the possibility for desistance owes at least as much to decisions and processes within the agencies of the (youth) justice system as it does to decisions made by individual children. The size and scope of this system can vary considerably over time, and with it, children’s chances of desistance, or being seen to desist, fluctuate too.

Furthermore, there is a lack of agreement and clarity about what desistance is and when it may be achieved. The focus has tended to be on what it is not and the supposed presence of risk factors. But it is closer to this way of thinking than has hitherto been recognised. The practice of risk-based thinking continues, even if the language does not. It seems to us that desistance has served to provide an extension to the RFPP, rather than an alternative to it. While there are some differences between desistance thinking and the RFPP, we see the former as having been subsumed into the latter. There are indications that the use of ‘desistance’ in policy and practice is already shifting away from understandings being tentatively progressed by academic researchers. (For example, is desistance becoming a compulsory performative element of an individual’s demonstrable – lack of – ‘rehabilitation’, rather than the more nuanced process being empirically observed by researchers?) Ultimately, ‘desistance thinking’ is being subsumed into policy and practice already profoundly shaped by risk narratives.

There has been very little research to date on desistance in relation to children, and no convincing evidence that supports the idea of adopting it now. If there is uncertainty about if and when adults have achieved desistance, then this uncertainty multiplies in relation to the shorter timescales of child lives. It is worth considering what child-focused desistance research would look like in practice, particularly as there is no agreement on what desistance actually is, or when it has been achieved.

In considering the third question, about the benefits of adopting desistance thinking in relation to children, we question whether there are any. Beyond limited measures of reoffending over the course of one year, children cannot effectively be seen to have desisted: they are unlikely to be able to perform desistance in any way that is meaningful. Tertiary desistance relies on the perspectives of others. From what we know from recent relevant research, it seems that some children, particularly those from Black and ethnically minoritised backgrounds, are less likely to be recognised as being on a desistance pathway, which contributes to potential future ethnic disproportionality in the criminal justice system. This can be because their contexts growing up have not been typically well understood or recognised, or because of systemic processes that mitigate against such understanding. We recognise that some of the practices associated with desistance thinking may overlap with those implied by a Child First philosophy. However, the latter offers a more appropriate philosophical base for adopting these practices.
Relatedly, recognising the principles and practice associated with informal learning, or youth work, is more likely to offer a more positive conceptual and linguistic framework.

This chapter has considered theoretical, methodological, policy-oriented and practical issues associated with desistance thinking. We consider that the alignment of childhood law-breaking to the framework of ‘desistance’ risks stifling advancements in our understanding of children’s development in all its richness and complexity. A more appropriate approach may well be a more oblique one (Canton, 2013) that seeks to understand the relevance of interconnected experiences associated with poverty, mattering and belonging (Billingham and Irwin-Rogers, 2021) in a late capitalist society saturated with inequality and associated images of that inequality that permeate social media. We need a trained and trustworthy workforce tasked with understanding and connecting with children and young people (Brierley, 2021), with a focus on children first and foremost, and universal positive outcomes.

**Note**

Child C was 14 years old and had been living in Waltham Forest for nine months before his murder in January 2019. He was deliberately knocked off a moped and then stabbed repeatedly. He had previously lived in Nottinghamshire and had started being home educated, but this arrangement broke down. He then had a lot of time unsupervised and was getting into trouble in the community. His mother moved him to Waltham Forest because she was concerned he was falling under bad influences. Before Child C’s murder, there were issues of criminal exploitation, weapon-related incidents and exclusion from school.
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PART II

The socio-structural dimensions of desistance
Introduction

Feminist research on troublesome girls has revealed a close relationship between welfare and punishment, extending to the de facto punishment of girls through welfare mechanisms (for example Chesney-Lind, 1989; Carrington, 1993; O’Neill, 2001). Despite these scholarly insights, limited attention has been paid to similarities and continuities in young women’s experiences of punishment and punitiveness across penal and welfare settings, and youth justice and penal practices have tended to be considered in isolation from other institutional arrangements. Such compartmentalisation serves to fragment experiences which are overlapping and interwoven, and which may have cumulative and enduring effects on individuals over time. This chapter, through a focus on the structural and cultural contexts which shape both lawbreaking and desistance (Weaver, 2019), examines the treatment and punishment of marginalised young women across three domains: education, criminal labelling and the benefits system. Following Carvalho et al (2020, pp 265–6), I conceptualise young women’s experience of punitiveness as multi-faceted and ‘a central feature of a range of intersecting experiences and practices’. I argue that schools, formal and informal youthful criminal labels and the welfare benefits system constitute intersecting and sometimes mutually constitutive sites of punishment which, in combination, are likely to have a toxic impact on marginalised young women’s sense of self as well as on their economic and social prospects.

Trans-institutional inaction and punishment

Research evidence on the backgrounds of young women in the youth justice system attests to their frequent experience of family violence, abuse and exploitation, as well as histories of state care (Batchelor, 2005; Douglas and Plugge, 2006; Sharpe, 2012; Chesney-Lind and Shelden, 2014; Vaswani, 2018). Care experience itself constitutes a significant and gendered pathway into the justice system, particularly youth custody (Carlen, 1988; Jacobson
et al, 2010; Goodfellow, 2017; MoJ/YJB, 2017; Fitzpatrick et al, 2023). For example, two thirds of girls aged ten to 17 who entered penal custody in England and Wales between 2014 and 2016 were, or had previously been, ‘looked after’ by the state, and almost half (46 per cent) had been subject to a Child Protection Plan (MoJ/YJB, 2017).\(^1\) Marginalised girls who experience childhood maltreatment are frequently responded to with indifference and disbelief, rather than sympathy and support, by statutory services (Allnock and Miller, 2013; Jay, 2014; Sharpe, 2016; Ofsted, 2021). A substantial body of scholarship has demonstrated that statutory children’s social care services and interventions may be experienced by young women as no less punitive than penal sanctions, particularly when they involve secure care (O’Neill, 2001; Ellis, 2018). Several of the 52 youth justice system-involved women interviewed by Sharpe (2012, p 132), for example, explained that social workers had ‘abandoned’ them or ‘closed the case’, leaving them bereft of adult support. Moreover, statutory ‘gender-neutral’ services are often inaccessible to girls with multiple or complex needs who do not meet eligibility thresholds for support by statutory services because they are deemed too low risk, or, conversely, too high risk, or else too young or too old, to be offered support. This can leave young women feeling ‘pushed out and left out’, sometimes developing their own coping strategies which lead to them becoming the ‘problem’ rather than the victim (Agenda, 2022).

In addition to welfare inaction, marginalised girls experience overtly punitive responses within a range of state institutions on account of their class position and social background (Sharpe, 2024). Many of the 52 girls and young women interviewed by Sharpe (2012) disclosed bullying at school,\(^2\) and others believed they had been treated unfairly or with intolerance by teachers, resulting in a lack of attachment to education and learning. There is a close association between school-based punishment and childhood criminalisation. Almost three quarters (71 per cent) of children with a criminal record, compared with 15 per cent of the general school population, have been suspended from school, and one tenth (versus 1 per cent of all pupils) have been permanently excluded (Department for Education, 2022). Marginalised girls and boys who are subject to disciplinary punishment in the classroom may be labelled as troublemakers from an early age (Reay, 2017), with ‘recycling’ or re-labelling effects if and when they subsequently come into contact with law enforcement agencies (McAra and McVie, 2005).

At a slightly older age as they transition into adulthood, many criminalised young women will be required to navigate both discriminatory criminal records disclosure requirements and a misogynistic and anti-youth welfare benefits system, in which claimants are represented as ‘scroungers’ and ‘skivers’ (Jensen and Tyler, 2015) and treated with hostility and a lack of compassion (O’Hara, 2020; Tyler, 2020). The possession of a criminal record, particularly among those with childcare responsibilities, impedes women’s ability to work,
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leaving them reliant on the welfare benefits system, where they may find themselves negatively judged and further punished. The following section explores school-based disciplinary punishment and exclusion, experiences which frequently foreshadow, as well as overdetermine, girls’ subsequent encounters with the youth justice system.

Punishment at school

There is a raft of evidence that children in the youth justice system have experienced school exclusion and disruption, as well as disengagement from education, and these experiences do not seem to differ markedly by gender, unlike among the general population (Jacobson et al., 2010; Department for Education, 2022). However, the relationship between disadvantage and exclusion from school does appear to be somewhat gendered. A notable finding of the major UK government-commissioned Timpson review of school exclusions (Department for Education, 2019) was that girls supported by social care – namely girls considered to be children ‘in need’, looked after by the state or subject to a Child Protection Plan – were significantly more likely than other girls to experience exclusion from school, a differential that was much less pronounced among boys.

Osler (2006) has contended that school exclusion is a social justice issue, and substantial evidence supports this position. Schools are a central site of social and civic participation for children, and exclusion from school can stem from, as well as worsen, existing social exclusion and disadvantage. Exclusion from school can have an enduring impact on individuals’ future opportunities (Partridge et al., 2020). Exclusion is disproportionately experienced by children of colour, individuals with disabilities and marginalised children, identities which frequently intersect (Gillborn, 2015). Children with special educational needs and disabilities (SEND) are six times more likely to be excluded from school than pupils without SEND, and in England children eligible for free school meals – an indicator of poverty – are four times as likely to be permanently excluded (Partridge et al., 2020). Educational failure is also more prevalent in more unequal societies (Wilkinson and Pickett, 2010), where school attainment has been demonstrated to depend largely on one’s parents’ economic, cultural and social capital rather than on individual ability or motivation (Reay, 2017). Reay (2017) contends that working-class children experience little sense of belonging at school, such that schools may impede, rather than enable, social mobility.

School exclusion broadly mirrors youth justice system involvement in terms of gender: boys are twice as likely as girls to be suspended from school and four times as likely to be permanently excluded (Department for Education, 2019), resulting in exclusion being seen as a boys’ problem. McAra and McVie (2012), drawing on longitudinal data from the Edinburgh Study
of Youth Transitions, a cohort of around 4,300 mainly White individuals in Scotland, found that badly behaved girls were more likely than their male counterparts to evade school exclusion. By contrast, one New Zealand-based longitudinal examination of the relationship between school exclusion and subsequent justice system involvement among 593 individuals concluded that there was a lower threshold of tolerance for girls’ misbehaviour at school than for boys’ (Sanders et al, 2020). It is important to note here that recorded statistics are limited in describing and explaining school disciplinary practices and classroom responses to ‘challenging’ behaviour. Girls may be excluded in less visible and more informal ways than their male counterparts: for example, through the use of ‘off-rolling’, self-exclusion and unofficial school moves (Osler et al, 2002; Social Finance, 2020; Agenda, 2021)."
children about help-seeking processes and support mechanisms (Allnock and Miller, 2013).

Schools’ failure to respond to non-physical or superficially ‘non-serious’ bullying can also lead to exclusion of the ‘victim’. All of the 81 girls interviewed for one study of girls and exclusion (Osler, 2006) were of the opinion that there is a direct relationship between bullying and school exclusion. Verbal bullying and taunting between girls may be normalised and attract no response from teachers, even when it is persistent and emotionally damaging (Sharpe, 2024). Physical violence perpetrated by young women, by contrast, may be seen as particularly serious and shocking. A girl who is the victim of persistent verbal abuse and psychological violence may therefore find herself without support from education professionals; yet she may be excluded if she subsequently ‘explodes’ in retaliation.

Inaction and a lack of concern by teachers can have a lasting impact on young women’s sense of self. Sharpe (2024) analysed the retrospective accounts of 36 women in their 20s of their teenage experiences of school. The majority of respondents believed that their teachers had low expectations of them and that their school had little interest in their wellbeing, resulting in them feeling devalued and unimportant. Several of the women had also been excluded from school immediately prior to sitting external GCSE exams, perhaps in an attempt to avoid harming the schools’ exam results and attainment rankings. Being prevented from obtaining qualifications is an acutely punitive act with potentially lifelong consequences.

Criminal records and media representations: gendered marks of shame

Lawbreakers are widely stigmatised, with effects that can endure long after crime has been left behind. Criminal women in particular are subject to negative appraisals on account of being seen as failed women, failed citizens and, in some cases, failed mothers (Schur, 1984; Sharpe, 2015; Gålnander, 2020; Rutter and Barr, 2021). The possession of a criminal record is a formal mark of shame with specific generational and gendered impacts. Criminal records imposed on children have been likened to ‘life sentences’ (Stacey, 2018). Disclosure requirements pertaining to childhood criminal records were until recently far more permissive in England and Wales than in many other jurisdictions (Sands, 2016), despite the purpose and effectiveness of disclosing childhood misdemeanours, in some cases decades after their occurrence, being questionable. In November 2020, existing criminal records disclosure filtering rules in England and Wales were changed, and youth pre-court disposals (cautions, reprimands and final warnings) were no longer to be subject to automatic disclosure through an enhanced Disclosure and Barring Service certificate, as was previously the
case (Beard, 2021). Several years before this welcome change, the House of Commons Justice Committee (2017, para 65) commented that the (then) existing disclosure regime discriminated against children from Black, Asian and other minoritised backgrounds, young asylum seekers, children in the care system and young women forced into prostitution. In addition to these groups, marginalised young women more broadly are disproportionately affected – and punished – by criminal records disclosure requirements. Women have been estimated to be around twice as likely as men to have their criminal records disclosed when applying for work (Unlock, 2021). Marginalised young women with few qualifications are disproportionately represented in work in the public-facing service and care sectors (McDowell, 2016), where enhanced disclosure of one’s previous lawbreaking is usually required. Unlock’s (2021) research, which drew on survey data from 511 women with criminal records in England and Wales, revealed substantial post-conviction problems, with most respondents (86 per cent) citing employment as the biggest problem in their lives.

In addition to formal criminal records checks, information technology and data-sharing systems, as well as the social media gossip machinery, make it more difficult to conceal one’s criminal past (Lageson and Maruna, 2018). Furthermore, young women who have committed serious and/or violent offences are at high risk of trial by media, since their lawbreaking is frequently presented as particularly shocking or salacious and thus more newsworthy than that of young men (Chesney-Lind and Irwin, 2008; Sharpe, 2012). The court of public opinion, ever more vitriolic in the age of social media, is frequently swayed by cultural representations of female lawbreakers. Women defendants – as well as victims, in cases of sexual violence – are routinely demonised and vilified, as well as masculinised (Chesney-Lind and Eliason, 2006), or depicted as more depraved than their male counterparts. These often-distorted representations frequently invoke class: offending girls are constructed both as disreputable and immoral subjects and as objects of disgust. Such depictions arguably constitute a generalised punitiveness towards criminal girls and women. They may also influence decision-making by criminal justice and other professionals (Chesney-Lind and Irwin, 2008; Sharpe, 2009). While some professionals will be critical about media portrayals of women and intermittent moral panics that girls’ and women’s behaviour is getting worse or that they are becoming more violent, it is quite feasible that professional assessment practices and judgements affecting marginalised and criminalised women will be influenced by media (mis)representations of an apparently rising tide of girlhood alcohol consumption or violence (Sharpe, 2009).

Female defendants’ less frequent appearance in court may also render individual girls and women more visible and memorable. While there are legal restrictions on the press reporting of criminal cases involving child
defendants in order to protect their privacy and avoid unnecessary stigma, there are indications that judges have become progressively more willing to lift these restrictions and allow the public exposure of child defendants (Stone, 2015). This more permissive approach appears to be underpinned by an incorrect and unsupported belief that ‘naming and shaming’ has the potential to deter others. As Stone (2015, p 100) has persuasively argued, this indicates a failure on the part of sentencers to distinguish between public interest imperatives and ‘the gratuitous appeasement of public curiosity’.

Disclosing one’s criminal past is a risky undertaking for women (Gålnander, 2020): in addition to compromising one’s employment prospects, the shame of declaring oneself an offending woman, as well as fear of the consequences of so doing, is likely to be considerable. In some cases, this may cause individuals to shun contact with support services and avoid applying for jobs for which they are suitably qualified and experienced (Sharpe, 2024). This leaves many criminalised British young women at the mercy of a harsh and punitive welfare benefits system.

The punitive political economy of welfare in austerity Britain

The political economy is a central consideration in women’s pathways into and out of crime, and the impact of economic policies, particularly in relation to state welfare, is likely to be enduring as well as multi-generational, affecting any dependent children as much as, if not more than, their mothers. Most female lawbreakers experience financial hardship (Corston, 2007), and, while precise data are not available, many criminalised mothers (Epstein, 2014), and probably the majority of criminalised young mothers (Sharpe, 2015), are lone parents. Beginning with the Thatcher administration of the 1980s, successive governments’ pursuance of a neoliberal agenda involving the rolling back of the state has led to the dismantling of the welfare settlement and social rights that had been in place since the post-war period. A plethora of ‘welfare reforms’ introduced by UK governments since the 1980s have progressively lessened the financial security and economic position of already-marginalised groups, disproportionately impacting migrants, minority ethnic groups, people with disabilities, and women and children and contributing to increased inequality between citizens (Taylor-Gooby, 2013). Indeed, the contemporary UK welfare system was described by Philip Alston, human rights lawyer and former-UN special rapporteur on extreme poverty and human rights, as so sexist that it could have been drawn up by “a group of misogynists in a room” (Ward, 2018). Meanwhile, citizenship has been redefined around the dual axes of paid work/worklessness and inclusion/exclusion (Tyler, 2013, p 161), with the consequence that poor people, including those engaged in unpaid care work, must be coerced into work in
order to fulfil the obligations of citizenship. Contemporaneous with waged labour becoming more central as a marker of citizenship, employment in the UK and elsewhere has become increasingly precarious, particularly for young people (McDowell, 2016). Young people with criminal records are thus required to navigate an economic system which demands their inclusion in the labour market yet simultaneously excludes them on account of their past misdeeds.

Criminalised young women are less likely than their male counterparts to be supported, either financially or practically, by their families of origin, and they are more likely to experience homelessness (Sharpe, 2012; Prison Reform Trust/Women in Prison, 2018). Women in general tend to leave the family home earlier than men, and family violence, discord and childhood maltreatment may propel marginalised young women out of the family home at a young age (Blaauboer and Mulder, 2010; Sharpe, 2012). The male respondents in one British longitudinal study examining young men’s desistance from crime remained at ‘home’, in most cases, well into their 20s (Bottoms and Shapland, 2016), which is likely to have mitigated financial strain while providing some degree of practical and personal support, in turn aiding desistance efforts. Conversely, living alone – without, and especially with, dependent children – is more expensive, particularly for younger people who are poorly supported through social policy. Adults aged under 25 are entitled to lower rates of welfare benefits, due in part to a middle-class assumption that they will either remain in the family home or live in shared accommodation with friends. For those in employment, the national minimum wage is lower for workers under 23. When paid work is made difficult or impossible due to lone motherhood and the possession of a criminal record, financial strain is likely to be very considerable for women living independently.

Social security retrenchment in the UK during austerity has resulted in a punitive benefits system with increasingly stringent conditions of entitlement and harsh sanctions if these are not met. While welfare conditionality is not new, having been introduced in 1996, its reach was extended significantly under the Coalition and subsequent Conservative governments’ austerity policies, during which time conditions first imposed by the earlier Labour administration on formerly exempt groups, including lone parents and people with disabilities, became more stringent (Whitworth and Griggs, 2013). ‘Work conditions’ for individuals in receipt of welfare assistance have become even tougher under Universal Credit, which, since its phased introduction between 2013 and 2018, has led to a reduction in income for most claimants (Tiratelli et al, 2023), with particularly negative consequences for women, lone parents and their children (Andersen, 2020; Carey and Bell, 2022). A new rule introduced in January 2023 requires Universal Credit claimants who work part time to increase their working hours (to
at least 15, rather than 12, as was previously the case), or to increase their earnings by at least 25 per cent, in order to remain eligible for the benefit. This change will, again, affect women unequally, as well as their children and others they care for, not least due to the high cost and inaccessibility of childcare provision in Britain.6

As indicated, conditions attached to welfare eligibility have been found to disproportionately affect already-vulnerable groups, including disabled people and lone parents, who are also more likely to be sanctioned (their benefit payments stopped or reduced) (Rabindrakumar, 2017; Reeves and Loopstra, 2017). Sanctions, it has been claimed, push lone parents further from work while adding to their financial and emotional burden.7 They also propel dependent children further into poverty. Half (49 per cent) of children in lone-parent families were in relative poverty in 2019, double the already-high rate (25 per cent) for children in two-parent families (Cribb et al, 2022). Young people under 25, too, are disproportionately sanctioned, with young people aged 20–24 the most likely group to receive a sanction (Harrison, 2023: 10). Welfare assessors have the power to act as ‘accuser, judge and jury’ (Standing, 2016, p 194) and to control access to financial support. They may exercise discretion regarding the imposition of a benefits sanction if work conditions have not been met, and there is potential for such decisions to be influenced by cultural stereotypes or character judgements based on a woman’s criminal past and/or social class position. Working-class women are routinely judged to be unrespectable, feckless and aggressive – ‘the [type of] women who tell their kids to fuck off in the social’ (McKenzie, 2015, p 51). Already deviant by virtue of their (former) lawbreaking and their possession of a criminal record, criminalised young women may be viewed as untruthful and undeserving in their interactions with welfare assessors. This has potentially serious consequences for their financial circumstances and in turn may constrain their opportunities to leave crime behind.

Conclusion

This chapter has examined young women’s experiences of gendered and generational punishment within three domains that are normally considered in isolation from one another: school, the imposition of criminal records and labels and the welfare benefits system. Research on young women’s – and indeed young men’s – lawbreaking and their desistance from crime has paid insufficient attention to the ways in which institutions and practices beyond the penal system punish and exclude marginalised and criminalised individuals. This is an important omission, since the punishment of young women extends far beyond the penal system. Moreover, criminalised and disadvantaged young women’s experiences of discipline and punishment
within a range of state institutions are likely to intersect and overlap, and their treatment in one setting or context may influence their reception in others, either contemporaneously or at a later point in time.

Punishment can be structural in origin – for example, criminal records disclosure requirements or welfare benefits eligibility conditions. It also operates at the micro level through individuals’ everyday interactions with teachers, judges and welfare assessors. At both levels, punitive and exclusionary policies and practices ultimately communicate to girls and young women that their lives are of little value. They also have the potential to limit women’s opportunities well into the future. The reduction of punitiveness towards young women and the promotion of social (re-)inclusion thus requires change at multiple levels.

As discussed earlier, research evidence suggests that girls’ exclusion from school is frequently related to, or precipitated by, verbal bullying. Bullying may in turn be associated with family distress and structural disadvantage, both of which may affect girls’ appearance, demeanour, behaviour and attendance at school. The availability within schools of mainstreamed and well-resourced emotional support that is available to all at the point of need and for as long as required would increase the possibility of girls’ welfare needs being recognised and met before problems escalate. Such provision is currently scarce (Agenda, 2022). Over a quarter of young women aged 16–24 have experienced symptoms of mental illness, and one in eight are likely to experience posttraumatic stress disorder (McManus et al, 2016). This suggests that in-school wellbeing support would benefit a substantial proportion of female students.

In relation to criminal records disclosure, while there has been welcome legislative change restricting the disclosure of one’s criminal past, the minimum age of criminal responsibility in England and Wales remains, at ten, extremely low. Raising this age would significantly reduce the number of criminalised children, and it would improve girls’ and boys’ future employment prospects. Furthermore, convictions received as a juvenile remain eligible for disclosure for five and a half years, with particular implications for young women and men who live independently and must support themselves financially.

Finally, poverty and structural marginalisation over-determine women’s crime and narrow their law-abiding options (Carlen, 1988). The UK’s current highly punitive welfare benefits system discriminates against women ‘by design’ (Garnham, 2018). Yet women with a criminalised past, few or no qualifications and childcare responsibilities may be forced to rely on it. Without changes to the welfare system focused on supporting women and their children, rather than sanctioning them and pushing them further into poverty, marginalised women with a criminal past will continue to be punished, potentially long after they have left crime behind.
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Notes

1 A Child Protection Plan is made when a child is judged to be at risk of significant harm.
2 The interviewees in this study were aged 13–19 years. Six individuals were aged 18 or 19 years old.
3 ‘Off-rolling’ is where a pupil is removed from a school roll without the formal exclusion process – for which there are accountability mechanisms – having been followed, or by encouraging a parent to take their child out of school. Importantly, off-rolling does not lead to the identification of a new educational placement (Partridge et al, 2020), thereby undermining the child’s right to education.
4 This is around two years earlier in the UK. See https://www.ons.gov.uk/peoplepopulationandcommunity/birthsdeathsandmarriages/families/datasets/youngadultslivingwiththeirparents
5 See ‘Childcare responsibilities’ on the Understanding Universal Credit website, Available from: https://www.understandinguniversalcredit.gov.uk/new-to-universal-credit/your-responsibilities
6 The average net UK childcare cost, when state funding was taken into account, was the sixth highest of all Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development countries in 2022. See https://data.oecd.org/benwage/net-childcare-costs.htm
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Supporting girls in care to desist from offending behaviour

Jo Staines, Julie Shaw, Katie Hunter and Claire Fitzpatrick

Introduction

The over-representation of care-experienced individuals in the criminal justice system has been widely documented (see Staines, 2016 for an overview) yet, despite recent changes to policy and practice, remains problematic. For example, recent Department for Education and Ministry of Justice (MoJ) (2022) data revealed that, while 5 per cent of all school children sampled had received a caution or sentence, 11 per cent of those with experience of the care system had done so. This disproportionality continues throughout the justice system, with over half (52 per cent) of the children in custody having previous experience of the care system (Her Majesty’s Inspectorate of Prisons, 2021). Such over-representation particularly affects girls and women – previous research has found that around a third of adult women in custody are care-experienced compared with a quarter of men (MoJ, 2012).

Explanations for the disproportionate involvement of care-experienced people in justice systems contend that a complex interaction exists between experiences of early trauma, experiences during care and structural factors within and around care and justice systems (Shaw, 2014; Staines, 2016). Care-experienced individuals share overlapping biographies with those involved in criminal justice systems and often have similar experiences of inter-familial harm, family instability, disadvantage and deprivation, low educational attainment, mental health problems and difficulties with drugs and alcohol (see Staines, 2016). Becoming ‘looked after’ can both reduce and increase the likelihood of criminal justice involvement – the former through the provision of high-quality, stable placements that enable and facilitate desistance, the latter through processes of labelling and criminalisation (Darker et al, 2008; Schofield et al, 2014). The experience of care itself – relationships with staff/carers, behaviour management strategies, interactions with peers and so forth – influences the likelihood of involvement in the justice system, which is further affected by statutory and professional responses to children in care (Shaw, 2014). Moreover, children in care are at particular risk of
child criminal and/or sexual exploitation (Calouri et al., 2020), which can exacerbate their criminalisation.

The experiences of both care and justice systems may be affected by gender, yet developing an understanding of girls’ experiences and needs within justice systems primarily designed for boys has been somewhat neglected (Goodfellow, 2019). Similarly, studies of care-experience have often focused on generic experiences of those in care rather than specifically on the distinctive experiences of boys and/or girls. Correspondingly, there is only a nascent understanding of the specific experiences of care-experienced girls who are also involved with the youth justice system (McFarlane, 2010; Humphery, 2019; Fitzpatrick, 2022; Fitzpatrick et al., 2022). Taking a gendered perspective can help to explain why care-experienced girls may be accelerated through justice systems more rapidly than boys and provide insights into how their involvement in offending behaviour can be reduced. For example, girls in care may have experienced higher levels of adversity and difficulties prior to placement than boys (O’Neill, 2001; Lipscombe, 2006; Henriksen, 2018), which can contribute to increased youth justice involvement. Girls may also experience differential treatment within the care and justice systems, partly due to preconceived stigma and professional reluctance to work with girls, a greater reliance on police involvement when girls present ‘challenging behaviour’, increased risk of sexual exploitation and subsequent criminalisation and a lack of recognition of gender differences within care provision (O’Neill, 2001; Bateman and Hazel, 2014; Humphery, 2019).

Care-experienced girls who do become involved in the youth justice system may experience a ‘triple whammy’ of negative stereotyping based on their gender, care status and alleged offending behaviour, with ethnicity potentially adding another layer of discrimination for some (Hunter, 2022). As well as influencing their routes into offending behaviour, these factors may also affect their ability to desist. There is neither space nor need here to rehearse wider theories of desistance, other than to state that the authors of this chapter adopt McNeill’s (2017) stance that desistance is neither individualistic nor reductionist but needs to be situated within society and state agencies. Further, in line with the Youth Justice Board’s Child First approach, child-first desistance needs to focus not on individual deficits but on the structural constraints and barriers that children face (Wigzell, 2021). As the causes of offending behaviour often lie beyond the individual, so do the solutions to criminalisation, yet – again following McNeill (2017) – the process of desistance can only be fully understood by centring lived experiences.

While desistance research generally has not focused on care-experienced individuals, it is feasible to assume desistance may be harder for care-experienced children whose situations and experiences differ from those living with their family. In their review of the literature on desistance, Bevan (2015)
highlights a range of factors that are known to be correlated with desistance yet which may be less commonly experienced by those in the care system, often because of institutional policies and practices within care. Furthermore, although the transitional factors that influence desistance are thought to be similar for males and females, the process of desistance is not gender-neutral (Uggen and Kruttschnitt, 1998; McIvor et al, 2004), yet many current approaches to desistance may either be deemed ‘gender-neutral’ or primarily aimed towards the male majority. Drawing on findings from a recent research project, the discussion here thus explores why the actions of statutory agencies and professionals may make desistance more difficult for care-experienced individuals, particularly care-experienced girls and young women.

The research

Interviews were undertaken with 40 professionals working with girls and young women across the care and justice systems: four police officers, eight youth offending team (YOT) staff, six children’s services workers, four probation officers, seven prison officers and 11 members of the judiciary. The interviews were part of a study funded by the Nuffield Foundation, which explored the disproportionate involvement of care-experienced girls and women in the youth and criminal justice system, and which also included interviews with 54 girls and women. The research was approved by the Lancaster University Ethics Committee and Her Majesty’s Prisons and Probation Service’s National Research Committee. Adherence to stringent ethical standards was maintained throughout, notwithstanding the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic (see Fitzpatrick et al, 2022 for full details of the research and participants).

The research identified a range of ways that professionals can support care-experienced girls to desist from offending behaviour, despite the structural disadvantages they may face. In particular, professionals highlighted the importance of changing state responses to girls’ behaviour, prioritising diversion and restorative approaches over prosecution; challenging judgemental and stereotypical assumptions held by professionals about girls in care; providing positive relationships that also model alternative identities for girls in care and raise aspirations for them; and supporting girls in care through key transitions in their lives, such as the move to independent living. Furthermore, professionals emphasised the need to recognise and address the impact of trauma and victimisation on care-experienced girls’ behaviour.

Reducing criminalisation through diversion and restorative justice

Fundamentally, care-experienced children face criminalisation via the care and justice systems and so have to counter the impact of structural
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criminalisation – a focus on desistance as the ‘correction’ of individual deficits is thus particularly inappropriate given that the systems themselves are ‘creating’ offending. As McNeill (2017) argues, there is an ‘irremediable problem’ in approaches to desistance that forget issues of who and what gets criminalised, and how social inequality and injustice are amplified through criminalisation. The care and justice systems, and related professionals and practices, play a significant role in criminalising children in care and equally are critical in supporting or frustrating desistance.

Throughout many of the interviews, it was recognised that reducing such criminalisation, through the use of diversionary and/or restorative practices, was essential in enabling desistance and reducing the number of children recorded as having committed offences. Many of the interviewees reflected on recent changes that had reduced the amount of reoffending by children in care:

‘Diversion away from court and doing restorative work with the children’s home … that’s been major … now we’ve got more flexibility to say “hang on a minute, can we do some restorative work in the children’s home or can we do some work in relation to this?”, and then you know we’re seeing that some of those young people aren’t coming back.’ (YOT 2)

Some participants believed that there was now more understanding of the need for the police and care providers to divert children from the youth justice system, including through the use of restorative justice. However, it was also acknowledged that the use of diversion was “variable” and inconsistent, with some police forces or care homes being “much less tolerant” (Children’s Services 5) than others.

The level of tolerance demonstrated could also vary on understandings of how ‘serious’ an incident was, with some professionals stating that diversionary or restorative approaches are not suitable for all incidents:

‘Obviously if somebody’s in fear or in danger of course we would expect them to call the police, if it’s really, really serious, we did have one boy who held his social worker up against the wall with a knife to his throat. Obviously in that situation you call the police.’ (YOT 7)

Sexual assaults were seen as particularly difficult to manage through restorative processes:

‘The example they’ll give is like someone stole the eggs and threw them at somebody’s bedroom door the other week, so they sit down and explain to them like “because you did that we have no eggs, that
meant somebody couldn’t do their baking” and they explain all the consequences of it … but it’s like what do you do when it’s a sexual assault?’ (Children’s Services 6)

Furthermore, Hodgson (2022) cautions that girls’ experiences of restorative approaches may not always be positive and that they may feel disempowered, with their own victimisation side-lined and their needs neglected throughout the process. In particular, Toor (2009) notes that understanding the role of honour (izzat) and shame (sharam) in the lives of British Asian girls highlights the limits of using restorative justice with this group. It is important to ensure that restorative practices do not add to girls’ pre-existing vulnerabilities, and that there is recognition of how girls’ lives are shaped by experiences of social injustice, oppression and inequality, which is arguably even more important where girls may have a mistrust of professionals and/or feel they have previously not been listened to (Hodgson, 2022).

Interviewees emphasised the need for sufficient “resources and training” (YOT 3) to ensure that all relevant professionals, including foster carers, are able to identify when and how to implement diversionary or restorative approaches. Addressing issues of poor alignment or communication between different justice agencies was also raised:

‘I don’t understand why the police … and the CPS have such a poor relationship. Why the youth offending team aren’t involved at an earlier stage by the police … I know there’s a national programme at the moment to try and encourage the police to think diversion but a lot of the time they’re just not thinking about it, and the CPS need a specialist unit … so in every level there is delay and not smart working.’ (Judiciary 2)

**Recognising and challenging stigma**

Children in care and care-experienced adults may be affected by stigma and negative labelling, which need to be actively countered to support desistance (Maruna, 2001). Professionals, and adults in the wider community, may have low aspirations for children in care, which are perpetuated by repeated narratives of low academic achievement (Ellis and Johnston, 2019) and involvement in offending (the irony of writing this chapter is not lost here – although the aim is to challenge such stigma and illuminate structural disadvantage). Girls may also feel more judged, and experience greater ‘reputational damage’, than boys, with their care status adding another layer of vulnerability to arrest (Uggen and Kruttschnitt, 1998; McIvor et al, 2004; Sharpe, 2015).

The professionals interviewed discussed the importance of challenging and reducing the impact of labelling and the stigmatisation of being in care,
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which for some care-experienced girls is compounded by their gender, and for others their gender and ethnicity. They reiterated the belief that girls and women in general face more punitive sanctions due to perceived ‘double deviancy’ and gendered judgements (Heidensohn, 1985; Gelsthorpe and Worrall, 2009), with one interviewee stating that “girls can be treated a little bit more harshly” and that offending behaviour is “expected of bad lads but bad girls should be punished” (Children’s Services 4). These stigmatising attitudes were recognised at different levels throughout the care and justice systems, including within the criminal courts:

‘In terms of government, I think it’s kind of looking at the way courts sentence young females because you know like research shows, females are dealt with very punitively in the court system, and it’s about you know maybe educating magistrates. … You know why is this happening and bringing this to their attention, you know is it like the old stereotype that girls should be more nurturing, they shouldn’t be aggressive in their behaviours, you know some of them stereotypes need to be challenged.’ (YOT4)

Stigmatisation and labelling can make it more difficult for care-experienced girls to desist from offending, partly because they may internalise such beliefs and partly because the attitudes held affect others’ responses to them (Moore et al, 2018), which can subsequently have an impact on girls’ access to the labour market.

Trauma, victimisation and mental health support

From the outset, the professionals interviewed acknowledged that girls in care had typically experienced a wide range of trauma and victimisation, including harms potentially committed by their family, which were then compounded by the state’s (lack of) actions. One participant said that a care-experienced girl they were supporting “felt so totally alone, she’d been abandoned by her family originally, gone into care and then been abandoned by the system” (Children’s Services 3). As discussed elsewhere (Staines et al, 2023), feelings of isolation, abandonment and not belonging can contribute to the onset of offending behaviour, whereas feeling a sense of belonging can contribute to desistance (Brierley, 2021).

Furthermore, the interviewees recognised the need to provide mental health services, including counselling, to girls in care to ensure that they do not “end up basically going down the criminal route” (YOT3) as a result of unaddressed or unresolved trauma (including the impact of prior sexual abuse, which was prevalent among the girls and women in this study). Mental health problems are correlated with continued involvement in criminal justice
systems; again, children in care are more likely to experience mental health problems than children in the general population (Wijedasa et al, 2022) yet often find it difficult, if not impossible, to access timely and effective mental health support. The state’s failure to provide appropriate mental health support and/or other trauma-informed support for children within its care can thus significantly affect their pathways to desistance.

More positively, there were clear indications that some organisations are paying heed to research and good practice on trauma-informed responses – for example, one police officer discussed how being trauma-informed means they “understand the context of their life and the impact that that may have had on the behaviour” (Police 4). Nonetheless, such awareness was not universal, and there were also calls for greater training and provision of trauma-based support and care “across the whole of the country” (Children’s Services 5). Indeed, the widespread provision of appropriate mental health support/trauma-informed responses could in turn serve to alleviate the tendency to draw women and girls inappropriately into the justice system for welfare reasons (Children’s Commissioner, 2019), thus reducing unnecessary and potentially damaging criminalisation.

Positive relationships and role models

Consistent, positive family, social and professional relationships are widely recognised as being important in supporting desistance (Graham and Bowling, 1995; France and Homel, 2006), perhaps particularly for girls (McIvor et al, 2004) – but the development and maintenance of such relationships may be harder for children in care, given the frequency with which some children have to move (often with concomitant changes of school and teachers) and the high levels of social worker turnover. Family relationships are also less likely to be positive where children have experienced abuse and/or neglect, a common experience for many children in care. Moreover, many care-experienced children have limited networks of social support, particularly when they have experienced multiple placement moves and/or been placed ‘out of area’ – again, situations for which the state has responsibility but that may exacerbate criminalisation and hinder desistance. Being able to disassociate with peers involved in offending behaviour and establish more pro-social friendships can help some children move away from offending behaviour (Maruna and Roy, 2007) – yet children in care (particularly those living in residential care) may have less agency over their peer relationships and the activities they are involved in because of state control and interventions. Many children in care have very limited, if any, choice about where and with whom they live: they may have restrictions placed on how and where they can spend their free time and may find it harder to avoid associating with others involved in offending behaviour.
The interview participants reiterated the importance of stable, supportive relationships in aiding desistance but also recognised the impact of staff turnover, particularly of social workers, for children in care and how employment conditions need to be improved to reduce staff changes:

‘Relationships may have started to form but that staff member may then leave, and there’s only so many times … a child or a young adult can invest in a professional without just thinking “well I know how this is going to end”. … Goes back then to resources … not so much how much we pay, it’s not about the money, it’s about how we invest in those professionals as human beings. The space for reflection on learning, so if you go to a training session … how is that then implemented into your practice, how can you reflect on that rather than just ticking the box that you went?’ (Children’s Services 3)

The professionals emphasised the need to provide long-term, consistent, unwavering support, recognising that “you don’t build trusted relationships overnight” (Police 2) but also that the girls may not appear to welcome support when it is offered:

‘Girls’ feedback will always be “yes, I know I was really hard work and I told you to F off left, right and centre, yes I was abusive with you … but you stuck at it and you come back to the care home … you kept with me”. That consistency with an individual, showing that you listened, showing that you genuinely cared.’ (Police 2)

Working practices need to be developed that enable professionals to provide support as and when required and appropriate for the young person, rather than in accordance with set timeframes:

‘Young people have told us … “don’t give up on me just because I’m in a bad place right now” … it means that everything should hold them for a little bit and be with them through the bad times to then be able to do the work with them when they come out the other side.’ (Children’s Services 4)

A particular challenge for professionals supporting care-experienced girls was the balance between being available as and when needed and not encouraging dependence. For example, one children’s services professional said:

‘They need to know that somebody’s there but they don’t need them to be there all the time, so they need the ability to be able to drop in for that ad hoc. … What they don’t necessarily need is somebody
calling in every Tuesday to make sure they’re okay, ‘cos they might be okay on Tuesday but then by Thursday they’re really not.’ (Children’s Services 4)

However, another highlighted that they had experienced “young people becoming so dependent that they think they’re going to be moving in with you” (Children’s Services 5).

Many of the girls and young women interviewed described the impact and importance of their relationship with a YOT worker, which was often the main source of consistent support (see Staines et al, 2023). However, contact with the youth justice system itself can be criminogenic, impeding natural processes of desistance (McAra and McVie, 2011), and it is not acceptable for care-experienced girls to only receive support once they are already in contact with the youth justice system. Although the focus of this chapter is on desistance, given the early trauma that many girls have faced it is also important to note that support needs to be provided much earlier and from outside the youth justice system. Furthermore, the professionals interviewed emphasised how support had to be provided on a multi-agency basis, acknowledging that “it’s not one agency can solve it” (Police 1) and that “everyone in that [support] network needs to communicate and be really strong and confident in who they are in their role” (Children’s Services 2).

Children in care who are also involved in offending behaviour may have limited access to role models who provide a ‘script’ by which to enact a conventional, pro-social role (Rumgay, 2004). Such new social identities take time to establish, which may be harder for care-experienced children whose lives are disrupted by placement moves and who may experience more challenges that test their ability to ‘stick to the script’ and maintain a non-offending persona. Some of the professionals discussed the lack of suitable role models for girls in care, including those from minoritised ethnic backgrounds and those who may identify as LBGT+. One YOT practitioner described themselves as being “a bit of an alternative role model for girls … offer[ing] the girls in the criminal justice system something slightly different” (YOT 4). Others talked about the need to build girls’ confidence and to encourage them to have positive aspirations and hope for the future, which can help sustain desistance (McMahon and Jump, 2018): “It’s about having an opportunity to build that [confidence] … ‘cos a lot of them have, in my experience a lot of lack of self-worth, self-esteem, kind of goal aspirations and I guess it’s about motivating them and finding those strengths that they would want to develop” (Probation 1). There are interesting parallels here between the professionals’ comments on supporting girls to build their confidence and the recognition that practitioner networks also need to be confident in who they are and what they can achieve.
Transition to independence

Transitional events between adolescence and adulthood, such as leaving home, forming intimate partnerships and having children, can be key turning points in offending trajectories and are particularly associated with desistance for girls (Graham and Bowling, 1995). However, although leaving home may be a critical juncture for those actively choosing to move away, many care-experienced individuals have no choice over ‘leaving’ home, having been removed from home by the state, and have little control over when they move to unsupported accommodation. Often there is a lack of preparation for independent living from the care system, which can compound the negative impact of such transitions. Moreover, the transition to independence can coincide with transitions from youth services to adult services, including the youth to criminal justice system, Child and Adolescent Mental Health Services to adult mental health services and so forth, presenting multiple cliff edges that may threaten to derail any attempts to desist from offending (Agenda and AYJ, 2021). Further, most children leaving home will be able to rely on ongoing support from their families, including being able to return home should they need – options that are not available to many children leaving care:

‘Care leavers do not have that safety net around them. … [Moving on] is a massive ask of anyone and then if you take a young person who had been though the criminal justice system and has potentially to a certain degree maybe been institutionalised and then … “see you later, this is how you’re expected to cope now”.’ (Children’s Services 4)

Many of the interviewees discussed the difficulties in ensuring suitable accommodation was available for girls leaving care, particularly those moving to independence from custody, with the acknowledgement that “placements aren’t plentiful and most of our young people that end up with us don’t read well on paper, so it’s a challenge” (Children’s Service 1; see also Sharpe, 2015). Conversely, one interviewee discussed a more positive outcome for a care-experienced girl leaving custody, highlighting the benefits of longer-term planning for resettlement:

‘Six weeks prior to her release I started to ask social services for an address and I wasn’t being given an address and some professionals would think “there’s a lack of resources, a lack of housing”, but I actually felt really strongly about this. … What hope has this girl got of resettlement if she doesn’t even know where she’s going to be living the day up to her release? … After battling and challenging they came up with an address … then I arranged for her to get early release for
the day to go and visit her property, view where it was, get her head round where her sofa was going to be, all the little things like you should be planning, and that was really positive … she started to get really excited about her release because she knew the area, she could visualise being there.’ (YOT 4)

Further, while desistance may be related to parenthood for some young mothers (Sharpe, 2015), and although some care-experienced people become parents at a relatively early age, they are likely to face intensive and intrusive scrutiny and are more likely to have their own children taken into care (Roberts, 2021), which again may counter attempts to desist from offending behaviour. Care-experienced girls who become mothers may have less family and social support on which to draw, such that motherhood may become another source of strain rather than positively influencing desistance (Sharpe, 2015). Moreover, the additional stigma and scrutiny they are subject to may negate the beneficial impacts of parenthood:

‘I do think they’re [pregnant care-experienced girls] more scrutinised like and … it becomes very hard to work with that young person because they just feel like you’re all just social workers and you’re trying to take their child off them. So any work that you would have done to like build up a working relationship with them as their social worker, I can imagine that relationship becomes very strained very quickly. … You’re dealing with a lot of stigma and a lot of difficulties in sort of gaining that person’s trust back then.’ (Children’s Services 6)

Conclusions

Overall, it is possible to see how state and institutional responses to girls in care may make it much harder for them to desist from offending behaviour but equally how pockets of good practice exist that highlight how care-experienced girls can be supported to desist from offending – and, indeed, how criminalisation can be avoided in the first place. Adequate support, training and information need to be provided within both the care and justice systems to ensure that such good practice is shared and sustained nationally. The professionals interviewed recognised desistance as a process that could be supported or hindered by the actions of others and emphasised that responsibility for supporting desistance needs to be shared across all relevant agencies and across all levels of policy and practice, with clear leadership from government:

‘We’ve got a Department for Education, Ministry of Justice, a Home Office, etc, none of whom collaborate or cooperate. [If] they can’t
do it there’s immediate barriers in the way of us all doing it. … [We] are trying to challenge this on a county-wide level, even a national level, but it’s got to come from them and there’s got to be some better cross-communication between government departments in order to set the tone really.’ (Police 4)

The application of Child First principles to both the care and youth justice systems would help to ensure that both systems respond in a non-stigmatising and non-criminogenic way to the ‘challenging’ behaviours of those in care. Continuing to counter the ‘triple whammy’ of stigma that care-experienced girls who offend may experience, both within the wider community and at all levels of the justice system, is crucial, including raising aspirations for girls in care and enabling them to achieve their hopes and ambitions. The impact of social structures and institutional practices needs to be addressed, within a whole-child approach that also recognises care-experienced girls’ agency (see also France and Homel, 2006; Wigzel, 2021).

Strategies and interventions designed to support desistance, including diversion and restorative justice, need to be implemented in gender-appropriate ways that recognise the particular needs and experiences of girls, many of whom will have experienced significant levels of abuse, victimisation and exploitation. There were positive examples of trauma-informed responses to care-experienced girls within different agencies, but these were not widespread and need to be supported by timely and accessible mental health provision. The importance of consistent relationships in facilitating desistance, and supporting care-experienced girls more broadly, is undeniable: professionals need to be enabled to provide flexible and ongoing support – by creating sufficient time and space for them to attend and implement training, but also by reducing the instability and movement within the care system that regularly fractures the formal and informal support systems that girls in care are able to establish.

When support does need to be withdrawn, for financial and/or resource issues or when a child becomes ‘adult’, the ending of support should be proactively managed so that it tapers off and/or smoothly transfers to alternative services, avoiding the ‘cliff edges’ that care-experienced girls so often experience. The transition to independent living for care-experienced girls needs to be properly planned, supported and resourced to ensure progress made in desisting from offending can be maintained. The particular needs of care-experienced girls leaving custody and those who are or who become parents must be carefully managed, as they may require additional support – yet may feel subject to unwarranted surveillance and fear further judgement. Again, there were examples of proactive and effective planning and support for transitions, but this should be routine practice rather than
being exceptional or resulting from ‘a battle’, reliant on the confidence and tenacity of the professionals involved.

An overarching message from the research was that many of the girls and young women had become involved in offending behaviour due to early experiences and the failure of the state to provide timely support or intervention. This behaviour was then exacerbated by institutional policies and practices that created instability and conflict, which drew girls further into the justice system. Often, girls were only able to access appropriate support and interventions once they were involved with the youth justice system, which is clearly problematic – girls should not have to get into trouble to access the support they need. However, enabling care-experienced girls to desist from offending should not just focus on individual trajectories and the failure to provide early support but should acknowledge and address how the structures of care and justice can create and sustain offending behaviour. Addressing wider issues of instability – in both placements and professional relationships – labelling and stigma, gendered judgements and accelerated transitions to adulthood is essential if desistance is to be achieved.
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Black and mixed-heritage boys: desistance through a co-creative Critical Race and postcolonial lens

John Wainwright

Introduction

This chapter explores the everyday lives of Black and mixed-heritage boys in England and Wales, in their families, communities and their experiences of the criminal justice system (Lammy, 2017; HMIP, 2021a, b). Black and mixed-heritage children are disproportionately represented throughout the criminal (youth) justice system in contrast to being only 4% of the general population, the proportion of those children with initial contact with the police is 16%, 35% of those remanded or sentenced to custody and 41% of the child custodial population (Mullen et al, 2014; Taylor, 2016; Lammy, 2017; Robertson and Wainwright, 2020; HMIP, 2021a; YJB/MOJ, 2021). The focus of this chapter is on Black boys, rather than girls, because the experience of rac(ism) and disproportionality in the system is particularly pronounced for boys. Likewise, there are a particular set of circumstances and experiences of racism that Black boys endure inside and outside of the criminal justice system that are different from the form that boys of (South) Asian heritage experience. For this reason, boys of (South) Asian heritage are not discussed in the chapter. Although there are intersecting experiences of commonality for both Black and mixed-heritage girls and (South) Asian boys that resonate with those of Black boys, there is also a particularity for girls and South Asian boys that focuses on differences based on gender and/or faith and culture respectively (Mullen et al, 2014; Lammy, 2017). Taking this as an acknowledged point of departure, Critical Race Theory (CRT) will be used to discuss understandings of Black and mixed-heritage boys’ experiences in the criminal justice system and possible strategies of desistance (Crosby, 2016; Delgado and Stefancic, 2017; Dutil, 2020). Likewise, an awareness of the postcolonial Other will inform an understanding of Black and mixed-heritage boys’ experience within society (Fanon, 1967; Glynn, 2014). A focus on the family, the Black community, contested spaces, the education and the criminal justice system(s) can provide much to inform how
practice and policy can develop effective strategies of desistance (McHugh, 2018; Wainwright, et al, 2020; Wainwright, 2021).

Black and mixed-heritage boys' experiences of racism

The everyday experience of Black and mixed-heritage boys in England and Wales is very different from their White peers (Harries 2012, 2014). This difference reflects their experience of racism, where individual physical appearance and cultural differences evoke responses from society and its institutions that Other them, alienating individuals and constructing them into a despised and denigrated threat and danger (Miles and Brown, 2004; Apena, 2007; Sims-Schouten and Gilbert, 2022) as potential offenders and rarely, if ever, as victims (Wainwright et al, 2020; Wainwright, 2021). In this way, Black and mixed-heritage boys are marked out by a racism that accentuates somatic and phenotypic identifiers that characterise body shape and facial characteristics, respectively, sorting and separating individuals from White society (Roland-Dow, 2011; Walker, 2020). This demonisation of difference identifies them as the Other, insidiously affecting how they feel about themselves and experience the world around them (Walker, 2020; Wainwright, 2021). Black and mixed-heritage boys understand from a very early age that, outside of their family environment, and sometimes within it, the expectations of them from White British society are extremely low and quite often pathologising and criminalising (Byfield and Talbot, 2020; Eddo-Lodge, 2020). Hence, Black and mixed-heritage boys experience a psycho-social world that defines them as inherently of little worth which means that their behaviour is often managed by the state, in particular, the education and the criminal justice system (IRR, 2020).

It is important to explain some of the terms used in this chapter and to contextualise them in relation to Black and mixed-heritage boys and the criminal justice system. Black boys are described in this chapter as those of African and/or Caribbean heritage. Black, here, is capitalised to emphasise a recognition of Blackness as an identity and experience, in a positive cultural and political sense (Wainwright, 2009, 2019). This identification also recognises the persistent experience of individual micro aggressions and structural racism, which, acknowledged by Black boys or not, has a detrimental and debilitating effect on their everyday experiences, curtailing opportunities and limiting their horizons (Harries, 2012, 2014). Likewise, when considering boys of mixed heritage, where one birth parent is of African/Caribbean and one is of White British or European heritage, there is a particular identity and signifier regarding how they experience and where they see themselves in the world (Barn and Harman, 2006, 2013). For this chapter, the term mixed heritage is used, but certain semantic problematics of this are acknowledged: mixed-ness might assume that ethnicities or heritages
are fixed, ossified and that mixing them is something that is less than human, almost mixing two species or, indeed, ‘races’ (Miles and Brown, 2004; Song and Aspinall, 2012; Caballero and Aspinall, 2018). The terminology does, however, admit consideration of the combination of cultural, social and political perspectives that inform mixed-heritage individuals’ identity and experience (Harman, 2010; Barn and Harman, 2013). This is of particular importance when considering their experiences, their cultural and political identification in their world, their familial experiences and their everyday interactions with their peers in their local neighbourhood and community (Song and Aspinall, 2012; Caballero and Aspinall, 2018). Additionally, this also enables insight into how wider society views and responds to such individuals (Barn and Harman, 2013).

Many boys of mixed heritage, brought up in a family with a Black parent and/or living within a Black or multi-ethnic community, identify as Black. They identify with their predominantly Black peers and may share a cultural, psycho-social and political worldview (Wainwright et al, 2020, 2021). Mixed-heritage boys may also identify with their peers’ everyday experience of racism and institutionally ingrained exclusions from education, employment and other opportunities (Taylor, 2016; Lammy, 2017). Boys of mixed heritage experience the same institutional racism in the criminal justice system that leads to disproportionately anomalous treatment and outcomes. In other words, they are similarly pathologised by many aspects of Whiteness and White society (Gilbourne, 2008; James, 2014).

Conversely, it must be acknowledged that some boys of mixed heritage do not identify as culturally, politically and psycho-socially Black, may have White peers and predominantly reside in a White neighbourhood or community (Barn and Harman, 2006). This may or may not inform whether they experience the education and criminal justice system in such a pathologising way. Many mixed-heritage boys have both Black and White peers, and social class and location play a powerful role in their experiences of family education and the criminal justice systems (Wainwright et al, 2020). Thus, Black and mixed-heritage boys in different temporal and spatial zones negotiate a fluid identity, because of their ‘mixedness’ (Song, 2021). While they present as being Black and of African/Caribbean heritage, with cultural and identity associations with Black peers, many mixed-heritage boys have formative experiences and an ongoing understanding and identification with White peers (Caballero, 2014; Song, 2021).

Black boys and adultification

Black and mixed-heritage boys are also subject to the process of adultification where they are assumed to be older than they are and consequently treated
more punitively in the education and criminal justice system (Davis and Marsh, 2020; HMIP, 2021a). Yet, Black and mixed-heritage boys are undeniably children, defined in terms of their emotional, psycho-social and cultural development (Case and Haines, 2015, 2021; YJB, 2021). They will respond to adverse situations as children, even though they are perceived by authorities as otherwise (Case and Haines, 2021; HMIP, 2021a). For Black and mixed-heritage boys, however, the racist trope of being big, Black and threatening and/or violent prevails in school and when encountering the police and the wider criminal justice system and when in conflict with their peers or persons of authority (Williams and Clarke, 2018; Wainwright and Larkins, 2020; Wainwright, 2021). In other words, Black boys are not perceived, responded to or treated as children but often as violent threats (Williams and Clarke, 2018). Although it needs to be acknowledged that children are not treated as children once they offend (Case and Haines, 2015), and within this context the adultification of Black children who do offend is particularly problematic, exacerbating punitive responses (HMIP, 2021a). Such institutionalised racism informs the everyday experiences of adultification for Black and mixed-heritage boys, further exacerbating their alienation from White society (Calverley, 2013; Glynn, 2013, 2016).

Moreover, Black boys may not be perceived as vulnerable and/or responding to trauma in their lives but as angry, physical and threatening (Williams and Clarke, 2016; Davis and Marsh, 2020). They are rarely sympathetically understood as victims of violent or other offences. This is despite increasing interest in trauma-informed approaches across public services (Crosby, 2016; Dutil, 2020).

**Blackness: racialisation and CRT**

CRT starts with the premise that society is institutionally and structurally racist, that racism has a structural impact on Black people’s lives and that White people and Whiteness are net beneficiaries of this (Gilbourne, 2008, 2015). This perspective presents key principles to provide a prism through which to understand and hear the experiences of Black people in society (Dixson, 2018). CRT acknowledges that race and the racialisation of Black people is socially constructed, as is demonstrated by the adultification of Black and mixed-heritage boys. Further, CRT opens up the possibility of a postmodern/intersectional analysis, which provides an opportunity for exploring the multi-dimensional and fluid spaces of Black and mixed-heritage people’s experience of rac(ism) and identity (Glynn, 2014, 2016). Importantly, it privileges the (counter-)narratives of the Black community, and in this context those of Black and mixed-heritage boys (Delgado and Stefancic, 2017). Thus, CRT provides a theoretical framework to understand the experiences of Black and mixed-heritage boys before, during and after
they enter the criminal justice system to inform strategies for desistance (Glynn, 2014, 2016; Wainwright et al, 2020).

CRT and the postcolonial Other provide a lens that enables a critical understanding of the racialising of Black and mixed-heritage boys. The Other is particularly relevant to postcolonialism as it identifies communities and individuals who are Black (of African heritage) or of South Asian heritage to be perceived as inferior, of less worth, both from their continents and countries of origin and within communities in the UK, the United States and Europe. Black and mixed-heritage boys (and communities) are viewed through a prism of being intellectually, culturally and socially estranged, less civilised and outside White society (Fanon, 1967). This provides an opportunity to contextualise how Black and mixed-heritage boys are perceived in everyday society as the Other, a threat and demonised. This Othering is particularly, but not exclusively, experienced by Black and mixed-heritage boys who are from socio-economically deprived backgrounds and contested spaces in their everyday lives (Glynn, 2016; Williams and Clarke, 2016; McKeown and Wainwright, 2020). The postcolonial Other provides a lens on the world that positions Black and mixed-heritage boys’ experience of their everyday existence as that of estrangements and exclusions from the White world that surrounds them (Fanon, 1967; Glynn, 2016; Wainwright et al, 2019; McKeown and Wainwright, 2020; Wainwright et al, 2020; Wainwright, 2021).

Importantly, when considering Black and mixed-heritage boys’ experience of living in marginalised places and contested spaces of multiple deprivation, an acknowledgement of the structural racism and everyday Othering provides an opportunity to consider how there are possibilities for some to consider desistance from offending behaviour, and these examples merit closer scrutiny (McHugh, 2018; Wainwright, 2021; Wainwright et al, 2024).

**Contested spaces and communities**

The experiences of Black and mixed-heritage boys reflect urban geographies of structural and economic patterns of disadvantage afflicting contemporary cities and their historical development. Thus, the places and spaces that Black and mixed-heritage boys negotiate are in communities that are economically, socially and culturally marginalised from large parts of their city (Palmer, 2009; Calverley, 2013). Their marginalisation is evidenced by multiple deprivations in terms of familial trauma and an inadequate lack of social service response, an education system that fails Black boys and an absence of youth activities and interventions and inadequate housing (HMIP, 2021a). This is compounded for Black and mixed-heritage boys as they are exposed to the everyday experience of many forms of racism and the subsequent trauma (Hall et al, 2023). Importantly, there is often limited or
no mainstream employment or economic opportunities for Black and mixed-heritage boys to access (EHRC, 2016). This is further compounded by a lack of opportunity to develop social capital skills that are critical to enter and engage in formal and rewarding employment opportunities (McNeil and Maruna, 2008; McNeil, 2018). In this way, Black and mixed-heritage boys are provided with limited or no opportunities for other activities except offending behaviour to enhance their status and/or economic circumstances (Palmer, 2009). This is not to excuse behaviour that may involve selling drugs, or at times the use of serious violence, including guns, as victims and perpetrators, that often accompanies it. Instead, it is to contextualise how they experience their precarious cultural and psycho-social environment and the lack of tangible alternative social, cultural, educational and employment opportunities available for Black and mixed-heritage boys (Calverley, 2013; Glynn, 2014; McNeil, 2018).

For some Black and mixed-heritage boys, along with White boys, their everyday experience and interactions with other children and adults are, at times, precarious and dangerous (Pitts, 2020). Many Black boys describe their local communities as like a “war zone” (HMIP, 2021a). Spaces must be entered and negotiated with an element of trepidation due to an awareness that they always have the possibility of escalating into violence, with the possibility of the use of knives or guns (Pitts, 2020). Black and mixed-heritage boys have described how in some places the spaces they frequent with their peers are only negotiated in groups, or gangs (Palmer and Pitts, 2006; McHugh, 2018). In some metropolitan cities, carrying knives is a necessity for self-defence in these contested spaces, with the potential for violent encounters with other Black, mixed-heritage and/or White groups of boys (Wainwright et al, 2020; Hall et al, 2023). Such contestation involves individuals or groups of boys moving into other boys’ spaces and this being perceived as a threat and/or insult to their pride by other groups of boys (Palmer and Pitts, 2006; Palmer, 2009). In other metropolitan cities, Black and mixed-heritage boys are pulled into activities that involve drugs, by their peers and/or adults who use them for doing the running, buying and selling (Disley and Liddle, 2016; Whittaker et al, 2017). In such circumstances, Black and mixed-heritage boys are far more likely to be drawn into acts of violence, often as victims: either coerced into this offending behaviour or in self-defence, because of competition for a drug market with other groups of boys/young men (Goldson, 2011; Pitts, 2020; Hall et al, 2023).

Further, much has been written about whether Black and mixed-heritage boys and older Black young men are involved in informal social and group networks, or ‘gang’ activity (Palmer, 2009; Pitts, 2020). Williams and Clarke suggest that there is no formal pattern of offending activity by Black and mixed-heritage boys in local communities, any more than their White peers, just fluid networks that focus on opportunities that emerge in streets
and communities, including profiteering from drugs (Williams and Clarke, 2016, 2018). Williams and Clarke argue that ‘gang’ is an appropriated and racialised name that the state imposes on Black and mixed-heritage boys to justify their criminalisation through specific workings of the criminal justice system. A narrative of gangs, for example, can serve to legitimate excessive stop and searching by the police and disproportionately punitive treatment and sentencing in the courts and custodial settings (Williams and Clarke, 2016, 2018). In contrast, others argue there is significant evidence, particularly, in London, of groups of Black and mixed-heritage boys having formal networks of operations, some with clear lines of command and management, that are organised as gangs to ensure an effective and protected drugs operation and/or protection of their specific places and space (Palmer, 2009; Whittaker et al, 2017; Pitts, 2020). Either way, in London boroughs particularly, groups of Black and mixed-heritage boys are engaged in informal networks that involve serious violence towards other Black (and White) children over contested spaces for drugs and their [profits from selling drugs] (Whittaker et al, 2017; Pitts, 2020). This offending behaviour can involve Black and mixed-heritage boys being key protagonists in county lines drug dealing, where the expansion of their drug markets is extended to rural towns (Hall et al, 2023). Often this involves Black and mixed-heritage boys being in various levels of authority in the drug-selling network (Whittaker et al, 2017; Pitts, 2020).

Desistance

Desistance is a term used to describe the processes by which individuals work their way towards a crime-free life and ultimately to a non-criminal identity. It is centrally important, therefore, to how children, young people and adults understand and develop strategies and resources to avoid repeating offending behaviour (Robertson and Wainwright, 2020; Burke, et al, 2023). In many ways, the challenges and difficulties that Black and mixed-heritage boys experience in considering moving away from offending behaviour are like those experienced by their White peers (Wainwright and Larkins, 2020; Wainwright et al, 2020). Yet, the possible role of race, ethnicity and structural racism and their potential effect on the capacity to desist from crime have been neglected in many studies of desistance (Calverley, 2013; Durrance et al, 2013). These include the intersectional challenges of class, multiple deprivation, alienated neighbourhoods and communities, community and family trauma, the psycho-social impact on children and the violence that may follow (Glynn, 2016) and the navigation of everyday experiences of racism, being Othered and pathologised by the education, welfare and criminal justice system (Fanon, 1967; Calverley, 2013). Much of the available work on desistance focuses on the intersectional challenges
that children experience (Glynn, 2014, 2016), but because of the significant variance in this experience at a community, individual and familial level, it is naïve to assume there is a generic strategy or intervention that can encourage Black boys to stop offending (Calverley, 2013; Glynn, 2016). There is also an understanding that if Black and mixed-heritage boys do desist from offending, there need not be a linear process of achievement, and often they may relapse back into offending behaviour (Glyn, 2013).

Thus, the desistance process is likely to involve relapses, and generic and homogenised interventions are unlikely to be effective and should instead be replaced by individual, holistic services (Farrall, 2002, cited in Moffatt, 2014). In a similar way, cognitive behavioural programmes, used within what works initiatives, do not accommodate the specific challenges experienced by Black and mixed-heritage boys involved in offending behaviour (Calverley, 2013). Indeed, many desistance theorists question the efficacy of the what works approach on the basis that it is far too instrumental and detached from the complex structural and individual challenges children and adults experience when trying to desist from offending (McNeil and Maruna, 2008; Burke et al, 2023).

Additionally, attention should be focused on the ‘complex individual identities’ of Black and mixed-heritage boys (Durrance et al, 2013, p 146). Consideration must also be given to differences in patterns of desistance between different ethnicities (for example, Somali, Jamaican and Nigerian) that constitute Black and mixed-heritage boys’ heritage (Calverley, 2013). Further, while also considering an assessment of risk of offending behaviour, there is a need to explore the Black and mixed-heritage boys’ values, goals and strengths. A key element of working towards these individual goals is through exploring positive and negative influences of family and social networks within relevant spaces (Durrance et al, 2013).

Arguably, Black and mixed-heritage boys may not develop the same kind of social capital or resources from their families as some white children, which may hinder their ability to desist. For example, resettlement after a prison sentence may be particularly difficult as Black boys are often not able to return to their family home (Calverley, 2013). A lack of post-prison resettlement support is also connected with the racialised and structural barriers that Black and mixed-heritage boys experience. For Black boys who are 16 years or older, this includes a paucity of training and education opportunities after leaving prison (Glynn, 2013, 2014). There is a dearth of studies acknowledging the identity of Black and mixed-heritage boys while they are in the criminal justice system and in prison, with the Lammy review a notable exception (Jacobson et al, 2010; Glynn, 2013; Lammy, 2017). Further, their intersectional needs regarding masculinity, class, poverty and at times chaotic social networks formed in contested places and spaces are often not addressed within the criminal justice system (Glynn, 2014, 2016).
Some suggest desistance needs to be predicated on human and social relationships and strategies that develop social capital among people (McNeil and Maruna, 2008; Mullen et al, 2014; Burke et al, 2023). For Black and mixed-heritage boys to desist, social capital is particularly important in developing resilience in their local communities. Yet, much work on desistance is focused on generic offending and not Black and mixed-heritage boys, and there needs to be much more of a focus on their complex and multifaceted identities (Calverley, 2013; Glynn, 2014). There is also significant evidence that the education, criminal justice and wider welfare systems have not been able to provide adequate and sustainable pathways for Black and mixed-heritage boys to be able to move away from offending behaviour (HMIP, 2021a, b). This includes a lack of alternative education that provides motivation and genuine opportunity for Black and mixed-heritage boys (Calverley, 2013; Glynn, 2016). These alternative pathways can often be located within the Black community, led by authentic and credible Black role models in the voluntary sector, or community spaces where discussions of possibilities for a future of hope for Black boys can take place. These discussions can focus on education and training that is co-created and acknowledges and explores racism, poverty, familial difficulties and contested spaces. Importantly, though, these community spaces can enable an affirmation and celebration of Blackness, of being of African heritage and how this can be galvanised as a catalyst to focus on achievable strategies to engage in learning that enables a pathway to active employment and citizenship (Larkins and Wainwright, 2020 Wainwright et al, 2020).

There is also inadequate social/children’s services provision to acknowledge and address the trauma that Black and mixed-heritage families experience in their everyday lives (Crosby, 2016; Glynn, 2016; Dutil, 2020). There are very few or no alternative housing opportunities to move Black boys away from peers that are involved in offending, nor the opportunity to find decent training or employment opportunities that can be successfully accessed and maintained (Calverley, 2013). In other words, for many Black and mixed-heritage boys, the contested spaces, the violent places, provide an environment where there is little alternative but for them to continue offending behaviours with their peers, and there is no incentive to change and take responsibility for their actions and no coherent strategy from those agencies that should support them in this process (Glynn, 2016; McHugh, 2018; Pitts, 2020; HMIP, 2021a). For many Black and mixed-heritage boys, there is little hope and no opportunity to change, or pathways to achieve it.

Co-creating desistance through CRT

This chapter has suggested that there needs to be a recognition of some key principles when working with Black and mixed-heritage boys to support
individual desistance journeys for Black youngsters. These encompass the reality that racism, along with multiple deprivations, is an everyday experience for Black and mixed-heritage boys (Glynn, 2014, 2016; Delgado and Stefancic, 2017). Acknowledging this and an identity of Blackness and the Othering they experience is central to an understanding of developing strategies for them to desist (Fanon, 1967; Apena, 2007). Further, strategies for desistance with Black and mixed-heritage boys can only have any real effect when their voices, their (counter-)story telling is at the centre of this process (Crosby, 2016; Delgado and Stefancic, 2017; Dutil, 2020). By listening to their voices and placing their experiences and perspectives at the centre of strategies to inform practice and policy, there is an opportunity to develop multi-dimensional, flexible and bespoke interventions that address the intersectional needs of Black and mixed-heritage boys (Freire, 1973; Glynn, 2016). The risk of violence, serious at times, that Black and mixed-heritage boys face as perpetrators and victims is an everyday reality in many contested places and spaces for Black and mixed-heritage boys. When co-working with them, there needs to be a realistic acknowledgement of the trauma experienced that has led to and is a consequence of this behaviour (Palmer and Pitt, 2006; Whittaker et al, 2017). The places and spaces in their local communities that Black and mixed-heritage boys inhabit are often contested by other Black and White boys and young adults (Wainwright et al, 2020). Further, it is important to acknowledge the psycho-social, emotional and multi-faceted deprivation that many Black and mixed-heritage boys’ experience in their communities which provide traumatic challenges for them to negotiate in their childhoods.

Desistance narratives must be underpinned for all boys, Black, mixed heritage and White, by the authenticity of their experiences and reality and not downplayed or ignored when racism is a clear factor. In other words, working with Black and mixed-heritage boys involves anti-racist practice, and this is good practice.

First, the (counter-)voices of Black and mixed-heritage boys need to be at the centre of any meaningful desistance strategy. This means that to enable Black and mixed-heritage boys to develop a way of moving away from offending their perspectives, their stories, challenges and aspirations need to be heard and placed at the centre of any transformational plans for change in their lives (Dixson, 2018; Wainwright and Larkins, 2020; Wainwright et al, 2020). This will acknowledge their experience of racism, of Othering, of everyday threats of violence from peers and adults, and harassment by the police. But, it will also acknowledge the individuality and intersectionality of their identities and aspirations (Apena, 2007; Glynn, 2016). Importantly, the world, their world, will inform any co-created solutions for desistance.

Secondly, developed spaces for Black and mixed-heritage boys can provide an opportunity in the context of the Black Lives Matter (BLM) movement,
which offers alternative, positive narratives for Blackness and boys of African heritage. BLM provides a prism that radiates a positive message with an alternative worldview where to be Black is to be proud and loud, listened to and heard. The ideas of BLM are presented as assertive, strong, potent and possibly life changing in their liberatory messages for Black boys, young people and Black communities. The BLM messages also provide a means to develop alternative masculinities that need not feel emasculating but nevertheless are more pro-social, collectivist and community focused. These are physical spaces of difference where masculinities can be developed and co-created with Black and mixed-heritage boys that have the resilience to resist psycho-social and physical pressure by their peers and adults to join groups or gangs of boys and young men who are involved in offending behaviour. These liberatory messages, this movement, could provide a counter-space to the narrative of pathological stereotypes and violence (Dixon, 2018; Kelly et al, 2020; Wainwright, 2021). In contrast, a creative, cultural, assertive Black masculinity can be encouraged to flourish where it is acceptable to be a Black or mixed-heritage boy, to be male, but to eschew violence and gangs for a more proactive, positive and empowering Black identity; a Black identity with a future of optimism, not of anger and alienation (Dixon, 2018; Kelly et al, 2020).

Thirdly, Black and mixed-heritage boys’ worlds are often shaped by the trauma their parents experienced in their own lives, through economic, political and cultural exclusion from society (Gilbourne, 2015). This trauma, in part, is manifested through racism in their everyday experience of poverty, alienation from mainstream society that has a psycho-social impact on Black and mixed-heritage parents, leaving them feeling diminished and worthless (Crosby, 2016; Whittaker et al, 2017; Dutil, 2020). In turn, this can place unbearable pressure on their relationships with their partners and undermine their resilience to parent their Black and mixed-heritage sons in a consistent and nurturing way (Calverley, 2013). Black and mixed-heritage parents often have multiple types of low-paid employment, which can mean they are often away from the family home for long periods (Davis and Marsh, 2020). With limited contact with their parents, Black and mixed-heritage boys can rely on their peers in their local neighbourhood as an alternative source of support, which provides a space to become involved in offending behaviour (Palmer, 2009). To encourage desistance and move Black and mixed-heritage boys away from engaging with groups of boys that offend, their needs to be a strategic response by the local state to fill this space left by parents who are, for many understandable reasons, not present (HMIP, 2021a, 2021b). This may involve more youth services, a supportive child welfare service to work with the trauma of Black families to support parenting, wider provision of kinship (in family) caring and a housing service that responds to crisis and the needs of Black and mixed-heritage boys (Glynn, 2014, 2016).
Fourth, the education system has consistently blamed, pathologised and disproportionately excluded Black and mixed-heritage boys from mainstream schooling and placed them in pupil referral units (PRUs) (Wainwright et al, 2020). Personal testimony from Black boys and His Majesty’s Inspectorate of Probation (HMIP) studies have demonstrated that taking Black boys out of mainstream schooling is often the catalyst for their journey into mixing with peers who are involved in offending behaviour (Wainwright et al, 2020; HMIP, 2021a, b). Further, evidence suggests that removing them from mainstream schooling sends a direct message of failure and blame to Black boys that can push them towards alienation from formal education and closer to peers who provide an alternative source of opportunity and income through offending (Palmer, 2009; Dixson, 2018). Yet a postcolonial and CRT lens suggests that being Othered and alienated from society needs a response that acknowledges their (counter-)voice, their identity and their understanding of their experience of being Black (Gilbourne, 2015; Glynn, 2016). Thus, mainstream schooling, PRUs and Black community educational provision needs to develop a coherent strategy to focus on keeping Black and mixed-heritage boys in purposeful schooling. The teaching needs to be led by positive male Black role models able to provide an education that reflects a Black cultural heritage and has relevance to their everyday lives (Apena, 2007; Wainwright and Larkins, 2020). Further, the education provided should ensure a genuine pathway of opportunity for training and employment for Black and mixed-heritage boys (Wainwright et al, 2023). Exclusion is particularly problematic for Black children because 60 per cent of Black and mixed-heritage boys who are subject to court orders are seen as disruptive and are excluded from school, often permanently (HMIP, 2021a). Further, they are twice as likely to be excluded from school permanently compared to their white peers (HMIP, 2021a).

This process of school exclusion contributes significantly to Black and mixed-heritage boys becoming criminalised, being drawn into and disproportionately represented in the criminal justice system (DfE, 2019; IRR, 2020; HMIP, 2021a). In a recent report, the Institute of Race Relations suggests that PRUs are a pipeline to prison for Black children (IRR, 2020).

Black and mixed-heritage boys are often excluded from school, placed in PRUs and have to negotiate fractured family lives where the only space to spend more time with their peers is in their local space, or places some distance from where they live, where everyday life can be much more perilous.

Fifth, evidence suggests that Black and mixed-heritage boys listen and respect peer mentors who have had a similar experience to them and been excluded from school and involved in offending behaviour, including serious violence (Apena, 2007; Larkins and Wainwright, 2020; Wainwright et al, 2020). Importantly, this peer-led mentoring should challenge offending
behaviour from a prism of Blackness that understands the everyday experiences of these boys in their local places and spaces in their communities (Wainwright et al, 2020). While it is acknowledged that there are many mitigating reasons for offending behaviour, it is important that peer mentors work with the boys to talk about the risks their offending poses to their local community, their peers and themselves (Larkins and Wainwright, 2020). For any change in behaviour to move away from offending to desistance, the peer mentors need to commit to a long-term working relationship with the Black and mixed-heritage boys (Wainwright et al, 2020). However, to provide the space for Black peer mentors to work with Black boys, potential barriers of institutional racism, because of exclusion for example, organisational criminal records checks on individuals that work with children and young people may need to be more flexible and accommodating of those who may who may have a record of criminal offences in the past to encourage and support members of the Black community committing to this role. Further, the role of Black peer mentors needs to be given the status and financial renumeration that is commensurate with engaging in affirmative life-changing work that may benefit Black and mixed-heritage boys and the wider (Black) community (Apena, 2007).

Sixth, the intersectional experiences and fluid individual identities of Black and mixed-heritage boys need to be acknowledged and addressed within work on desistance (Durrance et al, 2013). Resources need to be invested in the Black and mixed-heritage places and spaces that are often contested by individuals and groups of Black, mixed-heritage and (sometimes) White boys. A change of narrative needs to be initiated whereby there is a flexible package available for communities to work with Black and mixed-heritage boys using methods that are grounded in their realities, familial trauma, contested spaces, the use of violence, overuse of stop and search by the police and disproportionality throughout the criminal justice system (Glynn, 2016). This could include a comprehensive, flexible and bespoke youth service package that is culturally relevant to the everyday lives of Black and mixed-heritage boys (Wainwright et al, 2019; Wainwright et al, 2020). For instance, establishing hubs that are centres of the many and ever-changing representations of Black culture, including music and conversations about racism, contested spaces and conflict over drugs, respect and dignity, guns, knives, family and peers. These hubs need to be in the most dangerous places, the most violent spaces, and to be relevant and authentically owned and led by peers in the Black community (Palmer, 2009; Wainwright et al, 2019).

Seventh, co-creative action research could be developed with Black and mixed-heritage boys to explore their world from their perspective to create solutions for offending behaviour, in particular the cultures, economy and psycho-social world that drives serious violence, guns and knives in contested spaces (Larkins and Wainwright, 2020; Wainwright and Larkins, 2020;
Black and mixed-heritage boys’ worldviews need to be at the centre of desistance strategies, as it is only by understanding their experience, and co-creating alternative models of intervention that acknowledge the fluidity and ever-changing reality of their everyday lives, that there can be a genuine opportunity to bring about changes that can lead to desistance, in the short and medium term (Wainwright et al, 2020; Wainwright, 2021).

Eighth, in this chapter the idea of a contested space has been described in physical/material terms, specifically the violence that Black and mixed-heritage boys experience. However, there is also a possibility to explore the notion of a contestation which is about a collision of ideas. To develop this further, there could be open and honest discussion between Black peer mentors and the push of desistance in contrast to the pull of criminality. By definition, the physical contestation of these ideas will also coincide with physical conflict in a space where, quite literally, older Black peers physically coerce Black and mixed-heritage boys back into offending or otherwise manipulate, bully and entice them psycho-socially to do the same. This conflict of ideas is between those of liberation from the push of desistance and appreciative enquiry\(^1\) (Cooperrider et al, 2008; Dixson, 2018; Kelly et al, 2020; Larkins and Wainwright, 2020) that focuses on the positive aspects of hope in Black and mixed-heritage boys’ lives in contrast to the pull of offending they experience from the local drug market, violence and guns. These conversations could be articulated and argued in alternative, safe, community resources that are accessible and credible spaces to Black and mixed heritage boys (Cooperrider et al, 2008; Dixson, 2018).

This practice manifestation of psycho-social space could be designed to actively keep out offenders, protecting the space for active desisters (or those trying to desist), maximising, modelling and facilitating positive pro-social relationships. These resistant spaces could be designed practicably and include investing in and developing resources available to Black and mixed-heritage boys, for example: training, employment, pro-social modelling and the development of a liberatory Black network and safe and comfortable accommodation away from peers who may pressure them to offend (Cooperrider et al, 2008; Dixson, 2018; Larkins and Wainwright, 2020).

CRT and a postcolonial prism suggest opportunities to critically appreciate how Black and mixed-heritage boys’ cultures are constantly changing depending on the spaces they are in, the ethnicity and intersectional identities of their peers, the fluidity of migrant identities and how this informs their understanding of Blackness, Othering and racism (Mullen et al, 2014; Pitts, 2020; Wainwright, 2021). Strategies to encourage desistance need to be sensitive to the constant movement and shifting identities of Black and mixed-heritage boys and how this is central to their sense of self and wellbeing (Apena, 2007; Wainwright et al, 2020).
In sum, CRT and a postcolonial lens through co-creation and inspiration from BLM provide opportunities for practicable, credible and durable strategies for Black and mixed-heritage boys to desist from offending. All these strategies need investment, in resources, from the state, Black communities, peer mentors and most importantly from Black and mixed-heritage boys at the centre of the milieu of contested places, spaces, racism, offending and too often, violence. Yet, surely, it is time for all involved to invest the necessary energy, resources to change the (counter-)narrative for Black and mixed-heritage boys. The (ongoing) alternative is too damning to contemplate.

Note

1 Appreciative enquiry is a method of working with children that focuses on the positive aspects of their lives, for example familial relationships, peers and/or a particular skill or hobby they enjoy. Within the context of working with Black and mixed-heritage boys, it is suggested that co-creative work in spaces with appreciate enquiry can be a particularly positive and potentially liberating experience for them.
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Growing in maturity, growing in faith, growing out of crime: the role of children's and young people's faith in desistance

Tim Rosier

Introduction

Within public health, there has been a growing interest over many years in the benefits of faith, belief and spirituality on health and wellbeing outcomes (LeConte, 2017). The same is true within the field of criminal justice, particularly with the emergence of ‘Spiritual Criminology’, which recognises the spiritual dimension of human existence (Ronel and Yair, 2018; Amitay and Ronel, 2022), as well as research exploring the role of faith in desistance from crime (Maruna, 2001; Giordano et al, 2008). However, to date much of the existing desistance literature has focused on adult journeys of faith and their links to pathways from crime. This chapter will seek to redress this balance by drawing on research from a number of fields including criminology, youth studies, religious education, health and social care and human psychology. In doing so, the chapter will highlight new insights drawn from a range of literature that seeks to understand the faith journeys of children while identifying new opportunities for positive engagement with faith as a means of understanding and facilitating children’s desistance from crime. As well as contributing to the emerging field of ‘Child First youth justice’ (Case and Browning, 2021), this chapter will also make recommendations for policy makers and practitioners as well as create new frames for future academic research.

Some key terminology

In seeking to truly understand the holistic nature of working with children in trouble with the law, it is important to understand the concepts and terminology of religious faith and spirituality. ‘Faith’, ‘religiosity’ and ‘spirituality’, often used interchangeably, are unique and distinct concepts (Newman, 2004). Newman’s model of faith, spirituality and religion
(2004) can be used by practitioners to understand the distinctiveness and connectivity of each concept (see Figure 8.1).

‘Faith’ is notoriously difficult to define as it is intensely personal and private, meaning different things to different people. However, despite its definition being reliant on other associated terms and therefore circular, it is foundational for an individual’s spirituality and religiosity and based on the process of ‘making meaning’ from knowledge, experiences and deeply held beliefs (Fowler, 1981; Hellwig, 1990). ‘Spirituality’ is often conceptualised as the internal expression of faith that engages the cerebral and emotional aspects of humanity (Moss, 2005; LeConte, 2017). ‘Religiosity’, on the other hand, is concerned more with the external expression of faith through engagement with religious institutions, practices and other adherents (Miller and Thoresen, 2003). Spirituality and religiosity are not mutually exclusive but feed off and develop each other, thereby deepening faith. Religiosity can be described as a structured set of beliefs and practices shared by a community related to spirituality (Canda, 1990), while spirituality ‘propels the search for connectedness, meaning, purpose and ethical responsibility. It is experienced, formed, and shaped and expressed through a wide range of religious narratives,
beliefs, and practices, and is shaped by many influences in family, community, society, culture, and nature’ (Yust et al, 2006, p 8; Granqvist and Nkara, 2017). While some researchers use ‘spirituality’ as a catch-all term that bridges both religious and non-religious groupings, many spiritual commentators argue that spirituality cannot be understood in purely analytical and rational terms but necessarily with the additional lens of understanding the personal religious faith experiences and activity of the individual (Utsey et al, 2007; Green, 2008). It is the author of this chapter’s view that ‘spirituality’ has to have some form of connection to a higher being or transcendental influence to differentiate it from the internal emotional and cerebral facets of human existence. Taken together, these three interconnected concepts form the foundation and framework for the ‘spiritual’ element of an individual’s holistic identity. An understanding of the subtle but unique distinctives of these terms is helpful when applying them to matters of desistance.

Models and theories of desistance

As earlier chapters of this book have explored in more detail, desistance is a relatively recent paradigm for understanding abstinence from criminal behaviour among those individuals for whom offending has become a pattern of behaviour (McNeill et al, 2012). And yet it is something of an enigma with a lack of agreement around definitions, parameters or outcome measurements despite forming the bedrock of more recent youth justice penal policy and intervention philosophies, which have moved away from long-standing risk paradigms (YJB, 2019; Wigzell, 2021). In its most basic form, desistance can be described as a process concerned with the giving up of crime and sustained cessation of offending behaviour (Laub and Sampson, 2003; Maruna, 2001). It describes an individual’s change of state from ongoing, regular offending to a permanent state of non-offending behaviour (Uggen and Kruttschnitt, 1998). The process is often likened to a journey; not a straightforward linear trajectory, but often a complex zig-zag path of overcoming challenges and change (Glaser, 1964). And yet the more nuanced dynamics and stages within the process of desistance have only recently become the focus of more academic study. The focus of desistance within children specifically is, as yet, very much under-researched and critiqued (Wigzell, 2021), hence the rationale for this book.

Early proponents of desistance in the 20th century took an ontogenetic view which viewed behaviour change within the context of an individual’s lifespan. Such views asserted that there is a clear relationship between age and crime and that individuals simply grow out of crime as they mature (Glueck and Glueck, 1940, 1974). More recently, research has identified both biological and neurobiological factors as relevant aspects of the maturation process (Shulman et al, 2016), in some cases resulting in crime getting harder
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and harder to the point of a ‘crystallisation of discontent’ where an individual simply gets fed up with the criminal life and its effects and chooses to step away (Paternoster and Bushway, 2009).

Since the mid-1980s, however, other more complex theories of desistance have emerged which view the process within situational and sociogenic frameworks (Farrington, 1992; Sampson and Laub, 1993; Pezzin, 1995). Such theories look beyond immediate intrinsic biological and neurobiological factors linked to maturation and to extrinsic factors such as environmental and structural influences (Barry, 2011; Bottoms, 2014) as well as the situational contexts and social connections that impact on an individual’s sense of identity and belonging (LeBel et al, 2008; Weaver, 2015). This has led to the emergence of theories that differentiate between behaviour on one hand and connectedness, identity formation and holistic development as part of the desistance process on the other (Maruna, 1999; Gardner, 2011). Maruna and Farrall (2004) propose that there are two types of desistance, namely ‘primary desistance’, which focuses on the behavioural by way of a crime-free gap, and ‘secondary desistance’, which focuses more on the role and identity of the individual over a longer period of time (Maruna and Farrall, 2004). However, McNeill (2016) broadened the concept further still, suggesting that ‘tertiary desistance’ describes the wider social change and sense of belonging experienced by the individual over the longer term. The sense of belonging derived from one’s reformed identity and the recognition and acceptance of others was further reflected by Nugent and Schinkel (2016), who suggested that there are three types of desistance, namely ‘act-desistance’ (not actually committing an offence), ‘identity-desistance’ (the internalisation of non-offending identity) and ‘relational-desistance’ (the recognition of change by others and acceptance of their new ways). These sociogenic theories recognise that humans are fundamentally social beings that yearn for and thrive on interactions and connectedness that provide positive reference points for life and a sense of worth from being known and valued by others. This is in stark contrast to the destructive individualism that was increasingly evident in the penal policy of the late 1990s onwards, which motivated offenders by promising a contingent reward such as early release or increased privileges, rather than acting out of the intrinsic worth and positive social benefits of moral behaviour, a situation that could be referred to as ‘rehabilitative hedonism’ (Rosier, 2015). Narrative theories of desistance focus on the ‘re-storying’ of one’s life through the development of a ‘redemption script’ that leads to a new self-identity and priorities renewed motivation, concern for others and a different future outlook (Maruna, 2001). In recognition of the complexity of all three theoretical positions within the desistance literature, McNeil (2003) believes true desistance is probably located within the interaction between all three dimensions.
The role and impact of spirituality on desistance from crime

One area of study linked to the sociogenic and narrative frameworks of desistance is that of the role and influence of spirituality or ‘religiously motivated desistance’ (Hallet and McCoy, 2014; DiPietro and Dickinson, 2021). As discussed earlier, the term ‘spiritual’ is often used to refer to the individual faith experience as well as the religious and spiritual outworking in someone’s life. There is an increasing recognition that spirituality, in the fullest sense of the term, can facilitate a protective role against offending and reoffending by providing a framework for redemption narratives, personal sustenance and building hope from which a process of desistance can emerge (Smith, 2017). Furthermore, engagement in religious acts of corporate worship can offer a place for undermining reoffending through the availability and adoption of socially supportive bonds, a sense of renewed purpose and the common good, and the recognition of transcendental authority leading to a meaningful life (Lee et al, 2017; Smith, 2017; Holligan and McLean, 2018; Johnson, 2021). As such, spirituality can alter and shape an individual’s renewed identity and provide a mechanism for belonging to a group of like-minded, pro-social individuals (Johnson and Siegel, 2006).

Identity

An individual’s identity is influenced and shaped by several different factors including their biological make-up as well as psycho-social, emotional and spiritual influences. Spirituality and a commitment to a form of religion can offer a ‘cognitive blueprint for how one is to proceed as a changed individual’ (Giordano et al, 2008, p 102). A key concept within religious paradigms is that of ‘conversion’, which often describes a profound change of mind, direction and being that leads to a new identity. Maruna et al (2006) describe conversion as the process of ‘reinterpreting one’s autobiographical self’, which can facilitate desistance in a number of ways. First, conversion can create a new personal and spiritual identity where the self-perception is affirmed by the acceptance of a higher being and promise of a new beginning. Second, it can give purpose and meaning to painful life experiences which may have preceded periods of offending as well as providing an ongoing means of coping (LaConte, 2017; Torraiba et al, 2021). Third, conversion can empower the powerless from being a prisoner to an agent of God with renewed importance. Fourthly, it can provide a helpful framework and language for forgiveness – either of themselves or of others who may have had a previous negative impact on their life experience and subsequent decisions leading to offending. Finally, conversion can provide a way of allowing control to lie elsewhere for future uncertainties, thereby removing the burden of fear of uncertainty which can sometimes stand in the way of desistance progress, and lead to hope.
While existing narrative theories of desistance research have focused on the re-storying of one’s life that leads to a new ‘true’ self-identity (Maruna, 2001; Rocque, 2015), it is important for those working with children to differentiate between what constitutes a child simply growing up to become who they are and the significant departure from an old self caught up in offending to a completely new identity (Wigzell, 2021). As such, it is important to handle identity narratives with care when working with children.

**Belonging**

While the internal and personal elements of spirituality are important, it is the accompanying engagement with the socio-structural elements of religious institutions, corporate practices and other adherents that gives deeper meaning to an individual’s faith experience, a concept known as ‘transformative agency’ (Miller and Thoresen, 2003; Newman, 2004; King, 2013). Fowler (1986) describes faith as an irreducibly relational phenomenon with trust a vital component. When engaging with issues of spirituality, it is important not only to focus on the beliefs and practices of a particular religion but also to understand the dynamic influence of trusting religious/faith communities often centred on places of worship such as churches, mosques, synagogues and temples (Armstrong, 2014). These relationships are often couched in the language of family or community, which underlines the depth of relationship, loving informality, selfless interactions and predisposition for serving others (Tee et al, 2017). Fowler argues that the “self is bound to others by trust and loyalty. But ties to others are mediated, formed, and deepened by a shared and common trust in, and loyalties to, centres of supra-ordinate value” (Fowler, 1986, p 12). There is also often a culture of forgiveness and forbearance within religious communities that fosters stronger relationships and a sense of belonging (Kidwell, 2009). The diversity of people that make up more formal types of religious community presents an interesting dynamic in itself that can serve as a positive influence towards desistance. Anything that reduces the amount of time an offender spends with people of the same age and sex is known to be a proven desistance factor by facilitating time with pro-social others (Warr, 2002; Giordano et al, 2008). This perspective is rooted in social control theory, which assumes that deviant or criminal behaviour is a natural, human tendency that is constrained by both internal controls (religious morals) and external controls such as social bonds and a level of trust and accountability to other like-minded people (Hirschi, 1969; Cox and Matthews, 2007). Locating or facilitating authentic links to religious/faith communities where children can belong is much more challenging, however, due to their age, the role of family in sharing religious views (Hough et al, 2018), gaining permissions for
children to engage in appropriate activities and ensuring that the necessary safeguarding measures are in place, understood and followed (IICSA, 2022).

The promise of spirituality can act as a ‘hook for change’ through being a source of pro-social capital, with most religious teachings reinforcing pro-social behaviours while enhancing positive emotions and overall sense of wellbeing (Giordano et al, 2008). Therefore, the positive role and impact of spirituality on desistance from crime influences an individual’s identity and belonging. However, like other life factors that potentially contribute to promoting positive change such as marriage or steady employment, research on the role and impact of spirituality is extremely sparse and potentially incomparable when applying it to children (Laub et al, 1998; Mulvey et al, 2004). It is, therefore, important to consider a wider body of research from different disciplines specific to the life experiences of children in order to build a fuller picture.

The faith journeys of children

While there is a growing body of compelling literature around the impact of spirituality on desistance, there is very little to no research that specifically focuses on the spirituality of children or desistance in childhood. Key theories from the 20th century around human development such as those concerned with cognitive development (Piaget, 1936), psycho-social development (Erikson, 1958) and moral development (Kohlberg, 1958) provide helpful frameworks in understanding an individual’s journey from childhood, through adolescence and into adulthood and the thought processes and behaviours that are evident at each stage. However, these early human development theories lacked consideration of the spiritual dimension and the impact this has on identity formation, values and a sense of belonging – key features of sociogenic desistance. Although several models have been developed since then that seek to explain spiritual development (for example Jones, 2022 – a simplified process model of faith development), the seminal work of James W. Fowler (1981) provides much of the foundational basis for variations of these models today. Fowler suggests there are seven stages that shape an individual’s faith development over the course of a lifespan. These stages have some correlation to Piaget and colleagues’ theories and provide helpful links and comparisons when considering wider issues of faith and spirituality as part of an individual’s holistic development from childhood to adulthood. Table 8.1 seeks to provide a comparative and integrative overview of these theories.

The faith of Generation Z

An important body of literature to consider is that of generation theory (Mannheim, 1952), which describes a ‘unique type of social location
Table 8.1: Fowler’s Faith Development Model (1981) with additional insight about expected characteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fowler’s stage</th>
<th>Ages</th>
<th>Explanation</th>
<th>Link/similarity to other theory</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0 – Primal undifferentiated faith</td>
<td>Birth–2 years</td>
<td>Here, the baby acquires experiences from the outer environment that either instil feelings of trust and assurance (from being comforted, living in a secure and stable environment and experiencing a sense of consistency and care from parents). These personalised experiences, according to Fowler, essentially translate into feelings of trust and assurance in the universe and harmony with the divine. Conversely, experiences of parental or environmental neglect and/or abuse at this stage of development can result in the formation of feelings of mistrust and fear with respect to the universe and the divine, sowing the seeds for later doubt and existential angst.</td>
<td>Piaget – reflexive behaviour linked to sensorimotor stage of cognitive development, where thinking takes place in and through the body. Erikson – first stage of ‘trust versus mistrust; self is good, world is good’. Kohlberg – individual has no personal morality – does what pleases the child.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 – ‘Intuitive-projective’ faith</td>
<td>3–7 years</td>
<td>Children at this stage have acquired language and the ability to work with symbols to express thoughts. Children at this stage don’t develop formalised religious beliefs but are instead affected by the psyche’s exposure to the unconscious, and by a relative fluidity of patterns of thought. Faith at this stage is experiential and develops through encounters with stories, images, the influence of others, a deeper intuitive sense of what is right and wrong, and innocent perceptions of how God causes the universe to function.</td>
<td>Piaget – pre-operational thinking stage (lacking consistent logical-mental structures) – egocentric, magical, perception dominated. Erikson – control of self/body, wilfulness. Kohlberg – learning rules, right, wrong and punishment, reciprocity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 – Mythical-literal faith</td>
<td>7–12 years</td>
<td>Children at this stage have a belief in justice and fairness in religious matters, a sense of reciprocity in the workings of the universe (for example doing good will result in a good result, doing bad will cause a bad thing to happen) and an anthropomorphic image of God (for example, a man with a long white beard who lives in the clouds). Religious metaphors are often taken literally, thus leading to misunderstandings.</td>
<td>Piaget – concrete operational stages of cognitive development, where true logical thinking begins to develop in the child’s mind. Erikson – competence, master skills, work/play with peers. Kohlberg – morality – not disturb conscience; socially sensitive, show respect/duty, obeys rules.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fowler’s stage</td>
<td>Ages</td>
<td>Explanation</td>
<td>Link/similarity to other theory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 – Synthetic-conventional faith</td>
<td>12 years–early adulthood</td>
<td>This stage is characterised by the identification of the adolescent/adult with a religious institution, belief system or authority, and the growth of a personal religious or spiritual identity. Conflicts that occur when one’s beliefs are challenged are often ignored because they represent too much of a threat to one’s faith-based identity.</td>
<td>This stage and all subsequent stages correspond to Piaget’s stage of formal operational thinking, thus making it possible for the adolescent or adult to perceive the divine as an abstract or formless manifestation. Erikson – peers paramount, faith in self. Kohlberg – majority rules, exception if violate welfare of person, laws for mutual good, cooperation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 – Individuative-reflective faith</td>
<td>Mid-20s to late 30s</td>
<td>This stage is often characterised by angst and struggle as the individual takes personal responsibility for their beliefs or feelings. Religious or spiritual beliefs can take on greater complexity and shades of nuance, and there is a greater sense of open-mindedness, which can at the same time open up the individual to potential conflicts as different beliefs or traditions collide.</td>
<td>Piaget – abstract thinking, analytical. Erikson – characterised by love, mutuality. Kohlberg – conformity to rules of society, internal locus of control.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 – Conjunctive faith</td>
<td>Mid-life crisis</td>
<td>A person at this stage acknowledges paradoxes and the mysteries attendant on transcendent values. This causes the person to move beyond the conventional religious traditions or beliefs they may have inherited from previous stages of development. A resolution of the conflicts of this stage occurs when the person is able to hold a multi-dimensional perspective that acknowledges ‘truth’ as something that cannot be articulated through any particular statement of faith.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 – Universalising faith (or ‘enlightenment’)</td>
<td>Later adulthood</td>
<td>This stage is only rarely achieved by individuals. A person at this stage is not hemmed in by differences in religious or spiritual beliefs among people in the world but regards all beings as worthy of compassion and deep understanding. Here, individuals ‘walk the talk’ of the great religious traditions.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Neuman (2011)
based on the dynamic interplay between being born in a particular year with the socio-political events that occur throughout the life course of the birth cohort, particularly when the cohort comes of age’ (McMullin et al, 2007, p 299). Although there are legitimate criticisms of this theory, it does provide a helpful framework for understanding the external influences that shape people’s beliefs and behaviours in their formative years (Perrin, 2020).

When considering children in trouble with the law, it is helpful to consider the hallmarks of ‘Generation Z’ (those born between 1996 and 2010) and how their spirituality is affected and shaped by the external factors experienced during their formative years. It is argued that the key defining characteristics of this generation are that they are ‘recession marked, wi-fi enabled, multi-racial, sexually fluid, and post-Christian’ (Emery-White, 2017, p 39). Studies reveal that while there is a strong suspicion and rejection of traditional institutions (such as the Church and its interaction with the state), Gen Z-ers in the West have bucked the trend in terms of their outright rejection of faith and spirituality (Apeland and Shuker, 2021). It seems that Gen Z-ers are not necessarily dependent on the religious views and practices of their Generation X or Y parents/grandparents but through the influence of being global citizens and digital natives in new constitutions of online community, and presented with existential global challenges through 24-hour news, have come to their own conclusions about matters of faith and belief. They have been described as less ‘religious’ but more ‘spiritual’, with deeper convictions and more energy than their parents or grandparents might have had (Perrin, 2020). Furthermore, they have a stronger sense of social responsibility and commitment to social action while being more socially conservative but ideologically progressive than their older counterparts (Emery-White, 2017; Perrin, 2020).

Considering this, other evidence highlights how Gen Z-ers are more likely to pray regularly and attend a variety of places of worship than their older counterparts (Perrin, 2020; Savanta Com Res, 2021, 2022). This was particularly true during the COVID-19 pandemic, when faith communities boomed with adolescents and young adults due to the availability of religious services online (Edelman et al, 2022). These latest studies continue to show that ‘emerging adulthood’ (ages 15–22) is still a pivotal life-stage in the defining life experiences and faith development journeys of individuals (Fowler, 2004; Arnett, 2006; Perrin, 2020).

**Recommendations for policy makers and practitioners**

*Religious literacy training and development*

Secular assumptions about the nature and relevance of religion have resulted in society losing the ability to talk well about religion and becoming ambivalent about the potential a person’s faith may have in shaping positive life outcomes (Dinham, 2015, 2016, 2018). The result is what can be
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described as poor religious literacy, borrowed from the notion of ‘cultural literacy’ (Hirsch, 1988), which Dinham and Shaw (2017, p 1) describe as struggling to understand the ‘grammars, rules, vocabularies and narratives underpinning religions and beliefs’. Individual assumptions can often lead to an ‘institutional stance’ which can further complicate or restrict the ability to respond to the diversity of religion and belief positively (Dinham and Jones, 2012). Religion and belief are often addressed by overarching frameworks such as ‘anti-oppressive/discriminatory’ practice, yet it is argued that these are often tokenistic and result in standards that aim only to establish what is the minimum required (Crisp and Dinham, 2019). There is a risk that this ambivalence is evident within those agencies working within the youth justice sector. This was highlighted by the All-Parliamentary Party Group (APPG) on Religious Education (2017), which undertook an inquiry into UK government departments regarding their level of, and plans for, religious literacy training. Various government departments responded, yet interestingly, neither the Ministry of Justice (responsible for prisons and probation) nor the Youth Justice Board (the non-departmental body responsible for the youth justice system) responded to the inquiry. However, a significant number of religious groups and faith organisations consistently highlighted a lack of understanding and trust across government, which often resulted in a heavy handedness or practices which eroded religious freedoms and trust. In response to these findings, the APPG made 24 recommendations, some of which are relevant to issues raised within this chapter and incumbent upon those in government departments working with children in trouble with the law. The APPG recommended that the government should ensure that training programmes covering both equality and diversity and religious literacy are provided for civil servants and others in the public sector; secondly, the government should commission an inquiry into the effectiveness of training currently offered by the civil service and other public services for the improvement of staff religious literacy; thirdly, public services and government departments should publish audits of the availability of training in religious literacy and religious matters, including statistical data on the number of staff completing this training and their levels of seniority. Levels of religious literacy within government departments and other public services should be scrutinised by Parliament and by external academic experts in this field; fourthly, the responsibility for faith and integration should be reinstated into a single cabinet position brief. A responsibility for promoting and facilitating religious literacy should be included within this ministerial brief. The minister should champion projects which seek to improve religious literacy and seek out opportunities through which government could encourage civil society to improve religious literacy in the school, the workplace or the local community (APPG for Religious Education, 2017). These recommendations clearly apply to a number of
training routes into youth justice, including probation, youth work, social work and education. In response to this inquiry, the Civil Service Faith and Belief Toolkit (Cabinet Office, 2019) was designed and developed to foster better understanding and engagement between civil service colleagues. The toolkit provides a helpful blueprint for developing such ways of working between professionals and service users that could be disseminated out to other government departments.

As the evidence about the breadth of spirituality and religious adherence in ‘Generation Z’ discussed earlier shows, there has been a rapid change in the religious landscape of the UK since the 2010s, with young generations embracing less rigid forms of faith and spirituality than their older generational counterparts (Dinham and Francis, 2016; Emery-White, 2017; Perrin, 2020). This rapid change combined with a lack of religious literacy has resulted in broader society increasingly becoming ill-equipped to engage positively with the current reality of religion and belief and has left practitioners, particularly those working with children, on the back foot when it comes to engaging with those who profess some sort of faith.

If religion is to be viewed alongside race, ethnicity, gender and class as a concept central to an understanding of society, there is a need for improved religious literacy among practitioners too, recognising this is a key life skill which is central to the effective, peaceful functioning of a plural democracy (Moore, 2007; Shaw, 2018). Robust religious literacy should not only be concerned with understanding the ‘building blocks’ of religious traditions (Prothero, 2007) but also the ‘ability to discern and analyse the fundamental intersections of religion and social/political/cultural life through multiple lenses’ too (Moore 2007, p 56; Parker, 2020).

Dinham (2016) seeks to address this need by presenting a Religious Literacy Framework which suggests the knowledge, skills and approaches required by professionals to engage with people more effectively around issues of religion and belief. The framework consists of four parts, namely categorisation, disposition, knowledge and skills. ‘Categorisation’ encourages critical thinking about the concept of religion and landscape in which religion and belief are framed. It explores how different people think of and categorise/define religion and belief and considers what people and organisations need to know or what they think they mean and be able to articulate this clearly in order to enable discourse and debate. ‘Disposition’ promotes the questioning of one’s own prejudices towards religion/non-religion/another’s religion and challenges the unconscious emotional assumptions that people bring to discussions around religion and belief (Kanitz, 2005).

Being able to identify assumptions, emotions and potential prejudices is seen as a critical precursor to engagement with religious diversity. ‘Knowledge’ encourages greater capacity and openness to acquiring further knowledge beyond basic general knowledge and seeks to develop confidence
and experience to ask questions and create a culture in which people can do this without fear and misunderstanding. This involves recognising and understanding religion and belief as fluid and manifested in evolving identity rather than static traditions. Evidence submitted to the APPG on Religious Education (2017) suggested that some public sector workers in particular lack the understanding and awareness of how people ‘live out’ their religious beliefs in a way that may be different from the formal positions of their traditions depending on the context. ‘Skills’ considers the religious literacy within professional practice and the ability to translate broad knowledge into an emotionally literate meaningful encounter with people.

The need for greater religious literacy development through effective training and practice is vital. The current extent of skills training and ability within the workforces is debateable and unclear but is dependent on the context, sector or setting as well as the length of professional training programmes and the resources available for training practitioners.

Knowledge and skills for working with children's faith in youth justice contexts

Much of the desistance literature talks about ‘supporting change’ with the right attitude from practitioners such as those within the youth justice system (McNeill, 2009). This means working ‘with’ rather than ‘on’ children in ways that are perceived to be legitimate by the child being engaged. To do this well around issues of spirituality, practitioners require a certain level of knowledge about multiple religions and belief systems as well as a unique toolbox of empathetic skills.

Key skills for any practitioner in this space must include strong reflective practice and reflexive thinking (Thomson and Pascal, 2012). It is vital for practitioners to reflect on their own positionality around issues of spirituality and identify potential biases borne out of age, ‘generation’, personal religious experiences (good and bad) and their own faith/lack of faith (Wahler, 2012; Case et al, 2020; Chafota, 2020). Alongside this, practitioners should develop reflexive thinking that challenges assumptions about certain religions as well as intersectionality issues of culture, race and gender (Glynn, 2015; Johnston, 2021). Examples include perceptions around children of Black heritage and the conflation of ethnic, cultural and religious identities and practices, and Muslim children whose faith identity has largely been viewed through the risk-factor lens of the Prevent agenda rather than any potential positive influence upon desistance (Al-Krenawi and Graham, 2000; Belton and Hamid, 2011; Robinson-Edwards and Pinkney, 2018; DiPietro and Dickinson, 2021; Johnston, 2021). Additionally, practitioners developing an awareness of where they might be on Fowler’s model (1981) in terms of their own faith development compared to where the child might be is
helpful in knowing how to approach in-depth discussions about spirituality and cultivate open, trusting relationships.

McGuire (2008) distinguishes between religion in the sense of the prescribed teachings of a particular faith tradition with institutionally defined beliefs and practices and religion as ‘lived out’ within a particular cultural context. It is, therefore, important for practitioners to recognise that beliefs and practices may not always be consonant in everyday embodied practice, and a level of informed discernment is required which comes from good religious literacy. Youth justice practitioners should not only take the time and effort to explore the basic foundations and tenets of the child’s religion but also take an empathetic and asset-based approach to finding out what their faith means to them and how they can seek further connections and places to belong, to allow them to live out their faith experience more authentically (Guignon, 2004). Part of this requires the practitioner to recognise the difference between age-appropriate authenticity and religious maturity which comes with age. A child may still have quite concrete religious views borne out of rigid thinking but still be sincere and authentic in the way these are expressed.

It is also important for practitioners to consider the role of other professionals and volunteers, either within a particular agency or through inter-professional working, in supporting consistent engagement around spirituality. While spirituality plays an important role in desistance, this is often moderated by cognitive functioning and ability. For those with lower neurological functions, additional cognitive-behavioural treatments may be beneficial alongside supporting religious practices (Stansfield, 2017).

**Approaches and frameworks**

The lack of religious literacy within the public sector workforce is, in part, down to the absence or tokenistic inclusion of spirituality within professional development and training programmes. While professionals within the youth justice sector are drawn from a number of different training routes, the findings of the APPG on Religious Education (2017) clearly highlight a consistency of concern. The Youth Justice Effective Practice Certificate, which was launched in 2012 and is widely recognised as a good foundation for practice, explores the current state of theory, practice and evidence relating to working effectively with children in the youth justice system (Unitas, 2022). However, issues of religion are only briefly addressed in the Theoretical Approaches to Crime and Deviance and implicitly in the Assessment of the Child modules. There is no recognition of the spiritual element of the holistic person or of spirituality as a positive desistance factor. Greater recognition of the holistic nature of humanity including the spiritual paradigm is urgently needed (Fowler, 2001). As such, there is much to learn
from other professional disciplines including those of youth work, social work, paediatric nursing and wider allied health and social care practices.

Within professional youth work, there is some recognition of spirituality within the National Occupational Standards (NOS), namely B1 – ‘Facilitate the personal, social, spiritual and educational development of young people’ (NYA, 2020). How this is applied in practice varies and is the focus of some debate. However, there is recognition that youth work training lacks the depth and clarity needed for youth workers to engage with this NOS well (Benson et al, 2008; Stanton, 2015; Thompson and Shuker, 2021). There are also blurred lines between the delivery of faith-based youth work and youth work that can facilitate conversations about faith and spirituality (Seal and Harris, 2016; Bright et al, 2018, cited in Alldred et al, 2018; Thompson, 2019; McFeeters et al, 2021).

Within social work, while there are encouraging signs of a broader appreciation of spirituality, research suggests that most social workers experience considerable difficulties in identifying and responding appropriately to the religious and spiritual needs of their service users (Gilligan and Furness, 2006; Crisp, 2008; Gray, 2008; Stirling et al, 2010). In response to this, Gilligan and Furness (2006) developed a framework to help social workers identify when religion and belief are significant in the lives of their service users and how to take account of this in practice. The framework consists of nine interconnected key principles that can also be reframed as questions to aid practitioners to reflect on and assess the relevance of their own religious beliefs and those of service users. This framework may be transferable to work within youth justice but is, as yet, untested (see Figure 8.2).

**Figure 8.2: Principles for reflection on religion and belief framework**

- **Seeking-out relevant information and advice regarding unfamiliar religious and spiritual beliefs and practices**
- **Relationships characterised by genuine interest and concern, trust, respect and a willingness to engage**
- **Self-awareness and reflexivity about own religious and spiritual beliefs and responses to the beliefs of others**
- **Opportunities to discuss religious and spiritual beliefs and the strengths, difficulties and needs which arise from them**
- **Creative responses to individuals’ needs and beliefs**
- **Recognition of individuals’ expertise about their own needs and beliefs**
- **Listening to what people say about their needs and beliefs**
- **Openness and willingness to respond, review and revise**
- **Service users strengths, needs, views, beliefs and responsibilities**

*Source: Adapted from Gilligan and Furness (2006)*
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Within the health field, there are a range of quantitative tools that offer a structured and empirically robust approach to understanding an individual’s religious beliefs with a view to responding strategically and appropriately to holistic treatment needs. Examples include Burgess’s 20-item tool for assessing philosophy of life, sources of hope, trusting relationships and self-actualisation (Burgess, 1997); Ellison’s spiritual wellbeing scale (Ellison, 1983); Elkins’ spiritual orientation inventory (Elkins et al, 1998); Dossey’s 45-question spiritual assessment tool (Dossey, 1998); the JAREL 21-question spiritual wellbeing scale (Hungelmann et al, 1996); and Leetun’s spiritual wellness assessment tool for older adults (Leetun, 1996). However, these approaches are complex, in-depth and assume a level of comprehension in both the professional and the service user for them to be effective. When working with children, it is arguably more helpful to have a simpler approach which can be easily adapted by the professional depending on the age, circumstance and need of the child (Neuman, 2011). As such, acronymic models for assessing a patient’s faith needs in health may provide a helpful framework in which professionals in other sectors, including youth justice, can explore relevant considerations and issues with the children with whom they engage (Maddox, 2001; Burns et al, 2004; Heilferty, 2004). These models can help professionals structure their thinking and understanding while also providing a helpful structure for including spiritual wellbeing within their written assessments. Such examples include:

**BELIEF model**

- Belief system
- Ethics or values
- Lifestyle
- Involvement in religious community
- Education
- Future events

**HOPE model**

- Hope
- Organised religion
- Personal spiritual practices
- Effect of these behaviours on health care/outcomes

While these models are helpful, they do not include a clear and consistent range of questions which can be easily understood by children and used by relevant practitioners. A framework that does so is the ‘FICA’ approach to a spiritual assessment in primary care (Matthews, 1998):
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F: Faith
- Does religious faith or spirituality play an important part in your life?
- Do you consider yourself to be a religious or spiritual person?

I: Influence
- How does your religious faith or spirituality influence the way you think about the way you care for yourself?

C: Community
- Are you a part of any religious or spiritual community or congregation?

A: Address
- Would you like me to address any religious or spiritual issues and concerns with you?

A tool that focuses more on the levels of religious commitment rather than awareness is that of the Religious Commitment Inventory (RCI) 10 (Worthington et al, 2003). This is a ten-item measure of the extent to which people follow their religious values, beliefs, and practices measured on a scale from one (not at all true of me) to five (totally true of me). Although the RCI-10 is considered to be an excellent means of measuring the religious commitment of adults, it was untested and considered to be too complex for use with children. In response to this, Miller et al (2013) made modifications to the RCI-10 to make the scale suitable for use with adolescents by simplifying the language to be commensurate with a grade-six reading level and tweaking one of the questions by splitting it into two clearer questions (known as the Religious Commitment Inventory for Adolescents – RCI-A). While the early results of their study were positive in terms of its consistency and reliability in predicting behaviours over time, and notwithstanding the positive links highlighted between religious commitment and desistance (Hallett and McCoy, 2014; Robinson-Edwards and Pinkney, 2018; Jang, 2020), it remains unclear which face-to-face professional contexts this would be helpful, appropriate and easy to use in. Further research and application within a youth justice context may prove helpful.

Conclusion

This chapter has sought to redress the balance of research around spirituality and desistance being primarily focused on adults by engaging a wider body of research that considers the holistic development of children and adolescents, as well as approaches and insights from a wider range of professional disciplines that work with this cohort. In contributing to the emerging fields of ‘Child First youth justice’ (Case and Browning, 2021) and ‘Spiritual Criminology’ (Ronel and Yair, 2018; Amitay and Ronel, 2022), this chapter also makes clear recommendations for policy makers and practitioners around the need for improved religious literacy and understanding of the
influences and spiritual outlook of the current generation of ‘emerging adults’ as well as greater self-reflection and reflexivity around the impact of personal experiences and biases around religion and belief. It is also clear that further research and academic study is specifically required that focuses on the unique needs of children compared to adults if the true potential of spirituality within the desistance paradigm is to be realised (Wigzell, 2021).
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PART III

The application of desistance thinking to children
Introduction

As a contested term with several different conceptualisations, ‘desistance’ (cessation of crime) has been accused of being ‘hampered by definitional, measurement, and theoretical incoherence’ (Sampson and Laub, 2001, p 1). This confusion has persisted into youth justice, further complicating the situation because it originated from research on adult offenders rather than children. Applying this contested adult concept to children is therefore not without additional complications, sometimes ignored (McMahon and Jump, 2018). This chapter will explore these complications to seek a more child-appropriate understanding of ‘desistance’ for youth justice before exploring barriers and enablers for practice. Discussions are informed throughout by views of youth justice practitioners1 through training evaluation questionnaires (Hampson, 2018), interviews and a group forum, reflecting the ‘coalface’ experiences of those working directly with justice-involved children.

Development of the ‘desistance’ concept

Since the Crime and Disorder Act of 1998, the criminal justice system in England and Wales has been dominated by ‘risk’ (risk of reoffending, risk of harm to others), coalescing around why people start offending (‘risk factors’ predicting offending). Probation and youth justice work concentrated almost entirely on mitigation of risk, giving a strongly deficit-focus (what needs to be reduced/stopped) (Hampson, 2018). However, a parallel track was developing focusing on why people stop offending, emphasising strengths/capacities rather than addressing deficits/risks. One notable development was the Good Lives Model, designed for adult sex offenders, which acknowledged that offenders’ life goals (aspirational ‘goods’) were similar to non-offenders, with the model seeking to build these up rather than mitigate negatives (Ward, 2002).
Research examined differences between those successful in giving up crime (desisters) compared to those who were not (persisters), looking to desisters for ways to design successful interventions (Maruna, 2001). Sampson and Laub (2001) criticised research only looking at criminal onset, suggesting that criminological theory should account for onset, continuation and desistance from crime. If reasons for desistance are known, then developing these could be more effective in addressing criminal behaviour than addressing reasons for onset, as desistance mechanisms may be different (Sampson and Laub, 2001). However, the increasing dominance of ‘risk’ tended to recognise factors for desistance as merely the opposites of those leading to offending onset (LeBlanc and Loeber, 1993). This resulted in deficit-focused interventions in both adult and youth justice through the 1990s and start of the 21st century (Hampson, 2018).

Although much of adult probation practice is still risk-focused (based largely on ‘Risk, Needs, Responsivity’; HMIP, 2020), it was first to recognise that positive, strengths-based approaches could be more likely to lead to ‘desistance’ from crime (see ‘New Me’ suite of courses, Ministry of Justice, 2021; Good Lives Model, Wong and Horan, 2021). Yet youth justice remained steeped in risk-factor prevention. The Edinburgh Study of Youth Transitions and Crime challenged this by finding that mere involvement with the youth justice system was criminogenic (McAra and McVie, 2007), so increasing contact for children (cf. the Scaled Approach, 2009) to provide a more comprehensive response could be counterproductive at best and actively damaging at worst.

Desistance within the adult sector has been categorised into stages (primary, secondary and tertiary, discussed earlier in this book; see Maruna and Farrall, 2004). Despite a paucity of research looking into the meaningful application of desistance principles to children (some had looked at young adults, who arguably share some similar characteristics with children; see Bottoms et al, 2004), such principles began to be applied into practice but initially with little critique. In fact, using adult-centric interventions with children has not been particularly successful: for example, using Good Lives with adolescents showed ‘mixed results’ (Mallion et al, 2020, p 5), possibly because drivers for offending in children did not equate with the same ‘primary goods’ as adults, adolescence being characterised (differently from adults) by ‘impulsivity, emotional turmoil, and the development of relationships independent of parents’ (Mallion et al, 2020, p 6). This highlights that children are not ‘mini adults’, and therefore what applies to adults cannot be transferred wholesale to children (Haines and Case, 2015).

Children’s offending appears to differ significantly from adults’, first because the life stage of childhood brings with it limitations in terms of the power and (allowed) ability to have agency over their own lives (Martin et al, 2018). Children are often dominated by adult decisions, leaving them little
scope for making choices towards their own desistance (for example, not having the freedom of choice concerning education options, living space/location and legally limited agency, such as the power to vote or give sexual consent), and this is especially true in youth justice spaces (Daly and Rap, 2018; Smithson and Jones, 2021). Children are also likely to be offered less agency within organisations, for example what they might like to study at school or college, often being forced to fit in with what is available rather than what they would actually like to do (Case and Hazel, 2020). Adults could be seen as having much more agency – even though this is sometimes constrained – as they are more likely to be able to make their own choices, so children’s agency, being compromised by adult-centric processes, cannot be seen as equivalent.

Children are rarely committed to an offending lifestyle (although it should be acknowledged that some children do self-identify as ‘criminal’, especially those who have experienced incarceration as a result of their offending, but nevertheless identify positive interventions as more effective in changing this than anything looking backwards at previous offending behaviour; see Day et al, 2020); rather, they have been characterised as drifting in and out of criminal activity as an adolescent, naturally desisting into adulthood (Matza, 1964; Moffitt, 1993), although more recent research has perhaps developed a more nuanced understanding of the place of ‘drift’ as also applying to those involved in more frequent offending, who still waver day to day in their offending behaviour (Barry, 2006). If adult desistance is characterised by transforming an established offender identity to a new non-offending personal narrative/identity (Maruna, 2001; Farrall, 2005), then the fact that children may not (and may never, according to life-course theory; Moffitt, 1993) have established ‘offending identities’ possibly means that this process may not necessarily apply to them. Children who offend (which, for many people, is a normal part of growing up) are much more likely to desist because of pro-social development and maturity. However, this apparently natural process is not simple, given that trauma affects brain development and maturation processes (as do developmental delays and disorders, all of which characterise justice-involved children) (ADCS/AYM/LGA, 2021). Natural maturation out of offending cannot therefore be assumed, either within specific age-ranges (desistance may not occur during childhood), or even sometimes at all. Youth justice practitioners therefore potentially have a role in promoting pro-social development as a means towards desistance. Research has identified that practitioners working positively with children’s strengths, facilitating children in developing personal goals, all within the context of a supportive relationship, positively impact desistance from crime as a by-product of working towards pro-social aims, rather than the negative focus of stopping offending (Fitzpatrick et al, 2015; Johns et al, 2017; Hampson, 2018; Deakin et al, 2022).
The principle of Child First justice, now adopted by the Youth Justice Board (YJB)\(^5\) as its ‘strategic approach and central guiding principle’ (YJB, 2021, p 10), helpfully situates pro-social development within its four ‘tenets’,\(^6\) seeing this resulting from a strengths-based \textit{positive} approach to interventions, embedded in supportive relationships (Case and Browning, 2021). Although Good Lives did not translate well to children, its positive focus on sought-after goals is echoed here, now more appropriately applied, through Child First justice, to \textit{children}. The stage has been set therefore for ‘desistance’ approaches – turning away from offending as a function of assisted pro-social development – to be applied to youth justice. However, as an approach, its adoption has not been smooth or linear, with confounding complications causing confusion for practitioners.

\textbf{Confounders of youth justice ‘desistance’ approaches in practice}

The development of ‘desistance’ approaches to youth justice has not been simple, clear or undisputed, beginning from adult-oriented research (identity/personal narrative shift), slowly developing through critical commentaries into something more child-oriented. This conceptual journey has muddied the waters for practice, resulting in confusion (as later practitioner experiences will demonstrate). This section will explore sources of confusion originating from the YJB (conceptualisation, communication, systems, training) and the inspectorate (conceptualisation and inspection criteria, both within desistance-themed and ordinary inspections).

\textit{Communication, AssetPlus and training}

To facilitate a shift from risk-focus towards a desistance-focused strengths-based approach (eventually encompassing pro-social development), the YJB developed a new assessment and planning framework – AssetPlus.\(^7\) AssetPlus rejected previous actuarial approaches to assessing ‘risk of reoffending’ but ironically replaced this with an equivalent – YOGRS (youth version of the adult- and offender-focused Offender Group Reconviction Scale), which still predicted reoffending through quantification (YJB, nd), thus maintaining a risk focus (in both approach and language; Cattell and Aghajani, 2022).

AssetPlus adopted ‘desistance’ language, but its accompanying guidance used an adult-centric explanation – ‘ceasing and refraining from offending or other antisocial behaviour among those for whom offending had become a pattern of behaviour’ (YJB, 2014a, p 1), largely based on McNeill et al’s (2012) opening definition, not originally specifically applied to children (and ignoring the finer aspects of conceptualisation discussed later). The inclusion of ‘pattern of behaviour’ is problematic for children in negating the idea of
‘drift’, discussed earlier. This immediately created conceptualisation issues for youth offending teams (YOTs). AssetPlus introduced a new section capturing ‘factors for desistance’ and ‘factors against desistance’; however, this seems to have been a ‘bolt-on’ to what was still basically risk-dominated – at best incorporating positive factors, at worst contradictory to its core (Hampson, 2018). This possibly resulted either from lack of clarity (or questioning) around applying ‘desistance’ to children, or a reluctance to leave ‘risk’ behind; but it caused significant confusion for practitioners (Hampson, 2018). Illustrative of this is the negative phrasing of two of the five intervention plan areas (‘not offending’, ‘not hurting others’; YJB, 2014b, p 18). This reverts systemic goals to the negative aim of stopping children offending, rather than seeing offending cessation as resulting from positive pro-social development, the setting and attainment of (positive) goals and strong relationship building – the latter being in keeping with Child First justice, the former a reversion to negative risk-based foci.

Adding to this confusion, training for AssetPlus was provided on a ‘train the trainer’ basis, where a couple of staff members received initial training and then cascaded learning to staff (Picken et al, 2019a). Not surprisingly, this approach to instigating an entirely new way of thinking – positive strengths-based as opposed to risk dominance – was limited in its success, potentially resulting in misunderstandings being perpetuated, with staff trainers ill-equipped to answer queries and questions. Only 29 per cent of those interviewed for the AssetPlus process evaluation were trained by someone outside their organisation on ‘[c]oncepts underlying AssetPlus (including desistance and the good lives model)’ (Picken et al, 2019b, p 27), reflecting the lack of direct contact between practitioners and qualified trainers. As this figure also included additional online training materials, it is probably an overestimation of those receiving the initial training; but since all YOT workers were required to complete a desistance theory module on the Youth Justice Interactive Learning System, this figure should have been 100 per cent. More than half of those interviewed for that evaluation deemed their initial AssetPlus training ‘inadequate’ (Picken et al, 2019a, p 43).

This was echoed in the desistance thematic inspection of YOTs, which criticised the training programme, citing the lack of understanding demonstrated by case managers (HMIP, 2016). It should be noted, however, that the process evaluation (possibly inadvertently) underlined the risk focus still evident within AssetPlus, with rating questions such as: ‘AssetPlus helps me to make useful intervention plans for children who are at risk of offending’ (Picken et al, 2019a, p 46). Conversely, 64 per cent of practitioners interviewed could see that AssetPlus helps them focus on ‘strengths and other desistance factors’ (Picken et al, 2019a, p 47) – some recognition of the changing emphasis, even if ‘risk’ still seems dominant.
It is unfortunate, and possibly a missed opportunity, that this process evaluation did not ascertain whether practitioners properly understood the underlying ... concepts (by asking them to define those concepts, which could have highlighted misconceptions) of underlying desistance and strengths-based concepts (as applicable to children); rather, it concentrated on technical issues like whether computer programs were ‘pulling through’ information and custody connectivity. Such issues are far more easily addressed than understanding of conceptual intricacies. However, the current author’s own research into understanding of desistance (emphases on positive, strength-based approaches) showed this to be poorly reflected in AssetPlus assessments, as practitioners appeared to have used it similarly to Asset (the previous system, which did not facilitate desistance theory), resorting to what they know rather than developing different practice, due to insufficient retraining after more than 20 years of risk-focus (Hampson, 2018).

**Inspectorate thematic inspection/s shaping practice?**

The inspectorate in charge of youth justice-related inspections is HM Inspectorate of Probation (HMIP), which, alongside adult-focused functions in probation, covers routine periodic YOT inspections, alongside specific thematic ones (child custody sites are mainly inspected by HM Inspectorate of Prisons). In 2016, HMIP published their first desistance thematic inspection report for justice-involved children, significant in both the gathering momentum of desistance approaches in youth justice and confusion over the concept’s application to children. It begins with the same adult-centric definitional emphasis on movement from a ‘sustained pattern of offending’, again taken from an adult-centric source (Maruna, 2001), without questioning this for children’s offending (HMIP, 2016, p 4). Ironically, it swiftly acknowledged the paucity of child-centric research on desistance, without appearing to apply this to the – sometimes adult-centric – research-backed desistance themes against which it then measured YOT performance, declaring it ‘not sufficiently effective’ (HMIP, 2016, p 4).

Helpfully, themes emphasised by HMIP (2016) included the importance of building good relationships, collaboration, addressing structural barriers, creation of opportunities and building self-worth. Unhelpfully, they also included restorative justice, which is contested in its use with children (see Suzuki and Wood, 2018); rational choice (as a source of desistance theory, but problematic in terms of whether children really have unfettered choice in the same way that – some – adults do); reference to ‘cognitive transformation’, which assumes an offending identity ‘transformed’ to a non-offending one; and lack of explicit emphasis on positive strengths-based working (HMIP, 2016). This therefore created confusion over what ‘desistance’ for children should look like, also not reflecting YJB communications, with their
emphasis on positive strengths-based working (YJB, nd). It would have been helpful had the YJB and HMIP collaborated in conceptualising desistance, but this reflects a wider lack of congruence between these two agencies (with their different functions and origins, HMIP being an adult-oriented agency) which contributes to a more generalised divergence of approach.

While HMIP may have judged ‘desistance’ important enough for a thematic inspection, general practice did not seem impacted, as subsequent routine YOT inspections all remained risk-focused, barely mentioning desistance, surely perpetuating mixed messages (Hampson, 2018). HMIP changed inspection criteria to better reflect desistance (HMIP, 2018), but although this could have been an opportunity to completely turn away from risk thinking/practice, it became an awkward blend of both, sometimes resulting in YOTs otherwise praised for positive and supportive work with children being rated inadequate because of HMIP’s emphasis on risk (see HMIP, 2019). Since then, HMIP has again reworked their inspection framework, inching towards better terminology (HMIP, 2021) but still clearly (and explicitly) based on risk–needs–responsivity (RNR) through their ‘ASPIRE’ model (HMIP, 2020a, p 46).

This was emphasised further within an HMIP ‘academic insight’ paper – ‘Risk and desistance: a blended approach to risk management’ (Kemshall, 2021). Although the disclaimer states that academic insights do not necessarily reflect inspectorate views, this chimes with their risk and desistance ‘blended’ approach and reads like a justification. The paper does not specifically focus on children, but some cited research is based on ‘young offenders’, which brings a heavy implication of application to justice-involved children (Kemshall, 2021). This approach is perhaps inevitable from an adult-focused inspectorate (HMIP is responsible for probation inspections, issues of which were clearly identified by one YOT practitioner in conversation with the researcher – “they came along with their probation hats on and saw it as risk taking with risky offenders, rather than being child friendly”), which questions whether this is appropriate, when perhaps a child-focused inspectorate might be better (like Ofsted/Estyn).

Indicating some optimism for potential change is a more recent joint statement issued by the HMIP and the YJB (HMIP, 2022). Although risk still dominates, being mentioned first (‘advocate actions to reduce a risk of harm’), it concedes that language used in relation to children should change: ‘better worded as ensuring safety and wellbeing of all’. If HMIP and the YJB are at last working together (as recommended by Peer Power; Peer Power/YJB, 2021), then incorporating child-appropriate desistance approaches into practice is more likely to succeed. However, there is a looming threat in the potentially negative repercussions of the Police, Crime, Sentencing and Courts Act 2022, which is not only a ‘missed opportunity for youth justice’ (YJLC, 2022) but also challenges current directions, with child custody
predicted to ‘more than double by September 2024’ (NAO, 2022, p 6). Nowhere within government rhetoric on youth justice can ‘Child First’ or strengths-based working be found, indicating the worrying possibility that current trajectories could radically change.

The development of appropriate desistance-based approaches for youth justice has clearly been nonlinear – confused, confusing, at times contradictory. The impact of this chequered transition (still underway) has been felt by practitioners in their experience and understanding, as will now be discussed.

**Findings from desistance training discussions, feedback and evaluation**

The process evaluation commented that several YOTs had brought in training to bolster original YJB AssetPlus training (Picken et al, 2019). The author of this chapter provided more in-depth training on the underlying concepts of applying ‘desistance’ to youth justice to most of the YOTs in Wales from 2015, and with additional top-ups since. Data from evaluations of that training (Hampson, 2018) as well as conversations held more recently with practitioners and practitioner group discussions (Hampson, 2023) provided insight into understandings of ‘desistance’ in youth justice practice and the barriers encountered in its development.

**Practitioners generally welcome this change**

The principle of building towards pro-social development through positive, strengths- and relationship-based approaches was almost universally celebrated by practitioners (“I was looking forward to this training as it sings from my hymn sheet”; “Very refreshing to hear that practitioners are now being taught this way”). Interestingly, potentially giving reason for optimism, recent training evaluations saw ‘desistance’ as fitting with other sector changes, indicating a general direction of travel, with one practitioner commenting: “It sits very well alongside other major training initiatives of the last couple of years … where emphasis is on building high-quality relationships with young people and focusing more on the constructive qualities of their lives.”

One practitioner, talking in 2021, articulated the benefits and importance of working in this way with children:

‘I think we are moving towards a more strength-based way of practising which I firmly am an advocate for, that you find something the kid likes, you find the strengths … they’re good at woodwork, they’re good at this, they’re good at that – grab it and go, because actually a lot of
the kids suffer from low self-esteem, anxiety and they don’t want to be sitting there discussing all the things they’ve done wrong and all bad that’s happened, because they get that from school, from parents … they want opportunity, they want positivity, so give it to them! That’s how you build the relationship with them.’

As the quote illustrates, justice-involved children have disproportionately negative educational experiences and exposure to adversity. Positive working was seen as especially important, given levels of trauma in the children (“Healing the brain by doing positive activities so they’re not in fight flight all the time”), recognising the need to consciously build children’s confidence and self-esteem and create safe environments.

Practitioners noted (and welcomed) that this approach requires an entirely new way of thinking about, and working with, children, commenting: “change of looking at things from risk”; “different way of thinking”; “totally different approach”; but they could see difficulties in its outworking, both in terms of the children – “desistance is a journey and we may not see it within yp’s [young person’s] time at YOS” – and what the ‘system’ might allow: “The need to move away from negativity highlighted – we all know this but how to put this into practice to satisfy management levels/employers, courts not clear.”

**Practitioners felt poorly trained**

Originally, after practitioners were assumed to have completed a Youth Justice Interactive Learning Space module on ‘desistance’, they received internal cascaded training from the centralised programme; almost half identified themselves as having a poor or fairly poor understanding, with one practitioner commenting that their knowledge was ‘not good enough for me to work confidently enough’. The drawbacks of the initial training were not because the issues are necessarily difficult or even that they met with resistance – since evaluations from subsequent training (Hampson, 2023) showed improved generalised knowledge about desistance, with most attendees initially describing themselves as ‘somewhat familiar’ with the concept – but post-training saw all attendees describe their knowledge as very familiar, showing that there is still room for improvement.

**Practitioners find AssetPlus challenging**

A consistent theme, echoed within both the process evaluation (Piken et al, 2019a) and the later outcome evaluation of AssetPlus (Cattell and Aghajani, 2022), was that completing assessments is extremely time-consuming (AssetPlus was described by one practitioner as a “massive
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monster”), allowing little opportunity for practitioners, already pressed, to apply newly acquired ‘desistance’ understanding, as one fed back: “AssetPlus is such an energy sapping thing … to approach differently, some exhaustion with the task of AssetPlus has usually already set in.”

Other practitioners saw the lengthiness of AssetPlus as directly impacting on the amount of face-to-face work which they could achieve with children: “It just means that the case holder’s got more work beforehand and less time with the kids … you seem to be spending hours and hours and hours more at your computer, and you see half a dozen kids half an hour each a week”; “The amount of paperwork that needs to be done and the time it takes away from actually working with these kids is ridiculous.” This perception of increased time spent on AssetPlus was also reflected in the outcome evaluation, which also noted that time taken to complete AssetPlus has increased rather than decreased as practitioners got used to the new format (Cattell and Aghajani, 2022).

Others also expressed the frustration that AssetPlus did not seem to naturally fit desistance approaches well: “Not got much desire to spend even more time grappling with AssetPlus and trying to get it to do something it’s not very well set up to do”; “AssetPlus is a barrier rather than aid to working with children/young people.”

AssetPlus includes a self-assessment for the child, but practitioners were very dismissive of this, finding it extremely difficult timewise (“we’re supposed to get them in and have them inform the plan, but … you don’t have time to involve them”), but also finding the design of the child’s input into AssetPlus extremely un-child friendly:

‘The self-assessment forms are just shocking. They’re not child friendly are they? Yes … they’re asking questions directly to the child, but they’re not laid out in the most child friendly way … I asked a young person to complete one the other day, and I helped him to complete it and the look on his face when he realised it was front and back four pages.’

A defence for AssetPlus was offered by the then Head of YJB Cymru, who commented: ‘People deliver outcomes, not systems. Aim is AssetPlus facilitates’ (Kennedy, 2016, cited in Hampson, 2018). This might be true, but if the system actively confounds rather than facilitates, then it becomes a problem requiring a solution.

**Practitioners worry about organisational and systemic barriers**

Practitioners were keenly aware that they work within both internal YOT management systems and report gatekeeping, and wider systems including
the police and courts. These could be seen as resisters or enablers to new ‘desistance’ practice.

There were concerns about the need for management to ‘get’ it (“it will take time and practice and good understanding/guidance from managers”; “Wholesale shift of YOT statutory practice, change of plans, needs to be passed up to managers”), but seeing its influence peter out up the management levels (“I would like to see this approach used more by higher management”). Some practitioners have experienced managerial blocking of these developments, being much more likely to remain risk-focused (“me and my boss clash on this because she is very risk, everything’s addressed by risk”). This reluctance could be due to concerns about defensible decision-making and the fear they could be criticised for not adequately assessing risk, especially as the inspectorate appears to still privilege risk in their assessment of practice (HMIP, 2020a). However, others experienced management which has actively facilitated this: “[S]he [the manager] really does drive new practices and considering she’s trained as a probation officer so would have been trained in a very different way. She really champions the approach.” This approach will only be possible and sustainable if those in management positions truly understand it and therefore sympathetically gatekeep desistance–friendly reports and plans.

However, beyond YOT organisation, other agencies can also either facilitate or inhibit this development. Staff appear to have had mixed experiences of both courts and police. The police are possibly perceived as being naturally offence-focused (“I do find sometimes the police struggle with that, especially if they’ve been around a long, long time … they are trained to deal with offenders and to … stop them from committing offences. So sometimes there’s a clash of culture”); in the practitioner discussion group, concerns were raised that the local inspector expected offence–focused work in community resolutions, indicating lack of understanding. However, others could see that the police are encompassing new ways of working (“I think the ‘lock them up took away the key’ mob is gone now”). Hopefully this will continue to develop, as the current national strategy (“Child centred policing”) proposes as a ‘key principle’: ‘Engagement should be positive and opportunities sought to enhance our relationship with them’ (NPCC, 2015, p 8).

Some practitioners expressed concern over whether courts and magistrates were going to be similarly trained, seeing an issue with desistance–friendly court reports if not. One practitioner related a particularly difficult encounter:

‘I would say back two years ago we had a young person come in, extremely low cognitive ability. He’d offended quite a few times. Major concerns about exploitation and when he was in court, he’s got very low ability on communicating, so if somebody’s speaking to him …
he needed time to process before he’d come up with an answer … I’d put all that in the report and yet they stood in front of him, he’s got his hands in his pockets, head down … “you should be ashamed, your parents are disgusted with you” and really gave him what-for … I was thinking, what have I spent three weeks writing or two weeks writing? 17 pages of PSR [pre-sentence report]. Read it, please … because he doesn’t understand what you’re saying … and you’ve lost him … and because he didn’t respond properly they gave him a harsher order.’

However, the same practitioner also related the solution, as magistrate training was subsequently provided resulting in very positive responses to their desistance-focused court reports. Another practitioner also described good communicative relationships between the YOT and courts, recalling a joint working party (including magistrates) around making courts more child friendly:

‘She’s [YOT manager] really, really good at linking in with magistrates and making sure they’re getting trained and being kept up to date … you’ve still got your grey-haired men and women magistrates who still want to lock them up. I think, as DJs [district judges] retire that that would always say “I’m going to send you to prison if you turn up again in front of me”; they’ve sort of gone out to grass and I think things are progressing.’

This shows that while such concerns are real and can be detrimental to the treatment of justice-involved children, progress is being made, with training as key.

**Practitioners are concerned about lack of time and funding**

Child-appropriate desistance working pivots on staff being able to build strong, supportive relationships with children (Wigzell, 2021). However, lack of time to do this was almost universally highlighted by practitioners: “We usually have about a month or so to get the AssetPlus done before they go to the Referral Order Panel to start the work with him … to build a relationship it’s difficult to get to know anyone in the first month”; “Time is a barrier because if you’ve only got somebody for … a three-month order, it takes a lot of time to build up that relationship.”

Other time limitations were also identified (“we’ve got these young people coming through that need quite intensive support and we haven’t got the time to give it to them”). This is compounded by the lengthy AssetPlus process.

Several practitioners identified lack of funding as problematic, especially since creative positive interventions might be more expensive than static
meetings in an office. The practitioner discussion group noted that available activities were boring, where they used to be adventurous and fun. Another practitioner commented:

‘There just aren’t the resources out there to do the stuff. … I want to take a kid out mountain biking … we had the summer arts through the summer, we’ve got Activ8 where they go doing the climbing wall, mountain biking, all sorts of arty stuff. It’s all just come to a grinding halt.’

What are the solutions going forwards?

Solutions to some of the issues, like funding and time, are simple – more money and emphasis on relationship building – but not easy to facilitate, especially in the current, post-COVID-19 financial crisis (exacerbated by the effects of the Ukrainian–Russian war and the cost-of-living crisis). Good-quality, on point training is needed for all involved with youth justice (every agency and at every level) to ensure that understanding coalesces around aspects of desistance appropriate for children (in line with Child First justice). Unitas, the YJB’s preferred training provider, has given cause for concern since some of its training modules are not desistance-oriented, which could potentially cause further confusion through mixed messaging of older modules being much more risk-focused (Hampson, 2023). Practitioners who have accessed Unitas materials have detected a risk flavour in much of it (“there’s a lot about the risks and the strengths came second I would probably say”; “a lot of it is to do with managerialism and the ‘what works’”). However, one practitioner was able to say, having received Unitas training and reflected upon it:

‘I was able to … see that maybe I was focusing too much on risk, and maybe that was a barrier to engagement, where I’m just like focusing on negatives. But if I focus on the positives and build a relationship with the young person … that can help improve engagement moving forward.’

It is worth noting, therefore, that while there is inconsistency in what Unitas have provided, some of their newer material is much more focused on desistance-friendly content, for example their modules on Child First justice, relationship-based working and one specifically on desistance (Youth Justice Institute, 2023).

AssetPlus appears to be causing practitioners difficulties in terms of its length and ability to facilitate child-appropriate desistance approaches. While this also should be reviewed, local action can mitigate some of the issues, as one practitioner described: “[T]he AssetPlus intervention plan wasn’t
particularly child friendly so … all practitioners came together and we devised one that we could sit with the young person and they would put their bits on there, what they wanted, so it was very child friendly.” Applying good-quality knowledge of what makes for child-appropriate desistance approaches also equips practitioners to be able to use AssetPlus to facilitate rather than hinder. This also requires good buy-in from well-trained managers (and management boards). However, YOT case management guidance has now been updated to better incorporate Child First principles, also reflecting the shift from risk-focused to strengths-based approaches with an emphasis on good relationship building, which should in time help managers make this shift themselves (YJB, 2022).

Conclusion

Applying ‘desistance’ and related terminology to youth justice is not without its pitfalls: definitional confusion has arisen from different conceptualisations (HMIP, YJB, YOTs, Unitas) and poorly designed training packages. This has led to confusion for practitioners and delays in building a system which truly encourages positive pro-social development through strength-based working and the building of strong and supportive relationships – seeing desistance (cessation of offending) as a natural outcome of these rather than an explicit (negative) goal (to ‘prevent offending’ having been the YJB’s focus since its inception through the Crime and Disorder Act 1998). However, the trajectory appears to be towards a more positive relationship-based system, with developments within YJB case management guidance, HMIP inspection criteria and training on desistance (and related areas, like Child First justice and trauma-informed working) all reinforcing this. To truly cement this in practice, good-quality training based on a centrally agreed understanding of how desistance can be applied to children needs to be provided at all levels both within YOTs and partner agencies. Systems (HMIP inspection criteria and any YJB-mandated assessment and planning framework – currently AssetPlus) need to also be congruent with this shared understanding so all build together towards an understanding of desistance as being facilitated by encouraging positive pro-social development.

However, the YJB should be mindful of potential threats which might lead back towards an offender/offence-focus. Time will tell what effect the Police, Crime, Sentencing and Courts Act 2022 (indicative of an increasingly punitive approach to justice by the Conservative Government of the time, which has not acknowledged any of the Child First developments) will have and whether the current financial crisis will result in youth justice funding cuts, which are likely to create further bumps in the road towards a truly positive-facing youth justice system for England and Wales.
Notes

1 Youth justice practitioners are professionals (from a variety of backgrounds, like social work, education, probation, health) working directly with children either in the youth justice system, or deemed potentially likely to be, providing one-to-one support.

2 These courses for people on probation ask them to look at their ‘new me’ (non-offending) future, what that might look like and what the motivations might be, in order to understand the issues for their ‘old me’ (when they were offending) to strengthen desistance in the future.

3 The Scaled Approach closely tethered the amount of contact a child had with the youth justice system to their assessed risk factors, so those with a higher level of assessed risk were required to attend more often (YJB, 2010).

4 ‘Desistance’ could be argued to be an unhelpful term for children as it is essentially focusing on stopping something, rather than the positive approach of looking towards more pro-social development, relationships, activities and goals.

5 The YJB is the non-departmental agency with overall responsibility for youth justice practice in England and Wales, put in place by the Crime and Disorder Act 1998.

6 The four Child First tenets are: seeing children as children, developing pro-social identity for positive child outcomes, collaboration and promotion of diversion (Case and Browning, 2021).

7 AssetPlus was piloted in 2014 (rolled out from 2015) to replace the previous case management system – Asset, which was entirely focused on risk (and to an extent, protective) factors, culminating in an additive number presenting the ‘risk of reoffending’, which in turn, with the Scaled Approach, dictated frequency of contact.

8 YOTs work directly with justice-involved children to support them both statutorily (through court orders) and voluntarily (for example, when a child is given a Youth Caution).

9 Youth Justice Interactive Learning System was the YJB’s method of online training delivery to practitioners within the YOTs, now accessed through the Youth Justice Resource Hub. However, training has now generally been transferred to the YJB’s preferred provider, Unitas, through its ‘Youth Justice Institute’ (https://youthjusticeinstitute.co.uk).

10 There are three different types of child custody – Young Offender Institutions (YOI) for non-vulnerable boys aged 15–18, Secure Training Centres (STC) for younger/somewhat more vulnerable boys and girls and Secure Children’s Homes (SCH) for the most vulnerable/youngest children. YOIs and STCs are inspected by HMI Prisons, but SCHs (run by local authorities) are inspected by Ofsted/Estyn.

11 RNR is an adult-centric model-base bringing more flexibility and consideration of the individual into probation work (HMIP, 2020b) but still ostensibly based on risk, so it can at best be seen as a modified version of the previous risk factor prevention paradigm.

12 ASPIRE stands for Assessment, Sentence Planning, Implementation, Review and Evaluation (HMIP, 2020a, p 46).

13 While some improvements are proposed under this Act, for instance a more rigorous process for custodial remand (which might reduce it), other aspects are likely to increase numbers of children in custody, for instance by allowing courts more freedom in amount of time given, changing automatic release for some offences from half-way to two thirds through the sentence, increases to custodial sentence lengths for weapons offences (despite the fact that most weapons offences for children are possession, not use).
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Summer Arts Colleges: using the arts to promote educational engagement and desistance

Martin Stephenson

The belief in the moral and educative benefits of involvement in the arts is long-standing for those in the criminal justice system (Carey, 2005). Participation in the arts has wide-ranging benefits including enhanced educational attainment, increased employability, improved skills in planning and organising and reduced offending behaviour (Jermyn, 2004; Hughes, 2005). This research base, however, has shortcomings (Mowlah et al, 2014), including research with small sample sizes, lack of quantitative evidence and unsupported assumptions about the links between interventions and outcomes (Brice Heath, 2008). Much of the work has focused on custody and has been with adults (McNeill et al, 2011). Additionally, evidence on transferable skills from the arts to other areas of learning is not robust, and the mechanisms are unclear (Detterman, 1996; Winner et al, 2013). From experience, the arts are often viewed as a luxury item in youth justice, with managers and practitioners experiencing challenges in justifying these interventions in terms of fulfilling their statutory objective of preventing offending. This is partly the result of a lack of empirical evidence on positive outcomes and partly an absence of an accepted theory of change concerning desistance.

The Summer Arts College (SAC) programme was a partnership initiative between the Youth Justice Board and Arts Council England designed to increase the low levels of engagement in education by children in the community youth justice system (YJB, 2006). The accompanying research programme was designed in two phases to remedy some of the weaknesses in the arts–youth justice evidence base. The first examined the short- and longer-term educational outcomes and offending from 2007 to 2012 (Stephenson et al, 2014). The second was from 2014 to 2016 and had two important additional features, [which are detailed below].

This chapter considers the impact of arts interventions through the SAC programme on educational engagement, achievement and reoffending in both the short and longer term. After reviewing outcomes, it examines the
various influences on desistance, such as the effects of incapacitation and increases in human and social capital. Next, self-efficacy is discussed as a potential mechanism whereby successful participation in this arts programme can positively affect other areas of children’s lives. Finally, the chapter considers the implications for practice.

**Education and desistance**

Educational achievement is one of the most potent predictors of outcomes in adult life (Hobcraft, 2002; Strand, 2021). Success in education may indirectly influence desistance by contributing to high-quality employment but may be equally significant through developing social bonds and attachments to pro-social peer groups (Stevens et al, 2007). In addition, educational success is likely to engender self-confidence and hope, which are also important attributes for desistance (Day et al, 2010; Paterson-Young et al, 2019).

Negative educational experiences have always been and remain commonplace for children in the youth justice system (Stephenson, 2007; DfE and MoJ, 2016; Croswellere et al, 2022; DfE and MoJ, 2022). While a substantial body of evidence highlights the association between detachment from mainstream education and offending by children, there is little evidence demonstrating effective reintegration into education (Hurry et al, 2006; Stephenson, 2007). Despite the limited research, there is evidence that school attendance following custody is linked to a reduction in reoffending (Blomberg et al, 2011).

Accumulating both human and social capital may be particularly important for vulnerable children as a counterbalance to the significant structural barriers they face (Robertson, 2018). Vulnerable children are more likely to need to rely significantly on professional adults, and their abilities to form effective relationships with them will be important. In addition, socially marginalised children may seek to gain social capital by belonging to delinquent peer groups (Barry, 2006; Robertson, 2018).

Although the development of social capital in children in contact with the criminal justice system is under-researched, it appears to be important for healthy socio-psychological development and is predictive of later outcomes in life (Stevens et al, 2007; Klocke and Stadtmmuller, 2019). School is a key area for accumulating both human and social capital (Stevens et al, 2007). For example, quantifiable educational outcomes such as gaining a qualification and improving literacy and numeracy are readily identifiable examples of human capital gained from engagement in education. Similarly, cultivating fruitful networks and relationships within schools with teachers and peers helps build social capital (Stevens et al, 2007), which is associated with educational success (Acar, 2011).
Desistance and Children

SACs

The SAC programme (2007–22) was one of the longest-running initiatives in recent youth justice history (Stephenson et al, 2014). Initial research findings led to significant revisions in the project model, and its implementation and outcomes stimulated further research. Initial findings suggested positive outcomes in terms of educational engagement and progression combined with short- and longer-term reductions in offending. This led to further research that concentrated on how and why such changes occurred in the participants (Stephenson et al, 2019).

SACs ran three-week, full-time, structured arts programmes for children in the community youth justice system during school holidays. They addressed the low level of engagement in education, training or employment (ETE) by offering new and interesting participatory arts and cultural activities. It was hoped these activities would provide unique opportunities to promote engagement in education and training and help children equip themselves with transferable attitudes and skills.

There were two critical aspects of SACs. First, they were intensive, structured, full-time and novel experiences with considerable emphasis on attendance and participation. The aim was to jumpstart a new approach to learning and acquire the necessary routines for future engagement in education. Secondly, the curriculum deliberately focused on participatory arts. The emphasis was not on aesthetic value and correct techniques but on the creative processes employed, completion and reflection.

The Arts Award assessment was based on providing good evidence of planning and reviewing artistic process rather than artistic quality. Art was to be about individual expression, novelty and participation, not passing or failing. The unique feature of participatory arts is their ‘no fail’ nature compared to, for example, sport. The rationale was that educational careers hitherto characterised by failure and non-completion might benefit from quasi-educational activities that the children could not get wrong and yet still receive formal recognition through an educational qualification and acclaim for success. The language used, however, echoed adult education rather than youth justice: for example, all communication referred to participants as students who were attending a college.

Theory of change

The SAC programme’s theory of change relied heavily on several psychological theories such as the theory of planned behaviour (Ajzen, 2002), goal-setting theory (Locke and Latham, 2002) and social cognitive theory (Bandura, 1997). The programme objectives can be grouped into proximal (immediate intended outcomes directly related to the project experience) and distal (longer-term and more indirect intended outcomes). Re-engagement
with ETE and desistance from offending were the distal objectives. It was proposed that these would be achieved via proximal objectives, including the impact on children’s socio-cognitive skills, particularly self-efficacy and accompanying changes in attitudes, such as increased motivation for education. Within this causal chain, proximal influences were seen to include changes in literacy levels, numeracy and self-efficacy. The hypothesis was that these changes could lead to re-engagement with education, which would then increase human and social capital and conventional ties that would assist desistance. Figure 10.1 illustrates a theory of change for how participatory

**Figure 10.1: Theory of Change**

Source: Stephenson et al (2019)
arts via the mechanism of self-efficacy can raise educational achievement and engagement and subsequent desistance.

**Research methodology**

There were two phases to the research. The first examined the short- and longer-term educational outcomes and offending from 2007 to 2012 (Stephenson et al, 2014). The second was from 2014 to 2016 and had two important additional features. Children's educational engagement was tracked for the 12 months following the programme to parallel the 12-month reconviction analysis. And before and after surveys and questionnaires were introduced to gain insight into any change mechanisms associated with the programme (Stephenson et al, 2019). In total, 2,308 children across 85 youth offending teams (YOTs) in England and Wales were included in the research. YOTs provided Asset data and details of the children's ETE provision, offending and sentencing during the three-month periods before and after the programme. Detailed information on longer-term offending and criminal careers was available from the Police National Computer (PNC). ETE tracking was undertaken by a specialist organisation. YOT staff made home visits to discuss the programme and its research elements with the children and their parents/carers. If informed consent was given, then children and parents/carers signed agreements to participate, and pseudonyms were used for those children interviewed. The research received ethical approval from the Ministry of Justice and the University of Derby.

Children's direct involvement in the research increased over the years. Before and after literacy and numeracy assessments (using the Basic Skills Agency’s initial assessment tool) were undertaken from the initiative’s start. Exit surveys were used from 2011 to 2013. Pre- and post-programme surveys and pre- and post-psychometric questionnaires including the General Self-Efficacy (GSE) scale (Schwarzer and Jerusalem, 1995) were introduced in 2014. There was a very high response rate from the children to the surveys and assessments, with over 80 per cent of those who finished the programme completing them. In addition, 120 children and young adults participated in semi-structured interviews following the SAC. The programme’s scale, longevity and the diverse geographical locations in which it took place lend weight to the findings (Stephenson et al, 2014).

**Profile of participants**

The SAC participants were typical of the youth justice system, with children involved in more persistent or serious offences engaged on the programme. Most were in their mid-teens and male. While participants’ ages ranged
from 12 to 19 years, the great majority were between 15 and 17 years old, with an average age of 16.3 years. Males comprised nearly 90 per cent of the children engaged on the programme, and nearly half of the children identified as being from Black and minority ethnic backgrounds.

Their educational disadvantages were high compared to their mainstream peers, with just over half having been in ETE in the three months before the SAC programme. Many experienced disruptions in education, with nearly a quarter having attended three or more primary schools and 41 per cent having attended three or more secondary schools. Exclusions also took their toll, with just over one third receiving multiple permanent exclusions.

Many missed out on an assessment for special educational needs (SEN) due to exclusion and non-attendance. Even so, at least 17 per cent possessed a statement of SEN compared to only 2.8 per cent of the general population (DfE, 2022). By the programme’s start, only a quarter had achieved functional literacy (Level 1 – that expected of the average 11-year-old). Given their average age, the great majority were at least five years behind their peers. The situation was even worse for numeracy, where only 13 per cent were assessed at Level 1 at the beginning of the SAC programme. In addition, few qualifications had been achieved, even for older participants past the compulsory school attendance age. Instability and disruption also marred their home lives, with nearly one in three being care experienced, and one in six having experienced homelessness during their secondary school years.

**Outcomes**

The immediate programme outcomes monitored included programme attendance, programme completion rates, Arts Award achievement, changes in literacy and numeracy levels and short-term offending. This was complemented by the collection and measurement of softer outcomes, such as attitudinal shifts towards the arts and education and changes in self-belief. The longer-term outcomes of educational engagement and offending were also assessed.

**Engagement**

The SAC programme intended to encourage greater engagement in education from children who had previously experienced challenges in this area. The completion rates were high at 84 per cent compared to other ETE projects for children in the youth justice system, which tend to be between 30 and 50 per cent (Hurry and Moriarty, 2003; Moore et al, 2004). Research has shown that non-completion of programmes is damaging educationally and tends to be associated with increased offending (Palmer et al, 2007). Conversely, completion is an important act, particularly for
children whose educational experience has been characterised by failure and non-completion, as the following interview response emphasised:

‘Just finishing was my main thing. ’Cos sometimes I start summat like that and not finish it, because of bad behaviour or summat. But … this time I thought, “Just don’t say anything and just complete it”. So yeah … that was the best part of it – to me anyway.’ (Noah, 14)

**Academic achievement**

The Arts Award was the keystone for the programme and its associated curriculum. It provided a focal point for both the YOT staff and the artists guiding the day-to-day work and culminated in the celebration event at the end of the SAC, where students received their certificate in front of parents/carers and local authority staff and elected members. The Arts Award was the first qualification 80 per cent of the children had achieved. Despite the shortness of the programme, statistically significant improvements in literacy occurred. Overall, 942 children (70 per cent) increased their literacy score. The numbers of children at Level 1 literacy increased from 283 to 525. The mean literacy score increased from 53.7 pre-programme to 57.5 post-programme (paired sample t-test; p<0.001). There were similar improvements in numeracy, with 926 children increasing their score. The mean numeracy score increased from 35.5 to 38.3 (p<0.001). The numbers of children at Level 1 numeracy increased from 228 to 416.

**Post-programme ETE engagement**

There was a significant reduction in the number of children not engaged in ETE in the three months following the programme compared to the three months before. Out of the total of 1,441 children with full ETE records, 772 had not been engaged in ETE in the three months prior to the SAC, and this fell by nearly a quarter to 586 in the three months after the programme (p < 0.001).

**Offending**

Offending was monitored in the short term by comparing offending in the three months prior to the SAC programme, during the programme and in the subsequent three months. There was a one-year reconviction study completed using the data on the PNC. The mean frequency of offending rate during the programme was statistically significantly lower than the frequency rate before the programme (p < 0.01; see Stephenson et al, 2014, pp 85–7 for detailed discussion of methodology). The rate after the programme rose
but remained significantly lower than pre-programme (p < 0.01). While this decrease in the three-month post-programme period could be a result of regression to the mean (the random fluctuation in the number of offences committed from one time period to the next, for example an extreme number of offences in the first time tends to revert to a more average number subsequently), the significant slump in offending rates during the programme was more likely due to incapacitation effects.

There was a clear inverse relationship between educational engagement levels and offending rates in all periods examined. Those children who had not been engaged in ETE during the pre-programme period but did engage during and after the SAC programme showed significant reductions in reoffending (p < 0.01). Conversely, those whose educational engagement did not change between the pre- and post-periods saw a significant reduction during the programme, but reoffending rates rose in the post-period to rates slightly higher than in the pre-period (p < 0.01).

Examining reoffending rates in the year following the programme using matched demographic and offending data revealed that the participants from the SAC sample were significantly less likely to reoffend than their equivalents in the national cohort. Furthermore, regression analysis indicated that engagement in ETE at a high level in the three months following the SAC programme was the dynamic explanatory variable most highly associated with desistance after one year (n = 735, OR = 1.98, p < 0.001).

Attitudinal change

A key objective was to examine changes in attitudes towards the arts, with attitudinal changes noted for most children engaged in SACs. In addition to scaled questions on experience, skills and overall attitudes, there were a series of statements for completion on a five-point scale from strongly disagree to strongly agree. These statements were directly related to the notion that participatory arts might have intrinsic features that could boost self-efficacy, not only in the arts but in related domains. For example, by the end of the programme, the proportion of children who agreed with the statement ‘There is no right or wrong way when it comes to art’ had risen from 48 per cent at the start of the SAC to 73 per cent at the end (p < 0.001). Consequently, children particularly sensitive to recurrent failure could have mastery experiences crucial in developing self-efficacy (Bandura, 1997; Margolis, 2005). This is illustrated by the following interviewees:

‘It’s just a different way of doing things. You can’t say because he’s doing it this way and I’m doing it that way that my way is right and his is wrong. His way is right in his way and your way is right in your
way, but when it comes to it both your ways are right, just completely different.’ (Manouk, 14)

‘Like it gives you like that kind of freedom, because you know that you’re not going to get it wrong, so you know that it’s not going to remind you of a situation that you’ve been in before, so it’s just going to be like “oh, well, that’s good, that’s excellent”, you’re not going to get the response, “well, this could be improved”.’ (Jamie, 16)

Notably, given their low literacy levels, there was a significant increase (p < 0.001) in belief in their ability to use different art forms to communicate ideas, experiences and emotions (measured by agreement with a before and after statement on this aspect of the arts). There were strong positive reactions from the children when their artwork was displayed at public exhibitions or, more importantly, left legacies through community artwork. Some children commented on their sense of pride when friends and family viewed such art but also saw it as a means of changing community opinion about them as offenders. As one interviewee, who had artwork displayed in a community zoo, explained: “[O]ther people can see. … ’cos even though we’re like criminals and that, still doesn’t mean … [w]e’re bad. So … everyone knew like it was like youth offenders that what did it all so, might have made people change their mind a bit” (Damien, 16).

Desistance processes

Leading desistance theories tend to differ according to their emphasis on structural or subjective factors and the interplay between them (see, for example, the discussion by McMahon and Jump, 2018). The exercise of agency is a significant subjective factor. The SAC theory of change proposes strong proximal effects on children’s self-efficacy which is a vital part of agency (Bandura, 1997; Schwarzer and Luszczynska, 2006; Johnston et al, 2019). The SAC experience can be examined from four perspectives: incapacitation, changes in human capital, social capital and attitudes. These are helpful analytical categories, but the children’s experiences often crossed these artificial boundaries. For instance, increasing their human capital by achieving an Arts Award as a first qualification caused accompanying changes in self-efficacy and increased their social capital via improved relationships with their parents/carers.

Incapacitation

Incapacitation appeared to work in two main ways: containment, whereby the sheer length of the day and its routines left children little time and energy for antisocial activities and diversion, in that they avoided people and places more
likely to lead to offending. Short-term cessations in offending, even if caused primarily by containment and diversion, may be particularly beneficial in an adolescent’s life, where a week is a long time. Keeping busy rather than identity change may be important. Keeping busy can be beneficial in preventing boredom and association with delinquent peers, help to deal with emotional problems and inculcate new habits and routines relevant to engagement with education (Goodwin, 2022). The different physical space of the SAC and its accompanying routines perhaps brought a spatial dynamic to desistance for some young people (Farrall, 2016). And many agreed with these sentiments:

‘Actually, it did help keep me out of trouble. … ‘Cos I knew that if I was in there at certain times, I wouldn’t mix with the people I meet. It was good that I was there. A few of them did [get picked up by the police] while I was there, so it was good.’ (James, 17)

‘It can … change their daily routine if their routine is negative. If they’re doing negative things daily, then it will give them alternative activities to do and it’ll help them develop, well, it helped me develop an interest and a passion and something I can work towards and hopefully better my life and bring me out of whatever type of hardships I may be in.’ (Leon, 18)

**Increases in human capital**

Educational qualifications and increases in academic skills are important measures of human capital for children (Stephenson et al, 2014). There were human capital gains for the children who completed the SAC, with over 90 per cent achieving an Arts Award and the majority improving their literacy and numeracy skills. There was greater positivity about future education. This included acknowledging the importance of self-discipline in studying for exams and a determination to do well:

‘I’m just so proud of myself, for having the strength to do that [SAC] and the strength to meet new people. It’s just that I’ve found this kind of new self-worth and self-confidence and it’s just changed me for the better. … Yeah, I’m a lot happier. I’m just, I’m more focused on me and my exams and what I need to do for myself. It gave me the confidence to think that I am worth it, I can do it and to think about what I want rather than what I need to do for everybody else.’ (Amara, 15)

**Increases in social capital**

Children’s testimonies emphasised how their stock of positive, active connections with other people increased on the SAC. There was improved
trust, and mutual understanding with three networks: artists and YOT staff, parents and carers, and other students. Many artists connected well with the children as they were open about their backgrounds and life challenges. The children contrasted this with the approach they had experienced from teachers in formal education:

‘I struggle to learn, and he broke it down and made me understand. … I kind of relate to what he said. Like when he wasn’t good in school, when he said he struggles in life and all that stuff, I could relate to him. And he was showing me, and the main thing it was all about the learning, so I got on really well with him.’ (Jaxon, 14)

Relationships with YOT staff also developed positively due to the daily contact and were often much appreciated: “It wasn’t kind of looking down on us. … They weren’t treating us like children – they were treating us like we were equals to them, which most professionals now, just don’t do” (Amara, 16). Seeking approval from trusted professionals for increasing prosocial behaviour can be an important dynamic for change, specifically in the transition to adulthood, and may particularly apply to these children as they are likely to have experienced considerable disapproval for behaviour from professionals such as teachers (Rex, 1999; Maruna, 2001).

There was a positive impact on home relationships for some children. Gaining approval from a parent and/or carer and making them proud could motivate behavioural change, leading to positive engagement on the SAC. Children described how negative their relationships had been before coming to the SAC and how they had changed for the better. Having something constructive to do each day and their achievements and new experiences on the SAC gave the children something positive to talk about and share with their parents/carers at the end of each day. One interviewee described how this repaired her relationship with her mother:

‘In [the past] she was “you are wasting the electric” and me screaming “shut up” and just stupid things like that, but when I went to the Summer College, I was able to go “I have some photos here, look at these”. … Like there was one point where we wouldn’t ever talk really and that, but now if I have the slightest problem … then we sit down and have a good proper chin wag and that, we have got a bond now.’ (Kate, 15)

Peer relationships and approval are particularly important to children (Moreira et al, 2021).

Consequently, there were concerns in the design of the SAC project model about the adverse effects of forming potentially delinquent peer groups.
Nevertheless, one of the most striking features of the children’s responses was their emphasis on developing a positive attachment to their group. Despite these undoubted risks, which may have provoked confrontations or exacerbated antisocial behaviour and possibly even led to offending on occasions, the development of a group identity appears to have provided some protective elements. The participatory and cooperative nature of arts activities promoted this generally positive group cohesion:

‘Summer Arts it was like everyone helped each other, so. … It was like a chain, obviously the links in a chain if they’re loose, they break, but our chain, it was solid all the way around, like it wasn’t a few links dropping out, it were just a full solid chain.’ (Jamie, 16)

**Attitudinal shifts**

The exercise of personal agency to overcome structural barriers has been identified in both studies of desistance and educational engagement and attainment (Johnston et al, 2019; Schoon and Cook, 2021). Self-efficacy is a crucial mechanism of agency. Self-efficacy is a belief in personal competence which motivates a decision to act, the effort expended and persistence (Bandura, 1997). This important element of social cognitive theory was thought relevant to SACs for several reasons. First, self-efficacy is modifiable, and interventions appear to be more effective on those with the lowest self-efficacy, which was a reasonable supposition for children on an SAC. An arts-based programme was thought to be more likely to be effective in raising self-efficacy because of its novelty and lack of association with children’s pre-existing beliefs about their attainment. Self-efficacy acts upon motivation and achievement across many behavioural areas, including health, offending and educational engagement (Schwarzer and Luszczynska, 2006; Seddon et al, 2013; Johnston et al, 2019). The empirical evidence base on a wide range of health interventions is impressive (Schwarzer and Luszczynska, 2006). And changes in specific and GSE have been found to be associated with reductions in offending and reintegrating Not in Education, Employment, or Training (NEET) young people (Seddon et al, 2013; Johnston et al, 2019).

Self-efficacy judgements are based on mastery (personal attainment), vicarious experience (others’ attainment), persuasion and arousal (for example anxiety). It is plausible to assume that a participatory arts course with a quasi-educational framework of the Arts Award allows for a much greater scope for attainment for children whose educational history was usually characterised by failure. Similarly, there would be many opportunities for positive vicarious experiences in these no-fail activities. Exposure to artists and YOT staff could also result in persuasive support, particularly when compared with their experience of formal schooling and poor interaction with
teachers. Self-efficacy is modified by feedback which, in the case of the SAC programme, could be through successive achievements in the arts activities and the formal acclaim of achieving an Arts Award and the celebration event. The novelty of the arts activities could potentially stimulate gains in self-efficacy, as it would not be based automatically on their past performance.

One critical question was the extent to which increases in specific self-efficacy, in this case, arts self-efficacy (a scale was devised to measure arts self-efficacy), would translate into an increased belief in overall competence, particularly regarding educational engagement and achievement. If so, this might be the transmission mechanism between participation in the arts and educational outcomes. Specific self-efficacy can clearly vary between domains for an individual: for example, a child could have high perceived self-efficacy for maths and a low self-efficacy for sport. Changes in one would be unlikely to affect the other. However, GSE is formed by aggregating previous experiences, successes and failures: ‘Powerful mastery experiences that provide striking testimony to one’s capacity to effect personal changes can also produce a transformational restructuring of efficacy beliefs that is manifested across diverse realms of functioning’ (Bandura, 1997, p 53). Phase 2 of the SAC research therefore examined the proposition that greater GSE would be generated by success in the arts programme and would translate into increased specific educational self-efficacy and improved educational performance.

It was found that arts self-efficacy increased significantly by the end of the programme (p < 0.001), and this was associated with a significant increase in GSE. Furthermore, this increase (measured using Schwarzer and Jerusalem’s scale [1995]) was associated with increases in literacy and numeracy self-efficacy and with the increases recorded in literacy and numeracy scores between the start and end of the programme.

Changes in GSE were also associated with the distal objectives of the programme. A small sample of children (n = 27) on Youth Rehabilitation Orders and where there was a full year of ETE tracking data and PNC records revealed some notable differences. Those children who desisted from offending in the year following the SAC programme had, on average, increased their GSE significantly during the SAC, whereas those who reoffended had not. The desisters also increased their engagement in ETE over the year following the programme and, on average, participated in 28 per cent more ETE than those who reoffended. While these are correlations rather than causation, they are all plausible and consistent with the theory of change outlined earlier.

Conclusions

The collaborative work of more than 500 youth justice practitioners, artists and nearly 3,000 children over the 16 years between 2007 and 2022 has
yielded valuable results. There is now a clear theory of change linking arts interventions to educational engagement and achievement and potentially to desistance supported by empirical findings. This should facilitate future partnerships between youth justice and arts organisations. In addition, the impressive short-term outcomes, such as high engagement and completion accompanied by educational achievement, demonstrate the importance of participatory arts underpinned by relational practice. Longer-term outcomes emphasise just how significant a life-course development engagement in education is to a child.

The findings on self-efficacy are potentially valuable for practitioners. The mainstream education system has failed these children and is a significant structural impediment to their re-engagement. Yet brokering access to mainstream education remains largely beyond YOT control (HMIP, 2022). Moreover, even custodial establishments cannot guarantee suitable, full-time educational engagement, and custody exacerbates children’s detachment from education on their release (Stephenson, 2007; Lanskey, 2015; Paterson-Young et al, 2019). While YOT practitioners struggle to have much effect on such structural problems, they can help some children develop their agency via the key mechanism of increased self-efficacy.

This is certainly not to claim that raising self-efficacy is a panacea. Children face greater constraints on exercising their agency than adults and are more dependent on the support and protection of others. Their social and situational contexts can overwhelm even high levels of self-efficacy. But promoting relationships and interventions that can help a child increase their perceived self-efficacy does have some significant benefits. It brings a focus on nurturing self-belief and encouraging strengths rather than an emphasis on reducing deficits and stressing personal responsibility.

While there are several dimensions to agency, a focus on self-efficacy could be beneficial within youth justice. It can be operationalised more effectively than some alternatives. For example, the notion of identity change may be irrelevant to many children in the youth justice system, is not straightforward to measure and difficult to influence in the duration of a typical youth justice intervention (Wigzell, 2021; Goodwin, 2022). The value of self-efficacy is that it is modifiable by various interventions, readily measurable through a short, robust questionnaire (Schwarzer and Jerusalem, 1995) and meaningful in its effects over several domains. The challenge to practitioners is how to replicate the intensity and nature of the learning experiences of SACs within their everyday practice.
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Desistance through participatory practice: involving children in decision-making processes in youth justice
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Introduction

The purpose of this chapter is to explore children’s involvement in the design and delivery of youth justice services and offer insight into how practitioners can promote children’s voices to enable desistance. There are different forms of participation, underpinned by varied theoretical frameworks (Percy-Smith and Thomas, 2009; Cahill and Dadvand, 2018). Although variously defined, participation tends to be described and understood as involvement in an activity or an event. Co-production is about the design element of partnership working and can be characterised as a deeper or more substantive level of participation (Social Care Institute for Excellence, 2022). To facilitate children’s active or meaningful involvement in processes, practitioners need to be transparent about their role and invite children to lead on agenda-setting, relinquish a degree of power and become a co-facilitator (Johns et al, 2022; Smithson et al, 2022). Despite there being no universal definition or single formula for co-production, key principles, necessary for the development of this approach, include collaborative working, power sharing, trust and safe spaces (Burns et al, 2023; Creaney et al, 2023a, 2023b). These principles have guided practices across the Greater Manchester youth justice sector. For example, a participation framework co-designed in collaboration with and for children has been adopted by key stakeholders (practitioners and case managers) to guide decision-making processes across the region (Smithson et al, 2022). This approach and associated guidance produced on the steps required to co-create practice has impacted on policy development and transformed practice. It is a clear illustration of how youth justice services can embrace children’s voices to enable them to thrive in an environment that is conducive to the development of knowledge and skills partnerships (Smithson et al, 2020).
While such participation practices are dynamic and multi-faceted, harnessing children’s strengths in particular is a vital element in the application of desistance principles. This can be beneficial in a setting where choices can be limited or there are constraints on opportunities for children to input into processes due to attending mandatory appointments and being required to complete certain activities or programmes as part of legal orders. Furthermore, despite the involuntary nature of their participation, for this practice to yield positive outcomes, there needs to be some acknowledgement of the inherent power dynamics that are present within the youth justice practitioner and child relationship. Arguably what is required is a sincere recognition, on the part of practitioners, that children have the ability to exert influence and constructively shape responses to their care needs, including how they will input into decision-making about supervision requirements (Smithson et al, 2022; see also CJCJ, 2022). Significantly, participatory practice was built into the Positive Youth Justice model and remains a fundamental feature of the Youth Justice Board’s (YJB) Child First approach, which is a set of tenets around how to work with children and a clear shift to collaborative forms of service delivery (see YJB, 2021; Burns and Creaney, 2023).

The Child First approach endeavours to remove barriers to desistance by promoting a strengths-based use of language that avoids labelling children as problems to be solved. It also encourages a ‘doing with’ relationship, promoting inclusion and social justice, akin to a collaborative power-sharing process, by treating children as capable co-producers (Haines and Case, 2015; Smithson et al, 2022). Crucially, children under supervision and in receipt of interventions should be encouraged to discuss their needs, wishes or concerns with authority figures and feel empowered to contribute to the decision-making process. However, there have been concerns that processes remain tokenistic or non-consultative, what may be referred to as faux participation (Johns et al, 2022), whereby children ‘go through the motions’ to ‘tick the box’, as described in a study by Creaney (2020) about children’s perspectives on the extent and nature of participatory practices in a youth offending team (YOT) in England, which includes key themes of power, voice, compliance and resistance. As was found in a report on desistance and young people by HM Inspectorate of Probation (2016), children may comply but not actively engage: “The YOT just make you go on these courses to show that you’ve done victim work. Then they say well done, you nod, smile and move on. I was just playing with them” (Child, HM Inspectorate of Probation, 2016, p 21).

Thus, while children may attend statutory appointments, be treated fairly, viewed as capable agents of change and complete the legal order successfully, the processes used may still be described as non-participatory, fostering forms of passive compliance (Barry, 2010; Hine, 2010).
of participatory practices within the field of youth justice, which seek to challenge characterisations of children as passive objects, may go some way to addressing this issue of passive compliance and invoke a pathway of desistance (Peer Power Youth, 2021). Moreover, as a practice or approach it should not be uncritically valorised. It is worthy of being subjected to interrogation given that it covers a spectrum of meanings (Hilyard et al, 2001, p 56). As a result, there can be various models of participation and co-production in existence, including different frameworks and underpinning philosophical or guiding principles (Cahill and Dadvand, 2018). Understandings of these concepts can differ, and at times, the word is used interchangeably with other terminology, which may result in varied practices and create uncertainty of purpose for practitioners ‘on the ground’ navigating a series of demands from officialdom and working with children to enable positive outcomes (see Smithson et al, 2022). The authors of this chapter explore the concept of participation as a non-hierarchical continuum. This can involve quite diverse practices comprising varying degrees of reciprocity, ranging from consultation to active positions involving co-creation between children and practitioners (Peer Power Youth, 2021; Johns et al, 2022).

This chapter will critically discuss how and why an increased focus on participatory practices has prompted efforts to challenge power inequalities and tokenistic practices (non-participation or passive involvement). Crucially, it is argued that opportunities need to be created for children to occupy a level of influence over the agenda-setting and decision-making within youth justice settings and processes. This commitment to power-sharing opportunities and forms of reciprocity can be achieved by practitioners promoting the value of children’s knowledge/insights and by nurturing opportunities for involvement in peer-led practices in youth justice. Following this, the chapter proceeds to offer insight into the purpose and key features of peer support and mentorship as a form of participation which can enable desistance. This involves children being recruited and trained to undertake peer support or navigator roles and motivated and inspired to educate and advise others by sharing their lived experiences of system contact (Peer Power Youth, 2021; Burns and Creaney, 2023). Youth Ink, who work in partnership with a youth justice service, facilitate participatory practices and involve peers in the development of interventions to enable pathways to desistance. The lived-experience charity offers many types of peer support from individual to group, including a peer-led conversation hub. Here, they create non-discriminatory and inclusive spaces and encourage children to talk about their lives and experiences with others who have been or are going through the youth justice system (Goodman and Porteous, 2022, p 3). How types of peer support can improve the self-esteem of both the mentor and mentee will vary depending on levels of involvement and the nature of interactions between stakeholders. Nevertheless, this form of
peer-led practice is beginning to be described as a principled and potentially progressive approach (Burns and Creaney, 2023). This type of practice can help to shape a person’s self-concept. It places value on children’s ‘experts by experience’ status by treating children not as passive objects who are ‘done to’ (for example through non-consultative arrangements) but as co-producers whose insights can influence service design and delivery (Burns and Creaney, 2023). With this in mind, the authors proceed to define participation and unpack its relevance to a youth justice context, which involves children undertaking court orders under the supervision of a local youth justice service.

The authors of this chapter draw on desistance literature when offering insight into how peer-led practice can be viewed as a type of pro-social approach. The chapter then proceeds to explore the extent to which peer-led participatory practices can be a useful mechanism to facilitate processes of desistance. There are limitations to the approach, and these are outlined and reflected upon within the chapter. For example, justice-involved children have often described being in hardship or in deficit of economic and social capital (Yates, 2010). Thus, ensuring children have access to structural support systems is of importance if this approach is to enhance participation and maximise positive outcomes for those concerned. Significant numbers of justice-involved children have experienced abuse or loss prior to becoming involved in the justice system (see Spacey and Thompson, 2021). If any trauma experience remains unresolved, it can manifest at a different point in time and impact on levels of compliance with court-ordered requirements, notably their ability to reflect on and make sense of expectations: ‘[C]hildren and young people struggling with the effects of trauma may be caught in “survival mode” and find it very difficult to process and understand their own and other people’s emotions. This can in turn affect their ability to conceptualise and understand the gravity of their actions’ (Spacey and Thompson, 2021, p 20).

It is important to note that hearing the testimony of others can be traumatic and trigger vicarious/secondary trauma for children and practitioners (Lee, 2017). Another aspect that can impact on the child’s involvement in processes (including motivation levels) is the extent to which children feel they are being treated fairly by those in positions of authority (Haines and Case, 2015). If children express a sense that they will not be listened to if they share their perspective or if they hold a distrust of practitioners and feel their ideas will not be considered worthy of being acted upon, these experiences can hinder their meaningful participation in decision-making (Myles, 2022). On the other hand, if children feel included and informed, and reassured that their suggestions for improvement or recommendations for change have a degree of influence on how practitioners operate, children may feel a sense of investment and be more likely to actively participate.
What participation means in youth justice

Participation is a contested concept, and there are different perspectives alluding to what it means in a youth justice context. Despite definitional problems, to participate is to be involved in matters that are of interest to a child or of relevance to the child’s life or circumstances. It can also mean experiencing a sense of ownership over parts of the decision-making process, influencing change and contributing to debates (CYCJ, 2022; Day et al, 2023). If children are awarded a degree of power to exert influence, they may feel empowered to contribute as partners in the process of knowledge construction (Case et al, 2020; Johns et al, 2022). There has been burgeoning interest in developing or facilitating practices that challenge institutional power or dominant cultures by enabling children to shape decisions and outcomes (Smithson et al, 2020). Children undergoing court order requirements are mandated to attend appointments with practitioners and thus have limited choice over how to proceed. Yet, involving children in decision-making is not only morally and ethically right but a central tenet of the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child and a key element of effective practice (Lundy, 2007; Weaver et al, 2019; CYCJ, 2022, p 3). This was reiterated in a report by Peer Power Youth (in partnership with the YJB for England and Wales, 2021). The report was based on a project that audited participatory approaches and forms of co-creation across youth justice services in England and Wales. The authors suggest that a flexible and bespoke approach is required, adapted by age or circumstance, one that is fluid and dynamic dependent on the context or situation. Crucially, this involves acknowledging power inequalities and working towards inclusive forms of practice by being responsive to the child’s specific needs and interests (see Peer Power Youth, 2021).

Although there are different approaches to practice, from multi-creative techniques to outright tokenistic processes where children are denied opportunities to input or are asked to confirm a decision that has already been reached, it can be argued that a defining feature of participation is the redistribution of power (Arnstein, 1969). Children can ‘quickly become disinterested or disengage from interventions, if they do not feel valued or listened to’ (YJB, 2008, p 8). That said, it is necessary to promote children’s voices and facilitate opportunities for them to express perspectives. Participatory thinking has cohered around ideas about how to tackle power inequalities, develop trusting and non-judgemental child–practitioner relationships, project empathy and warmth, nurture safe spaces and facilitate meaningful opportunities for children to co-create youth justice practice (Douglas, 2022; Johns et al, 2022, p 135; Smithson et al, 2022).

A key challenge has been how to ensure all children, particularly those from systemically marginalised groups, are provided with opportunities to
participate in appropriate mechanisms and channels to provide feedback and engage in forums or consultation groups about organisational structures. When invited to take part in decision-making processes, children can offer comment on the efficacy of practice at the point of service delivery (Duke et al, 2022). Some services may implement feedback groups or co-create participation forums for children to participate in, which may lead to them sharing their experiences or viewpoints on matters (Weaver et al, 2019). Crucially, there must be careful reflection on whether children’s voices do make a difference in terms of policy development and at the point of service delivery and, if so, to what extent (Peer Power Youth, 2021, p 50; see also Lundy, 2007). As Lundy (2007) has alluded to, children need to know the influence and/or impact of their participation, which can improve their experiences and as a by-product overcome potential barriers to desistance.

Barriers to desistance-informed participatory practices

At this point, it is key to note some barriers to participatory practices. Despite benign intent, it could be counterproductive to involve children in processes if there is not adequate focus on equal distribution of power within relationships or if there remains a lack of attention paid to ensuring children’s voices have influence at an individual level or on how the workforce operates (Johns et al, 2022). Moreover, justice-involved children often have complex needs due to having experienced forms of adversity, neglect and abuse (Spacey and Thompson, 2021, p 20). These factors can impact on children’s cognitive capacity to participate effectively in any process of decision-making (McMahon and Jump, 2017). Children in conflict with the law often have unmet health and social care needs and communication and literacy difficulties (Taylor, 2016). There may be a level of uncertainty about their abilities to express agency and influence procedures. Thus, children may require assistance to express their voice effectively and adopt active decision-making roles. In other words, children may need specialist or creative opportunities to articulate their feelings or communicate their wishes at each stage of the decision-making process, particularly with regard to those who have experienced adversities.

As Duke et al (2022, p 10) note, children often have ‘complex and multiple needs which need to be prioritised first and foremost’. Drawing on the work of Cahill and Dadvand (2018), Duke et al (2022) refer to the difficulties in negotiating a balance between discourses of protection and participation. In other words, practitioners have a responsibility to strike a balance between judging whether a child is sufficiently competent to provide informed consent or whether it is necessary to invoke certain processes to protect vulnerable children from harm. Moreover, being respectful of children’s participation rights may not be a priority for front-line practitioners.
in their day-to-day decision-making, especially when the main focus is on addressing unmet health and social care needs or managing concerns around harm: ‘[A]dult concerns about protecting children may get in the way of their participation rights, for example by reducing opportunities for them to associate freely or by preventing them from influencing decisions’ (Percy-Smith and Thomas, 2009, p 358). While it is necessary to facilitate opportunities for children to discuss their needs or concerns and jointly participate in intervention planning, an undue focus on risk or the child’s perceived deficits can undermine the power or potential of collaborative practice. Professionals have the power to open up or close down opportunities for children to input into service design and delivery at any point. As Myles (2022) has alluded to, professionals need to acknowledge the obstacles to child participation (including their own biases or preconceptions) and be willing to listen to children.

If professionals retain power and are reluctant to invite responses from children, this can prohibit a democratic process of co-learning and co-creation and maintain power inequalities within relationships (Day et al, 2023). There may be a disproportionate focus on children’s past behaviour and an overly conscious effort to detect and monitor concerns about harmful behaviours, which may hinder ‘possibilities for reciprocity, mutuality, genuine or equal partnerships’ (Day, 2022; Johns et al, 2022, p 129; Creaney and Smith, 2023). Furthermore, while there may be differing strategies and philosophical underpinnings for models of participatory practice in existence, the practitioner may retain the status as expert, ultimately with the authority to decide a course of action, regardless of the views of children (Creaney and Burns, 2023). While it remains important to encourage children to actively participate in processes meaningfully, if professionals embrace the principle of defensible decision-making with a risk-averse mindset, this may stifle innovative and bespoke practices. This militates against power-sharing arrangements. Nevertheless, given that there has been an increased focus on collaborative practices, there is at least the minimum expectation that the child will be consulted on the nature of the interventions they will receive. At the point of service delivery, it is essential that youth justice practitioners demonstrate empathy, embrace children’s voices and drive participatory agendas.¹ There are some projects that offer novel insights into the use and value of lived experience in a youth justice context.

Valuing lived experience: promoting peer support as key to desistance

Children within the youth justice system have often experienced adversity, including prior experiences of disruptive relationships with authority figures. This may curtail their ambitions, hopes for the future and hinder the prospect
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of desistance. It is of fundamental importance that practitioners seek to address fractured relationships with ‘authority’, rebuild trust and confidence in service systems and, in so doing, display an empathic understanding about their lifestyle or challenging situation they find themselves in (Drake et al, 2014; Cross, 2020; Wigzell, 2021; Day et al, 2023). Arguably, the principle of reciprocity should be observed between stakeholders (Johns et al, 2022). Relationship-focused practice can be a vehicle through which opportunities for children to participate in schemes, such as peer support and mentorship, can be maximised. Within such approaches to practice, practitioners can seek to embed desistance principles including the spirit of reciprocity, which can redress some of the power imbalances between children and practitioners. Peer support is one approach to practice that can promote children’s participation within the youth justice system and facilitate the process of desistance. For example, this pro-social type of practice is relationship-based. It is conducive to a philosophy of forging a meaningful connection between those who have similar backgrounds and system experiences (Lopez-Humphreys and Teater, 2018, p 193; see also Buck and Creaney, 2020). At this point, the chapter will now explain how this type of approach can be realised in practice and then briefly reflect on some of the pitfalls and challenges of such practices.

Some youth justice services have either devised bespoke projects or partnered with third sector organisations – potentially viewed by children as more inclusive and less punitive than criminal justice agencies (see CYCJ, 2022) – to offer opportunities for children to undertake peer support, navigator roles or become peer advocates. As Thompson and Spacey (2023) note, this approach can encourage desistance through nurturing behavioural and attitude change. As a valuable pedagogical practice, it can enhance the self-efficacy of those undergoing court orders and those in mentor or helper roles. For example, Youth Ink (2024) work in partnership with a local youth justice service to co-design and co-deliver peer-led programmes in collaboration with and for justice-involved children. The lived-experience charity has created both peer-trainer and peer-support navigator roles. Individuals who undertake these roles are former service users. Peer navigators seek to promote participatory practices, foster non-hierarchical partnerships and build both empathic and trusting relationships with justice-involved children (Burns and Creaney, 2023). They promote pro-social attitudes and behaviours and help to facilitate healing and growth (Hazel et al, 2017). Peer navigators provide emotional and practical forms of support to young people experiencing difficulties. Crucially, they aim to be a positive influence.

Peer support involves those who share similar backgrounds and experiences acting as mentors to those in need of support or guidance. A key part of the process involves mentors, who have experiences of using justice services,
acting as positive role models and igniting or nurturing a positive direction of travel for justice-involved children whereby they are encouraged to pursue law-abiding endeavours including pro-social hobbies (Maruna et al, 2015; Wilkinson et al, 2022). This involves building trusted relationships with children under youth justice supervision and connecting with those experiencing hardship. The mentee can feel inspired to make positive changes as a result of receiving support from a former service user who has lived experiences of overcoming difficulties (Creaney, 2018; Myles, 2022). Young people who have experienced challenges, overcome adversity and forged a positive path for themselves despite obstacles and unfortunate circumstances can accrue experiential knowledge and draw on these insights when supporting vulnerable children (Creaney, 2018; CYCJ, 2022; Duke et al, 2022; Myles, 2022). This approach holds international relevance. In the United States, a former justice leader recently called for a strategy to create credible messengers nationwide (Fuller and Goodman, 2020; Washington Post, 2022). Credible messengers, like experiential peers (Lenkens et al, 2021), have first-hand experiences of system contact but have desisted from crime and are deemed capable of relating to and connecting with those in need who are experiencing personal, social or emotional difficulties.

Reflecting on the limits of these practices, mentors may instil in the mentee a desire to resist order or oppose authority, which may result in the mentee modelling such behaviours and disengaging from criminal justice processes. However, Youth Ink require that all mentors participate in training courses on how to model pro-social behaviours, share lived experiences and promote positive choices and law-abiding mindsets. This training could be pivotal in supporting the desistance process. The lived-experience charity also encourages mentors to work collaboratively and constructively with mentees and other practitioners to bring about changes in how the youth justice service operates by challenging the status quo or questioning the norms and values that underpin responses in the field, in progressive ways. Youth Ink embrace a commitment to drive participatory practices from the ground up (Johns et al, 2022, p 125). This is evident in both the philosophy they adopt and the principles that guide their approach, whereby they seek to transform practice through pressing for lived experience, including children’s skills and knowledge, to be properly ‘recognised and valorised as expertise’ (Goodman and Porteous, 2022; Johns et al, 2022, p 125).

Youth Ink exemplify a commitment to valuing the perspectives of justice-involved children. Their commitment to inclusivity is evident through a drive to treat peer navigators as knowledge creators whose insights can positively influence pathways to desistance. Youth Ink is independent from the youth justice service and has relative freedom to involve young people in its strategy and approach. Thus, to a certain extent it is not necessarily vulnerable to its working practices being dismantled by the whims of ‘someone at the top’
getting ‘cold feet’ due to perceived concerns about risk of harm or anxiety surrounding potential safety concerns (Johns et al, 2022, p 128). That said, screening and selection processes are intended to be thorough. There are procedures in place to ensure that those occupying peer-navigator roles have been properly vetted and completed required training courses and induction programmes.

However, as Brierley (2023) notes, mentors may not have the required skills to undertake the role effectively and thus may not feel confident in their abilities to utilise child-centred techniques to assist those in need. Moreover, barriers to operationalising Child First or translating and applying desistance principles into practice include practitioners remaining wedded to the rhetoric of managing risk through a deficit-based lens. Resource constraints may hinder peer-support activities or apprenticeship schemes from being developed, there can be challenges acting in accordance with the principle of ‘do no harm’, and anxieties exist around managing safeguarding concerns (Creaney et al, 2023a, 2023b; Thompson and Spacey, 2023). Therefore, more focus on training courses and what they should entail is required for this type of approach to be effective. Furthermore, while presenting as being ‘in need’ of guidance from a positive role model, justice-involved children may not value the support of a mentor and thus be reluctant to engage in the process of mentor/mentee matching. This is why the focus on the relationship is important to ensure children see the value in building a connection with their mentor/practitioner. Moreover, as Day et al (2023, p 3) have pointed out, some commentators may aver that a disproportionate focus on children’s lived experiences of adversity or disadvantage may result in accusations that there is insufficient focus of ensuring children are held accountable for at least some of their own actions or responses to situations, ‘and that a focus on addressing criminogenic need should remain at the forefront of youth justice practice’. However, peer support as an approach must be needs-based and respectful of children’s participatory rights, in line with Child First principles.

**Conclusion**

This chapter has sought to explore how to facilitate children’s participation in decision-making processes to support desistance. The chapter has critiqued types of participatory practice, acknowledging the benefits and challenges of involving children in decision-making processes. Participation is a contested concept in that there are differences of opinion on what it means in a youth justice context. As discussed at the beginning of this chapter, to participate is to be involved in matters that are of interest to a child. It can also mean experiencing a sense of ownership of parts of the decision-making process. The chapter also offered insight into how and why an attempt to foster
children’s involvement in the design and implementation of participatory practices has prompted efforts to challenge power inequalities, to reposition practitioners as co-facilitators with justice-involved children. Such practices are forward-facing, a key feature of desistance-based practice and respectful of children’s participatory rights, in line with a Child First ethos. There is an expectation that those undergoing court order requirements will be consulted on the nature of the interventions that are to be implemented. This chapter has argued that, as partners in the supervisory process, children can be empowered to share valuable insights during supervision into what support systems are required to enable children to maintain non-offending lifestyles and be given a platform to critique/disrupt harmful systems and influence or shape the development of strategies that impact on organisational priorities and how practitioners connect with children at the point of service delivery.

Leading on from this, the chapter has offered insight into the reason why there appears to be an increased interest in progressing types of peer support. Peer support projects can help to build children’s pro-social identity and enhance access to the accumulation of social capital (positive connections with pro-social peers), which as a by-product can enable non-offending (Arthur et al, 2019; Ministry of Justice/Youth Justice Board, 2019). The work of Youth Ink, which appears to be in consonance with desistance-focused practice and closely aligned to the Child First collaboration principle, involves stakeholders with lived and those with living experience of crime or criminalisation working in partnership with one another. Peer navigators can offer unique perspectives, informed by experiences of system contact, and can offer suggestions to practitioners about how to avoid using techniques that may stymie genuine forms of participation. The authors reflected upon some concerns about how this unfolds in practice, which includes thinking about power dynamics, specific training requirements and attitudes towards ‘criminogenic’ behaviours. Despite this, it is argued that peer support is a type of desistance-informed participatory practice that has the potential to align with the current Child First ethos in youth justice and adhere to children’s rights in this context.
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Notes

1 It is important to note that practitioners/those with power need to engage in a reflective process around the nature of involving children in decision-making to ensure that they have considered the extent to which they can ‘decision make’ in different areas of the service. This involves being clear from the outset with children. In other words, which part of the continuum does this project/decision sit? How do we talk about this with children from the start? (Peer Power Youth, 2021).

2 The New York City Department of Probation launched the Arches Program in 2009. It is a group project that children and young people aged between 16 to 24 years old who are subject to legal orders can voluntarily participate in. Each session is led by a mentor (credible messenger) with lived experience of contact with the justice system who facilitates a range of activity-oriented exercises including spoken word and rap contests. Mentors also draw on personal experiences of overcoming difficulties and seek to connect and empathise with group participants. Credible messengers do this in a number of ways. For example, they enable honest conversations about lifestyles and perceptions of crime. They help participations to prepare for employment and ‘build more capital’ (Fuller and Goodman, 2020, p 74) via legitimate means. Participants attend invited talks and are taught life skills, including managing finances, and receive advice and guidance on possible routes into certain industries, including how to become a successful entrepreneur.
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Relationship-based work with children in the youth justice system

Roberta Evans and Kirstine Szifris

Introduction

Relationships sit at the centre of much of the work with children who come into conflict with the law. While the nature, purpose and intensity of these relationships can vary, there is a broadly accepted assumption that a level of trust between a professional and a child will have a positive effect on the outcomes for the child (Newman, 2004; Truth Hurts, 2006). In this chapter, we focus on the relationship between a child and a professional, how such relationships establish trust and how relationships can be affected by the professional’s work being constrained by statutory frameworks.

Desistance theory has consistently emphasised the importance of relationships in supporting people out of crime: ‘Former service users consistently identified having a trusting, open, and collaborative working relationship with a YOT [youth offending team] member of staff or one professional outside the YOT as the most important factor in helping them move away from offending’ (HMIP, 2016, p 17). Some academics have suggested that even attempting to apply offending reduction/desistance supporting programmes to children in contact with the youth justice system is incongruent with the fact that offending is a normal part of adolescence (Pitts, 2003) and most grow out of crime (Goldson, 1997; Sampson and Laub, 2004). Further, McAra and McVie (2007) report that children are more likely to desist from offending when they are not formally processed through the youth justice system and argue for a ‘maximum diversion approach’ (p 338). Since their research, the number of first-time entrants in the youth justice system has reduced significantly, and most children formally processed in the youth justice system are receiving pre-court outcomes (YJB, 2022b).

This has resulted in a smaller cohort of children receiving post-court outcomes. They tend to be those with more serious levels of offending and/or multiple court outcomes, and these children present with higher levels
of vulnerabilities and chaotic lives (Taylor, 2016; Johns et al, 2017; YJB, 2020). Evans’ work (Vlugter, 2009) found that there are ‘notable differences in personal, family or social needs among those children that have high levels of offending compared to those with low levels of offending’ (p 117). The Youth Justice Board’s (YJB) national standards promote the use of desistance practice for all children (YJB, 2019). Applying desistance theory to the youth justice system ought to be done with caution as the underlying theories stem from research with adults (see Maruna, 2001; Giordano et al, 2002). There is, however, some emerging research that sheds some light into the desistance process for teenagers. While there is still a recognition that maturity plays a key role in trajectories out of crime (Robinson, 2014), McMahon and Jump (2018) found that successful desisters (male, under 18) were actively seeking to shed their old criminal identities, while persisters lacked confidence in doing so. Furthermore, desisters tended to have greater involvement in new pro-social activities than persisters, indicating the importance of self-understanding even at a young age. But how do we support children with higher and more serious levels of offending, particularly when the needs are complex and interwoven? We recognise that the sample cohort in this study is small and focused on serious and prolifically offending children. While this is representative of the small number of children on repeat court orders, it is worth noting that it is not representative of all children on court-ordered community sentences, as currently the majority are officially first-time entrants.

To explore these themes, we draw on research conducted by SHiFT, a charity in the UK that offers long-term, intensive support to children whom professionals consider ‘high risk’ and caught up in the ‘cycle of crime’ (Smith et al, 2022). SHiFT guides work intensively alongside a small number of children over a sustained timescale of at least 18 months. This longevity of support is seen by SHiFT as vital in building trust and engagement with children who have considerable previous experiences of trauma, neglect, abuse and poor attachment and have previously been passed in and out of different services according to various statutory thresholds.

SHiFT’s model of working offers an opportunity to reflect on relationship-based working. Both of this chapter’s authors were involved in a pilot of the SHiFT programme, with Evans as the Senior Manager overseeing the youth justice service in one of the pilot local authorities, and Szifris as SHiFT’s Research and Evaluation Lead. With our ‘insider-outsider’ perspectives on the work of the SHiFT professionals, we use the research to reflect on trust- and relationship-based working in an attempt to draw out learning that can be applied across the sector. The work of SHiFT offers an insight into what a long-term, trusted relationship might look like and the importance of different ways of working with the children and their families.
Trusted relationships in a position of power

In the UK, there has been a growing interest, certainly since the 2010s, in the role of trusted relationships in working with children and adults with complex needs. Most notably, the Early Intervention Foundation was commissioned by the Home Office to review their trusted relationships policy, and the summary report provides the following definition: ‘A professional “two way” relationship where the roles and boundaries around these are clearly understood; and where a young person or child feels comfortable about talking openly within this context’ (White, 2017, p 4). The main report concludes that ‘enabling trusted relationships within public services requires a nuanced and multi-dimensional approach, taking account of the fit between a child’s [sic] lived experience, the skills of the practitioners and the context in which the intervention is delivered’ (Lewing et al, 2018, p 30). The authors describe contextual factors as longevity of the relationship, effective training and supervision and less demand on practitioners through reduced bureaucracy and improved autonomy. They describe practitioner factors as involving appropriate attitudes and values, the use of effective techniques and being responsive to the child. While the report did not highlight the importance of showing genuine care for the young person, this has been raised in other literature (Maruna et al, 2004; HMIP, 2016; Wigzell, 2020).

Literature from work in prisons offers some insight into the complexity of developing trusted relationships. Szifris’s work (2021) implies that a person’s behaviour being overseen and ‘watched’ by authorities can limit self-expression. In other words, when the person feels there are consequences for what they say, they do not speak openly. Further, Liebling et al (2011) emphasise the importance of ‘prisoner voice’ in legitimate interaction, with Crewe (2009) coining the phrase ‘biro-power’ to articulate the power professionals have to shape the future of people in prison. Therefore, certain contexts naturally incline against the emergence of trust.

While issues of trust within prisons cannot be directly translated to the world of youth justice, there are some insights that seem relevant. For example, Liebling with Arnold (2004) offers a definition of trust as ‘reliance on the honesty, reliability, and good sense of a person; the level of responsibility or confidence invested in and experienced by individuals’ (p 248). She argues that this is underpinned by respectful treatment and grows out of social relationships. Further, Szifris’s (2021) work highlighted the importance in trust for the professionals’ underlying motivations with open, non-judgemental and fair treatment being described as key to establishing trusted relationships. Having professionals, particularly with a role in the criminal justice system, recognising and praising evidence of desistance supports a non-offender identity (Maruna, 2001), and praise from ‘on high’ is key to delabelling and supporting desistance (Maruna et al, 2004).
How do we manage the professional relationship without breaking trust?

When considering the value of relationship-based approaches, a key question is: how can trusted relationships be created within a statutory youth justice setting? The case worker in a YOT could be seen to have the best opportunity to develop a strong relationship with a child receiving a formal outcome due to their responsibility to assess the child’s needs, plan for their intervention and oversee the intervention’s delivery for the duration of the outcome or order. However, the worker’s role is bound by legal parameters. How does the youth justice practitioner develop and maintain the relationship from a position of power and without breaking trust when delivering the statutory requirements of the role?

The relationship is the most important part of supervision, particularly the ability to go beyond the supervisory role and show mutual care and communication (Wigzell, 2020). The professional has the ability to ‘normal-smith’ or ‘deviant-smith’ the child through their interactions, analysis, assessment and representation of them in the court or other professional settings (Maruna, 2001; Maruna et al, 2004; Lofland, 1969). The YJB introduced a reoffending project that looked at effective practice in reducing reoffending (Hayes, 2014). This found that teams with low reoffending had highly motivated and engaged staff who could enlist the support of the wider partnership and had sufficient resources available to deliver interventions (YJB, 2015). A later report outlined that children ‘benefit from a stable, trusting and respectful relationship with at least one practitioner’ (YJB, 2016). It also stated that the work should be broadly therapeutic and not overly focused on punishment, recognising desistance as an ongoing process and that the ‘practitioners need the skills to engage [children], and to establish trust as well as boundaries’ (YJB, 2016). The compulsory nature of statutory interventions can be a barrier to engagement and requires workers to be persistent, to look beyond whether a child attends the session or not, to promote the benefits of the intervention to the young person and focus on their relationship (Bateman and Hazel, 2013). Practitioners’ skills in relationship building are demonstrated through an ability to ‘get along’, hold ‘proper friendly conversations’, ‘being there’ and ‘going the extra mile’ (Wigzell, 2020).

The use of boundaries can include enforcement for non-compliance, as set out in the Powers of Criminal Courts (Sentencing) Act 2000. In a study commissioned by the YJB, workers reported that enforcement is an effective method of encouraging compliance (Ipsos MORI, 2010). This can also present a particular tension point for workers focused on relationship-based practice (Morris, 2015). The case practitioner is bound by the YJB’s national standards, first established in 2000. These outline the expectations for managers and youth justice practitioners, timeframes for completing
an assessment or pre-sentence report and the standards for delivering each order available in the court. Until 2022, a strong feature of the standards was ensuring the child’s compliance with their order and timely enforcement (also known as ‘breach’) for non-compliance.

The breach process gives a clear message to the child that they have ‘failed’ and they need to return to court, potentially for resentencing. This is regardless of whether the child has made excellent changes to various areas of their life – if they do not comply with the conditions of the order, and specifically do not attend planned face-to-face appointments, they face the courts. This goes against the guidance for desistance-based practice, which encourages society to take a chance on an individual who is trying to make an effort towards desistance, as not giving this chance could lead to further offending (Maruna, 2004). When boundaries are implemented from a perspective of support and setting the young person on the right track, this is seen to be more ‘legitimate’ by children (Johns et al, 2017).

When the Scaled Approach was introduced (YJB, 2010), the aim was to tailor the intensity of intervention based on the assessment of risk and therefore more effectively manage risk. A child presenting with more risk was required to attend and participate in more sessions and activities to reduce risk (YJB, 2010). So with more chaos in their life, they were expected to attend, on time, a higher number of appointments.

A decade later, we have a welcome fresh perspective on the national standards (YJB, 2019) whereby they reflected the principles of a Child First approach (Case and Browning, 2021). The focus is on relationship-based practice and promoting a child’s desistance. The guidance promotes practice that is in the child’s best interests, building their strengths and their means of developing a pro-social identity, where work is constructive and future-focused, built on supportive relationships that empower children to fulfil their potential and make positive contributions to society, and so on. This shift in approach has a promising tone that could support children away from the criminal justice system.

In 2022 the case management guidance that accompanied the national standards had also completely changed. This reflects the new way of working that encourages youth justice workers to make every effort to engage the child and their family and to adapt their work based on the child’s various needs. The guidance is more flexible in how to set the frequency of appointments, and if the child is overwhelmed by expectations or struggling, the worker can reduce the frequency of appointments. Previously, such a change required management oversight. In the one reference to ‘breach’, the guidance clearly states that ‘it is incumbent on you to make every effort to engage children in completing their order’ (YJB, 2022a). The burden of overcoming barriers to achieving engagement is placed on the adults, not the child.
While this is a positive step in the right direction, it will take time to embed. Years after the establishment of YOTs, there was evidence of ‘cultural hang-overs’ and ongoing professional differences in opinion about welfare- versus risk-led approaches (Morris, 2015). Changes in guidance can have an impact, but inevitably practitioners will continue (to an extent) to apply their own principles of practice. This is particularly pertinent with the ongoing power dynamic of a statutory worker being required to assess and manage risk. With the previous assessment and intervention framework remaining, it will be difficult to move away from the isolated risk-based approach to the child (John et al, 2017). The tension of whether to breach a child for non-compliance on the basis of public protection (Morris, 2015) will also be an ongoing dynamic. As outlined by Wigzell (2020), case practitioners struggle with the increased paperwork and management expectations involved in more complex case work. The emotional impact is also significant. A relationship-based approach that supports desistance requires time, frequency and quality contact alongside a desire to engage young people and promote their positive development (Johns et al, 2017). Therefore, workers need to balance their ongoing risk-management statutory role and accompanying paperwork with a long-term relationship-based Child First approach.

**Methodology**

The findings presented in this chapter stem from an internal, process evaluation of SHiFT – a youth justice organisation which, at the time of the research, ran two practices in London and worked with a total of 43 children. Each SHiFT practice consisted of five Guides (one of whom is the Lead) and a practice coordinator and is supported by the SHiFT national team. SHiFT practices are run within local authorities, alongside or within the youth justice service. The research question which framed the data collection and analysis was: ‘What does SHiFT look like when it is working well?’

By focusing on relationships where SHiFT is working, the research captured strong, positive, *trusted* relationships between children and Guides. This was determined by an initial analysis of quarterly returns and explicit selection for whom positive outcomes could be demonstrated (for example, a return to mainstream education, reduced missing episodes and improved accommodation for children in care, or reduced engagement with criminal activity and conflict with the law). These were discussed with the practice teams, and children who were seen as suitable were extended an invite.

The research methodology drew on contribution analysis (Mayne, 2008) and involved constructing a range of ‘contribution stories’ for eight of the 43 children working with a SHiFT Guide.
Data collection and analysis

The research was conducted by SHiFT’s Research and Evaluation Lead (Dr Kirstine Szifris), who is also an author of this chapter. For the full evaluation, a range of data collection activities took place including theory of change workshops with SHiFT Guides, interviews with children and Guides, telephone interviews with parents, focus groups with professionals and examination of administrative data and SHiFT’s ‘exploration tools’ (completed by Guides and children together to monitor progress). For the purposes of this chapter, we focus on data from timeline interviews with children and Guides and the telephone interviews with parents and family members. The eight children included in the research were identified in collaboration with SHiFT Lead Guides and their line managers. A shortlist of 25 provided the basis for analysis of administrative data, with 12 being invited to interview and seven successfully interviewed alongside their Guides.

Timeline interviews involved meeting with children and Guides together for between one and two hours. Szifris led the child and Guide through a series of questions to understand how their relationship has developed, key events over the course of their time working together and reflections on what has gone well and where the child needed support. Timelines were visual in nature, with a range of materials including coloured pens, Post-It notes, string and large pieces of paper being provided.

There are some limitations to interviewing the child and the Guide together, with an increased likelihood of a positive review of the work of the Guide. However, the Guide’s presence brokered the relationship, helping to provide a safe space for the child to discuss different aspects of their lives with the researcher. Furthermore, it allowed Szifris to observe the relationship between Guide and child with follow-up notes taken on a standardised form to help understand the role of different Guides in the children’s lives. Interviews followed a loose interview schedule (taking a semi-structured approach) developed in discussion with the Director of Practice and Lead Guides and were recorded and transcribed. The interviews were analysed using open coding and thematic analysis techniques to develop contribution stories.

Findings from SHiFT’s evaluation

‘So how am I supposed to trust them? That’s like the first point of like … that’s where from Day One, the trust has not been formed with social workers. This is the problem. This is the Day One problem like.’ (Archie, 18 years)
Longevity and flexibility

SHiFT Guides began working with children with a clear intention of building relationships, getting to know their circumstances and situations, and using this as a foundation to establish positive change for and with the child. The contribution stories suggested that the Guides had the time to genuinely get to know the children, their personalities, interests and circumstances:

‘I said to her that I have the goal to be a footballer when I grow up – normally I would just say it, but [my Guide] listened to me and without me knowing, she checked on Google for football stuff. And she showed me that for anything I need, she is there.’ (Banquo Jr, timeline interviews)

In the interviews, many of the children discussed the importance of the relationship with the Guide, highlighting its intensive nature: “[Other workers] just give me a phone call every two weeks. But I meet him [his Guide] every week. Sometimes twice a week” (James, timeline interview).

Both children and Guides talked about simply turning up and spending time in the child’s home, getting to know them and their families. In many cases, the child was wary of a new professional making promises and being part of their lives. The Guides understood the need to take their time to find a way to connect with the child. This also meant the Guides could tailor the work to the child in a meaningful way. Each Guide set individualised goals with the children.

The SHiFT model emphasises flexibility, encouraging Guides to meet children in their own environment and to tailor the work to the child’s needs. This means Guides can spend time with a child in the way the child feels comfortable without the time pressures of a short, targeted programme.

The children spoke enthusiastically of time spent doing interesting activities – basketball, horse-riding, music clubs, football and water sports – but also that these activities provided a safe and secure foundation to engage in meaningful conversation – often in the car on the way there:

James: But the car journey is actually pretty good when it comes to us just talking and getting to know each other. Even on the journey here …

SHiFT Guide: Yeah on the journey here we were talking about emotional regulation, and parents’ emotional regulation.

James: We talk a lot, it helps a lot, just the talking. Instead of doing all of this all the time (pointing at the timeline exercise they were doing), it’s good like but not all the time. It’s nice to sit in the car, go get a coffee, and talk.
Jaimie and her Guide began by simply going out for food. They used this time to get to know each other and to understand different influences in Jaimie’s life, including her grandmother, the only relative with whom Jaimie has regular contact. It became apparent that Jaimie has had few reliable adults in her life and has a sense of independence: “Put it like this … I haven’t been told what to do in a very long time.”

Guides demonstrated their ability to spend significant time with the children, flexibly and in their own contexts, including with family members. Guides, children and parents discussed how the Guide took a flexible and creative approach to engaging the children. With only a small number of children to work with, Guides were able to get involved in the children’s lives in a meaningful way. Children highlighted small ways in which Guides were flexible – such as agreeing to a time that suited the child.

There are various examples within the stories of a Guide’s ability to be flexible in the moment. When different issues arise, instead of being moved to different services and the child having to work with a new professional, the SHiFT Guide works with them on whatever aspect of their lives they currently need support on.

**Genuinely interested and committed**

Several of the children discussed how the Guides engaged them in a much more meaningful way than other workers. SHiFT Guides seemed more open and willing to develop genuine relationships with children, who described them as ‘open’ and ‘available’. Their Guides ‘got them’: they listen and take the time to understand their point of view.

Children emphasised the importance of the time the Guides took just to sit and listen, letting them vent their frustrations, articulate their thoughts and explore their feelings when the children needed to do this:

‘I mean, a lot of the time, he’s very like … he will sit there and listen like. Even if I sit there and be chatting so much shit; “Oh I hate the world! I hate my family! I wish everything’s …”, mad talk. But he still sits there and listens, you know. Not a lot of socials really do that.’ (James)

The conversation is different: “You get the, like, social workers, they’re always asking this, asking that. It seems like they’re trying to dig for information and like da da da da da. But [my SHiFT Guide] like was a bit more relaxed. And more times, he’s coming just to chat with me innit like” (Archie). For others, time spent with the Guides provided opportunity for meaningful conversation. As described by James, the ‘car conversation’ can be a safe way to engage in discussions about various topics.
With a trusted relationship, these conversations could also be openly challenging. For example, working with her Guide, Jaimie does not go unchallenged. In these moments in the interview, when Jaimie’s Guide asks her to explain what happened, she listened without judgement and then challenged Jaimie to think about a different way of responding. There are some indications that it is working as, a week or so after the timeline interview, Jaimie’s Guide and Jaimie’s social worker reported that Jaimie had independently chosen to write a formal email to explain her concerns within the placement instead of “kicking off”.

The interviews highlighted the importance of workers following through on their promises:

‘Whereas he’s proven … to a certain degree, he’s proven a lot. Like what he’s said he’s going to do, he’s actually done it. Like he said he was going to sign Kieran up to a gym and went and done that. Meetings like, things like that. He does it.’ (Kieran’s mother)

For Banquo Jr, his Guide following through with a conversation and taking the time to find out how to support him in his interests (in this case football) was key to him believing she was on his side. Whether or not a professional follows through with a promise is important to parents too:

‘The relationship with professionals broke down, because there was a lot of things getting promised, and never … no matter what me or Kieran was doing. Cause it got to the point where I thought … I was on the order. It was me that was in trouble as well.’ (Kieran’s mother)

Importantly, having established rapport and good relationships with children and families, Guides then followed through with actions. Guides have driven children to music clubs, using car journeys to talk about emotions and how to regulate them (James and his Guide), or acted as an emergency contact, vouching for the child when they wanted to go back to college and get their education back on track (Archie and his Guide). Guides have turned up at the police station when children got arrested (Sam and his Guide), accompanying them to court, speaking in support of them (Rob and his Guide) and continuing to work with them if they go into custody, are moved to a placement outside of the borough and after they turn 18 (the broader group).

In four out of the seven interviews with children, there was an opportunity to discuss past experiences with professionals and services and compare them with their experience of working with their SHiFT Guide. These discussions highlighted the importance of authentic care from the first introduction: “A lot of these social workers, they’ll say they’ll care, but they won’t like” (James);
“The way he introduced himself to me, without digging for information, and without being a classic social worker, which makes me want to actually chat to him more. Then there, by definition, when he tells me things, I’m going to listen more” (Archie).

Jaimie explained that she felt her voice wasn’t being heard in the system because there wasn’t anyone who wanted to listen:

Researcher: What needs to change in the system?
Jaimie: I needed someone to listen to me and what I actually wanted.

The interviews also identified the importance of the SHiFT Guide being realistic about the child’s context. Archie’s experience of his Guide was different from his previous interactions with professionals, which he was clearly frustrated about and felt let down. The SHiFT Guide respected his views and understood the lifestyle he had been involved in. This enabled him to find a way to challenge some of Archie’s views and to encourage him towards going “legit”: “[The Guide] teaches Archie how to protect and support himself with the reality of Archie’s world. That is probably the key difference that I have seen compared to any other previous support” (Archie’s parent).

The interviews highlighted the value in working alongside the family. With a Guide working alongside Kieran’s mother, she was able to engage with the professional network in a way that meant they began to understand Kieran’s story – the trauma that he was dealing with and the needs that she felt were underpinning his behaviour.

Kieran’s Guide worked closely with his mother while he was in prison, developing a deep understanding of his situation and life circumstances. By doing this, the Guide was able to be alongside Kieran within the professional network, supporting him and his family to understand requirements and advocate for his specific needs.

While the children have highlighted key differences between the Guides and statutory professionals, they also outline ways in which a social worker or youth justice professional can approach their role, such as taking time to listen, being interested in the child themselves, meeting the child where they are, engaging them in fun activities and allowing the child to bring forward the information when ready.

**Shifting the adultification bias**

In many cases, the SHiFT worker gets involved with a child who has worked with services for many years. The Guides take an insider-outsider role with these services, working with the network of professionals to change
the narrative around the child. The following examples articulate a key
issue in working with children caught up in the cycle of crime, in that for
those that might want to move forward, their past behaviours are used as
a factor in judging risk and their needs. This is not a problem confined to
the youth justice space, as evidenced in the adultification literature (Davis
and Marsh, 2020).

In the interviews, children and parents discussed how professionals would
discuss children’s ‘problem behaviours’ but would not engage in a discussion
about the reasons for this behaviour. In the following exchange, a Guide
and child discuss how ‘the system’ has treated Oscar primarily as a ‘criminal’
instead of a ‘victim’ despite Oscar having been involved in county lines
activities since the age of eight:

Interviewer: What I’m finding interesting is that, right from the
outset, you’ve very much been treated as …

Guide: A criminal

Interviewer: Why do you think that is?

Oscar: I feel like it’s a little bit, because of all these professionals
and that.

Interviewer: How do you see yourself?

Oscar: Just like a normal person, innit.

Guide: I think that’s a very good point though. That … and
I think that can be profession-wide in terms of the
terminology that we use and the language that we use
… in meetings, the lens should be; the young person
is a victim.

Kieran’s mother also highlights the issue of professionals seeing the
offending first:

‘And my biggest concern was, when he come home [from custody], was
the professionals. I’m not going to lie. I think I was more concerned
about what the professionals were going to say, what they were going
to try and put in place, and things like that. … And I’ve always felt
to a certain degree that the youth offending and other professionals
have made things difficult for me and [Kieran] to move forward.’
(Kieran’s mum)

For Archie’s Guide, a key part of working with him was to address the
professional narrative. He is known within the local authority as being one
of the ‘ring leaders’ of criminal activity, responsible for recruiting others and
deply entrenched in the ‘roads’ lifestyle. Archie’s mother explains how this
was also experienced in Archie’s school journey:
'I think he is undiagnosed ADHD and severe dyslexia. So he was really, really struggling, and that came out as bad behaviour, a massive round of exclusions, he moved schools, he was locked in rooms while in school, he was running away and his attendance was less than 30 per cent. I feel like I tried to speak to people to get him diagnosed, instead of looking at him as being really naughty and getting him out of our school. I feel like if that had been gone down at an early age, that would have been different. If they had understood the naughty behaviour as a symptom rather than who this person is.' (Archie’s mother)

By getting to know the child and taking the time to understand the reasons behind their behaviour, Guides were able to get alongside the child and focus on their goals rather than behaviour.

Furthermore, key to the work of the Guides is their ability to ‘get alongside’ the other professionals involved in their lives as well as the child and family. To support the child’s journey, all of the Guides worked alongside the children’s professional network. They would begin by looking at the records and talking with their social workers and YOT workers to understand the child’s situation. This was a benefit of the ‘insider-outsider’ role.

**Conclusion**

Children need supervision and someone who is looking out for them (Schaefer-McDaniel, 2004; Smith, 2004), whereby good communication and looking out for them reduce risk of further offending (Osgood and Anderson, 2004). For this to have the best impact, it needs to be with positive regard and care, praising each positive step towards reform (Maruna et al, 2004; Wigzell, 2020). When it comes to the statutory order and the requirements to be completed in the order, to the point when a worker has to breach for non-compliance, there is a tension present. This is perhaps similar to the role of an authoritative parent, which is still an important role for adolescents (Hanson and Holmes, 2014).

The worker’s approach to the child in the court system needs to be a balance of positive outlook, showing care and interest, developing a trusting relationship and also holding authority (HMIP, 2016). The YJB supports a relationship-led, balanced approach to support children through a change process, responding to children as individuals with trust and respect without ignoring personal responsibility (YJB, 2016). Desistance can be supported when workers have a desire to engage young people and show an interest in their development and are clear about the boundaries and expectations when seeking to develop a trusted relationship (Johns et al, 2017).

Where youth justice practitioners are applying the same interested, open, caring and flexible approach as SHiFT Guides alongside the principles of
the new national standards (YJB, 2019) and case management guidance (YJB, 2022a), they support a pathway of change and an exit path out of the criminal justice system. Where a worker focuses on the child as a person, discusses their interests, rather than focusing on what they have done wrong, the child will be more likely to engage and trust the worker’s advice. The worker has a responsibility to move beyond the behaviour, recognise the trauma and find the child behind the behaviour — to be genuinely interested and friendly, ‘get along’ and care about them and go the extra mile (Wigzell, 2020). They need to get into a habit of praising the child for every success as that is what will also likely change their behaviour (Maruna et al, 2004).

The worker is now responsible to the child for their attendance and reviewing their approach in how they engage a child (rather than only expecting a child to attend to them and judge their reasons for non-attendance). The worker can go out to the child and wait for them to be ready or change the time that suits them. They could consider the child’s learning and development needs when considering if the reason for being late or not attending is reasonable. They could create sessions that are of interest to the child so they are more likely to be present, as well as having fun and ‘car conversations’ as avenues for a safe space to talk. By responding creatively and flexibly, the worker’s relationship will be more like an advocate or mentor than an authoritarian worker in a position of power. This would more likely increase engagement, reduce the need for enforcement and support a ‘normal-smithing’ process out of crime (Wigzell, 2020).

How youth justice practitioners (or social workers) and managers take this on board and apply it within their statutory setting will be an ongoing discussion, which needs to be supported by the YJB (and Ofsted) and local authorities. This needs to be more than an offer of training and reflective supervision, although these will complement the new steer from the 2019 national standards and 2022 case management guidance. The difference with SHiFT was that the workers could take the time to build the relationship — a lot of time — both in the length of their involvement and due to their small caseload. The SHiFT Guides had less paperwork and bureaucracy. They had flexibility and could go outside of the boundaries of a start or end date in an order or social work plan. Therefore, rather than attempt to make the most of every interaction in the time limits of a court order (Johns et al, 2017), youth justice services may need to consider working beyond the parameters of these timeframes. Accepting the importance of a trusted relationship and recognising the time this requires may have more impact on the child and their behaviour than focusing on the paperwork and court timeframes. Furthermore, when a worker has the opportunity to get to know a young person and ‘what makes them tick’, they will likely require less time to complete the paperwork when this eventually comes.
Children have told us how important the worker’s engagement and approach is to their behaviour, outcomes and wellbeing; this means having a worker ‘be there’, be flexible, be persistent and stay with them throughout. So now, with the permission of a Child First approach, it’s time to listen.
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Through a youth justice practitioner’s lens: would a sentencing alternative to a criminal conviction be a small change with a big impact on children’s desistance?

Steven Carr

Introduction

Learning through experience and sharing this learning is central to reflective practice (Finlay, 2008). This chapter encompasses the reflective thoughts of a practitioner who has worked in youth justice for a quarter of a century and, notably, has had the opportunity to work on the 24 picturesque square miles of Guernsey as a Youth Justice Officer. Prior to working in Guernsey, I had experience as a youth offending service (YO[S]) social worker in England, as well as working within the criminal justice service on the shores of the Shetland Islands. Based on this experience, this chapter proposes that a remittal be added to the youth court sentencing framework that is not a conviction and refers children to a specialist environment. This offers the opportunity to reframe thinking away from an adversarial youth justice system and instead promote greater collaboration that aligns more closely with current Child First thinking about supporting the child’s development of a positive identity.

The chapter begins with my critical reflections from practice, with my proposition that the youth court process blocks children’s desistance through its adversarial structure, which induces oppositional identities between children and youth justice agencies. The chapter goes on to show the evolutionary shape of youth court sentencing and suggests an alternative structure that supports collaborative working and positive identity development, which could play a valuable role in enabling children’s desistance. Specifically, I provide an overview of the Guernsey Model, where the youth court sentencing structure includes remittals without convictions that are received by the Office of the Children’s Convenor (OCC), and, then, propose that the existing structures of the Children’s Hearing System (CHS) in Scotland,
diversionary Swansea Model in Wales and Youth Referral Order Panels) are already in place to receive youth court non-conviction remittals like the Guernsey Model which could reshape youth court sentencing.

I conclude by acknowledging that although the reshaping of youth court sentencing may promote a collaborative philosophy and an improved environment between children and youth justice agencies that are conducive for children’s desistance, it is the interaction and relationship between children and youth justice practitioners that will facilitate real change. With this in mind, ‘The Barcode of Desistance’ (BoD) model is presented as a practitioners’ aide-mémoire to balance risk parameters by promoting ‘benefit thinking’ with children. This model could be incorporated within assessments and court reports as assets to nurture the development of children’s non-offending identity, furthering the tertiary stage of desistance, with practitioners advocating positive change in children and in so doing enriching the philosophy and culture of children’s justice.

Critical reflections from practice

Is justice best served through the sentencing of a child to a criminal conviction? The Sentencing Council’s view is that in many cases, there will be advantages to diverting children away from court:

In most cases a young person is likely to benefit from being given greater opportunity to learn from mistakes without undue penalisation or stigma, especially as a court sanction might have a significant effect on the prospects and opportunities of the young person, and, therefore, on the likelihood of effective integration into society. (Sentencing Guidelines Council, 2009, p 7)

Although everyone may have a different interpretation of justice, the United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child (1989) as endorsed by the UK states in Article 40, 3(b) that

[states parties shall seek to promote the establishment of laws, procedures, authorities and institutions specifically applicable to children alleged as, accused of, or recognised as having infringed the penal law, and in particular: whenever appropriate and desirable, measures for dealing with such children without resorting to judicial proceedings, providing that human rights and legal safeguards are fully respected.

The Convention (1989) is fundamental in setting out the process for dealing with children without resorting to judicial proceedings therefore promoting the identity of children as children; whereas children [in the UK who enter
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court, potentially experience a change in identity; the identity of the child changes from entering court as a child, receiving a ‘court order’ and leaving court with a conviction and the label of a child criminal (Haines and Case, 2015). While this creates challenges for the child, there are possible alternatives where a child in court could be remitted without a conviction to a tribunal, clinic, hearing, panel or similar process outside of court. This allows a child to leave court without a criminal record and so facilitates the continuum towards a more ‘Child First’ doctrine (Haines and Case, 2015). In this case, the state demonstrates that it is aligning itself with the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child, valuing the needs of the child.

The Independent Parliamentarians’ Inquiry (Carlile, 2014, p 49) into the operation and effectiveness of the youth court quotes youth magistrate David Chesterton:

I am of the view that the greatest failure of our youth justice system is the adversarial approach we have adopted. It seems to me this approach is about ‘establish who did it and punish them’. In contrast, the inquisitorial system adopted by our European neighbours seems to me to be about ‘find out what went wrong and fix it’. … Our focus on punishment rather than problem solving contributes to our high levels of reoffending.

From a practitioner’s perspective, I endorse Chesterton’s sentiment regarding the youth justice system’s adversarial approach and give consideration as to where the youth court framework and sentencing structure can be enhanced. I believe in promoting desistance at every available opportunity, which requires the whole system to share a collaborative identity of a child-friendly/Child First approach for children’s justice. Although children’s criminal justice is annexed from the adult criminal justice system, it remains too closely connected through sharing adult structures and therefore ideology. There are exceptions within the children’s criminal justice system that have scope to be further developed and thus expand children’s criminal justice towards a more distinctive system and ultimately with its own unique identity, such as Referral Orders which make meaningful steps towards collaborative thinking.

As a practitioner in England, I was frequently informed by First Time Child Entrants (FTCEs) in youth court in England that they felt removed, disempowered and confused at court. The court was considered authoritarian and punitive, defining children as criminals and adversely impacting upon desistance through a process of stigmatisation and labelling. Conversely, children and families have informed me that Referral Order panels make them feel more involved, giving them a voice and therefore invested in the better able to value the process in making amends (restoratively). Having previously worked as a Referral Order Co-ordinator, I have witnessed children
engaging in this inclusive process and gaining a clarity of understanding of the restorative ideology of putting things right and constructively moving on. This collaborative process made sense to children, parent(s)/carer(s), panel members and victims alike. Although this can be viewed positively, the Referral Order carries a conviction that defines the child as a criminal (albeit just for the duration of the order), and therefore the process remains linked to youth court. In my experience, the Referral Order is aligned to the Social Discipline Window (IIRP 2007, p 5) of working ‘WITH’ children (see Figure 13.1) rather than ‘NOT’ doing things or doing things ‘FOR’ children. Yet, with its conviction status and potential for breach proceedings that involve going back to court, the ‘TO’ Social Discipline Window is also at play, making the Referral Order a hybrid of internal and external means of control. The Referral Order process with ‘Panels’ held outside of court and typically in a YOT offer the potential to reframe identity through a healthier environment that enables the child, the panel and professionals not to define the child by their offence(s) but instead may foster an identity that works with the child in their entirety and in so doing establish positive working relationships and thinking that is favourable to desistance.

As noted earlier, the process of court carries adversarial limitations, labels children and therefore lessens the principal aim of the Crime and Disorder

---

**Figure 13.1: Social Discipline Window**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Adversarial/authoritarian approach</th>
<th>Collaborative/restorative approach</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>'Doing to' = Stigmatising</td>
<td>'Doing with' = Inclusive</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TO**

Emotional status: Anxious vigilance
- Oppositional
- Defensive
- Marginalised

**WITH**

Emotional status: Relaxed alertness
- Cooperative
- Reflective
- Connected

**NOT**

Emotional status: Reflective defensive
- Ignored
- Isolated
-Disconnected

**FOR**

Emotional status: Passive enabled
- Continuance
- Reinforcement
- Disempowered

Low support | High support
Act 1998, namely ‘preventing offending by children and young people’. This is because in court children learn ‘external means of control’, an authoritarian style of criminal justice with an adversarial dynamic that in my experience is omnipresent in the criminal justice system, experienced at the point of arrest, police interview, in court, via community and custodial sentencing and is compounded by its connection with the adult criminal justice system. The learnt adversarial stance from children is perhaps more observable in a child involved in ‘persistent’ offending, as they may be better acquainted with the adversarial system. Indeed, as a practitioner, I have attended Appropriate Adult interviews at the police custody suite with children I am acquainted with and witnessed their characters transform when they patently tell mistruths in police interviews. Similarly, I have witnessed people give false names to the court. An adversarial process encourages children to adopt an oppositional approach that does not align them to law and order but instead side-lines the child from mainstream social norms. This oppositional approach can marginalise children, who may go on to construct anti-establishment identities, including a child, now an adult, that I worked with some years ago, who self-tattooed ‘Fuck Feds’ on to his arm, illustrating his adversarial position at that time.

The prominent self-tattoo asserts a strong anti-establishment identity that not only alienated him from the police as a child but also moved him closer to a criminal subculture, who endorsed the sentiment of his tattoo. The tattoo was explicit, displaying an individual child’s oppositional identity, yet it was aimed at a collective, projecting an adverse identity of the social structure of the police. Identities then are not just restricted to individuals but are ubiquitous to places, organisations and cultures; they are not interpreted universally and, instead, are dependent upon your role and interaction with them. If we are looking to promote desistance at every available opportunity, then social structures, including environments, processes and the people within them, should all attune to the ‘WITH’ Social Discipline Window.

**Remittals without convictions changing the shape of youth court sentencing**

Professor Neal Hazel (cited in Carlile, 2014, p 51) states that the criminal justice system should seek to

> [s]hift their [children’s] understanding of themselves to something more positive, so that you stop people thinking of themselves as street kids, as criminals and so on, and start to think of themselves as progressive members of the community, as engaged and so on. You can’t, it’s very difficult to do that within the type of criminal justice system that we have at the moment, with the processes and with disposals that we have.
Through the lens of a youth justice practitioner, I have witnessed the reshaping of youth court sentencing, from the oblong matchstick shape (see Figure 13.2) that saw the escalation of children sentenced to the next tier of the ladder, culminating in the revolving door of custody; to the current pentagon shape (see Figure 13.2), extending the incremental ladder of the oblong matchstick sideways with the Youth Rehabilitation Order (YRO) that gives breadth to community sentences and widens the sentencing shape, and in so doing suppresses children’s progression into custody.

The incorporation of a non-conviction remittal to a support agency offers the potential to reshape youth court sentencing again, possibly reaching the diamond standard, by diverting children away from a youth court conviction and suppressing the label of child criminal, then maintaining the existing shape with YRO’s widening community penalties for those children with convictions and tapering numbers into custody, as shown in Figure 13.2.

The Guernsey Model maps on to the diamond shape of sentencing as the court has the option of making a remittal without a criminal conviction (yet it is still recorded on the Police National Computer and some Disclosure and Barring Service checks) to the OCC.

**OCC**

The Guernsey and Alderney Criminal Justice Law 2008 led to the implementation of the OCC and the Child Youth and Community Tribunal (the Tribunal) in 2010. The OCC is the gatekeeper to the Tribunal,
which replaces youth court as a diversionary measure in most cases of child offending, and like Referral Orders take a less formal approach than court, geared towards discussion with both the child and family. The OCC addresses offending through voluntary intervention or compulsory measures (Care Requirement) under Section 35(1) of the law where ‘there is, or appears to be, no one able and willing to exercise parental responsibility so as to provide adequate care protection or control to the child’. Whether voluntary intervention or compulsory measures, there is no ‘conviction’. The court system for children in Guernsey and the Bailiwick continues for high-gravity offences, children who contest charge(s) against them (for a resolution of innocence or guilt) and children who persistently offend. A court remittal to the OCC for children is an option available at youth court, and when this occurs a child attends a Tribunal and does not incur a conviction, shown in Figure 13.3.

The OCC workflow follows six marked steps:

1. Referral: following arrest and after charge, the police/Border Agency refer all cases to the OCC (except for high-gravity offence[s] where the child is detained to the next available court and the OCC is notified). The Custody Officer explains the OCC referral process to the child and their appropriate adult, bailing the child until Step 2 or Step 3.

2. The OCC investigates: the OCC undertakes an assessment process, known as the Convenors Referral Meeting (CoRM), utilising information from a wide range of sources including: police, youth justice service (YJS) (who supply an Initial Enquiry Report [IER]), social services, school, Child and Adolescent Mental Health Services, health and the voluntary or third sector. All the information is studied, and if not ‘Jointly Reported’, then the OCC may determine an action from the following list without referring to the prosecution law officers:
   - No further action.
   - Convenor’s Interview: a child and their parent(s)/guardian(s) or carer(s) attend a meeting with an OCC representative, YJS representative and/or a representative(s) from other agency(s). The CoRM investigation may show for example that a child is leaving school and wishes to pursue employment; the Convenor’s Interview can then be a proactive sign-posting opportunity where an agency representative (for example Guernsey Employment Trust) is introduced to the child and the resource is explained; there is no obligation for the child to engage with that agency.
   - Restorative Measures: restorative intervention is checked as viable by the YJS (reparation may be incorporated within restorative measures).
   - Request an Initial Convenor’s Report (ICR), undertaken by the YJS to explore more fully than the IER further family details, circumstances of
Figure 13.3: Guernsey’s OCC criminal offence referral and investigation workflow

Referral to OCC from police/Border Agency

A child may bypass the OCC, who are notified in the event of:

- Detention by the Police and Border Agency to secure accommodation or prison.

Youth court

Guernsey courts have disposals that differ from England and Wales and are similar to the court orders that were available prior to the Crime and Disorder Act 1998. NB There are no Referral Orders however, there is the option of a remittal to the OCC and a Tribunal hearing at the Child, Youth and Community Tribunal.

OCC investigates

Reports requested from other agencies (for example, Education, Youth Justice – who supply an IER, Health, CAMHS, third sector etc).

NB Safeguarding service can be requested at any point during OCC process.

If Jointly Reported, OCC discuss case with Law Officers

If persistent child offender– Law Officers have the option to refer to court. All Road Traffic offences are jointly reported. First time road traffic offences, dependent on gravity have the option to be referred to a Road Traffic Awareness Programme otherwise sent to court.

May compulsory intervention be necessary?

OCC gives notice of decision to relevant individuals:

- Yes
  - Child’s Plan requested by OCC from Youth Justice.

- No

OCC for consideration and determination s.42(1)

Sent to court for finding as to whether section 35 grounds met. If met, returned to OCC.

Referral to Tribunal
the referral, school, significant issues for the child and family, child’s and family’s views and a conclusion. The report makes a recommendation, which maps on to the OCC actions outlined earlier with the addition of a Voluntary Intervention Programme (VIP) or a Child’s Plan (CP).

- VIP agencies such as the YJS engage with the child and family in a voluntary capacity, which is agreed with the child and family to support them in the areas that are identified in the ICR. If the VIP is considered not viable following a change in circumstances (that is, it is considered Section 35[1] of the law has been met), then a referral to the OCC for a CP may be requested.

- CP: this is requested when preliminary investigations identify a likelihood of ‘Compulsory Intervention’ being required; or if a child is on a VIP or other support action and circumstances have changed such that the threshold of Section 35(1) of the Children Law (Guernsey and Alderney) is likely to be met; or the case is remitted from court. The youth justice practitioner or identified agency undertakes a comprehensive assessment for the OCC, which is provided to those attending a Tribunal (see Step 6).

3. Jointly reported cases discussed with the prosecution law officers: similar to Step 2, with the exception that the offence(s) have a higher-gravity score and/or the child is identified as a persistent offender or have committed a road traffic offence. Dialogue between the OCC and the prosecution law officers results in cases either being sent to youth court or kept with the OCC. If kept with the OCC, then the range of actions are as identified in Step 2 with the addition of a referral to an educative Road Traffic Awareness Programme (RTAP) for first-time road traffic offences; repeat road traffic offences are typically sent to court.

4. Compulsory intervention is necessary: referral to the Tribunal where Section 35(1) of the Children Law (Guernsey and Alderney) and Section 35(2)(f) ‘the child is 12 or over and has committed a criminal offence’ are met (the age of criminal responsibility in the Bailiwick of Guernsey and Alderney is two years older than in England and Wales). If Section 35 grounds are not met, then the range of actions identified in Step 2 are available.

5. OCC for consideration and determination: where a case is referred to the Tribunal, and before the Tribunal meets, the parents, child and others entitled (child supporter and/or legal advocate) are given full details of the reasons for the referral and asked whether they agree with them. Before the Tribunal meets, there will be a Convenor’s meeting, with the parents, child and others required to establish whether the conditions for referral are accepted. If they are not, then the matter is sent to court to determine whether Section 35 conditions are met. If the court decides they are, the case will go back to the Tribunal for a decision on whether compulsory intervention is necessary.
6. Referral to Tribunal: the Tribunal is made up of a lay panel of three people drawn from the local community. Guided by the basic principles of the Bailiwick of Guernsey and Alderney Children Law, with the welfare of the child as the paramount consideration, the Tribunal sits with the child, child’s parent(s)/carer(s), youth justice social worker and other relevant agencies, aided by a CP, to consider whether a child is at risk or in need of compulsory intervention to ensure they receive sufficient care, protection, guidance or control. Within the criminal law, there are four other considerations when dealing with offending behaviour: the interests of any victim, the welfare of the child, the alternatives to criminal proceedings (except when these considerations conflict with public interest and safety) and the desirability of ensuring the child remains in the community.

Conviction and remittal differences between the Guernsey Model and frameworks in Scotland, England and Wales

The framework of the CHS in Scotland is comparable to the OCC, with the ‘Hearing’ structure like the OCC ‘Tribunal’ consisting of three lay panel members, social worker, professionals, child, child’s family/carer(s) and optional child supporter and legal advisor. A hearing like a tribunal requires an admission of guilt, which if disputed is similarly referred to court for a proof hearing. The main disposal available to the hearing panel is a supervision requirement based on the needs of the child.

The Swansea Model again has similarities to the OCC framework. The police determine a referral on key principles including acknowledgement of guilt, low gravity of offence and criteria around FTCE into the youth justice system. A Bureau Co-ordinator requests information from an array of sources, which is analysed by the YOT Pre-Court Team Officer, who undertakes an assessment with the child that also incorporates the victim’s needs. A multi-agency panel discuss the report and make a provisional decision for the ‘Clinic’ that consists of the members of the panel plus the child and their parent/carer to reach a mutually agreed decision of either:

- Non-criminal disposal, accompanied by a support package if required for the child and/or parents/carers on a voluntary basis (support packages and services are child- rather than offence-focused)
- Police reprimand or final warning
- Prosecution at court

The youth court in England and Wales does not have the means to remit a child without a conviction. A difference between the Referral Order and the Swansea Model is that the latter is a court diversionary measure with the youth court unable to remit to the Swansea Model unless through a
Conditional Discharge with conditions; however, this would include a conviction. A difference between the Referral Order and the Guernsey Model is that the Referral Order carries a conviction. In both Guernsey and Scotland, remittals are available to the OCC and the CHS respectively; however, in Scotland, the remittal includes a conviction from court. I propose that a remittal sentencing option like the Guernsey Model Tribunal could be incorporated in Scotland, England and Wales through the existing structures of Referral Order panels, the Swansea Model Clinics and in the CHS. Such an addition should change the shape of sentencing towards the diamond standard, improving desistance by reframing identities away from being labelled as criminals and instead towards seeing the child first. The inclusion of a sentencing remittal without a conviction to a panel, clinic or hearing should provide youth courts parity when initially considering whether they have sufficient powers to sentence children; if they do not, then they are remitted to a higher court that has weightier penalties. The addition of a remittal without a conviction to a Tribunal or similar provides balance to the scales of justice since consideration is also given to whether the child must be sanctioned to an intervention with a criminal conviction.

The impact of reshaping youth court sentencing to include non-conviction remittals upon the philosophy and culture of children’s justice

The Referral Order, as noted earlier, currently carries a conviction. This might be considered by some as an advantage insofar as there are consequences for non-adherence, with the child returned to court. However, the sanction of breach furthers an adversarial engagement, effectively complicating relationships between the child and the YOT. The Youth Justice Board (YJB) case management guidance recognises that ‘evidence indicates the more frequently a child is taken to court, the more negative the outcomes for that child are likely to be. This means that breach action should only be taken as a last resort’ (YJB, 2022). Imagine then that the Referral Order is restructured so that no conviction is attached; in this context, if a child fails to adhere to a Referral Order, the YOT would follow current practices, with the exception of not breaching the order and returning the child to court. The youth justice inspectorate should examine engagement of YOT practice, and the development of successful engagement practices should be furthered. YOTs could potentially shift away from the threat of returning the child to court for non-engagement, nurturing a collaborative culture that shifts the thinking towards a problem-solving philosophy to gain a better understanding as to why a child has not engaged at this time.

The existing structures of the Swansea Model, CHS and Referral Order panels would require nominal alteration for remittals without a conviction from
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Youth court. The narrative and the thinking behind the order is modified along with the identity of the youth court, the sentence, the YOT and the child. The YJB’s case management guidance recognises the contradictory interests a conviction has upon engagement between a child and YOT practitioner, and guidance is given to circumnavigate these contradictory interests:

- it is a breach of the order if the child, without reasonable excuse, fails to do what they are required to; so positive activities may be better delivered on a non-mandatory basis;
- maximising opportunities for voluntary engagement may be more effective than requirements which contain compulsory attendance;
- therapeutic work which helps to lessen the likelihood of future harmful behaviours such as counselling is actively undermined by compulsory status;
- children who are forced to attend sporting or other positive activities are likely to engage less than those who attend by choice.

A non-conviction remittal may ease these contradictory interests. A dualistic Referral Order is also an option where the existing Referral Order with criminal conviction remains and the addition of a Remittal Referral option without a criminal conviction is introduced. In the case of the latter, the Police National Computer will not show a conviction but would show a referral to the YOT. Should the child return to the youth court in future for another offence, the YOT would be able to inform the youth court of the child’s engagement on the non-conviction remittal. Indeed, it may be instrumental in the youth court considering another non-conviction remittal or an alternative sentence.

The addition of a non-conviction remittal to a supporting agency acknowledges a child welfare ethos and raises the profile of community involvement through tribunals and panels or other community-based elements. This would align more closely to the proposal by the Children’s Commissioner for Wales and YJB that ‘youth proceedings be convened outside of formal court buildings to improve young people’s engagement and encourage local community justice’ (Carlile, 2014, p 52).

Practitioner relationships with children and the enablement of desistance identities

The addition of a youth court remittal without a conviction to a supporting agency does not detract from practitioners’ interactions with children within tribunals, clinics, hearings, panel meetings and alike. Practitioner relationship building continues to remain pivotal in setting the basis of engagement with children and enabling desistance. Relationship dynamics occur in every
interaction and can become a learned expectation of behaviour, like the relationships between student and teacher, police and suspect, court and defendant, YOT practitioner and offender and YOT practitioner and child. The final two examples being one and the same, yet each projecting different relationship identities with the latter being under the auspices of a youth court remittal without a conviction. The relationship skills of practitioners with children remain key, and a shift from an adversarial premise should assist how practitioners are perceived.

Within an adversarial framework, YOT practitioners may be seen as external agents of social control monitoring court orders and initiating breach proceedings, despite practitioners working hard to reframe this narrative to children who in my experience can be wary of the dual role of the YOT practitioner as being both child advocate and perceived informant for the court. Practitioners continue to balance such identities through working with children transparently, with an honest and genuine approach. The perspective of enforcement is a controversial means of achieving compliance and may reinforce oppositional attitudes that centre on power and control. In my experience, the perspective of enforcement in and of itself may lead children to adopt strategies of thinking for self-preservation reasons. Practitioners working from an enforcement paradigm ensure that orders are complied with through the influence of penalties to deter children from breaking orders. However, when practitioners recognise that children are becoming adept at learning how to control their situations, the enforcement rationale may interpret this as ‘they’re only telling you what they think you want to hear’. Such statements encourage the notion of deceit, are unproductive and hamper the practitioner–child relationship. Yet they stem from a system of enforced compliance, which lends itself to children learning to mask and feign a compliant identity in order that they may successfully, albeit superficially, complete their court order. Similarly, a visible oppositional identity may be heightened from the enforcement paradigm, which may be seen as challenging and invariably lends itself to children being marginalised, disengaged and failing to complete their court order. Either of these child–practitioner engagements can increase a child’s risk profile and are derivatives from an adversarial framework. In my experience, the Guernsey Model may enhance practitioner–child relationships through a sentencing framework distanced from working with children within adversarial parameters, which in turn enhances the collaborative process. The Guernsey Model places the child at the heart of the assessment in requiring the views of the child and thus enabling the youth justice practitioner to cultivate the role of child advocate.

Following the inclusion of a youth court remittal without a conviction to a supporting agency, assessments may evolve that are less inclined to adopt an enforcement and deficit model and favour a collaborative and strengths-based model, moderating a child’s risk profile. The Tribunal’s philosophy of
inclusivity, engaging children and families in a process that is participative and in an environment that is less formal than court sees ‘the approaches professionals adopt affecting their perceptions of children’ (Bovarnick, 2010, pp 80–96). It is with this and the knowledge that ‘engagement wanes when there is an emphasis on risks and deficits rather than strengths’ (Carlile, 2014, p 51), that the BoD, inspired by AssetPlus, is presented as a practitioner’s visual aide-mémoire to assist agencies within children’s criminal justice to build constructive relationships with children through strengthening positive identities in demonstrating that children have successfully desisted. Rather than focusing upon the risk factors of offending, the BoD model can be utilised to encourage visualisation with the child in locating occasions when things worked well and identify what was happening at this time with a view to develop these assets and therefore maintain desistance; reinforcing a positive non-criminal identity and may be incorporated within the pre-sentence report format heading ‘Factors which will support positive outcomes for the child and promote public safety’.

The BoD model

Classifying children within a collective measurement framework such as conviction rates does little to take into consideration the multitude of complex variants that are peculiar to each individual child, including the severity and time between offences. A refined measure shown within (Figure 13.4), in what I have termed the BoD, where the vertical lines indicate an offence event, the boldness of the line the gravity of the offence, the gap between each line the time elapsed between offences, with the numbers underneath the timeline (in this instance the age of the child) giving a visual representation of an offending career and looks similar to a barcode:

This visual representation of a child’s criminal history could easily be termed the ‘Barcode of Offending’, and historically the youth justice service have expertly examined the offence bars to understand a child’s chronology of offending behaviour and informed the youth court of the risks associated with it and how to externalise control through programmes and groups available that specifically address the risk of reoffending.

The BoD model invites youth justice agencies to see the gaps between the lines as a ‘period of desistance’ which require as much understanding as the bars in perpetuating desistance. By recognising and elongating these gaps, the lines in the illustration disappear and the child can figuratively escape their bars of offending through the gaps between them.

Figure 13.4: Barcode of Desistance
In the illustration, there are four bar lines around the child’s 14th birthday, and the BoD timeline can be adjusted by reducing it from years to months, weeks or a timeline that best exemplifies periods of desistance, enabling the child and the practitioner to identify within those gaps the positive building blocks that will extend the desistance timeline to months, years and beyond.

The gaps in the BoD can be missed as attention is drawn towards ‘offence-centric’ domains that evaluate and attempt to control risk, exemplified when youth justice agencies are required to enforce a court order, as for example when a child fails to adhere to the conditions of a community order and returns to the court for breach of proceedings, it creates another line in the BoD. To differentiate a breach proceeding within the BoD illustration, the line is designated with hatched shading as in Figure 13.5.

This BoD again demonstrates how difficult it is to see the gaps between the bars, despite the gaps taking up more of the space on the page than the lines. In Figure 13.6, the gaps are made solid suggesting that this is important space worthy of investigation and indeed recognises the child first.

The BoD maps on to the age-crime curve, demonstrating that with maturation the proclivity of offending diminishes. The youth court in England and Wales has knowledge of this correlation disparity involving age and offending shown by the Sentencing Guidelines Council: ‘Offending by a young person is frequently a phase which passes fairly rapidly and therefore the reaction to it needs to be kept well balanced in order to avoid alienating the young person from society.’ Through fully exploring the gaps in the BoD model, youth justice agencies should help to balance pro-social identities with children by observing the positives and turning points in a child’s development rather than promoting intervention upon an offending identity.

**Conclusion**

The Independent Parliamentarians’ Inquiry into the operation and effectiveness of the youth court chaired by Lord Carlile of Berriew (2014)
‘asked for submissions on alternative models to the current system’. As Carlile noted: ‘The overwhelming contention of respondents was that England and Wales should look to move to a more or fully non-adversarial approach, with the Scottish CHS the first amongst others referenced as an alternate model’ (Carlile, 2014, p 54). The promotion of desistance within an adversarial child criminal justice system may remain problematic in neutralising a criminal identity and therefore preventing offending by children. Introducing a youth court remittal like the Guernsey Model within England and Wales that is not a conviction may provide impetus in broadening existing collaborative youth justice structures for children. The decline of children masking compliance or visibly opposing an adversarial child criminal justice system should occur as structures and their processes become aligned towards nurturing internal means of control through encouraging a strengths-based practice that focuses upon the child and their context, not just on the offence(s) but on the gaps when they desist.
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Innovative and theoretically informed intervention programmes for children who offend: The Compass Project

Neema Trivedi-Bateman

Introduction

There is an important need for more robustly designed crime reduction intervention programmes for children. Rigorously designed interventions might include evidence-based and theoretically informed programme content, highly skilled and trained research staff, the inclusion of a control group and a thorough process and impact evaluation (Ariel et al, 2022). Many of the programmes that do exist have been criticised for adopting a seemingly scattergun approach to trying to fix the problem of crime, characterised by the absence of a sound theoretical underpinning (Roach, 2023). This chapter explores whether desistance can be achieved by introducing children to a range of psychological strategies that are designed to develop law-abiding morality and emotions. Law-abiding morality can be measured with the belief that it is wrong to commit acts that break rules or laws (Wikström and Treiber, 2009), and it can be achieved by demonstrating conformity to rules (Bottoms et al, 2004). The link between low law-relevant morality, low emotional functioning and regulation and child antisocial behaviour and crime is well evidenced (Wikström et al, 2012; Pauwels et al, 2018; Trivedi-Bateman, 2021). What is less understood is the ways in which these traits can be strengthened in adolescence by participation in intervention programmes.

In this chapter, an applied perspective is used to outline the links between the current child crime desistance literature and law-abiding morality. It is suggested that child crime desistance can be achieved by reorienting the focus to support morality and emotional development. By building on existing work about the roles of self and social identity (Laub and Sampson, 2001; Maruna, 2001), it is proposed that morality, moral emotion and emotionality are integral components of the ways in which self-identity and the perspective of the self and others are expressed in relation to criminal behaviour. Next, evidence of the relationship between morality, emotion and child antisocial behaviour and crime is presented alongside a theoretical framework for this
work. Situational Action Theory (SAT) takes an evidence-led approach to deem morality to be of central importance to explanations of why crime occurs and provides potential mechanisms and explanatory processes for the relationship between law-abiding morality and law-abiding behaviour (Wikström, 2004). This theoretical model purports that whether crime is selected from an array of perceived action alternatives is dependent on the inputs to a ‘moral filter’. This moral filter is influenced by the individual (that is, whether they think crime is wrong and whether they feel bad about it) and the immediate setting (that is, whether the environment is crime-conducive, such as whether there are provocations, deterrents or monitors present) (Wikström and Treiber, 2009).

Taking inspiration from these theoretical concepts that are empirically found to be related to involvement in crime, The Compass Project (TCP) intervention programme, the first to fill a gap in intervention testing and apply SAT in practice, will be introduced. Careful consideration of the evidence base serves as a preparatory foundation for the development of TCP. The Compass pilot study, a nine-week programme delivered in 2022 to children at a youth work charity in Cambridgeshire, UK, will be introduced. The intervention comprised a set of newly developed group activities to encourage children to use a range of psychological strategies and tools to develop law-abiding morality. The intervention background, rationale and methodology development will be presented. While TCP served to pilot test the programme content, main or interaction analyses of pre- and post-data could not be performed due to sample size restrictions. Since then, post-pilot adjustments to the methodology and study design have been made, and Compass is being implemented in other contexts (such as schools), where attrition is expected to be lower (SAT NAV Compass study, https://www.lboro.ac.uk/research/compass-project/project-delivery/school/). In future, other contexts in which programmes of this nature can be administered will be identified (such as youth offending teams and pupil referral units). The central proposition is that there is potential for programmes of this kind to give children the opportunities to develop law-abiding tools, strategies and perspectives in relation to their attitudes, feelings and behaviours as they relate to crime. Ultimately, this could contribute to the shared goal of the youth justice system to achieve desistance and equip children to live a life free of sanctions, punishments and barriers to their development, all of which are unsatisfactory elements of the ways in which the youth justice system currently operates.

The application of traditional and modern desistance theories to child crime

This work operationalises ‘desistance’ using broader definitions of cessation or permanent stopping of offending (secondary desistance) as well as significant
crime-free gaps, or primary desistance (Bottoms et al, 2004). Both traditional desistance theories and modern desistance theories, while varying in their inclusion of agency and/or structural factors (Ugwudike and Raynor, 2017; Farrall, 2019), tend to focus primarily on adult offending, as noted in Chapter 1. The importance and complexity of explaining why desistance occurs is apparent, in which programmed potential, structures, culture and habitus (or individual dispositions arising from shared cultures), situational contexts and agency are all deemed to be key in explaining desistance, as outlined in the interactive framework offered by Bottoms et al (2004).

It is suggested that approaches often label children and pathologise their offending behaviour, and this is not fruitful in achieving desistance (Allen, 2012; Shapland et al, 2012). The notorious use of harsh discipline and lack of support and safety for children who offend needs to become a historical approach, and we must unwaveringly walk alongside children and take the pace they set while we encourage their narrative to change to become law-abiding (Lösel et al, 2012). Laub and Sampson (2001) suggest that explanations of low-severity child crime may not be worth pursuing since in many cases the offending stops in early adulthood, such as is the case for adolescent-limited offenders (Farrington, 1986; Moffitt, 1993). While this seems logical, there is reason to believe that the factors that lead to the onset of (mild-severity) adolescent crime are relevant in understanding why desistance is and is not achieved later in life (Bottoms et al, 2004). Further to this, the financial and emotional harms of low-severity crimes, although difficult to quantify, are vast and substantial (Heeks et al, 2018).

The sociogenic account proposes that the deceleration of criminal behaviour in the early 20s can be explained by major life events that often occur on the cusp of moving from childhood to adulthood (Lösel et al, 2012). While research explores possible reasons, such as the roles of cognitive maturation, abatement of risky behaviour and the development of empathy, it generally skips over the precise mechanisms or specific explanatory processes at play. Possible drivers for change that have been highlighted include job stability (Sampson and Laub, 1993), meaningful romantic relationships, responsibility for dependants, stability of housing, support from others and less time spent with peers in crime-conducive settings. It is suggested that the consequences of rule-breaking are amplified when there is something – a job and legitimate source of income – or someone – a romantic partner or a child – to lose. What is clear is that life events (or ‘turning points’ as they have been referred to) themselves do not have a causal relationship to crime (they do not cause people to stop committing crime), but rather that it is factors such as limitations on one’s time to offend, and the broad psychological stability resultant from those events and associated relationships, that provide the actual mechanisms of interest (Maruna, 2001). For example, stable relationships and employment are likely to be associated with improved
emotional functioning, which encourages rule-abiding behaviour (Trivedi-Bateman, 2022).

Laub and Sampson (2001), in qualitative interviews with young adult offenders, report that a new sense of self and a new identity is commonly found in those who desist from crime. The ideas proposed in this chapter align with some of the principles of Shover’s (1996) accounts of crime as a (sometimes limited) choice likely to be made under certain circumstances, and Gove’s (1985) ideas in relation to psychological maturation and increases in cooperativeness with age. This work also draws parallels with the condemnation script proposed by Maruna (2001), in which the self is actively reconstructed. TCP attempts to fill a research gap to explore how children engage in such reflection on their own behaviour by facilitating moral debates, discussions and activities for children, alongside repeated reflections on past, current and future thoughts, feelings and behaviours. By placing morality at the forefront of understanding why people commit acts that break rules, we can encourage offenders towards future compliance with rules (Bottoms et al, 2004).

Crime-desistance theories have also highlighted social bonds with others, such as pro-social relationships, to be important (Sampson and Laub, 1993). However, the skills and attributes required to initiate and maintain those relationships have not received as much attention. The neglect of individual subjective processes such as the emotional components of one’s identity is a missed opportunity to better understand desistance (Maruna, 2001). By considering the value of pro-social morality, empathy, shame and guilt as core and functional parts of identity in relation to building and maintaining relationships with others, we can gain a fuller understanding of why children start and stop committing crime. Pro-sociality is recognised as one of the core tenets of the fast-emerging and impactful work of the Child First approach (Case and Hazel, 2020) and in Maruna’s (2001) extensive work developing desistance theory. Individual-level cognitive processes are indeed found to be integral to the desistance process (Giordano, 2016). Furthermore, desisters are more likely than offenders to report more positive affective states, and one interpretation of this is that enhanced wellbeing facilitates the desistance process (Healy, 2016). This approach aligns with the psychological maturation concepts that are very widely cited in relation to desistance (Moffitt et al, 2002; Mulvey and Schubert, 2016). For example, current research argues that perspective-taking, relationships with others, acceptance of societal values and concern for others can play a key role in law-abiding behaviours. The pertinent question is: for what reasons do most children stop offending once they enter young adulthood, and what is it about the individuals that do not stop offending and the environments they find themselves in that differs from desisters?

By encouraging or strengthening the relevant psychological capabilities in childhood, early interventions can address the processes that are found to
be related to the general stopping of crime in early adulthood. This can be achieved by considering the childhood development of emotional faculties and morality, which are largely found to be influenced by imitation and modelling of caregivers, siblings and peers as outlined in social learning theory (Akers and Jennings, 2019; Trivedi-Bateman and Crook, 2022). Identity development is a continual and iterative process throughout the life course. Emotion regulation, among other factors, continues to mature in adulthood (Mulvey et al, 2004). For those with particularly low law-abiding morality and moral emotion, intervention programmes can help provide the strategies and tools to build on these attributes in childhood before the adolescent peak of offending occurs. This section has presented evidence to suggest that traditional and modern desistance theories do not necessarily apply in the same way to children as to adult offenders and suggests an alternative child-desistance paradigm that views morality as being of central importance. The Youth Justice Board (YJB) have recently adopted the Child First approach as part of all strategic goals moving forward. By encouraging practitioners in the youth justice system to demonstrate and model their own empathy in their interactions with children who offend while simultaneously considering the potentially disrupted empathic abilities of children who offend, children can be seen and heard with compassion.

**SAT: the relationship between law-breaking morality and crime involvement**

SAT is a general theory of all crime types and can be applied to why people stop offending as well as to why people start offending. The key theoretical and empirically tested insights from SAT purport that changes in morality statistically correspond to significant changes in crime at the individual level (Wikström et al, 2018). SAT proposes that all acts of crime are acts of moral rule-breaking and, crucially, finds substantial evidence that morality is the key contributor to crime when testing against many other factors, such as self-control (Pauwels et al, 2018). Emotions contribute to overall moral outlook, and more specifically, low empathy is found to be associated with subsequent low shame and guilt, all of which play a primary role in violence decision-making (Trivedi-Bateman, 2021). Cognitive and affective empathy (understanding and responding to others’ emotional states) are vital skills in the underpinning of moral ability (Masto, 2015). Empathy plays a central role in the crime decision-making process (Bach et al, 2017) and is consistently found to be positively associated with rule-abiding and pro-social behaviours.

It is rare to find repeated studies of theoretical and empirical knowledge combined in this way, and interventions based on these concepts have the potential to reduce reoffending (Lösel et al, 2012). Since evidence suggests that the development of morality in childhood, adolescence and adulthood
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is continual and malleable, this provides an opportunity to intervene using intervention programmes (Ongley and Malti, 2014). Accordingly, this means that interventions that focus on addressing learning and rehearsing moral rules (how right or wrong one thinks illegal action is) and associated emotions (empathy, shame, guilt) should lead to changes in decision-making and subsequently reductions in crime and improvement in pro-social behaviour. As such, law-resistant morality presents fertile ground for crime-desistance intervention development.

Existing crime reduction research and interventions: morality, empathy and emotional functioning

This section summarises findings from a literature review of morality, empathy and emotion interventions to identify what has been effective in achieving positive behavioural (including desistance) outcomes. It is imperative to note that no intervention has addressed morality and emotion as they relate to a theoretical explanation of crime, and studies tend to include part of or one or more (but not all) of the several concepts of interest. To my knowledge, a review with this subject focus and depth has not been carried out to date. The methodologies and findings from the studies in this literature review were instrumental in the development and design of TCP intervention programme activities. The findings provide some promising support for the use of morality, empathy and emotion content in crime-reduction interventions with children who offend, although whether these concepts combined in one programme can reduce crime remains to be seen in the upcoming schools’ delivery impact evaluations.

Starting with morality interventions, a moral dilemma discussion intervention increased moral reasoning and found greater pro-social behaviour in incarcerated children (Claypoole et al, 2000). Another moral reasoning development programme found increased moral reasoning and was associated with decreased behavioural issues, including referrals, absenteeism, contact with police and increased academic performance in children (Arbuthnot and Gordon, 1986). A group morality intervention for young adults resulted in increased moral judgement and was associated with increased greater social responsibility and higher inclination to contribute to society (Comunian and Gielen, 2006).

Empathy training can increase empathy and is associated with decreased bullying behaviours in children (Şahin, 2012; Van Ryzin and Roseth, 2019). Dadds et al (2012) find that exposure to empathic-emotion recognition training increased empathy and was associated with decreased conduct problems in children with high callous–unemotional traits. The effect of empathy is also seen with other crime types. For example, a child cyberbullying-focused empathy intervention increased empathy and
reduced cyberbullying perpetration (Schultze-Krumbholz et al, 2016), as did a child virtual reality bullying prevention intervention (Ingram et al, 2019). A diffusion of benefits to other pro-social behaviours can also be seen: for example, anti-bullying interventions are associated with increased peer intervention upon witnessing others being bullied (Ingram et al, 2019). Increased cognitive empathy after taking part in the Violence Prevention Programme in Singapore (which partly focuses on empathy development) is associated with decreased proactive aggression and total aggression in children (Zhou et al, 2018), particularly for those with low pre-intervention empathy.

Emotion regulation can be defined as the capacity to ‘monitor, assess, understand, and modify emotional reactions with appropriate functioning’ (Lotfali et al, 2017, p 115). The following studies demonstrate that emotion regulation is associated with morality, rule-abiding and positive behaviours. Wyman et al (2010) administered an emotion regulation intervention and found decreased rates of child disciplinary referrals and suspensions and improved behaviour control, learning and assertiveness in the classroom. Elsewhere, an emotion management programme for children with attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) increased emotion regulation and was associated with increased appropriate social behaviour, social ability (including initiative and cooperativeness) and empathy, as well as improved general psychological wellbeing (Choi and Lee, 2015). A different emotion regulation training intervention (involving practising expression of emotions in verbal and non-verbal modes) for child anger management is associated with increased emotion regulation, decreased expression of anger and increased anger control (Lotfali et al, 2017). Carroll et al (2020) report that increased social and emotional competence (including measures of self-awareness, self-management, social awareness, relationship skills and responsible decision-making) in children is associated with a reduction in internalising and externalising difficulties over time when compared with control participants. More recently, Beelmann and Lösel (2021) report that improved social skills (following social skill training interventions targeting interpersonal and communication abilities) are associated with reduced aggressive, delinquent and related child behaviour problems.

Looking at specific emotions, there is much evidence to indicate that there is a relationship between shame and guilt and child delinquency and crime (see Trivedi-Bateman, 2015, 2021 for a literature review). Restorative justice focuses on building shame in offenders (Braithwaite and Braithwaite, 2001) to prevent further offending, and others have argued that guilt and empathy play just as critical a role (Tangney and Fischer, 1995). Guilt and shame processing are found to be negatively associated with involvement in antisocial behaviour, aggression and crime (Tangney et al, 2007; Svensson et al, 2013; Trivedi-Bateman, 2021). Low guilt is found to be negatively associated with antisocial goals and aggressive responses, measured using...
vignette methodology (Mazzone et al., 2021). However, there are some contrasting findings that evidence that the relationship between shame, guilt and crime is complicated (Tangney and Fischer, 1995; Elison et al., 2014). Children that commit rule-breaking behaviour are found to lack guilt from three to four years of age (Frick et al., 2013); if early interventions can offer children the tools to assess the impact of their behaviours on themselves and others, they could serve as a handbrake on rule-breaking behaviour.

TCP: background, rationale and methodology

TCP is innovative and ground-breaking because, to date, an evidence-based morality-strengthening programme of this kind has not been administered with children anywhere in the world. Prominent criminologists, such as Bottoms (2002, p 24), have argued that “[i]f they are to be true to their calling, all criminologists have to be interested in morality”, but crucially, it remains to be explored in depth in intervention research. The Compass pilot feasibility research encompasses one of the first interventions to explicitly focus on increasing law-relevant morality as a way of encouraging pro-social behaviour. It explores how the practical application of academic morality theories can spark change in moral behaviours in daily life (Wright et al., 2020). A central purpose is to develop confidence of individual agency and conflict resolution to equip young adults to manage risk of future involvement in criminal activity. If found to be successful, morality-enhancing workshops of this kind could reduce the overall proportion of children with a criminal record and play a role in other general positive outcomes, such as quality of relationships with others.

For this work, moral action is defined in accordance with the law, and moral attitudes that condone breaking the law are labelled as law-resistant morality, elsewhere referred to as weak or low morality (Wikström and Treiber, 2009; Trivedi-Bateman, 2021). By defining morality as it corresponds to the laws in a given jurisdiction, value judgements about ‘good’ and ‘bad’ behaviour and subjective views on whether laws should be in place can be avoided. Instead, the focus can be on law-abiding and law-breaking moral attitudes and subsequently how to address law-resistant morality. In doing so, little room remains for sociocultural interpretation, for example consideration of religious and cultural facets. Morality-associated emotional factors are found to contribute to moral identity: for example, empathy is critical for the assessment of the consequences of crime to others to take place, and shame and guilt indicate the extent to which one cares about the laws (Tangney et al., 2007).

The means by which we can teach and learn morality must be tested, applied and refined. This is especially relevant for children who have experienced unstable or inconsistent parental modelling, parental attachment
and disciplinary style, all of which are crucial to morality development in childhood (Trivedi-Bateman and Crook, 2022). Morality-strengthening programmes can bridge the gap and potentially reduce future antisociality and criminality. The central contention of the Compass pilot was to test the methodology and allow research design strategies to be refined as a result. The longer-term objective in the current SAT NAV Schools study when an adequate sample size is achieved is to test whether morality can be strengthened to align with law-following (compared to a control group) and whether the effects remain on a longer-term basis and across different samples and geographical locations. Findings will be discussed in the context of desistance from crime and interpreted within multiple theoretical frameworks as introduced in the earlier sections of this chapter.

Turning to the methodology, TCP Randomised Controlled Trial pilot involved nine once-weekly 90-minute group sessions for 11–16-year-olds (programme group) at a youth work centre in Cambridge, UK. The randomly selected programme group (N = 51) attended the programme sessions, in which they carried out various practical activities, debates and discussions, alongside their usual youth work activities, and the control group (N = 52) solely attended their usual youth work activities (see Trivedi-Bateman and Martingano [2023] for more information). The philosophy behind the TCP methodology is not dissimilar from that of cognitive-behavioural programmes that are based on social learning and moral reasoning, many of which have reduced violent and general offending in past programmes (Lösel, 2012). However, the content is novel. The intervention comprises activities, discussions and tasks based on a 160-study literature review of previous intervention programmes. For the pilot, trained fieldwork research assistants delivered the interventions at five different sessions per week, and all activities and researcher instructions can be found in a detailed fieldwork handbook (Trivedi-Bateman, 2023). The activities cover five topic strands of interest (see Table 14.1). There was a significant amount (60 per cent) of attrition throughout the programme, and substantial barriers to carrying out such intervention research have since been identified alongside strategies to overcome such barriers in future research (Trivedi-Bateman and Martingano, 2023).

**Conclusion**

The Compass intervention technique has the potential to support children in multiple contexts and samples, and to achieve desistance by making law-abiding, positive and fulfilling action choices in long-lasting ways. The approach described takes a child-specific orientation and aims to avoid stigmatisation and reinforcement of negative identities, thereby contributing to the development of innovative forms of child justice practice. Children
should be treated as such: they do not have the neurological capabilities to take full responsibility for their actions, and, as if often the case, features of the environments around children have let them down – for example, unstable or absent caregiver nurturing, difficulty maintaining school attendance, witnessing crime events in family or peer groups or crime victimisation. The often-difficult predicament of the child can be very difficult to weigh up against the potentially devastating consequences of child offences to victims, and I believe this is the reason so much controversy remains around how child offenders should be treated. If we can move towards a ‘delabelling’ (Maruna et al, 2004, p 275), strength-based approach to replace the current negative labelling and risk-based approach, we may see more and more children lessen their conflict with the law and achieve desistance in coming years.

It is acknowledged that this chapter incorporates some positivist assumptions about the relationship between developmental factors, child crime and desistance which might be open to critique. For example, some theorists (such as Polizzi, 2015) purport that child crime is a social construct rather than an objective form of behaviour towards which children may be inclined. While the proposed explanations of crime in this chapter centre on individual-level factors, it should be noted that environmental and social factors are imperative to consider in tandem. The extent to which the social context – including relationships with others, and reduced provocations – can provide support that is conducive to achieving desistance is critical. The coupling of the opportunity to reflect on one’s behaviour actively and purposefully, reinforced by the reassurance and recognition by supportive others, has been noted in existing desistance theory (for example Bottoms et al, 2004). As such, TCP intervention has

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic focus</th>
<th>Example activity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Empathy</td>
<td>Putting oneself in others’ shoes by hearing their life stories, looking at images, listening to music, watching emotive videos and acting out scenarios (for example, bullying)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morality</td>
<td>Moral dilemma group discussions and debates (hypothetical situations and real-life news stories)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emotion recognition and management</td>
<td>Defining and categorising emotions, identifying constructive and distorted thinking patterns, drawing oneself in the past, present and future</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shame and guilt</td>
<td>Identifying feelings of shame and guilt in scenarios and discussing their appropriateness in certain situations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peer resistance</td>
<td>Group discussions on experience of peer pressure, role playing hypothetical scenarios, learning peer refusal techniques</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
the potential to meaningfully contribute to child development and the process of maturation as an interactive process between the child and their wider environment.
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3 While TCP delivery served to pilot test the programme content and main or interaction analyses could not be tested due to sample size restrictions, 14 outcome variables, measured using standardised questionnaire scales pre-study and post-study, were collected. The outcome variables are: empathy, emotion regulation, mindfulness, moral rules, wellbeing, callous-unemotional traits, self-control, self-esteem, shame and guilt, quality of relationships, peer resistance, legitimacy of the law, contact with the police, and self-reported crime and victimisation. Programme enthusiasm and engagement data were also collected (programme group only).
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Theoretically informed interventions for children who offend


Introduction

The roots of this book lie in conversations about desistance and children in early 2021 that originated following an online event with academics, practitioners and policymakers who energetically critiqued and commented on the relevance and application of desistance theories to youth justice-involved children. While the purpose of the online event was to launch a briefing paper on desistance and youth justice, and thus mark the culmination of the National Association for Youth Justice’s (NAYJ) work on the topic, the discussions led to a number of reflections and questions. What helps children to move away from offending? To what extent is the concept and theorisation of desistance useful to explaining this during childhood and adolescence? Does the application of desistance theories risk problematising rather than normalising children’s behaviour? How is desistance thinking understood, interpreted and implemented in youth justice policy and practice?

We issued an open call inviting contributions from practitioners, academics and researchers on these questions and, more broadly, around critical perspectives on desistance and children. We asked all contributors to consider how structural factors and inequalities impact children’s ability to move away from offending and their healthy longer-term development in their area of discussion. Just over two years and 14 chapters later, we have a rich and varied collection of insights on this theme, covering a diverse range of topics. It provides insights into the applicability and implementation of desistance thinking in youth justice; issues of gender, race and faith; and the role of the arts, participation and co-production, caring relationships, the court system and moral emotions in children’s desistance journeys. While the collection approaches the topic of desistance and children through a national lens, these topics will have global relevance.

We acknowledge that this volume does not cover all issues on desistance and children. For example, the collection does not explicitly consider: the role of international children’s rights frameworks (although these are drawn
upon in many chapters); the implementation of desistance approaches in custodial settings; the particular needs of neurodiverse children in moving away from offending; or if and how restorative justice fits within the context of desistance and Child First (a topic of debate, see, for example, Cuneen and Goldson, 2015; Hodgson, 2020). Further, the contributions in this volume attest to the importance of examining perspectives on desistance (and indeed Child First) among professionals in other sectors who may play a significant role in children’s lives, shaping their development and pathways in and out of the justice system; as well as exploring the extent to which cultural norms and values impact on desistance with children (that is, a global perspective). In this regard, we hope this collection is treated as an invitation for further debate and discussion about desistance and children.

Our aim in this concluding chapter is not to summarise all the insights of each contribution – an enormous task – but to reflect on the central themes that have emerged from the collection. We then consider the implications and challenges that may lie ahead.

**Desistance as a social justice issue**

Several chapters of the book have emphasised that the barriers and enablers to children’s desistance – and wellbeing and healthy development – lie far beyond youth justice. In Chapter 5, Sharpe writes powerfully about girls’ and young women’s experience of school, the UK welfare system and criminal justice labelling as intersecting and at times mutually reinforcing sites of punishment. She contends that these cumulative experiences of negative labels, exclusion and othering cause profound harm to girls’ sense of self and future prospects. Focusing on Black and mixed-heritage boys, Wainwright (Chapter 7) argues that intersecting experiences of poverty, racism, educational exclusion and contested spaces are essential to understanding their disproportionate criminalisation and opportunities for desistance. Staines et al (Chapter 6) draw attention to the ‘triple whammy’ of stigma that girls in care who offend are liable to experience, noting that state and institutional responses – across children’s social care, residential care providers, mental health services, the police, the courts and youth justice – often increase the likelihood of their involvement in offending behaviour and inhibit their ability to move away from it. On a more positive note, Stephenson (Chapter 10) focuses on the wide-ranging benefits of an arts-based educational programme with youth justice-involved children, demonstrating the potential power of arts in education. Thus, a significant insight threaded through all these chapters is the critical role of institutions and experiences outside of youth justice in shaping children’s sense of self-identity, self-belief and self-efficacy.
Desistance as a youth justice-wide issue

There can be a tendency in discussions about ‘youth justice’ to treat it as a monolithic system: that is, of there being a uniform youth justice arena (for an extended discussion, see Phoenix, 2016). But as a number of chapters attest, there are diverse youth justice actors and environments that play a role in whether children’s desistance is helped or hindered. Interwoven throughout the collection is the recognition that contact with the youth justice system can often hamper desistance, in reflection of the strong evidence base to this effect (see, for example, McAra and McVie, 2007, 2010). Thus, Little and Haines (Chapter 4) contend that whether or not a child is labelled as an ‘offender’ or considered to be a ‘desister’ has as much to do with the system’s (and particularly, police enforcement) behaviour as it does the child’s actions. On a similar theme, Staines et al (Chapter 6) note that despite increased awareness among the police and care providers of the importance of diverting children away from the youth justice system, practice remains inconsistent.

For Carr (Chapter 13), the environments in which children are sentenced and the structure of those sentences are important factors in shaping a child’s opportunities to move away from crime. He argues that whether or not there is a conviction (and the possibility of breach) attached to the sentence has significant implications for how children think about themselves, regard the system (as there to help or not) and the supervisory relationship. Hampson (Chapter 9) notes that other agencies and professionals, such as the police and magistracy, play a significant role in enabling the development of desistance-informed youth justice, highlighting the importance of providing desistance training to these groups. His Majesty’s Inspectorate of Probation (HMIP) is another important influence in this regard, with some noticeable recent movement towards Child First thinking (Chapters 2 and 9), but arguably further progress to be made too.

The centrality of caring relationships

The significance of the relationship between the child and their worker is commented on by virtually every chapter in this collection. This is perhaps no surprise: the importance of the professional relationship is a long-standing feature of scholarship and the effective practice literature. More recently, there has been a renewed emphasis on the professional relationship at a policy level: it is a key focus of the Youth Justice Board case management guidance (2022) and national standards (2019), and HMIP’s inspection framework (2021). And yet, for all the talk of the importance of the professional relationship, there is little discussion about what it means to have a positive professional relationship or the factors that help and hinder the development and maintenance of such relationships (with some exceptions; see, for
example, Fullerton et al, 2021). Prior and Mason (2010, p 219) note that ‘the quality of the relationship between practitioner and the young person and the associated knowledge and skills – has rarely been the topic of rigorous research investigation’. Thus, there remains a ‘significant lacunae in our understanding of the minutiae of the practitioner–young person relationship’ (Drake et al, 2014, p 26). The insights about the professional relationship in this collection comprise a step toward bridging this gap.

A key message is that relationships must involve genuine care for the child, a feature that is often left out of definitions, as Evans and Szifris point out in Chapter 12. In Johns’ (Chapter 3) words, ‘justice demands care and caring’. Such ‘caring justice’ values empathy, building trust and responding to actual needs (Held, 2010), and importantly genuine care must be perceived as such by service users too (Tronto, 2010). Several chapters draw our attention to the important role of the structural frameworks in shaping the professional relationship (Chapters 6, 7, 9, 11, 12 and 13). In Chapter 6, Staines et al note that caring relationships will be potentially harder for children in care due to frequent movement between settings and counties; and high staff turnover related to inadequate employment conditions can further exacerbate such difficulties. Evans and Szifris (Chapter 12) reflect on the importance of taking time to genuinely connect with the child (see also Chapter 6), which is constrained within time-limited statutory youth justice supervision and by high levels of paperwork (see also Hampson, Chapter 9). Staines et al (Chapter 6), while pointing out the benefits of long-term, consistent relationships with youth justice professionals, note that contact with the youth justice system can be criminogenic and support must be provided earlier and outside of the justice system. Improving relationships is no easy task, but, in Chapter 13, Carr argues that a key potential benefit of introducing a community sentence without conviction is that it may improve relationship-based working by shifting the relationship away from its adversarial premise (that is, through the threat of breach) towards one of cooperation and wellbeing. Trivedi-Bateman (Chapter 14) writes persuasively about the importance of attending to children’s moral emotions, such as empathy, moral reasoning and emotional regulation to support their desistance; as she notes, empathetic interactions with practitioners and strong relationships are crucial in this regard.

**Supporting identity development, not identity reform**

Identity is a recurrent feature across the contributions to this volume. Several authors highlight the harmful effects that exclusionary and stigmatising experiences of school and society have on children’s self-identity and self-worth (Chapters 5, 6 and 7). Several chapters offer insights into the role of identity in children’s pathways away from offending (Chapters 1, 2, 3,
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4, 7, 8, 13 and 14; see Chapter 10 for discussion of the related concept of self-efficacy). In this regard, Little and Haines (Chapter 4) argue that desistance thinking cannot apply to children since it necessitates an established ‘offender identity’ which they may not have. Hazel and Case (Chapter 2) conceive of this topic differently, contending that supporting children’s pro-social identity development is of central importance to their realisation of positive outcomes and does not presuppose the existence of a criminal identity. This accords with the findings of empirical research on desistance and children, as discussed in the opening chapter. There is, however, also ongoing debate about whether pro-social identity development ought to be a principal focus of practice, particularly in a justice context, with two of the editors of this volume arguing elsewhere that practice should be centred on fostering children’s long-term healthy development through caring professional relationships, what they term progressive desistance practice (Bateman and Wigzell, forthcoming, 2024).

Seeing through the child’s lens

A key aim of this collection has been to create a space for critical reflection about the relevance of desistance thinking to children, encompassing both contributors who contest and develop its application to children. What is evident across all contributions is the importance of approaching such questions through a child’s lens or by ‘inhabiting children’s worlds’ (Chapter 3). This involves doing much more to facilitate children’s participation within services (Chapters 7 and 11) and co-produced action research, as outlined by Wainwright (Chapter 7). The professional relationship is significant here too: genuine empathy is required to understand the reality of the child’s ‘lived experiences’ (Eadie and Canton, 2002, p 22) or ‘to sense the client’s private world as if it were your own, but without ever losing the “as if” quality’ (Rodgers, 1957).

Seeing youth justice in this way highlights the significance of time for children, a feature of several chapters (Chapters 3, 6, 12 and 13). Both Johns (Chapter 3) and Carr (Chapter 13) discuss the value in focusing more on the ‘gaps’ in between in children’s offending, focusing on these periods as positive blocks to build on. And as noted earlier, relationships of genuine care take time to build and requires the involvement of children in activities that are meaningful (Chapters 6 and 12). Meaningful participation for children is discussed by Creaney et al (Chapter 11), with focus on how to facilitate children’s participation in decision-making processes. Participatory approaches can prove beneficial if a meaningful process is embedded within youth justice, and, more importantly, if this approach is translated effectively into practice. This is not to say that meaningful participation is not complex, with challenges in balancing practicalities, tokenistic participation and inter-agency tensions.
Implications and challenges

Here we consider the implications and challenges to realising these themes (inspired by Hazel and Case’s [2023] postscript).

For research

We are reluctant to conclude a book rich with insights and learning calling for more research. And yet, our understanding of how children move away from offending during childhood and adolescence remains underdeveloped, too often treated as a poor cousin to adult justice scholarship rather than a field in its own right. Several authors in this volume have, in our view rightly, called for further research about how children move on from crime, particularly focusing on what helps different ‘groups’ of children (while recognising that each child is unique). Wainwright (Chapter 7) argues for co-creative action research with Black and mixed-heritage boys ‘as it is only by understanding their experience … that there can be genuine opportunity to bring about changes that lead to desistance’. In this regard, it is essential that the growing interest in participatory and co-designed practice (Chapter 11) is reflected in research funders’ support for such approaches, since genuinely participatory research requires resources (Torre et al, 2018).

In the opening chapter, we highlight the need to learn more about children’s pathways away from crime across the spectrum of youth-justice involvement (given that, to date, research has typically focused on children leaving custody and/or who have committed serious or high-frequency crimes). Rosier (Chapter 8) advocates for research that considers the role of spirituality in children’s pathways from crime – a concept that has received increasing attention in criminal justice literature with adults but has been limited with under 18s. His chapter reminds us that, notwithstanding the debate about the applicability of adult-based desistance theories with children, there are valuable insights from this literature that merit consideration in relation to under 18s.

Hampson (Chapter 9) is one of a small number of scholars who have examined how desistance thinking is being implemented in youth justice (see also Day, 2022), importantly highlighting some of the barriers and training gaps. More such research will be needed as desistance approaches, and their links with Child First, continue to develop in youth justice. This will need to be conducted within and across youth justice services and youth custodial establishments, as well as the police, referral order panels, youth proceedings and the inspectorates, in reflection of the range of stakeholders and the varying penal models and cultures (Smith and Gray, 2019, Gray, 2020; Goldson and Briggs, 2021) that make up youth justice in England and Wales. This is an ambitious programme of research, but it is essential
if we are to understand and advance the ways in which research and policy is translating into practice with children. In sum, practice with children in the youth justice system must be informed and supported by research with and for children.

For practice and policy

We discuss practice and policy together, since many of the implications and challenges, perhaps unsurprisingly, straddle both arenas and cannot be easily separated. The key areas discussed here are ‘caring relationships’, ‘training’ and ‘people and participation’.

Caring relationships

As noted, one of the dominant themes in the book is the central importance of caring relationships between children and practitioners. While policy and practitioners agree on this, it is clear there are challenges to realising the centrality of the relationship in practice. A number of authors point to the lack of time practitioners spend with children associated with lengthy AssetPlus assessments and paperwork (Chapters 9 and 12), time-limited youth justice supervision (Chapter 12), unstable care placements and high staff turnover (Chapter 6). Several chapters (Chapter 9, 10 and 12) note the importance of meaningful activities for relationship building and broadening children’s horizons (Drake et al, 2014), but Hampson (Chapter 9) reports that lack of funding is a significant barrier. There are no straightforward solutions to these issues, but if consistent and caring relationships are ‘pivotal’ to children’s desistance and wellbeing (YJB, 2022), policymakers together with practitioners need to do much more to realise this in the system’s structure and support.

In the meantime, several contributors offer ideas on immediate-term changes that would enable more time to be spent with children and better support relationship-based practice. Hampson (Chapter 9) argues that AssetPlus requires review by policymakers but also points to an example where local practitioners worked together to make the intervention plan more child-friendly – she is hopeful that the introduction of Child First case management guidance will, in time, further support such innovation. Training (discussed further in the following section) is another central feature of realising caring relationships (Chapters 6 and 12); in this regard, it is encouraging that the Effective Practice Certificate includes content on attachment theory, trauma-informed or trauma-aware practice and relationship building, despite some concern about the content remaining risk-oriented (Chapter 9). Yet reflective practice is also a critical component (Chapter 12) of relationship-centred practice; anecdotal evidence suggests
that this is too often missing or infrequent. On this point, while Child First thinking rightly encourages us to responsibilise adults rather than children (Hazel and Case, 2023), if we want practitioners to build caring relationships with children, we must also care for our practitioners.

**Training**

Lack of training is a recurrent challenge highlighted across chapters. Many authors in this volume (Chapters 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 11 and 12) argue that if we are to support children’s wellbeing and desistance, we need to better equip the workforce within and beyond youth justice to recognise and respond to their needs. Sharpe (Chapter 5) emphasises the need for increased awareness of and mental wellbeing provision in schools to identify girls’ needs and provide support at an early stage. Staines et al (Chapter 6) recommend that further training is required across the police, care providers and other relevant agencies about diversion and trauma-aware approaches to prevent girls from entering the system, as well as mental health support and trauma-informed training to help them move away from it. Hampson (Chapter 9) notes the need for child-friendly desistance training – across youth justice services, the police and youth courts. Rosier (Chapter 8) compellingly writes about the importance of religious literacy training and reflective practice to better enable practitioners to talk with children about religion, faith and spirituality. Drawing on Dingham (2016), he proposes that such training should encourage critical thinking, equip one to identify and challenge potential prejudices (our own and others) and underlying emotional assumptions, and foster openness to knowledge. As Rosier argues, religious literacy goes beyond understanding the foundations of religion and ‘is a key life skill which is central to the effective, peaceful functioning of a plural democracy’. One can imagine that such training tenets may have wide application across the child penal realm.

**People and Participation**

Wainwright (Chapter 7) and Creaney et al (Chapter 11) discuss the value of involving those who have experience of the system as peer mentors. Wainwright contends that Black and mixed-heritage boys listen and respect peer mentors with similar experiences and that they are ideally placed to challenge their involvement in offending ‘from a prism of Blackness’ and through a long-term working relationship. Both chapters point to the challenges of realising the involvement of peer mentors. Wainwright highlights exclusionary Disclosure and Barring Service checks and potentially poor financial remuneration as key barriers to members of the Black and mixed-heritage community committing to such roles. Creaney
et al (Chapter 11) note that professional concerns about the children’s past behaviour and defensible decision-making can militate against power sharing. They hold up the charity Youth Ink’s work with youth justice services as an exemplar of meaningful participatory practice, involving trained peer mentors who work flexibly with youth justice-involved children, through a trusting relationship, alongside statutory supervision. They argue that this can promote children’s genuine participation in decision-making, positive outcomes and desistance.

**At the system-wide level**

Many of the contributions to this collection have underlined the need for change across and throughout a range of services if children’s wellbeing and desistance is to be supported. This includes improved mental health support in schools and the community (Chapters 5 and 6); greater provision of youth services and housing (Chapters 6 and 7); a more compassionate and inclusive educational system (Chapters 5 and 7); the development of a supportive rather than penalising welfare system (Chapter 5); and bespoke services that understand and are responsive to the needs of Black and mixed-heritage families (Chapter 7) and marginalised girls (Chapter 6). Staines et al (Chapter 6) want to see Child First principles applied across the care system, as well as within youth justice. The overwhelming current challenge is that the financial climate mitigates against additional funding for such services, resulting in children being further neglected and marginalised.

Others have invited us to look beyond statutory services for solutions. Stephenson (Chapter 10) encourages the development of partnerships between arts organisations and youth justice services to give more children the opportunity to develop skills and self-agency. Creaney et al (Chapter 11) and Evans and Szifris (Chapter 12) highlight some of the benefits of involving the charitable sector in youth justice, including the flexibility to work with children beyond the confines of time-limited youth justice supervision and with potentially less of a power imbalance. This will not be easy within the current system, but investment in such provision is required if we are to reduce negative outcomes for children.

Sharpe (Chapter 5) reminds us that we cannot discuss desistance and children without acknowledgement of our age of criminal responsibility in England and Wales, which at ten years of age remains ‘extremely low’. As she argues, raising it offers the potential to significantly reduce the number of criminalised children and would improve their employment prospects. It should be noted that the United Nations Committee on the Rights of the Child (Children’s Rights Committee, 2019) has recently raised its recommended minimum age of criminal responsibility from 12 to 14 years on the basis of the neurodevelopmental evidence:
Documented evidence in the fields of child development and neuroscience indicates that maturity and the capacity for abstract reasoning is still evolving in children aged 12 to 13 years due to the fact that their frontal cortex is still developing. Therefore, they are unlikely to understand the impact of their actions or to comprehend criminal proceedings. (Children’s Rights Committee, 2019, para 22)

The NAYJ has long argued that the minimum age of criminal responsibility should be raised significantly, not least given that the large majority of children grow out of crime (NAYJ, 2019). Yet, at the time of writing (late 2023), with an impending General Election and ‘law and order’ seemingly mobilised once again as a key territory in which it will be fought,¹ the likelihood of reform remains to be seen.

This discussion perhaps inevitably raises questions about whether youth justice is configured in a way that best supports children’s wellbeing and desistance. Little and Haines (Chapter 4) contend that we should adopt an oblique approach (Canton, 2012) to youth justice, focusing on fostering children’s universal positive outcomes based on a Child First philosophy (notably instead of desistance thinking), rather than directly aiming to reduce offending. Hazel and Case (Chapter 2) explain that similar ideas are at the core of the Child First conceptual framework and a key impetus for it. As they state: ‘[F]ocusing interventions directly on offending behaviour and desistance from it, risk-based youth justice brings “negative”, punitive features. These include (inadvertent) labelling and stigmatisation of children ... “net-widening” ... and over-emphasising the prevention of negative outcomes.’ They go on to argue that ‘this model points to the need for the YJS to focus primarily on achieving positive child outcomes. The aim of “desistance” is best considered as a secondary outcome, which reduces the negative consequences of it being a direct focus’.

In the prelude to this collection, Wigzell (2021) similarly argued that child-friendly desistance entails a central focus on children’s positive outcomes, beyond reducing offending. She questioned how such aspirations will translate into youth justice practice when preventing offending remains the statutory aim of youth justice (Crime and Disorder Act 1998), noting that ‘[i]f preventing offending and managing risk remain the modus operandi of the system ... there is a danger that practice will inevitably be orientated towards these goals, regardless of child first aspirations’ (2021, p 16). These concerns continue to be salient. The statutory aim of youth justice sits unchanged; reoffending (the binary and frequent rate) continues to be a key performance indicator (KPI) for youth justice services in reflection of this aim (albeit alongside an expansion of KPIs relating to supporting children’s wellbeing) (YJB/MoJ, 2023); and the effectiveness of work to reduce offending remains a central focus of HMIP youth justice inspections (HMI Probation, 2021). This is not to detract from the positive developments made
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in implementing Child First, which Bateman (2023) describes as a ‘seismic shift which deserves to be applauded’; or to underestimate the pragmatic considerations involved in positioning Child First in a way that appeals to ministerial and civil service concerns (Chapter 2).

Hazel and Case (Chapter 2) suggest that the advancement of Child First ‘will inevitably raise challenging questions’ about the political preoccupation with (re-)offending and perhaps the appropriateness of a justice system for supporting children’s positive outcomes. Perhaps, then, we need change before we can fully realise the possibilities for reform and thinking beyond current configurations of youth justice. This is not to call into question the need for a specialist workforce and resources for children in conflict with the law, which are of vital importance for this so often marginalised group (Wigzell, 2021). But, ultimately, if we understand children’s desistance as a social justice issue, indirectly realised by nurturing children’s healthy development through long-standing caring relationships and non-stigmatising socio-structural support, then surely a justice response is not the answer.

Note 1 See, for example, Labour’s recent advertisements accusing Prime Minister Rishi Sunak of being ‘soft’ on crime (Allegretti, 2023); and the Conservative promise of a ‘crackdown on antisocial behaviour’ (Crew, 2023).
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